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I begin this preface by discussing two television shows—UnReal and Project 
Runway—a surprising choice given that I don’t watch much reality television. 
However, the experiences I had with these shows nicely capture two main 
themes of the book, so, in the interests of introducing and motivating this 
book with some authenticity, I submit to the reader the following cases.

In the first example, my personal experience with the show UnReal, which 
premiered in June 2015, illustrates the importance of entities—critics, review-
ers, and the like—that seem peripheral because they do not produce the works 
that are consumed but are actually part and parcel of the creative industries. I 
had seen promotions for the new show on Lifetime TV while flipping through 
my cable provider’s on demand section. The font used in the advertisement; 
the way the title was presented; the title itself, which sounded like teen slang; 
and the fact that the show was aired on Lifetime TV, which I associated with 
cheesy, sentimental films, all put me off, and I paid no further attention to 
the advertisement. A few weeks after my initial dismissal, which was based 
on nothing other than gut instinct and evidence-free analysis (a classic situa-
tion of judging a book by its cover), I saw that Emily Nussbaum, the television 
critic for The New Yorker magazine had reviewed the show. I was surprised—
the show had not struck me as typical New Yorker material. Moreover, Nuss-
baum had praised the show. The very next evening, I watched every episode of 
UnReal that was available on demand. I liked the show; it had feminist sensi-
bilities, as Nussbaum had written, but was also hugely entertaining and bril-
liantly acted, and it opened my eyes to the true extent of the unseemliness and 
fakeness in the world of reality television shows (such as The Bachelor), while 
also shedding light on the complexities of human nature that make reality 
television possible. Even though I didn’t like every episode of the first season, 
I nevertheless watched the second season, which aired earlier this year, brush-
ing aside any reservations I had, secure in the knowledge that Nussbaum, 
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the television critic at The New Yorker, had endorsed the show. I discovered 
and even appreciated the show entirely because of Nussbaum’s review in The 
New Yorker.

The second example highlights the other main category of entities in the 
creative industries: the firms that actually engage in the production and sale 
of creative works such as books, films, music albums, television shows, and 
fashion apparel. These are the producers, and they are located at the intersec-
tion of art and business. Despite my research on the fashion industry and my 
particular interest in designers as founders of creative firms, I had never really 
watched the show Project Runway (on Bravo from 2004 to 2008 and then on 
Lifetime since 2009), which followed participants as they competed for the 
approval of a panel of judges comprising well-connected individuals in the 
fashion industry. It was never clear to me whether the judges on the show 
were looking for creativity (the next Alexander McQueen) or for commer-
ciality (the next Ralph Lauren). It seemed to me that the show, and all other 
reality shows seeking the next talented individual, possessed a desire to be 
both arbiters of culture and promoters of commerce, a schizophrenic goal that 
was unlikely to be achieved to any substantial degree, let alone in full. I felt 
perversely vindicated then, on reading in The New York Times1 that Christian 
Siriano, the high-profile winner of the fourth season of Project Runway, had 
apparently not truly gained acceptance into the inner sanctum of the high-
fashion world, despite having parlayed his win into a viable fashion “line.” The 
situation that Siriano found himself in was, I thought to myself, something I 
could have predicted, knowing that intangible, social assets do not always fol-
low financial ones, although the reverse can and does happen. The so-called 
nouveau riche are familiar with this phenomenon, and anybody working in or 
observing the creative industries knows that greater status is accorded to the 
penurious artistic genius (writer, painter, sculptor, musician, filmmaker, and 
the like) than the creator of best sellers.

These two examples nicely preview the main themes of the book, which is 
about the nature, structure, and functioning of creative industries and how 
entrepreneurship in these industries can influence broader societal culture. 
As the examples above suggest, audiences are often suspicious or ignorant 
of new creative works until they are endorsed by critics/reviewers they trust. 
Thus producers in creative industries face the daunting task of having con-
sumers discover and accept their product; in addition, producers constantly 
struggle to balance the cultural and commercial worlds that they must span to 
succeed as a commercial entity that sells cultural creations. These challenges 
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raise some important questions: How and why does any entity (individual 
or organization) participate in these highly risky sectors of the economy, let 
alone introduce new products? How and why do consumers purchase cul-
tural goods? What do critics stand to gain from introducing audiences to new 
works? This book attempts to address these and other relevant questions.

The Key Factors: The Art World, the 
Market World, and Entrepreneurship

Although my interest in the creative industries was originally spurred by a 
desire to understand the paradox of growth and scaling in commercial firms 
that are dependent on selling the work of a single founder (for example, high-
fashion firms are founded to sell the creations of the founding designer), who 
presumably cannot create at the scale or speed of an automated process, I 
gradually became more interested in how the worlds of art and business co-
exist, interact, and even flourish in the context of creative industries. When I 
began to explore the topic in more detail, I found research that described an 
entire ecosystem of entities that needed to function together in a particular 
pattern of interactions, a situation that engendered stability. Because entre-
preneurship is another area of my interest, I became intrigued by the entre-
preneurial activity and artistic innovations that were occurring throughout 
the creative industries, stability notwithstanding, and how these activities af-
fected both the creative industries and society more generally. This book is the 
result of my inquiries into the entities that populate the creative industries—
artists, critics and reviewers, and producers—and is informed by decades of 
prior academic work that addressed many of these questions from various 
angles. I integrate my empirical observations with prior scholarly work to de-
rive conceptual frameworks and models that describe the system of entities, 
which I call the value chain, that constitutes the creative industries and facili-
tates the market exchange of cultural goods (the baseline case). In addition, I 
explore the implications of the nature and structure of the baseline case for 
entrepreneurship and new market creation. Underlying my interest in entre-
preneurship is the belief that entrepreneurship that overcomes the stability 
of the creative industries and creates markets for radically innovative artistic 
goods, an act I label pioneer entrepreneurship, can have a profound impact on 
society and culture. I am aware that this last statement—that commerce can 
change culture—is likely to be controversial and therefore is worth interrogat-
ing at multiple levels.
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THE ROLE OF THE MARKET IN THE ART WORLD

First, I would like to address the pro–market orientation of the statement that 
commerce can change culture, which is a prerequisite for claiming such im-
portance and power for entrepreneurship. Given that the market world and 
the art world are considered not just different but antagonistic, the extensive 
focus on the market in this book may seem out of place. In particular, my 
stance that markets play a central role in promoting cultural change may raise 
some eyebrows. I want to emphasize here that not only do I not believe that the 
market has a uniformly positive influence on art and culture, but I also do not 
believe that the market is integral to either artistic creation or cultural pro-
duction. The market, in my opinion, is but one way to support artistic creation 
and consumption—state and nongovernmental not-for-profit institutions can 
also support these endeavors. For good or ill, however, the market is currently 
the primary mechanism that enables the dissemination and enjoyment (and 
therefore the creation) of artworks. Although this situation should be cause 
for concern, there is no question that state control of artistic creation and dis-
semination is not an optimal situation either, given the potential for abuse 
inherent in that arrangement, as observed at various times and places in his-
tory. Further, nonprofit organizations can become financially unsustainable, 
especially when they depend primarily on philanthropic sources of money. 
Additionally, in nonprofit organizations, the need to remain financially vi-
able has negative operational implications, namely that fund raising takes an 
inordinate amount of effort. Finally, readers should keep in mind that not all 
artists need or desire to engage solely with the market; some decide to stay 
out of the market, and other public and state institutions serve to provide that 
choice to artists. Notably, then, an ecosystem of complementary means and 
mechanisms is necessary to maximize society’s access to art works.

THE POWER OF ART TO CHANGE MINDS

Second, although the claim that art is transformative and inspiring is a cli-
ché, it is worthwhile to question this claim, especially because it is central to 
the book’s premise that (creating markets for) radically new works of art can 
change society. Although I myself can attest that several books and works 
of art have influenced me deeply, I certainly would not say that any single 
work has changed my worldview completely. Rather, individual works have 
influenced different aspects of my thinking, and jointly they have shaped the 
person I am. I am not alone in having a sense that various forms of artistic 
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expression have influenced my beliefs about not only society and appropri-
ate social behavior but also the kind of society in which I would like to live. 
For several years, I have asked students to name three creative works that 
have had an impact on their lives; invariably, students don’t produce simple 
lists but rather detailed and moving descriptions of exactly how the works 
have changed their perspective in some way. In addition to this anecdotal 
evidence, recent experiments2 have shown that exposure to works of art in-
creases children’s capacity to engage in critical thinking. At least for exist-
ing works, therefore, it appears that the ideas the works represent do indeed 
percolate through and become embedded in our psyches. Given this result, 
radical artistic innovations, which manifest new ideas and do not align with 
any existing conventions or criteria of worth, should have an even more pro-
found influence on people’s thinking. Confronted with a radical work of art, 
individuals struggle to make sense of the underlying idea and do not consume 
the work until they understand the idea. If consumers purchase such work, 
therefore, the market mechanism must have changed their minds about the 
value of the work, which is to say that the new idea represented by the work 
must have seeped into the collective psyche and been accepted, that is, the 
work must have changed the way they think. This process, I suggest, is how 
commercial interest in creating a market for radically innovative art works 
leads to cultural change and thus motivates the book’s focus on pioneer entre-
preneurship, which is the act of creating a new market.

THE IMPORTANCE OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN THE ART WORLD

Third, I would like to address the significance I attach to entrepreneur-
ship within creative industries. Certainly, such a strong focus on entrepre-
neurship—a phenomenon much more closely associated with technological 
or financial innovations than with cultural goods—is suspect in a book 
about cultural and artistic production. Moreover, entrepreneurship is di-
rectly and closely linked to the “market,” which has negative connotations 
in the context of culture. In broadening the definition of entrepreneurship 
and applying it to the creative industries and markets for cultural goods, 
I am only extending a recent trend both in the academy and in practice, 
which is evident in the frequent use of terms such as “institutional entrepre-
neurship” and “social entrepreneurship.” I am proposing a parallel category, 
cultural entrepreneurship. Additionally, if one thinks of markets as “audi-
ences,” the process of creating an audience for new a cultural product is not 
so different from creating markets, and indeed I treat the two (audiences 
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and markets) as equivalent in the book. For these reasons, I believe that the 
liberal use of the terminology and conceptualizations of entrepreneurship 
should not seem out of place.

With regard to the terminology surrounding entrepreneurship in this 
book, the distinction between a pioneer entrepreneur and an entrepreneur 
is worth clarifying here. Whereas the term entrepreneur used by itself is ap-
plied in the usual sense to describe an individual who starts a new venture, a
pioneer entrepreneur is one who creates a new market for a radically innovative 
good, which is either not understood and thus not valued by consumers or was 
previously undervalued and thus did not have a market. A pioneer entrepre-
neur, therefore, does not have to found a new venture to be classified as such 
and in fact does not have to be associated with a firm at all; any entity (indi-
vidual or organization) whose efforts contribute significantly to the creation 
of a new market is a pioneer entrepreneur. The definition, therefore, resides in 
the object—a new market—rather than the subject—a venture—of entrepre-
neurship. Using this definition, the book explores pioneer entrepreneurs and 
entrepreneurs in both the producer position and the intermediary position 
within the value chain. Pioneer producers and pioneer intermediaries create 
new markets, whereas entrepreneurial producers and intermediaries are 
new producer ventures and new intermediary ventures in well-established, 
smoothly functioning market categories.

A Few Caveats and Clarif ications

Having attempted to clarify several of the choices I have made in structuring 
the book, I turn to a few disclaimers that provide greater context for the ideas 
about creative industries and entrepreneurship expressed here, in the hope 
that readers will keep them in mind as they read the book. Specifically, I at-
tend to four issues here: the properties of intermediaries, the purpose of art, 
the role of recent technological and socioeconomic changes, and the absence 
of social class and race in the forthcoming pages.

THE INDEPENDENCE AND EXPERTISE OF INTERMEDIARIES

The descriptions of the “baseline case” that I provide in this book are neces-
sarily ideal normative. Thus, while the creative industries operate in more or 
less the manner described in the book most of the time, there are certainly 
exceptions. As one example, readers’ experience may suggest that two fea-
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tures that I describe as prerequisites for intermediaries—independence and 
expertise—are actually not that common. As a result, readers may believe 
that these properties represent an overly idealistic view of the world, that a 
complete absence of bias is impossible, that incorruptibility is a pipe dream, 
and that expertise is restrictive, snobbish, and unnecessary, especially in the 
case of cultural goods, which are governed by subjective evaluations. I agree 
that my description of these properties represents an ideal situation, but I do 
not believe that these features are either impossible or unnecessary. Certainly 
digitalization (addressed in Chapter 9) has made it quite difficult to main-
tain financial independence while making it easy to substitute the “wisdom 
of the crowds” for singular expertise. However, as I argue in the final chapter, 
discarding economic independence is certainly not beneficial for civil society 
in the long run and, perhaps more pertinently, is not good a business move, 
either. The same is true of expertise, although arguably to a lesser extent. 
Aside from these pragmatic arguments, I want to stress the importance of op-
timism. Although I understand the appeal and logic of skepticism, even to the 
level of cynicism, I would like to advocate for the belief that society will self-
correct (in the long run, at the very least) to the correct ethical position. Until 
that correction occurs, however, it is up to us, as consumers of the discourse 
produced by intermediaries, to remain vigilant and insist that intermediaries 
establish and maintain visible independence from the influence of producers. 
The notion that consumers can, through their purchase decisions, motivate 
businesses to change their practices is widely accepted, and I suggest that con-
sumers should utilize this process to maintain the value of independent and 
expert evaluation of cultural goods by intermediaries.

ART FOR INTELLECTUAL STIMULATION; 

ART FOR ENTERTAINMENT

Although art can be enlightening and inspiring, individuals do not want or 
need to be enlightened every time; entertainment is important, too. Thus, I 
want to be clear that although cultural prestige and financial success are often 
at odds, neither should be considered superior to or consistently more desir-
able than the other. Firms focused on gaining cultural prestige are needed to 
stimulate intellectual growth and challenge societal norms and assumptions, 
whereas firms focused on achieving financial success fulfill the significant 
need we have for entertainment and amusement, even to the point of mind-
less silliness.
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DIGITALIZATION AND GLOBALIZATION

Despite all the focus on entrepreneurship and innovation in the book, with a 
final chapter (which examines the effects of digitalization and globalization on 
the creative industries) titled “New World, Old Rules,” I run the risk of com-
ing across as a Luddite, or, at the very least, a denier of technological change 
because it may initially seem that I am making the claim that these changes 
are not significant. Nothing could be further from the truth—I agree entirely 
that digitalization, especially, has had a substantial impact on the nature of 
creation, production, and consumption. Once again, however, I must empha-
size that the book focuses primarily on the ideal-normative scenario and takes 
a descriptive stance; in other words, the goal of the book is to describe how the 
creative industries ought to be (and are) structured, given the unique char-
acteristics of cultural goods and the nature of their consumption. As I em-
phasize in that last chapter, digitalization has not significantly changed these 
fundamental aspects of cultural goods, which in turn means that the baseline 
case described throughout the book has not changed in any pervasive way—
intermediaries continue to be integral to the creative industries and therefore 
must continue to be both independent and expert, and producers must still 
contend with the tension between the art and business worlds.

The reader may ask: Even if the nature and functioning of the system need
not change, should it change, given the vast difference between the digital and 
the analog worlds? My answer is a firm “no.” I believe that the way in which 
the system functions and the requirement for intermediaries to be indepen-
dent and expertise are good for society. I would argue that not everyone can 
or should be a creator or producer or intermediary, and that quality is not an 
elitist concept. Although I think the digital medium is indeed a democratizing 
force, I contend that the focus of democratization should be maximizing ac-
cess to the discourse of expert intermediaries, as well as exposure to excellent 
art works, rather than maximizing participation in the creation of art and/
or commentary. Because this is an unpopular assertion to make these days, I 
want to clarify that I am making this claim in the narrow context of valuation, 
pioneer entrepreneurship, and markets. In contrast, it is certainly desirable to 
allow everyone to create for their own pleasure or self-actualization, and it is 
even desirable to have as many individuals as possible weigh in on the qual-
ity of cultural goods. However, I make a distinction between these activities 
and the processes that occur once goods enter the market and consumers are 
making monetary and psychological decisions about these goods—I would 
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much rather place my trust in an independent expert intermediary than in 
the “crowd,” let alone individual idiosyncratic consumer reviewers. This is es-
pecially true for cultural goods, which manifest ideas; I would like to offer a 
plea for us to treat our minds with the same respect that we treat our bodies—
just as we would not seek medical advice from a random individual whom 
we do not know or buy drugs manufactured by an unknown firm, I suggest 
that we should not blindly celebrate the growth in artistic creation wrought 
by the digital medium. Although there is room for technological change in 
the old system, I would suggest the new world should not entirely replace 
the old. I neither disparage nor deny the impact of digitalization. Instead, I 
merely recommend that we remain circumspect about this transformation so 
that it elevates our existence, rather than reducing our artistic experience to 
an echo chamber devoid of discovery and challenge and filled with anodyne 
mediocrities.

THE ROLE OF SOCIAL CLASS

Finally, readers will notice that social class and race, both of which are signifi-
cant aspects of cultural production and especially consumption, are included 
in this book in only a marginal sense. The notion of “highbrow” and “low-
brow” cultural products (discussed in Chapter 7) is, in effect, a reflection of 
class. Highbrow cultural goods—those perceived as artistic, intellectual, and 
culturally prestigious—are considered the domain of upper-class individuals, 
and lowbrow cultural goods—those perceived as simple and entertaining—
are considered to cater to the lower classes. Although the topic of social class 
is obviously relevant in the context of cultural goods, I nevertheless ignore 
this issue for two chief reasons. First, there is an entire literature on the rela-
tionship between social class and cultural consumption, and any proper treat-
ment of the topic would fill at least an entire book if not several. Moreover, 
given that there is an assumed correlation between cultural value and social 
class (highbrow goods = higher social class, and lowbrow goods = lower so-
cial class) but no clear understanding of whether this correlation is due to 
the quality of the goods or exists solely for historical social reasons, many 
scholars deplore both the terminology (which originated from the racist and 
later discredited theory of phrenology) and the concept. The second and main 
reason I choose not to address the topics of social class and race, however, is 
a simple one: the core focus of the book is business and entrepreneurship in 
the creative industries, rather than class-based and race-based distinctions 
among consumers. 
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These are the choices, inclusionary as well as exclusionary, I made in writ-
ing this book. Accordingly, the reader will note an emphasis on describing 
markets—their structure and functioning and their constitutive entities—for 
cultural goods, with a view to shedding light on their role in society and of-
fering models from the past and prescriptions for future entrepreneurs whose 
value is the ability and desire to harness the power of commerce to change 
culture.



This book would not have been even possible were it not for the support of 
a collective of kind, generous, and intelligent individuals whom I have been 
privileged to know. Without the guidance and insights I received from the 
writings of Patrick Aspers, Jens Beckert, Luc Boltansky, Pierre Bourdieu, 
Richard Caves, Clement Greenberg, Lewis Hyde, Wesley Shrum, Laurent 
Thevenot, and several other scholars who have written about specific indus-
tries, I would not have known the first thing about creative industries. Fur-
ther, were it not for a number of individuals and entrepreneurs in the cultural 
sector who graciously and generously responded to my cold calls and offered 
me their time, access to their archives, and answers to my questions, I would 
never have been able to build a repertoire of cases, examples, and evidentiary 
support for the conceptual frameworks I propose here. Although this group 
of individuals is large, I would like to acknowledge the following individuals 
specifically: John Galantic, Aditya Julka and Osman Khan, Karl Lagerfeld, 
Ruby Lerner, Tom Pritzker, Keri Putnam, Evan Ratliff, Robert Redford, René 
Redzepi, Dinesh and Minal Vazirani, and Claire Zion.

I owe a large debt of gratitude to my friend and colleague Dan Wadhwani, 
who has been an intellectual sparring partner and coauthor on one of the two 
large research projects that laid the foundation for this book. Always sharply 
analytical and also funny, a perfectionist, and an inveterate reviser and refiner 
of written material, Dan makes work easy, fun, and satisfying. Also crucial to 
this book and the various research projects underlying it were three research 
associates—Erika Richardson, Eleanor (Elsie) Kenyon, and Hannah Catzen—
whose age belied their wisdom and whose contributions to my work have gone 
well beyond their formal job descriptions.

All the case studies that inform the book as well as two large-scale re-
search projects (on the creation of the Indian art market and the emergence 
and evolution of the high-end fashion industry in India) were conducted 
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during my time at Harvard Business School. This book would therefore not 
have been possible without the unsurpassed resources and access provided by 
that institution. More intangibly, but no less importantly, several senior col-
leagues at Harvard Business School provided moral support throughout the 
process. Nitin Nohria was the first to plant the idea of a book in my head, and 
I am grateful to him for believing I could do it. Teresa Amabile, Tom Eisen-
mann, Joe Lassiter, Bill Sahlman, and Noam Wasserman—all fellow dwellers 
of the Rock Center, home of the Entrepreneurial Management Unit at HBS—
provided guidance, encouragement, and ideas as well as much-needed relief 
from the tedium of writing a book. Outside the unit, I could always count on 
Rohit Deshpande, Geoff Jones, Dutch Leonard, and Henry McGee to take a 
genuine interest in my work, offer me advice and insights, talk me up to every-
one they knew, and take me to lunch or accompany me on a walk.

Within the larger academic community, one tends to find one’s own tribe, 
a small world that provides intellectual and social sustenance. Because of my 
cross-disciplinary interests, my tribe is eclectic, but they have in common 
kindness and generosity of spirit and, of course, intellectual chops. Howard 
Aldrich, Paul DiMaggio, Walter (Woody) Powell, Hayagreeva (Huggy) Rao, 
Mark Suchman, and Viviana Zelizer have not only influenced my work and 
thinking but have also shown me, by example, how to be a good citizen within 
the academic community. Candace Jones, Roger Friedland, Mike Louns-
bury, Ashley Mears, Jesper Strandgaard Pedersen, Roy Suddaby, and Silviya 
Svejenova have spent many hours reading and discussing my work; sharing 
their expertise on creative industries, markets, and institutions; and pushing 
me to sharpen my thinking about the issues covered in this book. I cannot 
thank my tribe enough for all these years of enthusiastic engagement with 
my work and with me. But I would not have even been in this academic com-
munity if it weren’t for Heather Haveman and Peter Roberts, who have been 
founts of energy and education since my graduate school days; it gives me 
great joy to offer my thanks to them in one more manuscript.

One of the biggest joys of teaching is learning from the students. I have 
been fortunate to have several students I have learned from over the years, and 
I am grateful to them for having challenged me to draw the more subtle in-
sights from any situation or experience. Thanks are also due to those students 
whose thoughtful ideas made their way into my thinking about the creative 
industries and entrepreneurship. Three peers who reviewed earlier versions 
of the manuscript will also, I hope, see the influence of their ideas and sug-
gestions in this final version of the book. I am grateful for the time they took 
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to patiently and painstakingly read the manuscript and help improve it—at 
least this reviewing task will not go down as having been a thankless one. I 
have benefited tremendously, and so has the book, from the work of Jennifer 
Eggerling-Boeck and Angela Palm, both of whom went well beyond the call of 
duty as copyeditors to provide meaningful substantive comments that signifi-
cantly improved the clarity and readability of the book.

Starting a book project is very difficult but not as difficult as completing it, 
and neither would have been possible in this case were it not for my wonderful 
editor at Stanford University Press, Margo Beth Fleming. With her incisive 
clarity and forthrightness combined with a disarming charm and persua-
siveness, Margo has shaped this book more than anyone else, and I feel very 
lucky to have worked with her. I know I have tried her patience and severely 
prolonged the process of completion—I will always appreciate how human 
she was in understanding and forgiving my tardiness. Also important at the 
point of completion of this book are my colleagues in my new professional 
home, Cornell Tech in New York City: Dan Huttenlocher, Vrinda Kadiyali, 
Chris Marquis, and Doug Stayman. I am grateful for the opportunity they 
have given me by bringing me closer to the geographical center of the creative 
industries in the United States, to a campus focused on fostering entrepre-
neurial thinking—perhaps another book will come out as a result of the next 
few years.

Friends have lent their hand to this writing project in many ways. Elisa-
beth Köll and Mary Tripsas made me look forward to coming to the office. 
They have promised to read the book, and for that I am almost as thankful as 
I am for the many walks and talks we’ve shared. There is much talk of mentor-
ship in the workplace these days, especially by women for women, but Elisa-
beth and Mary went beyond mentorship, offering me true friendship. I could 
not have done any of this without them. A sisterhood outside of work kept me 
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Paul Durand-Ruel was a successful and astute businessman in mid-
nineteenth-century Paris. He also changed the course of art history. As an art 
dealer who was willing to take risks and defy the authoritative diktats of art 
academics and the sensibilities they reinforced about what constituted “good 
art,” Durand-Ruel cultivated a group of high-status collectors and convinced 
them of the aesthetic, social, and economic value in the unusual paintings of 
a group of radical French artists who were ridiculed as “Impressionists” by 
many art critics and commentators of the era. Labeled as such because their 
works comprised landscapes and real-life scenes in bright colors and fluid 
brushstrokes that rendered a general “impression” of the scene rather than 
a detailed representation, these artists’ paintings looked nothing like “good 
art” as defined by the rigid academic conventions of that time, which called 
for historical or religious subjects and portraits, depicted realistically and 
precisely in muted tones and dark colors. Art critics and other commenta-
tors deemed the new style of painting an outrage—strange, bewildering, even 
subversive—and the Impressionists were banned from the official shows that 
were, at the time, the primary means for artists to garner critical attention and 
cultivate customers. Although the new art and the artists were marginalized 
for a time, Durand-Ruel and a few other brave and visionary art dealers and 
critics defied prevailing conventions to promote the genre among collectors 
and thus create a market for it. 

T H E  B U S I N E S S  O F  C U L T U R E

The work of an artist is . . . to change the value of things.
—Yoko Ono1
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The story of Impressionism (as the style came to be legitimately known) is 
the story of many innovations. When first presented, radical ideas that defy 
or deviate from accepted conventions, standards of quality, and prevailing 
norms about appropriateness face an indifferent reception, if not outright 
hostility,2 and yet a few of these ideas overcome this initial resistance and gain 
attention, acceptance, and respectability, as well as (high) value in a market. 
Though initially banned, Impressionism as a genre was soon accepted, and 
eventually desired and coveted, as it is today.

A similar story unfolded in early twentieth-century France in a different 
creative field—fashion—where cultural norms were arguably more rigid, in-
fluential, and powerful than in art, and social pressure to conform to these 
norms was more extreme. At the time, society women were expected to wear 
elaborately restrictive dresses that were considered appropriate because they 
signaled wealth and status (of the women’s husbands and/or fathers). Coco 
Chanel’s radically minimal, modern aesthetic in clothes, introduced in 1913, 
changed this notion of acceptable fashion over a decade that also witnessed 
social upheaval and changes in other cultural norms. Chanel’s influence can 
still be seen in the wardrobes of today’s women, which typically contain sev-
eral staple pieces—the little black dress, a handbag with a shoulder strap that 
leaves the wearer’s hands free, and costume jewelry that is boldly attractive 
but not ostentatious, for example—that derive from Coco Chanel’s original 
ideas about what women should wear. 

These examples from the art and fashion worlds are similar in two key 
respects. For one, the trajectory of both innovations—from marginal to 
mainstream—required a transformation in the established cultural norms re-
garding what was appropriate, accepted, and valuable. Second, in both cases 
this cultural change was facilitated by entities operating in the market (deal-
ers of Impressionist art and Coco Chanel’s eponymous firm, respectively). 
The role of business ventures in the cultural arena is, at first glance, puzzling: 
growing revenues by selling more seems to be at odds with pushing artistic 
and cultural boundaries, which typically occurs through the introduction of 
radical, innovative works that consumers do not usually want to buy (at least 
initially). Even though the production of cultural goods in a market econ-
omy by private firms is now the most common mode of cultural production, 
such firms presumably and understandably wish to grow revenues (by selling 
goods that consumers want to buy). Under these circumstances, introducing 
radical innovations that defy conventions of acceptability and appropriate-
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ness and are unlikely to be desirable to consumers would seem not to be the 
best business strategy. 

Many individuals and firms nevertheless succeed in juxtaposing these two 
seemingly conflicting goals to build cultural acceptance, as well as new mar-
kets, as the preceding examples indicate. These two episodes are not isolated 
instances: record companies Sugar Hill Records and Def Jam were central to 
popularizing rap in an era when disco and classical rock were de rigueur; Syl-
via Beach published Ulysses, a modernist novel that not only broke all tradi-
tional narrative conventions but also gravely offended the social sensibilities 
of its time and yet is today considered an exemplar of modern literary fiction, 
and the Sundance Festival is widely acknowledged as being primarily respon-
sible for changing the public’s tastes in movies by promoting an alternative to 
big-budget blockbusters—independently made films that shine a spotlight on 
new and diverse stories and viewpoints. 

How and why does this interaction of business and culture occur? Who 
are the entities generating this type of economic and cultural change? This 
book addresses these questions, taking as its starting point the (somewhat 
counterintuitive) premise that, as in the preceding examples, the creation by 
commercial ventures of a market for a new, radically different category of cul-
tural goods is an entrepreneurial act that occurs in conjunction with changes 
in cultural norms, despite the seeming contradictions between the commer-
cial and cultural worlds. The specific process by which commercial ventures 
in the creative industries create a market for novel cultural goods is related to 
the nature of value in markets, as well as to the particular characteristics of 
cultural goods, all topics on which this book will shed some light. 

Understanding markets and consumption requires comprehending how 
and why people develop affinities for particular objects or goods, a pro-
cess that is particularly complex and slow in the case of novel items that 
are unintelligible to most consumers and are even considered controversial 
or unacceptable by many. How consumers begin to covet once unfamiliar 
goods—sometimes to the point of becoming willing to pay exorbitant prices 
for these goods—is a complex puzzle. Further, the acceptance of radical nov-
elty is particularly challenging to understand in the case of cultural goods, 
which don’t always offer the consumer value in the form of objective utility 
or measurable improvements relative to prior iterations or alternatives in the 
way that, say, a faster and more powerful car, computer, or smartphone does. 
Cultural goods (such as music, literature, films) have greater symbolic than 
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material or utilitarian worth,3 and the value they provide to consumers falls 
primarily in the realm of art or entertainment; these factors slow down the 
pace at which consumers’ tastes in these goods change. 

Indeed, cultural goods are not much more than physical manifestations 
of ideas. Chanel’s little black dress, for example, was not merely a garment 
but also a comment on modernity and the changing roles of women in soci-
ety. Sergei Diaghilev and the Ballets Russes provide another helpful example. 
Diaghilev’s choreographies fundamentally departed from the conceptualiza-
tion of proper ballet (and, at an extreme, dancing as a whole) at the time—
they were a manifestation of Diaghilev’s ideas about movement, music, and 
performance in an increasingly social and globalized world. In the cases of 
both Chanel and Diaghilev, the resulting product is something the consumer 
does “use” in a certain capacity—even products that have less utility than 
clothing or food, such as fine art or classical music, still have a use, oftentimes 
as entertainment—but the product is far more than a purely utilitarian object. 
It is the idea of the artist manifested in a physical form. Another way of un-
derstanding cultural goods (and the artistic endeavors that typically result in 
the creation of such goods) is to view them as products of actions that use con-
crete resources to convey intangible ideas that have intellectual and symbolic 
value: paintings made from paint and canvas, clothing made from textiles, 
and theater created via performers, sets, and costumes. 

In both understandings—cultural goods as physical manifestations of 
ideas and cultural goods as the symbolic output of material inputs—there is 
a juxtaposition of the symbolic value of the object, related to its underlying 
meaning, and its material value, which is the result of the physical properties 
of the object. What is manufactured, bought, and sold is an amalgam of both 
kinds of value. In this way, cultural goods are quite different from most other 
objects that are bought and sold in markets;4 consequently, the artistic or cul-
tural paradigm and the market paradigm are generally regarded as different 
and often contradictory.5

Of course, these two paradigms do intersect and interact in the putative 
creative industries: art, music, fashion, theater, film, publishing, and haute 
cuisine. Since the end of the system of royal patronage of the arts, firms in 
these industries have brought cultural goods to consumers via the market 
mechanism. In this process, multiple entities translate and convert the sym-
bolic value of artistic creations into economic value through discourse that 
renders the goods intelligible, acceptable, and valuable.6 However, when new 
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artistic goods embody radically innovative ideas, they may be slow to gain 
acceptance in the market. Therefore, entrepreneurial firms in the creative in-
dustries must work to render new categories of cultural goods acceptable and 
desirable in order to create a new market; in so doing, they may engender 
cultural change. 

Understanding the nature of artistic endeavors and the resulting cultural 
goods, the structure and functioning of markets for these goods, and the pro-
cess of market creation by entrepreneurs will shed light on the relationship 
among business, entrepreneurship, and cultural change. These mechanisms 
and processes and their social and cultural implications are the central topics 
in this chapter. As a first step in investigating the creation of markets for novel 
cultural goods, this chapter addresses two questions: what events, entities, ac-
tions, and processes engender transformations in the perception and recep-
tion of novel categories of cultural goods? And how can the creation of such 
new markets inform the scholarly understanding of the relationship between 
business and cultural norms? 

A Conceptual Understanding 
of Value and Markets

Markets are physical (or metaphorical) venues in which certain entities sup-
ply goods and/or services in exchange for money (in most cases) from other 
entities that demand these goods and/or services.7 The price at which an ex-
change occurs reflects the value placed on the good by the customer who buys 
it. In this understanding of markets, two sets of players—sellers and buyers—
exchange goods for a strictly objective and commensurable value. Sellers are 
part of a larger group of entities—producers—that broadly comprises firms 
and individuals that have a direct economic interest in the good exchanged 
in the market because they are involved in its procurement, production, dis-
tribution, or sale (or some combination of these).8 Consumers are the indi-
viduals and/or groups that acquire the good in exchange for a commensurate 
amount of money, time, effort, or other tangible or intangible resource (or 
some combination of these). Thus, markets are perceived as objective realms 
in which goods must be rendered perfectly comparable and commensurable 
in quantitative, economic terms. The value assigned to goods, however, is 
never purely objective, a fact that has significant consequences for the concep-
tion and conceptualization of markets. In fact, scholars have suggested that 
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“every determination of value is subject to forces that are part of the dominant 
context” and that “no evaluation is purely rational.”9

The perceived value of a good is determined by a complex amalgam of 
individual preferences and collective (at a societal or communal level) inter-
pretations of its appropriateness and worth in the context of certain social 
norms, customs, and practices.10 Conceptualized in this way, value depends 
on a shared understanding of the good and of the attributes that shape its 
desirability or importance, all of which depend on values,11 that is, the col-
lective norms and principles held by a social group. To value a good, there-
fore, consumers must first understand it and then assess its appropriateness 
and desirability based on its congruence with prevailing personal and shared 
norms regarding what is acceptable and suitable.12 In this sense, value can be 
understood as a social construction rather than an inherent, predetermined 
property of the good.13 Value is thus relative, deeply subjective, and funda-
mentally dynamic.

Because social norms play a central role in determining value, concep-
tions of value must be generally shared and accepted (that is, intersubjectively 
agreed on) to ensure smooth exchange among the entities that make up mar-
kets. As a result, value construction is predicated on broadly disseminated 
discourse, composed of texts and/or narratives that contextualize an object 
or concept/idea with the goal of explicating it and communicating its mean-
ing.14 This discourse can take a variety of forms, ranging from publications 
and texts such as magazines, books, and advertisements to events such as con-
ferences, conventions, and award ceremonies.15 The need for intersubjective 
agreement on value mandates that the process of value construction must be 
distributed across multiple actors. The social construction of value therefore 
occurs along a nonlinear and iterative path that involves repeated interac-
tions among various entities, each of whom performs a different, sometimes 
redundant, role in contributing to a shared understanding of a good and its 
value. These entities constitute a value-construction chain, which is conceptu-
ally and materially very different from a supply chain, primarily in that it is 
nonlinear and the interactions and engagements that occur along the chain 
are symbolic.

THE VALUE CHAIN: ACTORS AND PROCESSES

Although consumers are the primary and intended audience for the discourse 
generated in the value chain, the iterative nature of the process of value con-
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struction suggests that the discourse provides information and evaluation to 
all entities involved, directly or indirectly. In addition to consumers, the value 
chain comprises two types of actors—producers, who have a direct financial 
stake in the sale of a good; and intermediaries, who do not have a direct fi-
nancial stake but still produce discourse that contributes to the understand-
ing of the value of a good. Producers are often responsible for contributing 
material/physical attributes of value (for example, raw materials, workman-
ship) to the good and for conferring intangible markers of value on it via 
their discourse, which consists of promotional materials such as advertise-
ments and brochures. Although it may seem that producers inhabit a position 
of power within the value chain, their acknowledged incentive for increas-
ing the perceived value of the good in the marketplace works against them, 
lowering their credibility among audiences and weakening the influence of 
their discourse in the value-construction process (a topic discussed at greater 
length later in the book). Notably, in the creative industries, producers are of-
ten distinct from creators (that is, the individuals who create works of art and 
cultural goods). However, creators also have a vested interest in the symbolic 
and economic value of their creations. Therefore, for the purposes of under-
standing markets in the manner described here, creators and producers are 
equivalent, as are their respective discourses. 

Two aspects of the value chain, (1) the conflict between the interests of 
producers/creators and the interests of consumers in the valuation process 
(the fact that producers/creators have an incentive to elevate the value of a 
good, and to manipulate consumers into buying it) and (2) the need for narra-
tive and discourse in the process of value construction that underlies market 
exchange, necessitate the existence of a third party (in addition to produc-
ers and consumers) in markets. These third-party actors are intermediaries,
which are entities—individuals or firms—that do not have a direct economic 
stake in the valuation of a good, that is, neither a higher perceived value of 
the good nor a corresponding increase in sales revenues directly affect the 
revenues of intermediaries. Organizations such as schools, museums, trade 
associations, and specialized trade or consumer publications, as well as the 
individual critics and reviewers who write in these publications, are all ex-
amples of intermediaries. Given their lack of direct involvement in economic 
transactions (buying and selling of the goods) and the resultant absence of 
conflicting incentives and economic interests, intermediaries tend to have 
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greater influence than producers in the process of constructing value and thus 
shaping consumers’ preferences.16

The combined discourse of producers, which is more promotional in na-
ture, and that of intermediaries, which tends to be more objective, shapes 
consumers’ beliefs and preferences, which, in turn, determine the value they 
perceive in goods and govern their consumption patterns. In this manner, 
market mechanisms and markets, for all their reification as definitive and 
transactional means to an end, are, in fact, socioculturally constituted and 
circumscribed. 

VALUE IN CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

In the case of cultural goods, a particularly complicated equation determines 
value. The socially constructed nature of the valuation process in markets is 
most clearly visible in the creative and cultural industries because creative 
works such as art, books, music, and fashion have greater symbolic than mate-
rial value. For example, readers value books not because of the physical ma-
terials (such as paper and ink) that go into the writing and publishing of a 
book but because of the ideas that the book symbolizes. Special knowledge is 
required to interpret, understand, and convey this symbolic value and to eval-
uate cultural goods; individuals need to understand something about art, the 
history of aesthetic movements in the art world, and the evaluation criteria for 
art (for example, originality, rarity, technique) to know not only why works by 
Raoul Dufy are valued but also why they are less valued (and therefore, also 
less expensive) than those by his contemporary, the abstract artist Pablo Pi-
casso. Thus, the symbolism inherent to cultural goods—which distinguishes 
them from strictly utilitarian goods, such as, for example, paintbrushes17—
creates a barrier to their understanding and valuation. 

This barrier means that intermediaries such as critics, reviewers, and 
awards play an especially significant role in the interpretation and evalua-
tion of cultural goods. Consumers rely on intermediaries and their discourse 
to understand the symbolic value of these goods. In addition, social norms, 
cultural beliefs, and preferences influence the value-construction process by 
providing virtually the entire contextual scaffolding within which consum-
ers understand cultural products. Through the value-construction process, 
these goods are assigned an economic value and market price commensurable 
with their symbolic worth,18 which allows them to be bought and sold in the 
market.
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Notably, the high-end luxury segments of some other sectors, such as au-
tomobiles, real estate, and consumer technology products, also derive their 
monetary value largely from the symbolic and signaling value, beyond their 
utility, that they signify. However, this valuation is distinct from the value-
construction process for cultural goods, which have limited, if any, utilitarian 
or functional aspects. In theory, any car is a means of transport, and, with 
some differences in comfort and perhaps durability, an inexpensive automo-
bile will perform the function just as well as one that is priced orders of mag-
nitude more. Some consumers nevertheless pay these high prices because they 
derive considerable status from luxury automobiles or other luxury items. 
However, the value of expensive cars, homes, and computers as status sig-
nals is the result of the carefully crafted promotional discourse and brand-
ing activities of the firms that produce these goods; third parties or formal 
intermediaries, which do not have a direct economic stake in the sale of the 
good, are rarely involved in this process beyond a basic verification of the 
functional claims made by the producer. Compared to intermediaries in the 
creative industries, intermediaries in such luxury sectors are not as essential 
to valuation and do not perform the same functions. Consumer Reports, for 
example, is an important intermediary but focuses primarily on evaluations, 
verifications, and rankings and less on interpretation and explanation; in con-
trast, one rarely sees a formal film review that does not include analysis and 
interpretation of the film. 

The boundaries and distinctions between the creative industries and other 
sectors, however, are not always sharp and clear. First, some segments of cre-
ative industries also lack this need for extensive explanation and interpre-
tation. For example, mass-market films, pop music, and the clothes sold in 
chain stores such as Old Navy and Target do not require decoding of their 
meaning or symbolic value. Yet each of these products has a highly symbolic 
counterpart (independent film, classical music, haute couture) that bears the 
distinct mark of cultural goods. Second, and at the other end of the spec-
trum, even haute cuisine and haute couture, while suffused with symbolism 
and complexity, do have utility as nourishment and cover, respectively, and 
thus have some similarities with the luxury segments in other industries in 
the manner in which value is constructed, conveyed, and established. Third, 
the commodification of many utilitarian goods has led producers to attempt 
to differentiate these goods (to increase their perceived value) by incorporat-
ing aesthetic elements and design (refrigerators with a “retro” look are an 
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example).19 Much like the consumption of cultural products (such as music, 
books, or films), individuals’ consumption of such aesthetically differentiated 
and expensive counterparts to commoditized products is often driven by a 
desire to express personal identity and uniqueness. However, as in the case of 
luxury goods, these markers of aesthetic value, which translate into economic 
value, are incorporated by producers, and intermediaries play a limited role.

The socially constructed nature of value and the value-construction pro-
cess have implications for understanding markets and the relationship among 
markets, entrepreneurship (defined in this book as the process of bringing 
new goods to market20), and culture, especially in the context of cultural 
goods and the creative industries. Importantly, these characteristics of value 
and valuation imply that markets are socioeconomic, rather than purely eco-
nomic, arenas and must be analyzed as such. The following section presents a 
conceptualization of markets that, while applicable to all goods and sectors to 
a certain extent, is especially pertinent for cultural goods due to the nature of 
value in creative industries as described in the preceding pages.

A Framework for Understanding 
Markets in Creative Industries

Markets are created when two conditions are met: supplying entities and buy-
ing entities agree on value, and stable conditions enable smooth exchange.21

Because markets require intersubjective agreement on value, they emerge at 
the intersection of commerce, commentary, culture, and consumption, which 
interact in recursive and mutually reinforcing ways (see Figure 1.1). Com-
merce and consumption (selling and buying, respectively) are the traditional 
constituents of a market, and the framework used here adds a consideration 
of the ways in which culture and commentary influence the market creation 
process to more comprehensively and accurately reflect the social processes 
that influence economic exchange. The next section describes the relationship 
and interaction among these four elements. 

COMMERCE, COMMENTARY, CULTURE, AND CONSUMPTION

Commerce, perhaps the most straightforward of the four elements of a market, 
requires the least explication. Commerce is the process of selling things—the 
phenomenon of producers introducing a good for exchange, that is, placing a 
good in a venue where consumers may pay a sum of money equivalent to its 
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perceived value to acquire it. In the case of creative industries, commerce is 
performed by producers, including galleries and auction houses (in the art 
market); fashion firms, distributors, and retailers; publishers and bookstores; 
and record labels and music stores. These firms source works from creators 
and provide them at a particular price that is acceptable to consumers based 
on how much they value the works.

Commentary consists of the discourse generated by producers and inter-
mediaries, which helps determine both the value of the specific item as well 
as more general guidelines regarding what types of items are considered valu-
able. In theater, for example, both the discourse of theater critics (intermedi-
aries) and the director’s notes provided in programs qualify as commentary. 
Commentary may also shape and influence the creation and production of 
goods because creators and producers who seek to meet consumers’ needs 
will pay heed to the criteria of value espoused in the prevailing commentary. 
In the example of theater, commentary circulates among not only consumers 
and theater patrons but also theater producers and owners, directors, critics, 
other actors and actresses, festival organizers, and other producers. 

Producers contribute to the commentary via advertisements, catalogues, 
and other promotional materials. This type of discourse is meant to encour-
age sales of the item and is therefore focused solely on positive and attractive 

F I G U R E  1 . 1 .  The four elements of a market.

Culture

Commentary

Producers Intermediaries

ConsumptionCommerce Value
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features that render the item desirable to consumers, or sometimes on negative 
attributes of competitors’ goods.22 Intermediaries, in contrast, are expected to 
generate materials that are more evaluative, objective, and circumspect. Their 
discourse not only provides a more evenhanded assessment of the item but 
also places the item in context so that consumers understand why the item is 
desirable (or not). 

Fundamentally, the importance of commentary to the market lies in the 
ability of language and discourse to “signify” goods23 with meaning and value 
beyond their intrinsic properties or qualities and well beyond their function-
ality and utility.24 Thus, commentary does not merely describe the good but 
also contextualizes it with respect to other goods in its own and other similar 
categories, provides a decoded explication of the underlying idea and symbol-
ism, and enables consumers to engage with the good in a meaningful man-
ner. This process constructs the value of goods and enables market exchange. 
At the same time, however, commentary helps establish general conventions 
of value and criteria of quality, which are disseminated among all sectors of 
society and intersubjectively agreed on. Thus, commentary contributes to the 
development of norms of appropriateness and value. 

The meaning and value conferred by commentary goes beyond the intrin-
sic elements of the good and produces a socially constructed, shared under-
standing of the good across broad sections of consumers. Barthes, writing 
about the process by which clothing is signified as fashion, suggests, for ex-
ample, that people would wear two blouses at the same time if the prevailing 
discourse defined one of the blouses differently and described the wearing of 
two blouses in language that effectively endorsed the practice by infusing it 
with a particular social value.25,26 Although Barthes’s imagined scenario may 
seem to imply that consumers are mere pawns at the hands of commentators 
(both producers and intermediaries), believing what they are told to believe 
and doing as they are told to do, such a conclusion is excessively cynical and 
privileges institutional structure too much. A more realistic understanding is 
that individual consumers engage in consumption as a social process,27 deriv-
ing psychic benefits from being part of a community with an intersubjectively 
shared reality.28 Further, although the structural stability engendered by this 
shared institutional process of meaning and value construction may seem im-
mutable, it is not. Entrepreneurial activity intermittently brings about changes 
in the shared beliefs in a society, thus changing the perceived meanings and 
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value of goods, which, in turn, reinforces and consolidates the changes in be-
liefs in a recursive manner. 

Commentary, through its discursive representations, is the scaffolding for 
the social structures that build, and are built of, culture. Culture is the set of 
shared norms (that is, rewards and sanctions) that govern behavior by defin-
ing what is appropriate and desirable.29 The discourse of producers and inter-
mediaries contributes to culture by generating a shared understanding among 
consumers about what is appropriate and valuable through the repetitive and 
recursive process of value construction; this understanding then becomes 
codified as a set of cultural norms. In the context of market exchange, these 
norms have a direct and substantial influence on what consumers believe is 
worth doing and what goods are worth owning. 

In addition to referring to shared norms, the term culture also refers to 
an item (that is, a cultural good). Although these two ideas are distinct, they 
are clearly linked, and it is useful to understand the precise nature of their 
relationship. The sociologist Simmel30 contended that the term culture (as in 
a cultural good) denoted material objects that would not have come about 
through a natural course of action without human intervention. Cultural 
goods are thus embodiments of the ideas and desires of individuals, who 
changed and shaped the physical and material qualities of the raw materials 
to create something that connotes a unique significance that is the result of 
actions that went well beyond the natural. The ideas, beliefs, and desires of 
human beings can be thought of as cultural values—the state of mind shared 
by members of a society in a particular time and place. These values, in turn, 
shape the production of a cultural good. Culture and cultural goods are thus 
closely intertwined—culture determines both means and ends; it provides a 
worldview and a way of understanding one’s surroundings and also normal-
izes and valorizes elements of one’s existence and interactions, so that people 
strive to achieve and/or maintain these elements. This linkage is crucial to 
understanding how markets for cultural goods influence culture, which is de-
scribed later.

Consumption of a good produced for commerce is the fourth component 
of the framework. In sum, patterns of demand are a function of the shared 
conceptions of value (culture) in a society, which are determined by commen-
tary, whereas the good itself is supplied (for consumption) by firms engaged in 
commerce. In this manner, markets are created at the confluence of these four 
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elements, rather than simply at the intersection of supply and demand. Espe-
cially in cultural industries, cultural norms and commentary play significant 
roles in this process of market creation.

As an example, consider the market for high-fashion clothing, which is 
created by creators (designers) and sold by firms in stores (commerce). Each 
season’s style is rendered desirable (culturally normative) by the discourse 
(commentary) in fashion magazines’ coverage of fashion shows and endorse-
ment of specific styles (intermediaries’ discourse) and the ads of design firms 
and stores (producers’ discourse), as well as in the more diffuse and informal 
commentary prevalent in a society. This process induces sales of the clothes 
(consumption). In a steady state, the four elements of a market exist in a mutu-
ally reinforcing balance: consumers buy items that they believe are congruent 
with shared norms of appropriateness, which are driven in large part by the 
broader discourse generated by various entities in society; firms, seeking to 
generate revenues and profits, provide those items to consumers. This steady 
state, however, is disturbed and thrown into disequilibrium when a new type 
of good is created and introduced in commerce or described in the commen-
tary. The novel good and resulting disequilibrium requires the creation of a 
new market, in which all four elements are once again in alignment.

CREATING NEW MARKETS

New and unfamiliar cultural goods sometimes face hostility because any 
new, unconventional product or product category that does not conform to 
prevailing cultural norms is unlikely to be understood, let alone perceived 
as desirable. In this scenario, the attributes of the product being sold (com-
merce) are misaligned with the criteria consumers use to understand and 
evaluate it (commentary) as appropriate and valuable (culture); as a result, 
the consumption of new product categories is unlikely, if not downright im-
possible because the prevailing balance among the four elements of the mar-
ket cannot assimilate new goods. A market for such goods, therefore, must be 
created; its emergence is not teleological. A new market emerges when value 
conceptions (cultural norms) change in a way that renders the new good 
valuable. New value conceptions can be generated and established through 
the commentary of market creators, who are referred to as pioneer entre-
preneurs in this book. Such pioneer entrepreneurs may be producers (pio-
neer producers) or intermediaries (pioneer intermediaries). In this process 
of market creation, cultural change can be wrought when discourse valorizes 
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and endorses the attributes of the new product, thus producing new criteria 
for assessing the worth of a product and changing consumers’ value systems. 
The seeds of cultural change, therefore, are embedded within the very system 
that maintains cultural values and beliefs; however, these changes are set in 
motion only in response to the ingenuity, drive, and perseverance of pioneer 
entrepreneurs.

Importantly, the novelty discussed here is of the radical kind—the type of 
idea that is not an incremental or horizontal change relative to what existed 
before but rather a near upheaval of the prevailing order. This is a signifi-
cant point because the creative industries, by definition, are associated with 
change and novelty borne of individual creativity. However, the focus here 
is not on mere changes to hemlines or the release of new songs or albums. 
Rather, think of the radical change wrought by the introduction of an entirely 
new category or genre, which cannot be evaluated or understood using exist-
ing criteria and conventions; colloquially, such a change would be perceived 
as “rule-breaking” and “unconventional.”31

The modern Indian art category is one example of a cultural good that 
required the creation of a new market.32 Prior to 1995, art created in the twen-
tieth century in India was consumed only in a small, disorganized market—
both in India and abroad—and was characterized as provincial or parochial 
and derivative (of Western modern art).33 The basis of this characterization 
was a widely accepted belief about which attributes rendered art aesthetically 
and economically valuable. In the Western world, where art markets were well 
developed and established, a clear set of evaluative criteria for art prevailed. 
These criteria had evolved throughout the history of Western art via the dis-
course of academics, historians, curators, critics, and gallery owners. For ex-
ample, originality—defined in a very particular way, in juxtaposition with the 
artistic traditions of Western painters—was a sine qua non of good modern 
art and was valued more highly than many other attributes. In that context, 
modern Indian art, with its heavy emphasis on iconography, was perceived as 
folk art and was consequently not aligned with the prevailing norms of value. 
The art existed and was for sale but had limited, if any, value in the Western 
(or, for that matter, Indian) market. The supply existed (commerce), but, in the 
absence of commentary that would cast it as appropriate and valuable in the 
minds of consumers (culture), sufficient demand did not exist to motivate a 
set of transactions (consumption) extensive enough to create an equilibrated 
market.
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However, the commentary pertaining to modern Indian art began to un-
dergo a substantive change in the 1990s.34 Academics and art historians began 
to characterize this art as modernist, with a particular original aesthetic that 
they asserted was just as valuable as the aesthetic of Western modern art-
ists, albeit different. These academics began to shift the evaluative criteria and 
frameworks for describing, characterizing, and understanding modernism it-
self, making these criteria more inclusive and thus allowing twentieth-century 
art from India to be newly categorized and positioned as “modern” art. Once 
this discourse was broadly disseminated and intersubjectively accepted, the 
art was perceived as complying with prevailing norms of appropriateness and 
value. Because of this commentary, auction houses dealing with twentieth-
century Indian art found consumers willing to invest in the works. In sum, a 
new market was created when commentary changed the value conceptions of 
consumers, thus generating demand for an item that had previously existed 
(as had some commerce in the category) but had not been valued highly by 
consumers because of the earlier prevailing norms. 

Naturally, the same model can be applied to a de novo good, an item that is 
materially new and did not exist prior to a creator’s having created it or a pro-
ducer’s having attempted to sell it.35 There are many examples of such goods 
including the novel as a literary form, Impressionism as an art genre, and the 
le smoking (trouser suit) for women introduced in 1966. Take, for example, 
the market for organic foods, which was created as a result of the changing 
commentary around food, health, the environment, and the interrelation-
ships among the three.36 Although organic foods are not a creative or artistic 
product per se, the introduction of this category provides a straightforward 
and universally relatable exemplar of the interactions among the four ele-
ments that lead to the creation of markets. Prior to the introduction of organic 
food, the U.S. population had grown accustomed to thinking of the use of 
chemical fertilizers and pesticides to grow produce as a sign of progress and 
the primary factor behind much-desired increases in productivity that had 
made food more affordable. In contrast, the term organic did not have much 
meaning for most people and probably carried negative connotations asso-
ciated with an atypical lifestyle—among the majority of consumers, organic 
food was considered neither desirable nor valuable. However, when the sci-
entific and (subsequently) popular press published discourse denouncing the 
chemicals in pesticides and fertilizers for their negative impact on the health 
of humans and animals, consumers gradually began to accept organic food 
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and consider it both appropriate and desirable. Coupled with increased access 
to organic foods and produce (commerce) as well as certification procedures 
that allowed people to trust the quality of produce being offered, this wide-
spread discourse changed value conventions (that is, societal beliefs regarding 
what was appropriate and desirable food) and rendered organic food valuable. 
This value shift then led to the increased consumption of organic foods by 
consumers.

A proximate but more creative instance of a new category of products is 
“New Nordic” cuisine, which was introduced by chef René Redzepi in Co-
penhagen in 2003. Previously associated with “gray, drab food,”37 primarily 
meat and potatoes, Nordic cuisine received a complete image makeover due to 
Redzepi’s innovative and creative menus and (important in this context) his 
other efforts to legitimize the new culinary category through events such as 
symposia to discuss creative foods and cooking techniques. As a result, Co-
penhagen is now considered a top gastronomic destination.38

As shown by these examples, the introduction of a new good disturbs the 
mutually reinforcing balance between the four interlinked elements, creating 
a need for adjustments on all sides before a market for the new good can be 
created. This process of adjustment and rebalancing to create markets, as well 
as the characteristics of the pioneer entrepreneurs who are responsible for the 
process, is described in detail in Chapter 2. The following section examines 
the cultural impact of the process of market creation as initiated by pioneer 
entrepreneurs. 

Linkages among Pioneer Entrepreneurs, 
Markets, and Cultural Change

The chief proposition of this chapter, and indeed the premise of this book, is 
that creating a market for creative works—books, paintings, music, perfor-
mances, design in the fields of architecture and fashion, films—has the po-
tential to initiate broader cultural changes (that is, changes in social norms, 
beliefs, and ways of thinking) due to the nature of creative works and their 
creation as well as the functioning of markets (for these goods).

THE UNIQUE NATURE OF THE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

The importance of the alignment of culture, commerce, and consumption to 
the smooth functioning of markets stands in stark contrast to the popular 
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perception of artists as free-willed iconoclasts. In fact, this oppositional re-
lationship between the need for conformity and the iconoclasm of creativity 
is what makes the creative industries and artistic works the setting for the 
initiation of cultural change through market creation for unfamiliar and 
sometimes threatening new goods. Since the rise of modernism—a movement 
that emphasizes novelty and promotes departures from tradition following 
an examination and critique of prevailing social practices39—original ideas 
have been the currency of the art realm, lowering the importance of traditions 
handed down over generations. As a consequence, works of art in the modern 
era are embodiments of the ideas of their respective individual creators, who 
create without deference to the status quo and prevailing practices and be-
liefs.40 Such works of art, essentially manifestations of new and original ideas, 
may not be easily accepted by society initially; significant changes in norms 
of acceptability may be required before such works acquire market value, thus 
linking culture and commerce through market creation for radical, original 
artworks, as described next.

Raw, ineffable creativity, materialized as an original idea or a new good, 
has quite often been deemed dangerous (such as rock ’n’ roll, the novel 
Ulysses). Even if new goods are not exactly dangerous, an unbounded creative 
process operating in the context of markets that are influenced by the prevail-
ing commentary and culture gives rise to the potential for conflict. This con-
flict arises because the nature of the creative process is such that the creators 
of cultural goods and/or artistic works do not reliably create “for the market” 
and instead tend to push the boundaries of creativity and novelty as far as 
they can.41 Maverick artists, with their disregard for rules and norms, would 
not be able to sell their subversive works, which flout these rules, in markets 
that, as previously described, require goods to meet the prevailing criteria 
for the appropriateness and value of products. Because artists seek to push 
boundaries, new categories of cultural goods are quite often radically differ-
ent from existing categories, rather than being incremental improvements on 
the goods already available. Moreover, art serves to make the unimagined and 
unknown seem possible, plausible, and known. When artists employ their 
creativity to achieve this goal in a work, the resulting product often pushes 
against prevailing beliefs and cultural values, inciting suspicion and hostil-
ity. Such radically new works cannot be assessed and valued using existing 
conceptions and norms of value; rather, new criteria and conventions of value 
are needed. The dissemination and acceptance of new evaluation criteria for 
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such products leads to a change in conventions of appropriateness and value, 
rendering the new category valuable in the minds of consumers. This allows 
audiences to discern, understand, and accept the idea underlying the work 
and consume it. The consumption of new categories of cultural goods thus 
implies the occurrence of a change in value norms, that is, a cultural change. 

Radical artistic works, by their very nature, present an invitation to pause, 
assess, and reflect—a challenging proposition. Acceptance and consumption 
of these works (and therefore the idea within the works) is an implicit agree-
ment to question what came before to the degree that the work itself questions 
and challenges the status quo. Further, the assessment and reflection moti-
vated by artistic works, when properly contextualized and explained, can lead 
consumers to question beliefs that were previously accepted without question, 
thus causing a change in the way the audiences of these works think. In con-
trast, objects that afford a utility of some sort—objects that make life better, 
more comfortable, less strenuous, or improved in some other way—change the 
way consumers behave but not necessarily how consumers think. Thus, even 
though all objects brought to the market must be contextualized and their 
value must be constructed, acceptance of most novel utilitarian objects does 
not change the very fabric of people’s identity and way of thinking (although 
this type of acceptance may facilitate that process, as will be clear later) in the 
way that acceptance of new categories of cultural goods and works of art does. 

This unique role of novel cultural goods is related to the nature of these 
goods,42 their role in our lives, and their close association with our sense of 
self and identity—we are defined by, and attempt to define ourselves by, our 
tastes and preferences in music, literature, clothes, films, and other artistic 
works, but we are also eager to fit in with others in society. Due to the in-
tense nature of consumers’ relationships with specific cultural goods, they 
are particularly resistant to accepting new goods without a broader, more 
intersubjective agreement on new conceptions of appropriateness and value. 
The introduction of new goods in a market, therefore, necessitates commen-
tary that presents new conceptions of meaning and value, which, if accepted, 
change our preferences and beliefs.

HOW BUSINESS CHANGES CULTURE

The contention that business is closely intertwined with culture should not 
be controversial at any level. It has become commonplace to talk about con-
sumer products, services, or infrastructural elements (such as electricity and 
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the Internet) as having “changed culture.” Examples of items that are rou-
tinely put forward as culture changers include the automobile, the personal 
computer, cell phones, the iPad, the U.S. highway system, Facebook, Google, 
and many others. Although these items have certainly had an enormous im-
pact on people’s lives and led to behavioral change on a very large scale, they 
have not brought about changes in beliefs. Because changing culture entails 
changing minds (beliefs), not just lives (behavior), the acceptance of new ideas
can influence the broader culture, but the acceptance of new products by itself 
cannot have the same effect. Rather, products such as the automobile and the 
personal computer (or Facebook’s online social network that eases communi-
cation and dissemination) have facilitated cultural change because they have 
undoubtedly greatly expanded access to new ideas, whereas cultural goods, 
being material manifestations of new ideas, are more directly able to influence 
and change minds. It follows, then, that the firms that bring cultural goods to 
market are capable of changing culture. 

In summary, the successful creation of a market for a radically new cul-
tural good is indicative of the occurrence of a cultural change. The fact that 
cultural goods are often symbolically and conceptually, rather than materi-
ally, differentiated means that the consumption of new categories of cultural 
goods (that is, new ideas) is the result of a virtuous cycle that brings about and 
reinforces a change in cultural norms by changing how people think about 
what is valuable. Thus, creative industries have a particularly emphatic impact 
on culture in society at the intersection of commerce, commentary, culture, 
and consumption, through the creation of markets for new goods.

The market for rap music provides an instructive illustration of the way 
in which a radical artistic work can change culture. Rap music originated in 
inner-city neighborhoods with predominantly African American popula-
tions and was heavily influenced by reggae and Jamaican culture. Consisting 
of spoken verse, rhythmically rendered live over existing music, rap (literally 
meaning “conversation”) was unlike any music that was popular in the late 
1970s in the United States. Some listeners questioned its very categorization 
as music. The Billboard Top 10 list for 1979 (the year Sugar Hill Records first 
released a rap album by The Sugar Hill Gang), which includes songs such as 
Gloria Gaynor’s “I Will Survive” and The Village People’s “YMCA,” offers a 
sense of the type of music that was popular in the marketplace when rap was 
introduced.43 The first rap single by The Sugar Hill Gang (“Rapper’s Delight”) 
not only differed dramatically from the type of music that was broadly ac-
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cepted at the time but also originated in a context very different from the one 
in which most music buyers lived, which made the music seem even more un-
familiar and suspicious. Perceived as “ghetto music,” rap struck a discordant 
note and was alien to most buyers’ worlds and sense of self. As a consequence, 
rap did not become a cultural tour de force until several commentators and 
firms engaged in value-constructing commentary to change consumers’ un-
derstanding of the new music. Firms such as Def Jam (a producer), magazines 
such as The Source, and music schools such as Berklee College of Music (both 
intermediaries) all contributed44 to the generation of a new set of criteria and 
values that allowed consumers to understand and evaluate rap music on its 
own terms, rather than those of pop or disco music.45 Once consumers rec-
ognized the value in rap music, they also understood the social context in 
which it originated, which further reinforced the appropriateness of the new 
value frameworks. In turn, perceptions of black culture changed in a signifi-
cant way—critics and social commentators have asserted that hip-hop “trans-
formed America’s racial vocabulary and cultural landscape, [making] ‘urban’ 
refer to ‘vital, hip, and desirable,’ rather than ‘poor, marginal, untouchable.’”46

Once hip-hop was accepted and consumed, therefore, the music wrought 
broader changes in cultural norms of appropriateness. 

CULTURAL CHANGES: GOOD AND BAD, 

PROFOUND AND PLAYFUL 

Not all pervasive cultural changes ensuing from the introduction of novel 
cultural goods will be seen as “good.” For example, hip-hop itself has been 
criticized for legitimizing sexist and racist stereotyping by glamorizing hyper-
sexuality and disseminating a certain image of African American youth.47

This book contains no judgments about whether cultural changes are for the 
better or for the worse but rather focuses only on how the actions of firms 
and entrepreneurs can engender cultural change. This withholding of judg-
ment is in keeping with the fundamental modernist notion that the creation 
of art is in the service of nobody but the artist and the work itself, the “art for 
art’s sake” principle.48 Advocated by the nineteenth-century writer Theophile 
Gautier, this agenda of the modernist movement held that works of art could 
not be held responsible for upholding and/or ushering in moral values among 
society and that works of art were nothing but the purest articulations and 
manifestations of the artist’s imagination and drive to expression through 
creation.49 Thus, although arguments abound about whether good art can 
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either uplift the soul and instill desirable values among its audiences or arouse 
the baser instincts of humans, it is not the intent of this book to take sides in 
this argument. Rather, the position taken in these pages is that novel creative 
works have the potential to change the way people think. 

The resulting change may be desirable from the point of view of the greater 
good or some abstract and absolute moral standard, as is generally believed 
to be true of Harper Lee’s book To Kill a Mockingbird. Conversely, the change 
may be offensive to modern sensibilities, as illustrated by the extensive hand-
wringing over the way in which films have normalized and glamorized vi-
olence.50,51 A category of cultural goods may even have both effects, as the 
ongoing debate over the impact of hip-hop demonstrates: some see the genre 
as denigrating women, fetishizing violence and criminal activity, and further 
deepening the negative image of the African American community, whereas 
supporters argue that hip-hop has rendered U.S. inner cities less threatening 
and more appealing and engendered a greater appreciation of urban and/or 
black culture and conditions. Regardless of which verdict one subscribes to, 
however, it is difficult to ignore the impact that exposure to the hip-hop genre 
has had on people’s thinking. This phenomenon—novel artistic works chang-
ing people’s beliefs—is the focus of this book. 

Just as subsequent cultural changes can be either “good” or “bad,” they 
can also pertain to either significant and even profound issues (for example, 
race, gender, class) or more playful and entertaining factors; whatever the im-
portance of the target, each form of creative expression has the potential to 
change how consumers think. When society comes to accept new and differ-
ent attributes and criteria as indicators of the appropriateness and perceived 
value of an object, thus recasting as valuable objects previously viewed as val-
ueless, cultural change has occurred, even when the focus is something that 
would be generally considered frivolous, such as the attributes of delicious 
food or the criteria for physical beauty. The key is that cultural change in-
volves change in beliefs and not merely behaviors.

Summing Up and Looking Ahead

This book describes the social, cultural, and business implications of the na-
ture and structure of markets for cultural goods, building on the conceptual 
foundations explicated in this chapter. Key aspects discussed in more detail 
include the constituents of the value chain—producers, intermediaries, and 
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consumers—and the four elements that constitute markets—commerce, com-
mentary, culture, and consumption. Chapter 2 shines a spotlight on pioneer 
entrepreneurs—entities who create markets for new categories of cultural 
goods—by describing the types of entities that can undertake the task, the 
challenges they face, and the paths they follow. Crucially, both the interplay 
between commentary and consumption and the resulting importance of dis-
course to the creation of markets reinforce the central role of intermediaries. 
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 closely examine intermediaries, describing their raison 
d’être, their functions, and their characteristics, and explaining the implica-
tions of these dimensions of intermediaries for business and entrepreneurship 
(pioneering and otherwise). 

Chapters 6, 7, and 8 examine the other category of actors in the value 
chain, producers. All producers face the challenge of bridging the market 
and cultural realms (which, as previously mentioned, are seen as standing in 
opposition to one another). The mutually reinforcing nature of the relation-
ship between the four elements that constitute a market creates a tension—
between the decision to reflect prevailing norms and the more risky strategy 
of changing norms—common to creators and producers. The former strategy 
is more commercially viable, because the product will find a market easily. 
That said, radical change does at times occur in markets and societies because 
producers have ways of alleviating, if not resolving, this tension to balance 
their financial/market and cultural imperatives. The nature and implications 
of these challenges and the strategies producers use to deal with them, as well 
as other aspects of producers and pioneer entrepreneurs among them, are the 
topic of Part III. 

The final chapter, in keeping with the focus on entrepreneurship, turns to 
contemporary developments in the business and cultural worlds—specifically, 
globalization and digitalization—that have significant (positive and negative) 
implications for pioneer entrepreneurs and resulting cultural change. The 
twin forces of globalization and digitalization have been responsible for the 
introduction of new categories of cultural goods (through commerce and 
commentary) in unprecedented volume and at unprecedented speed and will 
likely continue to spur the introduction of novel goods that collide with the 
prevailing culture and face challenges to consumption. The final chapter ad-
dresses the most prominent questions for people who follow these two de-
velopments: what has changed, and what has stayed the same? Who are the 
winners and losers? What has been lost, and what has been gained? Although 
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admittedly not providing definitive answers to these questions, the last chap-
ter integrates the conceptual underpinnings of the entire book into a thesis 
that provides a way to analyze and understand these developments and their 
consequences for business, culture, and society. 

However, before delving into analyses of these large-scale changes that 
have the potential to affect not only commerce but also culture, it is neces-
sary to understand the nature and functioning of pioneer entrepreneurs, who 
predominantly feature in the interaction among radical innovations, creative 
industries, and cultural norms. These influential entities are the topic of the 
next chapter.



2

The Man Booker Prize, awarded annually since 1969 to “the best novel pub-
lished in Britain during the year, by any novelist from Britain, the Common-
wealth or the Republics of Ireland and South Africa,”2 was in the news twice 
in the span of two years, and not just for the announcement of the prize. First, 
in 2011, the short list for the prize included a popular “thriller” in addition to 
the typical literary fiction usually found on the list.3 This led to celebration or 
hand-wringing, depending on whether one perceived this breach in tradition 
as dilution or inclusion. Then, in 2013, the Man Booker Foundation removed 
the qualifying restriction on novelists’ origins or residence.4 In so doing, the 
foundation exposed itself to a barrage of both criticism and praise from writ-
ers and commentators reacting to what was perceived as another step in the 
dissolution of a constructed literary category, sometimes called “postcolonial 
fiction [in English].”5 The Booker Prize had always been controversial for hav-
ing created—for better or for worse—a new literary category in a move that 
also made publishers more money by increasing the visibility and therefore 
the sales of both the winning book and the books selected as finalists for the 
award. Whatever the literary or business antecedents and merits of the prize, 
it certainly brought more consumers’ attention to a type of fiction and a group 
of writers that they may not have otherwise noticed, appreciated, or valued. 
Because the prize—or, more accurately, the foundation that established the 
prize—created a market category with which it is now indelibly associated, 
the decisions to expand the category by relaxing the eligibility criteria were 
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the topic of much debate. Although these decisions created a market for a 
wider variety of books by including them in the category and the prize, some 
believed that the decisions, by diluting the category that the prize had helped 
create, lowered the literary value and therefore the economic value of the 
books in the category.

Such tight associations between specific entities and entire market categories—
“Whole Foods Market” and “organic food”; “Penguin” and “paperbacks” and 
“classics”; “Sundance Festival” and “independent cinema”—abound in con-
sumers’ minds. Even though these firms were not necessarily the first in the 
market (Whole Foods was preceded by several local organic stores in various 
parts of the United States), or the only player in the category (Penguin is not 
the only publisher of paperbacks), or even a creator or producer of the goods 
in the market category (Sundance is an intermediary), they are closely and 
inextricably linked to the creation of markets for these categories of goods—
they are pioneer entrepreneurs. This chapter focuses on these market-creating 
pioneer entrepreneurs.6

Pioneer entrepreneurs foster the creation of new markets for either de 
novo categories of goods, whose value must be constructed from scratch, or 
for existing but recategorized goods, whose perceived value must be altered 
(that is, increased) in the minds of consumers.7 Pioneer entrepreneurship 
of the first type entails introducing new categories within existing fields, as 
the Robinsons of Sugar Hill Records did in 1979 with the then-new genre of 
rap. In the second type, pioneer entrepreneurs recast an existing category as 
valuable, as the Sundance Institute did for independent cinema, which, in the 
post-Jaws era of big-budget films, existed but was languishing on the sidelines 
of the industry.8 Pioneer entrepreneurship of both types involves bringing 
goods to the attention of consumers in one of two ways—either by physically 
placing goods in the marketplace or by explicating goods via discourse that 
constructs their value for consumers so they are perceived as desirable and 
subsequently consumed. 

Pioneer Entrepreneurs: 
Who They Are and What They Do

What types of entities can be pioneer entrepreneurs? Perhaps somewhat coun-
terintuitively, given popular conceptions of entrepreneurs as founders of new 
ventures, a pioneer entrepreneur does not necessarily have to found a firm or 
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enterprise and does not even have to be associated with a firm or an enterprise 
(although most are because such an association has distinct advantages). In-
deed, a pioneer entrepreneur does not even need to be a producer of goods for 
sale but can be an intermediary; the Sundance Institute and the Man Booker 
Foundation are examples of such pioneer intermediaries. To create a market, 
pioneer entrepreneurs must help consumers understand the value of new and 
original—even potentially subversive—ideas and goods so that consumers 
buy them—literally and figuratively. Pioneer entrepreneurs accomplish this 
by generating an understanding of the attributes, quality, and therefore the 
value of the good, thus making the works intelligible, meaningful, and de-
sirable. Consequently, the discourse that educates consumers about the good 
is as essential to the market as the good itself, which is why intermediaries, 
who make no contribution to the production of the good, may still be pioneer 
entrepreneurs—they are involved in the “production of belief ”9 in the value 
of the product. 

In addition to firms, individuals can also act as pioneer entrepreneurs.10

Consider two examples: first, a hypothetical college professor who (in a defi-
ant move, at least for the time) assigned Joyce’s Ulysses in the 1940s or early 
1950s when it was still considered profane and was not viewed, as it is today, 
as the canonical modernist novel; second, Robert Hughes, the art critic, who 
made modern art intelligible to the layperson. Individuals such as the hy-
pothetical college professor (who operated outside the market) and Robert 
Hughes acted as intermediaries and most certainly contributed to an outcome 
that parallels the accomplishments of the Sundance Institute. Although the 
two types of pioneer entrepreneurs (individuals and firms) move toward this 
goal in slightly different ways, both types generate an understanding of new 
and unfamiliar work, making it possible for consumers to value the work and 
thereby creating a market for it. 

The entity (perhaps surprisingly) least likely to be considered a pioneer 
entrepreneur in this framework is the creator, whose innovative and original 
idea is the basis of the new product category being brought to market. The no-
tion that a creator is likely not a pioneer entrepreneur is less surprising than 
it sounds—artists often create without regard to prevailing consumer prefer-
ences or existing cultural norms, driven by the desire to materialize a creative 
idea or vision. A creator who forges a work that does not fit into existing mar-
ket categories, and therefore cannot be understood and/or evaluated, is cer-
tainly a pioneer. However, the work of the pioneer entrepreneur goes beyond 
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being a visionary: a pioneer entrepreneur bridges the visionary world of the 
artist and the more mundane and pragmatic sensibilities and institutions of 
the market, which includes consumers who tend to seek comfort in the famil-
iar. The work of the pioneer entrepreneur begins after the pioneer artist has 
completed her task, when a market for the work must be created. The task of 
market creation, not merely creation, is the core of pioneer entrepreneurship.

Even though markets are composed of institutions that evolve to be resis-
tant to change because stability is beneficial for all participants, change and 
evolution in the form of new market creation is not an infrequent occurrence. 
Institutions comprise individuals, at least some of whom are nonconform-
ists with a vision that deviates from the institutional script they are expected 
to follow. These mavericks are willing to risk their reputations—and some-
times, by founding firms, even their fortunes—to go against the grain. These 
nonconforming individuals may not be artists themselves, but they have the 
ability to see the spark of artistic greatness that others may overlook. By iden-
tifying the value of something new—even if the novel good does not fit into 
prevailing norms of appropriateness (and therefore value)—pioneer entrepre-
neurs expose consumers to new ideas and objects. However, change is never 
easy. When such an opportunity is spotted and seized by a pioneer entrepre-
neur, appropriate discourse that changes the commentary is essential to neu-
tralizing the challenges inherent in the creation of a new market. 

The Importance of Discourse in 
Pioneer Entrepreneurship

A pioneer entrepreneur must disrupt the equilibrium that exists among com-
merce, commentary, culture, and consumption to create a market for a new 
good. Because its attributes likely do not align with prevailing cultural norms, 
a new category elicits confusion, or worse, hostility among consumers.11 A 
pioneer entrepreneur, therefore, faces the difficult task of changing the cul-
tural status quo to prompt consumption. This change primarily requires com-
mentary, but any product new to the market naturally lacks the commentary 
that would render it understandable. Thus, one of the primary tasks of pioneer 
entrepreneurship is the creation of new commentary. Pioneer entrepreneurs 
face several challenges as they work to create this new commentary to create 
a new market. 
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The resistance to novelty is particularly intense when it comes to radically 
novel cultural goods. Because such goods don’t possess much direct utilitar-
ian value,12 innovations in cultural goods tend to be parallel to extant catego-
ries rather than a new and improved iteration of existing goods. For example, 
rock ’n’ roll is not an objectively better version of previous music (such as 
opera) but rather a novel category of music. The unfamiliarity and unaccept-
ability of a radically new category of cultural good, then, cannot be easily 
mitigated by demonstrations of improvements in utility or clear advancement 
in benefit to consumers.

Furthermore, consumers’ tastes in art, music, books, films, and the like 
are all heavily influenced by when and where they grew up, as well as by the 
particular experiences to which they were exposed.13 These tastes become an 
integral part and expression of consumers’ personal identity—who they are, 
who they want to be, and how they want to be seen by others. This makes so-
ciety rather more resistant to new categories of cultural goods and art works 
than to novelty in other kinds of goods because such new goods often chal-
lenge the self-perceptions and worth of the majority of its members, as was the 
case with rock ’n’ roll. 

Even if we were to believe that every innovation would not encounter the 
kind of extreme and blatant hostility that rock ’n’ roll faced, new cultural cat-
egories, however seemingly innocuous, raise a problem for their promoters 
and supporters. The subjective attributes and high symbolic content of cul-
tural goods entail the need for high levels of explication before consumers can 
understand the meaning and value of these goods.

Pioneer entrepreneurship in the creative industries is therefore difficult, and 
market creation—encouraging and driving consumption of new categories—
requires copious amounts of discourse so that commentary and culture are in 
alignment and drive consumers to value the good. The crucial importance of 
discourse to the creation of a market has two chief implications for the study 
as well as the practice of pioneer entrepreneurship. First, the centrality of dis-
course means that intermediaries (not just producers) can be pioneer entre-
preneurs and market creators. The inclusion of intermediaries has additional 
nuanced implications in that the relationship between pioneer producers and 
pioneer intermediaries tends to be symbiotic. Given that explication is such a 
central part of value construction and market creation, and due to producers’ 
known vested interests in creating a market for the good,14 pioneer producers 
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on their own cannot achieve a complete transformation in the perceived value 
of a good. Instead, intermediaries play a major role in market creation be-
cause, to be market generative, producers’ reorientations or constructions of 
value must be broadly accepted and endorsed by an independent and objec-
tive intermediary.15 At the other end, the value-constructing dialogue of a pio-
neer intermediary will not result in the creation of a market without (pioneer) 
producers that steadily provide those goods to consumers. 

The first important challenge of pioneer entrepreneurship, therefore, is 
that intermediaries and pioneer producers must work together in the process 
of market creation. Indeed, because pioneer producers have a known vested 
interest in creating a market for the good, and, because pioneer intermedi-
aries cannot provide a steady supply of goods to consumers, neither type of 
pioneer entrepreneur is sufficient on its own—both entities are necessary, and 
they are connected in a symbiotic relationship. The crucial importance of in-
termediaries’ discourse and the economic commitment required of producers 
mean that the pioneer producer must take on an unenviable economic risk. 
The work of a pioneer intermediary, although not entailing the same potential 
for economic loss, is not risk free. The economic risk of putting one’s weight 
behind an unproven, unfamiliar radical innovation is limited for pioneer in-
termediaries by the very definition of an intermediary; however, the reputa-
tional risks these entities face are not insignificant. 

The need for pioneer intermediaries and pioneer producers to work in con-
cert is strengthened in the creative industries due to the manner in which 
consumers’ preferences evolve and stabilize. Although commentary can in-
troduce new ideas into a sociocultural context and cause a shift in general 
beliefs among the population, the potential for commentary to effectively 
bring about such change is neither unbounded nor simple, due to the nature 
of consumers’ interactions with cultural norms. An important feature of cul-
tural norms and the process of developing preferences based on those norms 
is that consumers accept and follow them from a desire to align and iden-
tify with some collective, which may be of varying size, legitimacy, and direct 
connection.16 This collective may be convenient (family and physically colo-
cated friends), chosen (because of affinity and similarity, which is admittedly 
endogenous but nevertheless important because it reinforces preferences), or 
aspirational (role models, celebrities). The chief implication of this need to 
belong to and identify with some social group is that a single voice within 
the overall commentary, attempting to change beliefs and criteria of validity, 
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will not suffice; rather, consumers have to see the particular discourse take 
root and gain ground among the relevant social group. Even in being differ-
ent, individuals like company and rarely venture into totally uncharted (or 
even undercharted) territory. A single source of commentary that proposes 
and supports a new idea, definition, or set of evaluation criteria or standards 
of quality will likely not be impactful unless that discourse is disseminated 
widely and reinforced in the general commentary.17 Without intersubjective 
agreement over the value of the new idea, most consumers, unsure of the 
social validity of adopting it, will not change their beliefs and preferences. 
It is important, then, that the new conventions be generally circulated and 
accepted and bolstered by multiple relevant stakeholders—intermediaries as 
well as producers—for the commentary to become pervasive enough to have 
an impact on the norms in society. When exposed to similar discourse from 
multiple sources they can trust or identify with, consumers are much less 
likely to be suspicious of the new norms or to worry that this might be a fringe 
movement, participating in which would lower their social credibility. They 
thus would grow more accepting of the new conventions. This, in turn, would 
increase the likelihood that the newly introduced good would be seen as valu-
able and a market would be created for it. 

The second implication of the importance of discourse is that pioneer en-
trepreneurship can take the form of recasting a particular existing category 
of goods as valuable through commentary, to create a stable market for it. 
Pioneer entrepreneurs accomplish this recasting in one of two ways: first, by 
highlighting particular attributes of the good that seem more familiar, and 
therefore more valuable, to consumers; or, second, by intersubjectively alter-
ing the relevant criteria of evaluation so that the good is perceived as valu-
able. Both processes change how the good is perceived by consumers—the 
first by changing (the perception of the) good so that it meets existing criteria 
of value and the second by changing the evaluation criteria. Notably, how-
ever, the boundary between these two modes of recategorization/revaluing is 
blurred, both because the attributes that define a good and the criteria used 
to evaluate a good are inherently and recursively linked and because parsing 
out discourse in this manner is incredibly difficult, as illustrated in the follow-
ing examples.

Discourse that recasts value is apparent in the example of the market 
for modern twentieth-century artworks from India.18 As a category, this 
art lacked a robust global market until the mid-1990s. Having been largely 
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dismissed as parochial and derivative, it was therefore perceived as having 
little or no value in the fine art context. In the 1990s, however, academics 
and some critics began to recast these works as exhibiting a distinct type of 
modernism and originality. As this reframing gained traction, it was dif-
ficult for the market to dismiss the entire category, and thus the value of 
the works began to increase. The academic discussion around these works, 
which described them as having a particular sensibility and originality (that 
is, the attributes) that Western modern art possessed, also simultaneously 
questioned and cast as problematic the prevailing notions and criteria of 
modernism in art more broadly. In effect, two linked discourses—one spe-
cific to Indian artwork (focused on attributes) and one encompassing mod-
ernism in general (focused on evaluation criteria)—emerged. As a whole, 
however, the reorientation of the value of modern Indian art was predomi-
nantly a process of demonstrating and highlighting attributes of the genre 
that had previously been overlooked and less about changing the definition 
of modernism itself. 

A contrasting example is the case of American chef James Beard, who 
promulgated a new vision and definition of haute cuisine as being a culinary 
category characterized by attributes such as freshness, simplicity, and regional 
(American) flavors.19 This shift was a clear case of changing the evaluation cri-
teria for an existing category, haute cuisine. The acceptance of Beard’s concep-
tualization lent credence to the notion that haute cuisine need not be limited 
to European cooking traditions and repertoires and thus generated an appre-
ciation among consumers for modern American cuisine, concocted by chefs 
such as Beard and Alice Waters (of Chez Panisse, a modern French-inspired 
locavore American restaurant near San Francisco) and effectively dissipated 
the perceived inferiority of this cuisine. 

Although both means of recategorizing/revaluing cultural goods can 
originate from either producers or intermediaries, the broad intersubjective 
agreement on value criteria and standards required for market creation is 
more likely to emerge when there is a certain amount of independent objec-
tive discourse (such as that of intermediaries). In the case of Beard and new 
American cuisine, for example, the commentary of Craig Claiborne, food 
critic at The New York Times, played a significant role in establishing the va-
lidity of the reimagined conventions of haute cuisine in the United States, the 
same as art historians in the case of the market for modern Indian art.20
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Characteristics of Pioneer Entrepreneurs

Although the roles that producers and intermediaries play in market creation 
are somewhat differentiated, as shown by the previous examples, pioneer en-
trepreneurs of both types nonetheless share certain characteristics that are 
a sine qua non for undertaking the risky task of creating a market for a new 
category. 

First, all pioneer entrepreneurs must have the foresight and vision to un-
derstand the significance and importance of new—potentially incomprehen-
sible or even offensive (to the sensibilities of the majority)—cultural goods, 
and they must want to create a world in which these goods find a market. 
Without a compelling vision to drive them, pioneer entrepreneurs would 
likely succumb to the despair and frustration that is part and parcel of the 
long, uncertain, and arduous process of market creation. The ability to envi-
sion the end goal—a state in which the new category of goods is widely under-
stood and accepted and therefore consumed—enables pioneer entrepreneurs 
to plot their path toward this goal and strategize effectively to accomplish it. 

Their second typical feature is that like the pioneering artists whose works 
they attempt to bring to market, pioneer entrepreneurs must also be driven 
substantially by nonpecuniary motivations.21 Although the goal of a pioneer 
entrepreneur is to create a market for a cultural good, because the task is ex-
tremely challenging and the desired outcome is uncertain at best, the accrual 
of sales revenues cannot be the chief driving force behind the undertaking, 
even in the case of pioneer producers, who stand to gain direct economic re-
turns from success in creating a market for the goods they sell. Sometimes 
pioneer entrepreneurs are motivated by the potential for impact; as described 
in the previous chapter, pioneer entrepreneurship has implications for cul-
tural change. Specifically, most pioneer producers are driven primarily by a 
dual desire to obtain visibility and acceptance for creative and visionary ar-
tistic work and to financially support such visionary artists. The publisher of 
Ulysses, Sylvia Beach, for example, supported Joyce throughout the long pro-
cess of his writing the book, which was much delayed.22 Moreover, having 
read parts of the manuscript while Joyce labored on the tome, she must have 
anticipated the trouble the book could cause and the difficulty she would have 
selling it, let alone garnering any profits. Publishing Ulysses, then, was by no 
means a guaranteed way to make a profit, and therefore Beach’s motives were 
arguably nonpecuniary.
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Pioneer intermediaries—who by definition do not stand to make money 
as a result of their efforts—are motivated solely by the promise of intangible 
gains. Certainly pioneer intermediaries may enhance their reputations (for 
being visionaries or trend spotters and market creators) and status, which 
may be parlayed into future gains, tangible and/or intangible. Yet the pros-
pect of even these potential future benefits cannot be the sole drivers of their 
work because their efforts could end disastrously, with their name in disre-
pute, being derided for having discovered and supported an unworthy artist 
and/or category of work. Thus, for both producers and intermediaries who act 
as pioneer entrepreneurs, working toward a goal beyond pecuniary gain is a 
necessity. 

Finally, because pioneer entrepreneurs cannot work in isolation and 
must build intersubjective alignment and agreement, they need to cre-
ate momentum among all the players necessary to the market. Unless the 
discourse is broadly disseminated, generally accepted, and reinforced by 
multiple entities, the new evaluation criteria and value construction are not 
likely to find their way into the general culture—that is, into the minds of a 
sizeable population of consumers—and therefore are not likely to lead to the 
construction of a sustainable and substantial market. Consequently, pioneer 
entrepreneurs must be collaborative consensus builders, nearly evangelical 
in their relentless pursuit of broad acceptance of their perception of the new 
good and its value. 

Paths Taken by Pioneer Entrepreneurs

Pioneer entrepreneurs can adopt several strategies as they seek to create a 
market for a new category of goods. One of the most common strategies is to 
render the new good less unfamiliar to consumers.23 Strategies that facilitate 
effective market creation address both the cause and effect of the unfamil-
iarity of the goods introduced by pioneer entrepreneurs. Thus, pioneer en-
trepreneurs attempt to assuage consumers’ fears of standing out among their 
social group, which makes them less receptive to new goods and also makes 
those goods seem more familiar and attractive so consumers are less unwill-
ing to consider and consume them. Several different actions fall under this 
broad rubric (the specific relevant action varies slightly depending on whether 
the pioneer entrepreneur occupies the structural position of a producer or an 
intermediary).
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DEVELOPING A DISCOURSE FOR NEW CATEGORIES

Pioneer entrepreneurs generate discourse about the new product to promote 
an understanding of the product and construct its value. The discourse can 
take different forms, such as printed texts or high-profile events. For example, 
Saffronart, the auction house (and thus pioneer producer) that played a de-
cisive role in creating a market for twentieth-century Indian art, engaged in 
market-creating discourse by producing detailed catalogues describing the 
artwork, the artists, and the overall context of modern Indian art.24 Although 
the auctions were all conducted online, the firm still produced physical cata-
logues, which are a common discursive genre in the art world and especially 
for art auctions. In another example, the annual Sundance Festival for inde-
pendent cinema constituted the chief discursive implement of the Sundance 
Institute, the pioneer intermediary widely regarded as having created a stable 
market for independent cinema in the United States.25

Regardless of the form it takes, the discourse generated by pioneer entre-
preneurs fulfills two goals: explicating the product so that it is broadly un-
derstood by consumers as well as other producers and intermediaries and 
delineating the criteria that guide the evaluation of the product and the estab-
lishment of quality standards. Discourse can achieve these goals directly and 
explicitly, as in Saffronart’s catalogues, or indirectly and implicitly, as in the 
Sundance Institute’s choices of which films to feature at the Sundance Festi-
val. Although the festival’s programming staff had received some broad and 
diffuse directions (“What I sought in the Festival was variety,” said Robert 
Redford, the festival’s founder)26 regarding the types of films they hoped to 
promote at the institute and festival, these directions, which were essentially 
evaluation criteria, were not put forth in a public forum. Yet repeated expo-
sure to a certain type of film at successive festivals—small-budget, plot-driven 
films with somewhat subversive themes—led to festival goers, as well as so-
ciety at large (through press coverage of the films and the festival) to under-
stand a certain set of attributes as defining characteristics of a prototypical 
“indie” film.

Because pioneer producers stand to directly benefit from greater revenues 
and thus have a limited influence on how the product is valued, they ben-
efit from co-opting discursive elements from pioneer intermediaries that are 
independent and therefore more credible and objective authorities, as Saf-
fronart did when it included academics’ writings in its catalogues. Without 
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the incorporation of this type of independent explication and evaluation, a 
pioneer producer’s own discourse may be viewed as purely promotional and 
self-serving, lowering its impact. 

PIQUING INTEREST AND REDUCING ANXIETY

To successfully create a market for an innovative cultural good, pioneer 
entrepreneurs frame the new category in a certain fashion. Specifically, pi-
oneer entrepreneurs attempt to pique consumers’ interest in the novel cat-
egory while reducing worries about social rejection. Consider Coco Chanel’s 
simple modern dresses, made from inexpensive jersey cloth, which were, in 
many respects, quite inappropriate for women in the sartorial context of 
Paris in the first quarter of the twentieth century, and certainly would have 
drawn criticism for their subversive aesthetic.27 Chanel’s designs challenged 
the prevailing belief and custom that clothing served to indicate social class 
and standing rather than personal tastes and preferences. Previous fashions 
signified a woman’s status as a privileged damsel who was able to lead a 
life of leisure because her husband or father earned enough to ensure that 
she did not need to perform any worklike activities. In contrast, Chanel’s 
practical clothing, in which a woman could move easily, would not (ini-
tially) convey a high-status image.28 Purchasing and wearing these dresses, 
then, signaled the wearer as a deviant and rebel, and only a brave individual 
would be willing to take on that kind of social vulnerability. Embracing a 
new cultural good, then, requires a willingness to shed an existing identity 
as well as question one’s beliefs and thus stand out among one’s peer group; 
pioneer entrepreneurs have to address the anxiety that often accompanies 
this process. 

As the example of Chanel’s designs illustrates, although consumers may 
find novel stimuli attractive and interesting, their fear of ridicule is one of 
the main obstacles to acceptance of new cultural categories. When faced with 
a new product, then, consumers are likely to be wary but also intrigued. To 
induce consumption of their innovative product, pioneer entrepreneurs must 
take advantage of the intrigue while quelling the wariness. These dual objec-
tives are best achieved by framing the product as novel enough to be perceived 
with interest by consumers willing to take a chance on something new (the 
classic experimenters or “early adopters”29) but also similar enough to exist-
ing, accepted, and well-understood products that it is not perceived as threat-
eningly unfamiliar—a strategy of “optimal framing.”30
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Pioneer entrepreneurs can achieve this delicate balance in several ways, 
but most involve some discursive repositioning and framing, given that the 
actual product likely cannot be altered to make its features seem more famil-
iar. The task of pioneer entrepreneurs, then, is to shape the narrative about 
the new product in such a way that it highlights the familiar and comforting 
aspects of the product, emphasizes those aspects that are more closely aligned 
with prevailing criteria of propriety and value, and either downplays or casts 
in a positive light those features that are most threatening or unappealing to 
a majority of consumers. In some cases, it might even be possible to alter or 
design the product in ways that conform to the narrative and the framing 
chosen by the pioneer entrepreneur. Piquing consumer interest while reduc-
ing consumer anxiety, via both discursive and material changes, rather than 
just one of these, will increase the chances of successful market creation as the 
product will appear to be in alignment with its narrative framing. 

An excellent example of optimal framing that achieved the dual objectives 
of piquing interest and reducing anxiety, through discursive as well as mate-
rial means, occurred among the earliest fashion designers in India, where, 
until the mid-1980s, clothing culture followed the “tracht” model rather than 
the “mode” system.31 In other words, women dressed according to traditional 
customs—choosing, either due to personal preference or pressure to conform 
to social norms, to wear saris32 or the salwar-kameez33—rather than trendy 
styles dictated by a fashion system.34 Traditional clothing styles used hand-
woven and/or hand-block printed textiles, often featuring additional decora-
tions such as beadwork, embroidery, or surface layering with precious and 
semiprecious metals and stones. Because organized retail was relatively ab-
sent in the country at the time, Indian women were dependent on local tai-
lors to make their garments. As a result, the first local high-fashion designers 
faced skepticism regarding the value of their products—they were viewed 
as glorified tailors with vastly overpriced products. Early fashion designers 
in India, therefore, primarily created and sold traditional Indian garments 
such as lehengas,35 salwar-kameezes, and saris. Arguably, these garments 
did not involve much design innovation per se, but focusing on these styles 
was an economic necessity for early designers because, as one explained, “In 
India nobody is going to pay a high price for innovative patterns—only for 
embroidery.”36

In this case the pioneer entrepreneurs (designers) were able to attract con-
sumers (Indian women) by focusing on familiar garments but adding novel 
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design elements to arouse the interest of more daring consumers. Designing 
within the parameters of traditional Indian garments allowed designers to 
add novelty and value via the use of heavy surface embellishments and lux-
urious fabrics while still maintaining the visual integrity of the traditional 
clothing. Further, the use of these textiles and heavy decorations served three 
purposes. First, these ostentatious decorations and fabric choices fulfilled the 
requisites of a natural product segment: wedding attire. Notorious for their 
extravagance, Indian weddings are important social occasions; because cloth-
ing serves as a status symbol during the festivities, expensive clothing is a sine 
qua non for the event, especially for the bride and close members of the wed-
ding party. Second, the grand embellishments and luxurious fabrics justified 
the higher prices charged by designers: consumers could see and feel (and, 
most important, recognize) the value of the garment they were purchasing, 
even if they were uneducated in the importance of style or cut. Third, perhaps 
the most important element of the designers’ framing strategy was that it pro-
vided a means to overcome resistance to the seemingly elitist nature of high 
fashion in a country rife with poverty, especially in rural communities. By 
creating traditional garments from handwoven fabrics and embellishing them 
with handcrafted decorations—all sourced from rural artisans who were part 
of a long and varied tradition of textile excellence in India—designers could 
assert that such clothing was relevant and important on nationalist and pres-
ervationist grounds. Even if the clothes seemed ostentatious and outrageously 
priced, designers argued, their purchase helped support the ancient, but 
dying, primarily village-based practice of textile craftsmanship. According to 
the designers’ framing, the preference for handwoven fabrics and heavy em-
bellishments served a higher purpose: preserving national identity and pro-
moting superior Indian crafts and skilled craftspeople. 

In the case of Indian fashion, pioneer entrepreneurs used both discursive 
and material means to pique consumer interest while reducing anxiety. How-
ever, changing the material aspects of the product was possible only because 
this case involved pioneer producers—design firms—that were founded by 
the creators themselves. Other types of pioneer entrepreneurs, both pioneer 
producers and pioneer intermediaries, have much less ability to influence the 
material properties of the product because they are limited by either the cre-
ator’s individuality and artistic integrity or other aspects of the product or its 
presentation to consumers. However, even when pioneer entrepreneurs have 
little ability to change the material properties of the product, they can alter 
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the narrative, as well as engage in other material actions that, without altering 
the product itself, still make it seem more familiar to consumers. 

Whole Foods Market, for example, knowing that at the time of the firm’s 
founding consumers associated organic food with unsavory images of hip-
pies as well as perceptions of deprivation and a lack of taste, designed their 
stores to be bright, clean, inviting, and unlike any “crunchy-granola health 
food” store that existed at the time.37 Moreover, the early stores exuberantly 
projected an image of decadence with chocolate fountains, luxurious bath and 
body products, and eye-catching merchandising, so that consumers would 
no longer associate organic foods with deprivation and drudgery. Finally, to 
this day, the stores stock a mix of organic and “conventional” produce and 
products because the management knows full well that a store that sells only 
organic foods will fail to attract a broad swath of the mainstream consumer 
market. Also worth noting is the subtle messaging implicit in the use of the 
word organic against the word conventional. In reality, organic farming was 
the norm until chemical fertilizers and pesticides were introduced in the late 
nineteenth century,38 so “organic” is, in fact, “conventional” in historic terms. 
Moreover, “organic” is not the parallel counterpart to “conventional”; rather, 
“unconventional” would be the right descriptor. However, not only would the 
label “unconventional” for organic foods have, on the one hand, sounded too 
radical and novel, but, on the other hand, calling organic food “conventional” 
would have removed the novelty and the associated positive feelings around 
the new category. The framing, both discursive and material, thus was opti-
mal, also because the term organic was already more broadly in use beyond 
Whole Foods at the time of the firm’s founding. This is an important advan-
tage because broad acceptance of the new conventions of value and criteria of 
quality and propriety promulgated by pioneer entrepreneurs is crucial to the 
creation of a market for a new category of cultural goods, as discussed earlier, 
and the basis of the next strategy of pioneer entrepreneurs. 

DEVELOPING BROAD AND GENERAL ACCEPTANCE 

OF NEW CATEGORIES

The importance of broad intersubjective agreement on the appropriate way to 
view, understand, and evaluate a good is crucial to both existing markets and 
new markets for novel categories of goods, especially in the creative indus-
tries. Due to the acutely social nature of the consumption of cultural goods, 
the hasty adoption of a new category—prior to its general acceptance—could 
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have a negative impact on the social standing of a consumer (in addition to 
an economic impact). Therefore, the discourse generated by pioneer entrepre-
neurs must be adopted by other entities in the value chain that will then dis-
seminate and reinforce the discourse. 

The dissemination and adoption of pioneer entrepreneurs’ discourse, how-
ever, is neither inevitable nor easy to achieve; it cannot be strategically or-
chestrated because the impact of the discourse is contingent on other entities 
adopting it of their own volition. The commentary of pioneer entrepreneurs, 
therefore, must stand and gain ground on its own merits, rather than through 
persuasion and/or coercion. 

If a pioneer entrepreneur cannot be instrumental in increasing the adop-
tion of new value conventions, it might seem that there is little else, if any-
thing, to do other than wait and hope. However, the reality is not this dire. 
Some individuals and firms have preexisting reputations and prestige, which 
grants them credibility and thus increases the likelihood that their value-
constructing discourse (rather than another entity’s discourse) is dissemi-
nated and accepted. Reputed producers, known for discovering worthy artists 
with innovative ideas and works, thus stand a greater chance of having their 
discourse believed and accepted. Similarly, some pioneer entrepreneurs are 
likely in the dually advantageous position of both possessing the right reputa-
tion and occupying a structural role in the value chain, which allows them to 
disseminate their opinions broadly. A well-established critic or reviewer who 
works at a reputed media organization (such as a magazine, newspaper, or 
television network), for example, likely has a significant ability to disseminate 
new value conventions for novel categories of goods. 

As in successful social movements39 (and related to the framing strate-
gies already described), dissemination and adoption are most likely when 
the new value conventions and the related discourse resonate with relevant 
stakeholders for a variety of reasons. Of course, pioneer entrepreneurs can-
not accurately predict what constitutes a resonant discourse (and therefore 
cannot plan or design such a discourse); however, these entities tend to have 
“an ear to the ground” and possess what is informally known as an intuitive 
or innate sense of what will resonate. In this regard, pioneer entrepreneurs 
are not that different from the artists whose works they promote; just as it 
is difficult to pinpoint with even a modicum of confidence what exactly it is 
about a painting by Picasso or a song by the Beatles that makes these works 
wildly appreciated and successful among critics and consumers alike, there 
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is, to a certain extent, an art of pioneer entrepreneurship that may be difficult 
to describe systematically via a checklist of actions and discourse characteris-
tics. Further, both artists and pioneer entrepreneurs are strongly motivated by 
nonpecuniary goals, and both groups believe it is imperative to make the most 
authentic attempt at expressing their vision of value.40 As a result, both artists 
and pioneer entrepreneurs can hope for the best but must, in the end, leave the 
reception and acceptance of that vision to the stakeholders. 

Garnering intersubjective agreement is less problematic for pioneer inter-
mediaries than for pioneer producers because intermediaries have no direct 
economic interest in the market. Relative to pioneer producers, then, pioneer 
intermediaries such as academic institutions and individual academics, critics 
and reviewers, and award-granting bodies likely find it easier to achieve the 
broad dissemination and acceptance of their new value conventions.41 That 
said, intermediaries are useful and relevant only when consumers perceive 
them to be beyond the influence and control of producers, that is, as being 
independent entities. Therefore, pioneer producers cannot actively court in-
termediaries to promote the adoption of their discourse. However, pioneer 
producers can borrow credibility from other entities that have already con-
structed a new discourse (as Saffronart did with academics’ writings). In this 
case, the discourse of producers and the discourse of intermediaries are mu-
tually reinforcing and jointly engender change in the beliefs and norms of 
consumers.

Summing Up and Looking Ahead

The rest of the book is about firms and entrepreneurs—pioneering and not—
in the creative industries (see Table 2.1). Pioneer entrepreneurship is clearly 
challenging, and yet it occurs repeatedly if not frequently, in the creative 
industries. It is possible that the potential for cultural change—changing 
minds, not just lives—that can be wrought (as described in the previous 
chapter) through pioneer entrepreneurship and market creation for new cat-
egories of cultural goods is what continues to drive entities to engage in this 
difficult task. Their impact on cultural change makes pioneer entrepreneurs 
relevant to society, and it is therefore important to understand them. This 
can be achieved only by understanding the structure and functioning of cre-
ative industries. Conversely, the framework of pioneer entrepreneurship and 
market creation is useful for understanding the creative industries, the firms 
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operating in these industries, and the markets for cultural goods because the 
creation of a market by pioneer entrepreneurs for radical new categories rep-
resents an extreme case of the market creation that has to occur every time 
a new cultural good (radical or not) is brought to market (as detailed in the 
following discussion). Finally, entrepreneurship, even when it is merely the 
founding of a new venture and not of the pioneering kind, is important in the 
creative industries because of the ferment of new ideas that new ventures gen-
erate. The rest of the book, therefore, builds on the concepts and frameworks 
elucidated in these first two chapters to shed light on the interrelationships 
among the various entities in the value chain of creative industries, with the 
aim of understanding the functioning of these industries and their implica-
tions for entrepreneurs and pioneer entrepreneurs operating in the intermedi-
ary and producer roles. 

This chapter has emphasized the importance to pioneer entrepreneurs en-
gaged in market creation of commentary comprising the discourse of pro-
ducers and intermediaries, intersubjective agreement over the conventions of 
value elaborated in the discourse, and the discursive framing of the new cat-
egory in optimally balanced ways that render it simultaneously exciting and 
comforting. These three aspects of market creation are central to markets for 
all cultural goods, new or not. Although new categories of creative works face 
high levels of uncertainty in the market, the nature of the creation, produc-
tion, and consumption of cultural goods is such that every new iteration of a 
cultural good (even if the product is not the first in a new category) requires 
a certain amount of market creation. Continual market creation is required 
primarily because creative works are singularities,42 meaning that each one 
is unique, so that even works that fit into a well-known category must be ex-
plicated each time a new one is brought to market. Every film, book, song/
album, dress, or painting is new and distinctive relative to its predecessors on 
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multiple fronts, so when it is brought to the market for exchange, its meaning 
and value must be decoded, constructed, and conveyed by the value chain in 
creative industries. Once a category has been established as valuable in the 
marketplace, subsequent units do not undergo the same rigorous evaluation 
and description; they must, however, be evaluated (with regard to the extent of 
their conformity to existing accepted criteria of value) and explicated. 

As a consequence, the entrepreneurial act of market creation has to occur 
across the value chain each time a new cultural product is placed in the mar-
ket, albeit in a less challenging or thorough manner than for an entirely new, 
radically innovative category of cultural goods. The subsequent chapters ex-
amine intermediaries and producers in the value chain in creative industries 
in more detail—what they do, how they do it, why they exist, and what their 
characteristics and functions imply for entrepreneurs in these sectors. Each 
of the following chapters first explicates how (existing) intermediaries and 
producers operate in existing categories or markets of cultural goods—the 
“baseline” case (cell C in Table 2.1). Building on this foundation, each chapter 
then explores what these fundamental concepts mean for new ventures in new 
(cell B—pioneer entrepreneurship) as well as existing (cell D) categories while 
also shedding light on the role of incumbents (cell A) in the creation of new 
categories (pioneer entrepreneurship). Above all, the book underscores the 
importance of systematically examining two processes, the production and 
consumption of culture and how change and innovation occur in the notori-
ously institutionalized stable creative industries. At the same time, building 
on the proposed model of the structure and creation of markets and the con-
cept of pioneer entrepreneurs and their impact (through discourse) on norms, 
the book makes a case for understanding the creative industries, not merely 
as producers and sellers of culture but rather as entities that engage meaning-
fully and successfully with society and shape its culture.
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In 1981, John Lack, executive vice president of programming and marketing 
at cable operator Warner Amex Cable Communications (WACC), envisioned 
a new television channel, “Music Television” (MTV). He imagined the chan-
nel as a “visual” radio station that would be “both promotional, and enter-
tainment for its own sake.”2 Lack planned to show music videos all day, in 
stereo sound, thus introducing audiences to new music and giving advertisers 
a way to reach twelve- to thirty-four-year-olds, a very desirable demographic 
that would be likely to gravitate toward such programming. The idea worked; 
MTV showed that music videos could both attract viewers (and therefore, ad-
vertisers) and sell albums. A survey conducted by Billboard magazine in Oc-
tober 1981, soon after the channel launched, indicated that regions carrying 
MTV cable signals experienced an increase in sales of tapes and records.3 A 
separate Nielsen survey in 1982 reported that 85 percent of participants were 
MTV viewers and 63 percent of those stated that viewing a music video had 
prompted their purchase of the album.4

Although MTV had a considerable impact on the music industry, this ef-
fect was impossible to know ex ante, particularly for record labels, which, after 
an initial period of resistance, spent large sums of money to create attractive 
music videos and give them gratis to MTV. Record companies chose to pro-
vide videos to MTV rather than trying to reach customers through their own 
music video channels, which would have given them greater control. In the 
marketplace, consumers began to rely on MTV to discover new music, which 

I N T E R M E D I A R I E S

Construct ing Meaning and Value for  Markets

A review should make you want to run out to a play, flip on 
the TV, wake up to new possibilities. A negative review should 
be exciting too; why shouldn’t bad art make you angry?

—Jonathan Landman, culture editor, The New York Times1
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influenced their purchase of new albums. It seems everybody did, indeed, 
need MTV, just as the channel’s promotional campaign—“I need my MTV”—
proclaimed. The importance of MTV, which acted as an intermediary in the 
market for music albums, and its impact on both producers and consumers 
are functions of the nature and structure of markets in general and of cultural 
goods in particular. This chapter, the first of three chapters on intermediar-
ies, introduces intermediaries in creative industries, explaining their role in 
markets, their particular importance in creative industries, and their modus 
operandi, as well as the implications for entrepreneurship of these aspects of 
intermediaries. 

Markets: Structure, Actors, and Information

Markets do not comprise only buyers (consumers) and sellers (creators5 and/or 
producers).6 They also require third parties—intermediaries such as MTV—
that do not have a direct economic stake in the revenues generated from the 
sales of those goods but that provide crucial objective information about 
goods that enables and facilitates transactions between buyers and sellers. 

Markets are not merely transactional exchanges but rather complex in-
teractions that involve production, exchange, and consumption of goods and 
services, influenced by cultural and social factors,7 and are therefore rife with 
uncertainty. Information that alleviates this uncertainty (and consequently 
eases market interactions) plays a crucial role in enabling valuation and ex-
change; indeed, a functioning market is predicated on the existence of dis-
course that provides such information.8 As a consequence, markets abound 
with informational commentary, which comprises the discourse of both pro-
ducers and intermediaries, in the form of advertisements, brochures, and cat-
alogues (producers’ commentary) as well as reviews, articles, books, message 
boards, event lists, conferences, and awards (intermediaries’ commentary).

Markets for cultural goods are even more dependent on information (be-
cause of the unique properties of these goods; see the following pages for a de-
tailed discussion) and thus are replete with commentary, generated by several 
entities, each with different and potentially competing objectives. With large 
amounts of information available in the market, to arrive at a good decision, 
consumers must consider the source and the intended purpose of the com-
mentary. Not all commentary is created equal, and consumers are aware of 
the variation introduced by differences in the market roles, objectives, and 
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incentives of the sources. Understanding the differences between sources of 
market information is crucial to understanding the role of intermediaries. 

The chief distinction between the sources of commentary lies in the goals 
and incentives of the commentary-generating entities. Of the two primary 
sources—producers and intermediaries—of commentary that influence 
consumers’ perceptions of value and desirability of the goods in a market, 
only producers stand to gain direct financial benefit from generating beliefs 
among consumers that the good is highly desirable and valuable; interme-
diaries, in contrast, have no such direct (economic) stake in increasing the 
value of the good. This distinction has material implications for the function-
ing of markets. Firms that earn revenues from selling goods (producers) must 
attempt to persuade consumers in various ways to buy more goods, to pay 
higher prices, or both.9 Therefore, producers have ample incentive to circulate 
information—via advertisements, promotional and publicity materials, and 
other media—with a strong positive bias toward their own products, and/or 
a negative bias toward competitors and their products.10 Producers also often 
engage the services of publicists, who are responsible for generating and cir-
culating positive news and information about the firm and its products that 
will enter the public consciousness. The awareness of producers’ goals and the 
intent behind their promotional materials is elemental to consumers’ meta-
cognition of markets11 (their set of beliefs about the marketplace). Consum-
ers know that the discourse generated by producers and their paid agents is 
intended to persuade them to buy goods. This discourse, therefore, triggers 
“coping mechanisms”12 that help consumers make sense of these communi-
cations from producers. One primary coping mechanism is to discount the 
validity and veridicality of communications generated by producers and, 
therefore, turn to other unbiased sources of information and evaluation—
intermediaries—for knowledge about goods. This knowledge influences con-
sumers’ preferences and consumption. Thus, intermediaries are essential to 
the functioning of the market because their discourse exerts a greater influ-
ence than that of producers (or of their paid agents) on the preferences and 
value perceptions of consumers.13

Clearly, consumers benefit significantly from intermediaries and their dis-
course, but it is not immediately evident whether and how producers ben-
efit. If anything, it would appear that the objective information provided by 
intermediaries—because it cannot be controlled and molded by producers 
to their own advantage—would be problematic and therefore unwelcome to 
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producers. Yet, not only are intermediaries tolerated, but producers also ac-
tively engage with them, as shown by the willingness of record companies 
to incur great costs to create music videos for MTV. Why do producers en-
gage with intermediaries? One reason is that, in the case of MTV, if record 
labels had simply created their own music video channels, one for each firm, 
the endeavor would have been futile because such channels would have been 
understood as more promotional messaging from producers, albeit in a dif-
ferent and unusual format. Producer-created channels, therefore, would not 
have had the same impact on consumer behavior and preferences. Moreover, 
when MTV was founded, the music industry was in decline. Consequently, 
record companies, desperate to generate sales, were willing, albeit grudgingly, 
to try something that would give them greater visibility among consumers. 
That said, even—and arguably, especially—in a thriving industry, produc-
ers benefit from the existence of intermediaries, whom they incorporate into 
their production processes. 

In creative industries, intermediaries are especially important to produc-
ers because they enable consumers to understand the symbolic value inherent 
in cultural goods and translate that symbolic value into commensurate eco-
nomic value. The discourse of intermediaries affects either the aggregate value 
(total sales) of the product or the specific value (price) of an individual item, 
depending on the nature of the good itself.14 In the case of goods such as films 
or books, which tend to be uniformly priced or priced before they appear in 
the marketplace, intermediaries such as film critics and book reviewers influ-
ence the number of consumers who recognize, understand, and pay for the 
value of the good (that is, they influence the total sales of the good). In the case 
of artworks or other sui generis items, intermediaries influence the perceived 
value and price of each individual work in the marketplace. The obverse is 
also true—strongly negative evaluations can undoubtedly destroy the market 
for a good, as any producer of a poorly received Broadway show knows well. 
For example, the all-around disastrous reviews of Spider-Man: Turn off the 
Dark (the musical incarnation of the original film) led the production to shut 
down within a few weeks of its New York preview and not open again until 
nearly a year later when sufficient changes had been made to the lyrics and 
music, cast, and direction.15

The manner in which intermediaries exert their influence on market 
transactions is why the use of the term intermediary is appropriate for these 
entities, although it has a somewhat different meaning in this book than in 
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common usage. The term usually indicates an entity that is “in between” two 
actors, through which goods must pass as they make their way from sellers 
to buyers. In the context of creative industries, intermediaries are similarly 
integral to the passage of cultural goods from producers to consumers, their 
most important task being to convey the meaning of the cultural good and 
thus establish its value. In the art market, for example, galleries and auction 
houses are producers (although, in the usual sense of the term, they would 
be seen as intermediaries between artists and collectors), and art critics and 
museums are intermediaries. Just as wholesalers, distributors, and retailers 
(which are commonly referred to as intermediaries that connect manufactur-
ers to consumers, although in this book they act as producers) are essential in 
other industries, the entities described in this section are essential for produc-
ers wishing to reach consumers. However, although in the usual sense of the 
term intermediaries connect products and consumers through the physical 
transfer of goods, the nature of creative industries is such that these inter-
mediaries connect artworks and consumers through their discourse; without 
intermediaries’ discourse, consumers would find it difficult, if not impossible, 
to discover, understand, and evaluate cultural goods such as artworks. Spe-
cifically, the term intermediary emphasizes that, although cultural goods in 
the market do not physically pass through these entities, intermediaries are 
crucial to the smooth functioning of markets, from the perspective of both 
producers and consumers.16 Every producer—publishers, record companies, 
studios, restaurants—knows that being noticed by intermediaries is crucial 
to its business and financial performance and thus enacts specific rituals and 
procedures—providing review copies of books or tickets to press showings of 
films prior to theatrical release—that attest to the importance of the coexis-
tence of intermediaries and producers in creative industries. 

The Importance of Intermediaries 
in Creative Industries

Assigning such importance to an entity that is engaged primarily in the pro-
duction of discourse aligns with the socially embedded view of markets,17

which is especially applicable to the creative industries, due to the nature of 
cultural goods. The unique and specific properties of cultural goods are also 
the reason intermediaries are particularly important for the smooth function-
ing of markets for these goods, as described next. 
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CULTURAL GOODS HAVE HIGH SYMBOLIC VALUE

The fundamental feature of the products of creative/cultural industries is 
that their symbolic value is greater than their material value.18 The symbol-
ism inherent in cultural goods makes it difficult for consumers to understand 
and assess their value. Who, then, validates these works and establishes their 
value? Multiple entities—a “field of cultural production”19—contribute to the 
explication of the meaning of works of artistic production and the construc-
tion of their symbolic worth for consumers. Because works of art possess 
symbolic (and therefore economic) value only if they are recognized as such 
by all relevant entities/stakeholders, the “production” of artworks is more 
than a straightforward physical or material process of creating the work. Pro-
duction, in the case of works of art, also includes the symbolic process of con-
structing the meaning and value of the work.20 Thus, the entities in the field of 
cultural production that construct the “meaning and value of the [art]work”21

for consumers include producers, intermediaries (for example, critics and re-
viewers), and educational institutions. The efforts of these entities produce—
among society at large but more specifically among consumers or potential 
consumers—a “belief in the value of the [art]work.”22 However, for the reasons 
already mentioned, intermediaries have a stronger influence on consumers’ 
perceptions of the value of the goods than producers. Intermediaries help 
consumers understand creative/cultural products through interpretation, 
explication, and judgment; the symbolism inherent in cultural products and 
their socially contextualized consumption make such interpretation a nec-
essary step in the smooth functioning of markets for cultural goods. For 
example, consumers may not understand (the value of) highly symbolic, con-
ceptual works such as modern art, free verse, magical realist novels, molecu-
lar gastronomy, rap music, or auteur films that subvert traditional storytelling 
formats; intermediaries, such as critics and reviewers, can address this prob-
lem by explaining the codes and symbolism in these works and delineating 
criteria for their assessment. The writings of noted art critic Robert Hughes 
are a good example of such explanatory and evaluative discourse. His BBC 
show, “The Shock of the New,” has been called the “best synoptic introduction 
to modern art.”23 Hughes’s commentary provided succinct descriptions of the 
important features of various works of art, which implicitly conveyed the cri-
teria used in assessing those works and also modern art more generally, thus 
rendering the genre more accessible and comprehensible to lay consumers.
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CULTURAL GOODS ARE EXPERIENTIAL AND SUBJECTIVE 

Most, if not all, cultural goods are so-called experience goods,24 whose qual-
ity is difficult to judge ex ante, although sampling may occasionally be pos-
sible, such as by browsing a book before buying it. Moreover, the quality 
of cultural goods is highly variable and difficult to discern.25 Consumers, 
therefore, find it difficult to arrive at purchase decisions. Intermediaries ex-
perience and evaluate the goods in the market, and in turn their assessments 
of the quality of the goods help consumers make decisions. Restaurants are 
an excellent example of producers that sell an experiential good that would 
be prohibitively costly, literally and figuratively, to sample. As a result, res-
taurant reviews are invaluable to diners and, by extension, to restaurants, 
because reviews provide visibility and evaluation, both of which are prereq-
uisites to consumption.

The variable quality of cultural goods and their experiential nature also 
means that their assessment entails subjectivity—individual consumers can 
use any criterion they wish to evaluate a product. Because individual tastes 
vary widely, this subjectivity leads to significant uncertainty about the po-
tential demand for goods. Intermediaries address this uncertainty through 
discourse that influences tastes by systematizing the relevant criteria to be 
used for evaluation.26 Individuals’ tastes (their “predisposition to like and seek 
exposure to certain types of things”)27 are a central aspect of their decision 
to consume goods, especially creative works.28 These tastes are influenced by 
prevailing cultural norms, which are beliefs about what is appropriate and 
desirable. In effect, tastes are shaped by intermediaries’ commentary, which is 
responsible for generating and disseminating criteria and standards of qual-
ity. These criteria and standards, when shared and accepted more broadly, 
establish what is desirable and appropriate, shaping consumers’ tastes and 
preferences and therefore determining what is valuable in the market. Al-
though such discourse is particularly influential in the so-called high cul-
ture29 segment (art, literature, classical music, and dance), which comprises 
highly symbolic works, the so-called low culture segment (film, pop music, 
genre fiction) is not entirely immune to these standards either, because con-
sumers enjoy the emotional security that comes from knowing that a cred-
ible source has validated the quality of the work according to some widely 
accepted criteria. 
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CULTURAL GOODS HAVE SOCIAL MEANING 

Cultural goods are consumed in a social context: the value of cultural goods 
lies not only in what they symbolize or mean for the consumer30 but also in 
what they convey about the consumer to others. An art collector, an opera afi-
cionado, or a fashionable individual uses an artwork, references to the opera, 
and cutting-edge clothes to signal a certain persona not only to friends and 
acquaintances but also (especially in the case of fashion apparel) to strang-
ers. The desired and/or intended projection may be of refined taste or an 
avant-garde outlook. Alternatively, the individual may simply be trying to fit 
in with her or his peers by signaling conformity with prevailing norms that 
define what is desirable and valuable—hence the preponderance of “picture 
postcard” photographs from vacations.31 The discourse of intermediaries fa-
cilitates the interpretation and understanding of a creative work, knowledge 
consumers need to make decisions that will be seen as socially appropriate.

A critic’s favorable opinion of a cultural work, avant-garde or otherwise, 
can not only give comfort to a buyer but also generate consensus among 
the broader public—of which the buyer is a part—about its quality and im-
portance. Such discourse can therefore generate a collective and shared 
understanding of cultural goods among consumers, which is a precursor 
to establishing their value and consequently enabling their consumption. 
Because the understanding of the goods and their meaning is shared and 
collectively agreed on, the consumption of particular goods then conveys 
impressions about the consumer, contributing to his or her social and cul-
tural capital.32

CULTURAL GOODS ARE PRODUCED IN PROLIFERATION

There are vast numbers of creative artists in the world, and, as a result, a 
large number of cultural goods are produced every year in every country. As 
evidence, consider that more than 100,000 (book) titles are published every 
year in the United States. 33,34,35 This proliferation increases the importance 
of intermediaries because consumers find it difficult, if not impossible, to be 
aware of all these artists, let alone all of their works. And yet, having access 
to and information about the entire range of products available for consump-
tion is a critical facilitator of consumption—a product will have meaning and 
value only if it is visible to potential consumers. Professional intermediaries 
can keep track of producers and products in ways that time- and attention-
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constrained consumers cannot, which allows intermediaries to provide im-
portant information to consumers. 

Understanding Intermediaries and Inf luence

These social, symbolic, and subjective dimensions of cultural goods and their 
consumption all render interpretation and evaluation essential to the cre-
ation, existence, and operation of markets for cultural goods. Although such 
interpretation and evaluation is formally performed by intermediaries, other 
informal factors also influence consumers’ perceptions of value and their buy-
ing decisions. 

FORMAL INTERMEDIARIES

Formal intermediaries are explicitly engaged with the tasks that influence 
beliefs and perceptions about specific categories of goods. In contrast to in-
formal forces of influence, the influence of formal intermediaries is not inci-
dental, nor is it diffuse and unrelated to the market or particular good. Formal 
intermediaries fall into one of two main categories: entities that are integrated 
into the commercial realm of the market, operating as an essential part of 
the production and distribution of cultural goods; and entities that are, to a 
certain extent, outside the direct purview of the market. Entities in the former 
category—market intermediaries—are directly involved with the market and 
incorporated into production and distribution systems and decisions. Entities 
in the latter category—nonmarket intermediaries—are responsible for repro-
ducing stable tastes and preferences among consumers. 

Market intermediaries are entities whose presence and activities are ac-
knowledged and supported by creators and producers selling cultural goods 
to the public. They are usually integrated into the production and distribu-
tion cycle of cultural goods. For example, record labels create music videos 
for MTV, publishers set aside complimentary review copies of books, movie 
studios conduct exclusive screenings of films for film critics, and artists and 
authors submit prints and/or manuscripts to juries, award committees, and 
festival committees. Producers and creators, knowing that these intermedi-
aries play a large role in constructing the value of goods in the market, en-
gage directly with these intermediaries and readily submit to their evaluation 
and discourse. 
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The case of nonmarket intermediaries such as museums and schools is 
somewhat different. These entities engage in discourse that shapes the general 
dispositions and norms in society, rather than the perceived value of specific 
cultural goods in the market. For example, a reputed and respected museum 
that decides to showcase pre-Raphaelite artworks may create a general predis-
position toward paintings of this particular style. The museum’s decision and 
its selection of works acts as a statement that leads members of the public to 
presume the aesthetic superiority of that style because the museum (or, more 
precisely, the curator) is viewed as an authority on the subject of quality in 
art. That said, museums do also have a more direct influence on value (and 
prices) in the case of secondary markets for art. In these markets, the fact that 
a particular artwork was acquired by a prestigious museum functions as an 
indicator of its quality and contributes to a higher asking price than would be 
applied in the absence of the museum’s validation/endorsement.36 In compari-
son, schools and the general dispositions that their curricula generate tend to 
be even further and more consistently removed from commercial processes 
in the market.

Formal intermediaries that produce interpretations and valuations to en-
able and enact a market for cultural goods come in a multitude of forms. Both 
firms and individuals may perform the tasks of an intermediary. Entire or-
ganizations dedicated to providing discourse about a particular cultural cat-
egory, such as the Sundance Institute or the Pritzker Foundation, are crucial 
elements of the value-construction process and are therefore intermediaries. 
Individuals acting as intermediaries within bigger, more generalist organiza-
tions include book reviewers, such as Michiko Kakutani and James Wood at 
The New York Times and The New Yorker, respectively, which publish more 
than just book reviews. Slightly different from both of these examples is the 
fashion magazine Vogue, a publication that is clearly devoted almost entirely 
to covering fashion, even though it sometimes provides commentary on other 
related topics as well. The magazine has certain writers and editors who have 
the stature of Kakutani within the fashion industry (Grace Coddington, for 
example). However, Vogue itself is widely perceived as a key player in the 
fashion value chain, whereas The New York Times, its fashion coverage not-
withstanding, is not considered a fashion publication per se. Therefore, Vogue
and other similar entities would be considered intermediary firms, and the 
individuals employed by them—like Coddington—would be considered indi-
vidual intermediaries. 
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The distinction between individuals and organizations is relevant because 
it influences the functioning of intermediaries as well as the organizational 
structures and business models that are put in place to maintain the impact of 
intermediaries on valuation and markets. In addition, this distinction is rel-
evant to the issue of entrepreneurship, especially as it relates to the process of 
creating a market for a new product category by constructing and conveying 
its value (that is, pioneer entrepreneurship). 

Although formal intermediaries are the chief topic of this section of 
the book and the most relevant to the other topics covered in the book, it 
is nevertheless useful to briefly explore the essential elements of informal 
sources of commentary, which also influence consumers’ decisions by per-
meating culture and being manifest as cultural norms and beliefs regarding 
appropriateness. 

INFORMAL INFLUENCES

When consumers are asked why they bought a particular record or book or 
watched a particular film, a frequent and likely response is, “Because [some-
body they know] recommended it.” This social process of discovery and eval-
uation is one of the informal ways in which preferences/tastes and consequent 
acts of consumption are shaped and influenced; individuals, embedded in a 
web of social connections and opinions, are susceptible to the influence of 
other individuals whom they respect, admire, or like.37 The influence of one’s 
social network is not only potentially stronger, more proximate, and more di-
rect than the influence of advertisements and brochures but also more likely 
to “seal the deal” after professional opinions and recommendations have been 
considered.38

Aside from being influenced by their social networks, individuals’ pref-
erences are also informally influenced by diffuse and indirect commentary 
generated by entities beyond individuals’ direct social connections. Especially 
in the world of fashion, celebrities’ choices have significant influence on lay 
consumers’ preferences and purchase decisions; for example, lace, which was 
once considered old-fashioned for the twenty-first century, suddenly became a 
popular embellishment in various garments (not only gowns) after Catherine 
Middleton married the UK’s Prince William in a wedding gown adorned with 
intricate lace in 2011.39 Other influential entities include writers, presenters, 
and social and cultural commentators who shed light on phenomena, events, 
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objects, people, and other issues and, in so doing, affect individuals’ opinions 
and beliefs about goods. 

Consider the case of organic foods. Although many formal and social pro-
cesses undoubtedly influenced perceptions of organic foods, making them 
more desirable and valuable in the eyes of consumers, the role of other texts, 
which were not originally meant to be directly related to organic food, also 
pulled weight. For example, Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring has been credited 
with forcing society to acknowledge the unforeseen negative consequences 
of scientific and technological advances and causing people to rethink and 
reevaluate their beliefs about, say, chemical fertilizers and pesticides in agri-
culture. These new societal beliefs regarding the (in)appropriateness and (lack 
of ) value of certain practices that were, until that point, broadly accepted as 
good were an important component of the beliefs about food production prac-
tices that eventually influenced individuals’ preferences for, and consump-
tion of, organically grown foodstuffs. Nevertheless, Carson did not set out 
to write about the desirability of organic food per se and was therefore not 
formally or explicitly involved in shaping consumers’ beliefs about the value 
of the market category. Indeed, Carson and commentators like her (Michael 
Pollan, who writes about ethics and health in the food industry, is a good 
present-day example) are not engaged in consciously influencing perspectives 
about a particular category of goods in the market but rather seek to shape 
broader frameworks for norms that, in turn, shape overall consumer tastes 
and preferences.

Informal intermediaries affect consumer beliefs through vastly different 
processes. The distinction between schools that act as nonmarket interme-
diaries, for example, and informal commentators like Rachel Carson can be 
described along two different dimensions, intent and scale. Schools and their 
curricula (which are usually uniform within a socially, geographically, and/or 
temporally circumscribed unit) are able to influence beliefs on a much larger 
societal scale and at a more fundamental level than the types of informal enti-
ties previously described. In addition to scale, intentions differ across these 
two types of informal intermediaries. There is a systematic intentionality 
behind the design of school curricula, in terms of both the frameworks and 
ideas that are endorsed and the subjects of study. Thus, a literature curriculum 
intends to establish (and succeeds in doing so) ways of understanding, analyz-
ing, and evaluating literature, which is a cultural good. Such a curriculum is 
required to cover this subject in a particular way that not only reinforces the 
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canon but also reinforces the broadly accepted ways of understanding and 
evaluating these works. The intention of a school’s commentary is thus quite 
different from the intention of a commentary that, in a general, diffuse way, 
influences individuals’ thinking about an idea, concept, or event, which then 
becomes the preferred lens used to examine and assess cultural goods (just as 
Silent Spring indirectly engendered a belief in the value of dining at a restau-
rant that sources only local ingredients). 

Doing Business as an Intermediary

This section returns to the main topic of this chapter—formal intermediaries, 
especially market intermediaries—after the preceding pages highlighted the 
variation among intermediaries. The extent of this variation means that it is 
difficult to develop a single generalized understanding of the nature, struc-
ture, and operations of intermediaries. That said, all intermediaries face three 
common challenges: creating a revenue stream, avoiding conflicts of interest, 
and managing a dual identity.

GENERATING REVENUES

The business models of intermediaries are uniformly complicated by the very 
definition of an intermediary; despite being integral to the market for a good, 
their raison d’être mandates an inability to benefit from high values of the 
goods about which they engage in discourse. Intermediaries’ lack of vested 
interest in the value of the goods they construct is what gives them their po-
sition of credibility and authority in the market. As a result, intermediaries 
cannot sell cultural goods and must instead “sell” their value-constructing 
discourse to remain financially viable. However, there is no obvious market 
for this discourse; consumers don’t necessarily recognize the need for or value 
of the discourse of intermediaries even though they do, in fact, benefit from 
the discourse. 

Given the constraints generated by this situation, one of the most common 
business models among intermediaries is a two-sided platform40 in which 
users on “one side” of the platform subsidize the users on the “other side.” 
The best-known example of such a business model is a magazine, which has 
two sources of revenues that reinforce each other. Magazine subscribers are 
subsidized by the advertisers that buy ad space in the magazine in the hopes 
of reaching subscribers and other readers; without regular subscribers, the 
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magazine would not be able to attract the right advertisers at the right price, 
and, without advertising revenues, subscription rates would likely be prohibi-
tively high. Only rarely do magazines or other publications have content of 
such high quality and broad appeal that consumers are willing to pay the full 
cost of production, although, of course, books are commonly sold in this way. 
Further, despite using a two-sided revenue model, few intermediaries earn 
subscriptions solely on the strength of a value-constructing discourse that is 
directly pertinent to the focal market. For this reason, Vogue and Rolling Stone
publish articles on topics other than fashion and music, respectively, and The 
New York Times’s restaurant and film reviews reach a wide audience of readers 
who read the newspaper for news rather than the reviews. 

Intermediaries also employ other means of generating revenues. Some in-
termediaries earn revenues through ticket sales (for example, film and music 
festivals such as Telluride and SXSW, or South by Southwest) and/or through 
the sales of other related products (such as gift shops in museums that also 
charge an entrance fee).41,42 In addition, some nonprofit intermediaries raise 
philanthropic funds. Further, some intermediaries (including the Sundance 
Institute and many museums) obtain funds through some combination of 
these three revenue streams (that is, ticket sales, product sales, and dona-
tions). Earned revenues, however, cannot come from sales of the product it-
self; for example, a museum cannot sell the art it exhibits (although it can 
certainly sell prints, posters, or other products with images of the artwork), 
nor can a film festival retain a share of the distribution deal signed by a direc-
tor at the festival. 

AVOIDING CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

One could ask whether potential revenues from ticket sales influence a film 
festival’s curators—might they select only those films that are likely to find a 
sizeable audience, which would significantly reduce the real and/or perceived 
objectivity of the festival or intermediary? Although this is theoretically pos-
sible, it is unlikely in practice for two reasons: it is difficult to reliably predict 
the type of films that will be popular among viewers, and a limited number 
of tickets are available. Relative to the impact of a stake in a distribution 
deal, therefore, any increase in revenue resulting from a manipulation of the 
programming roster to include crowd-pleasing films rather than objectively 
high-quality films would be miniscule. The potential conflict of interest in the 
case of ticket sales, therefore, is negligible.
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Although ticket sales may not present a significant conflict, intermediaries 
do face other, more significant conflicts of interest. Although intermediaries 
do not have a direct economic stake in the sales of the goods for which they 
construct value, they do have an indirect interest in the market. In the case 
of Vogue, for example, strong sales of the goods (fashion apparel) that are the 
subject of its discourse are important to the financial health of the intermedi-
ary. Without strong sales in the fashion market, brands would not be able to 
purchase ad space in the magazine. Similarly, nonprofit organizations such 
as the Sundance Institute or the James Beard Foundation, which depend on 
sponsorships for revenue, need their sponsors (in the film and culinary in-
dustries, respectively) to do well financially to sustain their operations. Of 
course, not all intermediaries depend on advertisers or sponsors in the same 
industry in which they contribute to the value chain. For instance, although 
newspapers or general-interest magazines such as The New Yorker do depend 
on revenues from advertisements, the typical advertiser in these publications 
is not a particular restaurant, film studio, or publishing firm, but rather any 
brand that targets the same demographic as the publication. Similarly, luxury 
brands (in industries not directly related to art) pay high sponsorship fees 
to the organizers of Art Basel, the premier art fair in the world, in return 
for being seen and experienced by wealthy art collectors, who frequent these 
events in large numbers.43

Despite the absence of a direct vested interest in revenues, this indirect 
connection with revenue, especially in certain cases, could potentially affect 
the operations and value-constructing discourse of intermediaries. In the 
case of fashion magazines, readers have probably noticed that, unlike newspa-
pers, which frequently publish negative reviews of books and/or films, maga-
zines contain exceedingly few, if any, negative reviews of collections and/or 
designers. Consumers, therefore, can legitimately question the objectivity of 
the discourse produced by some intermediaries. Magazine editors typically 
explain away the lack of negative reviews by noting that although the pub-
lished reviews are all positive, not being mentioned in the editorial content 
of the magazine is tantamount to a negative review (because a collection that 
consumers are not aware of will have little to no market value). Conversely, 
Ms., the feminist magazine cofounded by Gloria Steinem and Dorothy Pit-
man Hughes, discovered that, because its target audience was women, most 
of its advertisers came from the beauty and fashion sectors, much to the dis-
may of both editors and readers, who wanted the magazine to adopt a critical 
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feminist approach and perspective. The magazine began to accept advertise-
ments from only a select few organizations whose ideologies were similar to 
those of the magazine’s editors, an action that allowed the editors to maintain 
both their objectivity and their critical stance.44 Such a step—limiting adver-
tisers or sponsors—is, however, not always feasible, given its obvious negative 
effect on revenues and sustainability, but intermediaries have other means of 
preserving and emphasizing their independence and of maintaining strict ob-
jectivity in their discourse. Additional checks and balances that preserve the 
integrity of intermediaries and their discourse are discussed in the next two 
chapters.

MANAGING A DUAL IDENTITY

Doing business as an intermediary involves challenges beyond creating a 
revenue stream and avoiding conflicts of interest. The example of magazines 
and newspapers highlights another challenge: the dual identity with which 
market intermediaries often grapple. Although intermediaries do not sell 
cultural goods, they are still producers in a certain sense because they pro-
duce independent commentary, which the consumer buys. This role becomes 
clear when, using an industry lens, one thinks of an intermediary such as W
Magazine as belonging to the “magazine industry,” or The New York Times
as belonging to the “newspaper industry,” or MTV as belonging to the “TV 
entertainment industry.” Along the same lines, Chanel and the restaurant 
French Laundry (both producers) could be said to belong to the “fashion” and 
“culinary” industries, respectively. However, W Magazine is also considered 
an intermediary in the context of the fashion industry. Similarly, a restaurant 
critic who writes for a newspaper is an intermediary in the restaurant indus-
try, whereas the newspaper is a producer in the media industry (and the critic 
is a creator). Although there are some exceptions (for example, film festivals 
and museums), most intermediaries inhabit a dual identity—they are produc-
ers in the context of one industry but intermediaries when considered in the 
context of a different industry. 

This dual identity leads to a particular weakness in the business model 
of intermediaries: the need to manage a very fragile balance between rev-
enues and relevance, which has two specific implications for intermediaries 
and one for society as a whole. First, intermediaries must walk a fine line 
to produce discourse that is relevant to consumers (so consumers will buy 
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the discourse) but at the same time does not anger producers, causing them 
to withdraw advertisements in retaliation. Balancing these two objectives 
is an ongoing struggle for intermediaries because consumers trust them to 
provide objective unbiased opinions about industry-specific goods, but pro-
viding such opinions may offend the producers of these goods, which are 
often also the advertisers that generate the bulk of intermediaries’ revenues. 
Relative to magazines, newspapers are better protected against such volatile 
reactions or retaliation from producers because they have a broader mass 
audience. Thus, newspapers can attract advertisers from multiple industries 
rather than a limited set of firms within a single or a few closely related in-
dustries (as with magazines). 

The second implication of the dual identity is that intermediaries have op-
portunities to increase revenues by taking kickbacks directly from produc-
ers (this situation is discussed in detail in the next two chapters), although, 
of course, doing so undermines their independence and objectivity, that is, 
their relevance in the market. Even though taking advantage of such oppor-
tunities might lead to greater revenues in the short term, in the long run it 
would reduce intermediaries’ relevance and undermine their position in the 
value chain. 

Because the discourse produced by intermediaries has broad influence, the 
challenge of balancing revenues and relevance is not only a business problem 
for intermediaries but also an important societal issue. Intermediaries benefit 
multiple constituencies: creators, producers, and consumers, of course, but 
also society more broadly. The extent of this influence is nicely illustrated by 
the example of the Pritzker Prize in architecture, which confers the highest 
honor on a single architect every year. In interviews, Pritzker laureates (the 
creators) describe both tangible and intangible benefits of winning the prize; 
not only do they (and their firms, that is, producers) obtain access to certain 
large and prestigious public architecture projects, but they also rise in stature 
so that their innovations are taken more seriously.45 As a result, the discourse 
of intermediaries benefits the creative professions by raising their public 
profile and familiarizing laypersons with the work of each profession’s high-
quality practitioners. In addition, intermediaries can create long-term benefits 
for society more broadly by validating new ideas and making the avant-garde 
more acceptable, thus enabling the repeated cycle of disruption and creation 
that rejuvenates cultural and social life.
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Do Intermediaries Act as Gatekeepers?

The potential for intermediaries’ discourse to have such a wide-ranging 
and powerful impact forms the basis of the common perception that 
intermediaries—critics and reviewers, in particular—are gatekeepers who use 
their position to arbitrarily deny or allow artists and producers access to the 
marketplace. There is often a distinct negative connotation to this character-
ization, casting intermediaries as elite arbiters of quality with rarefied tastes 
that do not necessarily reflect the tastes and desires of the general consum-
ing public. As a result of these supposedly elite tastes and high and esoteric 
standards, some people (both creators and consumers) feel that many simpler, 
more populist (and popular) works have been unfairly denigrated by high-
brow critics. Countless artists, the argument goes, could have made a living if 
only critics had not dismissed their work and ruined their chances of reaching 
consumers and finding a market.

There is some truth to the belief that intermediaries act as gatekeepers; 
their very position and role in connecting consumers to creative works entails 
curation and other acts that control the connection. This capacity has meant 
that some artists and creators whose work did not receive sufficient attention 
from intermediaries have suffered from low market visibility and presence. 
Because it is difficult to prove the counterfactual (that these creators would 
have succeeded if only they had received the blessing of intermediaries), it 
is unclear whether the unfortunate fates of these creators were unwarranted 
given their quality. However, based on anecdotal evidence—certain artists are 
later understood as being “ahead of their time” and/or recognized only after 
their deaths—it seems plausible that intermediaries do restrict market access 
to some degree. 

Take, for example, J. S. Bach, now regarded as one of the greatest classical 
composers to have ever lived. Bach’s music was hardly known during his life-
time and did not achieve its current fame until composers such as Felix Men-
delssohn and academic intermediaries, such as scholars in the (then new) field 
of musicology, initiated a “revival” in the nineteenth century.46 Another musi-
cal example is Igor Stravinksy’s well-known piece “The Rite of Spring,” which 
was met with riots by the public and negative reviews from critics when it 
premiered in 1913 but has since become known as one of the highest-regarded 
musical masterpieces of the twentieth century.47
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Two facts can possibly exonerate intermediaries from the gatekeeper ac-
cusation. First, there are some creators in every generation who do gain fame 
and fortune in their lifetimes, indicating that intermediaries do not block 
every artist at any given time and that at least some high-quality artists do 
gain both praise and an entry into the marketplace. The success of virtually 
any contemporary artist—Toni Morrison, Beyoncé, and Grayson Perry, to 
name a few—supports this observation. Second, the fact that some artists and 
creators who were unappreciated during their lifetimes eventually gain rec-
ognition and appreciation should raise questions about the application of the 
“gatekeepers” metaphor or, at the very least, recast the term in a more forgiv-
ing light. Clearly, these visionary artists were brought to the market at some 
point and were perceived as having meaning and value, presumably at least in 
part due to the actions of intermediaries. Consider the example of John Ken-
nedy Toole’s A Confederacy of Dunces, which was published more than a de-
cade after Toole committed suicide and only as a result of the persistent efforts 
of Toole’s mother and the commentary of author and college professor Walker 
Percy. More than 3.5 million copies of the book have been sold around the 
world, and the novel won the Pulitzer Prize in 1981, but, during his lifetime, 
Toole had no success finding a publisher.48 The “gatekeeper” role is, therefore, 
an apt metaphor only in the short term; intermediaries may indeed shut the 
door in the face of some artists and/or works at some point in time, but other 
intermediaries may let the same artists and works into the marketplace at 
another time or in another place. Just as often as intermediaries’ neglect or 
negativity keeps creators and their works out of markets, their attention and 
acclaim create markets for new categories of creative works. These latter inter-
mediaries, who bring works to market that have previously been excluded, are 
the pioneer entrepreneurs and market makers, who, along with other entre-
preneurial intermediaries, are the subject of the next section.

Intermediaries and Entrepreneurship

The social contract of an intermediary requires it to commit to objectivity and 
to the advocacy of new good ideas regardless of their commercial potential. 
As an intermediary, an individual or organization can engage in discourse 
that reinforces prevailing conceptions of appropriateness and value, or it can 
challenge and change these conceptions. Especially when intermediaries’ 
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discourse is employed to explain, evaluate, and value new categories of cul-
tural goods, the second option can lead to market creation and cultural 
change—thus allowing an intermediary the opportunity to be a pioneer 
entrepreneur. However, intermediaries, especially new ventures or pioneer 
entrepreneurs, encounter obstacles in the process of achieving consumers’ ac-
ceptance of their discourse as credible and impactful; they face difficulties 
and challenges due to the complex business models available to them. These 
obstacles are particularly problematic for pioneer intermediaries. The bulk 
of this section focuses on pioneer intermediaries to describe how discourse 
generated by firms (new or established) as well as individuals can create new 
markets, leaving the description of new intermediary ventures largely to the 
next two chapters, where more specific details about the role, operations, and 
features of intermediaries will be discussed.

PIONEER INTERMEDIARIES: 

DISCOURSE AND MARKET CREATION

Consider once again the example of the Sundance Institute and independent 
cinema.49 When the Sundance Institute was founded in 1981, big-budget spec-
taculars were popular (that is, considered appropriate, acceptable, and desir-
able).50 An entire ecosystem of producers and intermediaries existed, which 
brought these films to market and constructed their value based on an inter-
nally consistent system of evaluation and instruction that was pertinent to 
such films. Actor/director Robert Redford founded the institute to encour-
age an alternative cinema that emphasized storytelling, particularly from the 
point of view of underrepresented (at least in American cinema) populations. 
The institute initially provided grants to filmmakers with interesting ideas. 
Realizing that these films needed audiences, the institute then organized a 
recurring festival for independent films. Through the festival and its prizes, as 
well as the grants, the institute gradually created an implicit schema for un-
derstanding and evaluating independent cinema based on criteria and stan-
dards that differed from those used for big-budget studio films. This schema 
helped audiences appreciate, accept, and value these films, which were unlike 
the films they had seen before; in turn, audiences’ appreciation of these films 
provided a platform for alternative narratives and stories that depicted a wide 
range of realities and expanded the emotional and cultural horizons of au-
diences. Gradually, as these standards for evaluating films became broadly 
accepted, Hollywood studios began to adopt some of the practices and con-
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ventions of independent cinema, leading to the rise of greater artistry in stu-
dio films intended for a broad audience.

More recently, the Prototype Festival in New York has, since 2013, actively 
encouraged innovative reconceptualizations of traditional operatic composi-
tions to make these works more modern and experimental in a theatrical con-
text.51 The goal of the festival is cultural rejuvenation, but a desire to provide a 
stage to new, young composers also motivated the founding organizers. In es-
sence, these ventures have redefined conceptions of what constitutes good art 
within a particular creative category (film and opera, respectively). In other 
words, they have changed the prevailing cultural norms that define what is 
appropriate and valuable. Through discourse, intermediaries thus bring about 
cultural change, making consumers less resistant to innovation and creating 
a market for innovative works.

INDIVIDUALS ACTING AS PIONEER INTERMEDIARIES

Incidentally, both the Sundance Institute and the Prototype Festival were new 
ventures, separate from other existing organizations. However, pioneer entre-
preneurship can be undertaken by existing entities as well. This is the point 
at which the analytical distinction between individual intermediaries and 
organizational intermediaries becomes relevant. Often, singular individuals 
within existing large organizations are responsible for generating discourse 
that constructs the value of a new category of goods, even if their employer 
does not turn over all discourse to the new category. The intermediary func-
tion, therefore, enables a model of entrepreneurship that is qualitatively differ-
ent than the usual models of entrepreneurial activity: individuals can engage 
in pioneer entrepreneurship from either within a firm or outside a firm. 

Consider, for instance, the example of food critic Craig Claiborne, who 
popularized the concept of fine American cuisine as devised by chef James 
Beard. Via his discourse (articles and reviews), Claiborne contributed signifi-
cantly to a nuanced understanding of the category among consumers and the 
consequent creation of a market while still being employed at The New York 
Times.52 Similar contributions were made by academics and art historians 
employed at universities and/or museums, who played a central role in the 
creation of a market for twentieth-century art from India by recasting the cat-
egory as a novel form of modern art that had been previously misunderstood 
and undervalued.53,54 These individuals, despite not being founders of inter-
mediary ventures, were, like all entrepreneurs, in possession of knowledge 
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and skills that could create economic value (that is, enable the exchange of 
goods for money in the market). Thus, pioneer entrepreneurs can be not only 
founders or new firms, nor even just large opportunity-seeking firms or their 
chief executives, but also individuals who act in a freelance capacity or are em-
ployed (as critics and/or reviewers) and working within a larger organization. 

An individual employed at an existing firm has two available options when 
engaging in value-constructing commentary for a new category: to engage in 
pioneering entrepreneurship from inside the structural confines of the firm or 
to leave and start a new venture that focuses on the novel category. The choice 
depends on the reputation and influence of both the individual and the larger 
entity with which he or she is affiliated. Being part of a larger enterprise has 
advantages in that the individual’s new ideas are more likely to have a credible 
platform and to become widespread and accepted (that is, to become part of 
broader cultural norms). Although the reputation of an individual acting as 
an intermediary (outside a firm) engenders a disproportionate influence over 
consumers, this influence is not sufficient to generate the large-scale cultural 
change necessary for creating a large market for a new category. Thus, the 
risks involved in such commentary, coupled with the scarcity of quantifiable 
benefits, may explain why even individuals with a radical new vision and new 
perspective on a category may choose to remain employed at an intermediary 
firm rather than create their own enterprise.55

NEW VENTURES AS PIONEER-INTERMEDIARIES

In contrast, depending on their employer’s openness to radical new ideas and 
to allowing employees to pursue new categories, individual critics or review-
ers may have different levels of freedom to engage in discourse that endorses 
new ideas. A lack of such freedom may nullify their options and lead to a deci-
sion to exit to start a new venture, where they will have requisite freedom.56

Thus, the limited vision of established organizations may motivate individu-
als to start new ventures that provide much-needed commentary and context 
for novel categories. 

Such was the case when rap music was introduced in the United States in 
the early 1980s; although some established music critics took note of the new 
genre, it was an entirely new venture—The Source—that became the interme-
diary of record for all things related to rap and hip-hop.57 Started in a Harvard 
dorm room by two students, The Source began as a cyclostyled sheet of paper 
that provided information about rap artists, events, and performances; it also 
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described and explained rap lyrics and the context from which they emerged. 
The information in The Source was unavailable elsewhere, and thus the pub-
lication gained a following and loyal readership. Later, this early success and 
influence led to the production of a large glossy magazine that emerged as the 
leader in the category and served as an inspiration for other important maga-
zines, such as Vibe, that almost exclusively covered hip-hop. By the time Vibe
was founded, hip-hop had established a place in the market, and thus that 
magazine was an example of a new venture in an established category. 

Consider also the example of the storytelling radio show and nonprofit 
organization, “The Moth.” Founded in 1997 by poet and best-selling novelist 
George Dawes Green, “The Moth’s” approach differed from that of any exist-
ing radio programs that offered stories through a cultivated journalistic lens 
(such as “This American Life”). Instead, the organization hosted “events” at 
which audience members shared stories on stage, delivered to live audiences, 
without notes; these events were recorded and broadcast unedited on the 
radio. Inspired by past summers spent in his home state of Georgia, where 
he and friends would gather on porches in the evenings and share stories, 
Green hosted the first “Moth” in his living room in New York with a few 
friends. He quickly recognized that there was a growing interest in guerilla-
style storytelling and began hosting events elsewhere. Moth events are now 
hosted at cafés and clubs around the United States. Although “The Moth” is 
still the primary radio storytelling program, a number of other story jams 
have sprung up, hosted by other nonprofits as well as bars, cafés, clubs, and 
restaurants as a part of their weekly evening programming, thereby creating a 
creative ecosystem of storytelling entities. 

The preceding discussion of intermediaries, particularly the fact that in-
termediaries do not actually stand to benefit economically from their work in 
constructing the value of a good and creating a market for that good, raises a 
question: What makes being an entrepreneur, pioneering or otherwise, in the 
intermediary role in the value chain, attractive at all? As in all entrepreneur-
ial activities, nonpecuniary motivations play a large role in intermediaries’ 
work in constructing the value of cultural goods, especially those in radical 
new categories. Rather than monetary gains, intermediaries stand to accrue 
status, reputations, and other intangible assets. These benefits, moreover, can 
explain why individuals may choose to undertake the arguably risky activity 
of explicating and endorsing a new category that is not familiar to consumers; 
when it works, this market-creating move has payoffs beyond the pecuniary. 
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Like many founders in other industries, such individuals are also likely less 
motivated by wealth, and more motivated by the prestige, self-actualization, 
and lasting impact on culture that accompanies the pursuit of such intellec-
tual opportunities. 

Summing Up and Looking Ahead

Without intermediaries, markets—particularly those for cultural goods—are 
unlikely to function smoothly. Further, markets for new categories have an es-
pecially strong need for intermediaries’ evaluative and explicatory discourse. 
Given their lack of vested interest in the economic value of goods, intermedi-
aries are more likely than creators or producers to influence consumers’ per-
ceptions of the appropriateness and value of the new category. Intermediaries 
are thus crucial to constructing value in markets. Yet, paradoxically, specifi-
cally because of their position as third parties—neither sellers nor buyers—
in the market, intermediaries are fragile as business ventures because they 
cannot directly capture any of the economic value they create. Nevertheless, 
both individuals and firms continue to serve as intermediaries, and many in-
termediary firms survive and even thrive in the face of high odds. Moreover, 
intermediaries accrue intangible benefits: because they are vital to new and 
established markets and they influence consumption, intermediaries possess 
considerable power over the fates and fortunes of creators and producers, who 
place goods for sale in markets. 

Discourse takes multiple forms in the context of creative industries, and 
accordingly different forms of intermediaries’ discourse achieve different ob-
jectives. To develop a thorough understanding of how intermediaries operate 
as businesses and maintain their status as entities with market responsibility 
and accountability, it is important to systematically examine both the tasks 
they perform that render them essential and viable (by enabling them to earn 
revenues in exchange for their discourse) in the marketplace and the features 
that grant them authority over other actors in the value chain. The next two 
chapters do just this: Chapter 4 explains the specific functions of interme-
diaries, and Chapter 5 describes the features of intermediaries—the proper-
ties they must possess to legitimately occupy this significant role that carries 
power and influence. 
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In 2012, the board for the Pulitzer Prize announced that the prize for fiction 
would go unclaimed that year; the announcement generated outrage, disap-
pointment, and frustration among publishers who, every year, counted on the 
prize to grant at least some publishing firms (and the short-listed authors) in 
the industry an opportunity to bolster both their prestige and their revenues.2

Winning the Pulitzer increased the visibility of certain books and writers 
because consumers used the well-respected prize as a marker of excellence 
to guide their book choices and purchase decisions. This process occurs not 
just for books, nor only for prizes—other types of cultural goods are similarly 
affected by the discourse of a variety of intermediaries. For example, movie 
listings, reviews, and the Oscars all influence movie choices, both implicitly 
and explicitly. Although the specific entities vary (the Grammys instead of 
the Oscars, for example), this pattern of influence repeats itself in the case of 
music, fashion, art, and other creative industries. Consumers regularly utilize 
the discourse of intermediaries and depend on this discourse to shape and 
determine their consumption of cultural goods, although they may not even 
be aware of their participation in this process. This chapter sheds light on the 
specific functions performed by intermediaries in the service of constructing 
the value of cultural goods to enable market transactions and consumption, 
explaining how these functions relate to each other as well as to markets and 
entrepreneurship in creative industries.

D O I N G  T H E I R  J O B

The Funct ions of  Intermediar ies

To see something as art requires something the eye cannot descry—an 
atmosphere of artistic theory, a knowledge of the history of art: an artworld.

—Arthur Danto1
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The Value Construction Process

Comprehending and categorizing the multiple functions of intermediaries 
entails analyzing the specific properties of cultural goods and the features of 
creative industries in the broader context of the process of value construction. 
In the creative industries, the valuation process is complex, explicit, and es-
sential due to the inherent symbolism of cultural goods and two other proper-
ties discussed in the previous chapter, proliferation and subjectivity. Taken 
together, these properties pose particular challenges for the consumption of 
cultural goods. Consumers are unable to keep track of the full range of goods 
available for consumption due to proliferation; further, on gaining informa-
tion about the entire range of available goods, a lay consumer would have 
difficulty understanding their symbolism and discerning their quality be-
cause the evaluation of such goods is a highly subjective process. These three 
properties—high symbolic value, proliferation, and subjectivity—juxtaposed 
with the nature of the process of value construction (described next) deter-
mine the specific form that intermediaries’ tasks take in the creative indus-
tries. The market for cultural goods must include intermediaries that present 
consumers with the entire catalogue/inventory of goods in a particular cate-
gory, intermediaries that explain the symbolic worth of the goods to consum-
ers, and intermediaries that distinguish between low- and high-quality goods 
(following widely accepted rules). 

Broadly, scholars of economic sociology have long contended that markets 
are socially embedded3 and that value is a socially constructed4 rather than an 
inherent objective property of a good. This framework implies that the process 
of value construction occurs in all industries and for all varieties of goods—
albeit to varying degrees depending on the comprehensibility, familiarity, and 
utility of the good—but is particularly intense in creative industries. Because 
the value of a good is constructed, it is also socially and temporally circum-
scribed; what is valued at a particular time and in a particular context may 
not be valued at another time or in another context. For example, the social, 
cultural, and economic value of diamonds changed drastically over time as it 
was elevated (largely) through advertising copy.5 Value, therefore, is not en-
tirely exogenous to markets, and neither are individual preferences; instead, 
both value and preferences are, to a large extent, endogenously determined 
by the commentary of constituents within the market6 (advertisements in the 
example of diamonds). Such commentary (that is, discourse)—texts, events, 
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and interactions—can originate from producers as well as intermediaries; 
this section of the book, however, focuses on the discourse of intermediaries. 
Thus, consumers’ preferences (which influence their market transactions) for 
goods in the market (commerce) are affected considerably by the prevailing 
collective norms and beliefs—the culture—in society at large, or, at the very 
least, in their proximate social circle.7 Consumption is driven by the perceived 
exchange value of the good, which, in the context of markets, is specifically 
defined by three valuation elements—category, criteria, and standards—that 
are ascribed to the good. The value of any good depends on the category to 
which it belongs or is assigned, how well it meets the evaluative criteria ap-
plicable to goods in that category, and the extent to which it meets standards 
of quality set for the category. The process of constructing the value of a good, 
therefore, involves generating, interpreting, and establishing these three ele-
ments of value.8

Assigning a good to a category—a cognitive group of objects/elements that 
are similar along some dimension—is the foundation for further assessment 
and valuation of the good.9 The category to which a good belongs has a signifi-
cant impact on its perceived value because some categories are perceived as 
more valuable than others. For instance, one category—say, fine art—may be 
perceived as inherently more valuable than another—say, decorative art—and 
thus the value of an object is higher if it is categorized as the former than if it 
is categorized as the latter. 

Categorization enables audiences/consumers to understand the nature of 
the good as well as which objects constitute its comparison set. However, this 
information is obviously insufficient—consumers still do not know which of 
the goods’ attributes are important and should be used to evaluate the good. 
Continuing with the example of fine art, for instance, consumers must know 
that “originality” is an important criterion of a work of modern art (which is 
a subcategory of fine art). Knowledge of the generally accepted criteria10 (in 
this case, originality, style, school, medium, and size) for assessing the goods 
within a particular category provides consumers with a valuation rubric for a 
particular good.

Knowing that originality (or any other criterion) is valued, however, still 
does not allow consumers to locate the good on a hierarchy of relative quality 
or value. That step requires the generation and establishment of standards11

that measure and establish the value of goods as a function of the extent to 
which the goods meet those standards. These standards define a hierarchy or 
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rank order, in which, presumably, the goods at the top (that is, those that meet 
the highest standards) are the most valued. In modern art, certain artists, 
like Picasso, are thought to represent the highest standard of originality; the 
value of the works of other artists can then accordingly be assessed relative to 
that standard.

Intermediaries contribute to the commentary that establishes these valu-
ation elements, which influence consumers as they make consumption deci-
sions.12 Accordingly, intermediaries’ tasks can be described as generating and/
or adding to a broadly accepted, shared understanding of the categorization 
of goods; honing the criteria for assessment and evaluation; and establish-
ing and maintaining the standards for measuring and conveying quality and 
value. However, these tasks are neither tightly demarcated nor distinctly sepa-
rated. Indeed, the three tasks often flow seamlessly from one to another: the 
process of categorization generates at least an initial set of possible criteria of 
evaluation, and the generation of criteria leads toward certain types of stan-
dards while precluding others. 

To continue the previous example, classifying a work as fine art gener-
ates certain evaluative criteria (originality, technique) while excluding oth-
ers (trendy colors, soothing shapes). Once intermediaries add to these initial 
criteria to create a full set, it is possible to anticipate certain standards (such 
as a wholly new treatment of a subject, as a measure of originality, versus a 
completely novel subject itself) that will likely be applied. The reverse holds 
true as well—the application of certain criteria generally understood to be 
reserved for a particular category can provide an indication of the categoriza-
tion of the good, even in the absence of an explicit or distinct categorization 
process. This pattern is most clearly seen in cases when critics and/or academ-
ics apply fine art criteria and valuation routines to understand and evaluate 
objects typically viewed as traditional craft products—a deliberate action that 
can have the effect of elevating craft objects to the level of fine art with corre-
spondingly higher value. This scenario illustrates why the discourse of inter-
mediaries is so crucial to markets. Absent intermediaries, which do not have 
a vested economic interest in constructing and/or conveying an inflated value 
of a good, producers’ attempts to reorient the valuation of goods for their own 
benefit would be unchecked, unverifiable, and ultimately deleterious to the 
fabric of markets and society.

Intersubjective knowledge about, agreement on, and acceptance of valua-
tion discourse is crucial to the smooth functioning of markets. To be useful 
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in the process of exchange in markets, valuation elements must be shared and 
broadly accepted; without agreement on these elements and their interpreta-
tion, they are of no use to the consuming public. Imagine a situation in which 
an individual uses the color red as an evaluative criterion for art, whereas 
other entities in the market evaluate art primarily on its originality. The seller 
of a deep red painting characterized by little or no originality, and therefore 
of little or no perceived value (at least to the seller), would, nevertheless be 
able to sell the painting to the individual who values red at quite a high price 
if the buyer’s preferences and criteria of evaluation were known. But, absent 
such inside knowledge, the seller is unlikely to promote the painting, assum-
ing that the buyer desires paintings that meet the criteria accepted and used 
by the rest of the market. Crafting the required broad consensus on appropri-
ate valuation elements, which are essential to smooth market exchange, is the 
job of intermediaries. 

The Functions of Intermediaries

Intermediaries perform three core functions—providing information, gener-
ating knowledge and shared understanding, and pronouncing judgments—
that loosely correspond to the valuation activities of defining categories, 
criteria, and standards. Notably, although these functions are defined and 
described in a straightforward manner here, the real-life process of construct-
ing and conveying the value of a good is neither linear nor straightforward.13

Further, the boundaries between these functions are relatively fluid, with the 
potential for different stakeholders to perceive the same entity and the same 
output of the entity as performing different functions (irrespective of whether 
the multiplexity was intentional or planned). Because value is a general belief 
in the desirability and appropriateness of a good, the process of value con-
struction, which is essentially a process of shaping beliefs, inevitably occurs 
in a diffuse and ongoing, sometimes even in an informal manner outside the 
market and is often unnoticed by consumers, even as it shapes their prefer-
ences. However, this chapter focuses only on the formal dimensions of inter-
mediaries’ discourse, which accomplishes the following ends. (See Table 4.1.) 

INTRODUCTION: PROVIDING INFORMATION 

Intermediaries render cultural goods visible by providing information about 
(that is, introducing) the entire set of cultural goods that are available for 
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potential consumption. This task is particularly important in markets for 
cultural goods because of the vast proliferation in the number and types of 
cultural goods produced. Not only are there multiple forms of cultural goods 
(for example, art, films, books, music), but, because individual creativity 
knows no bounds, there are also multiple instantiations of goods within each 
form. Even in contexts (such as publishing or music) where firms vet quality 
and cull a large proportion of created works, prolific numbers of goods (books 
and records) are produced and brought to market. For instance, 186,000 indi-
viduals self-identified as musicians, singers, and related workers in the United 
States in 2010,14 and in 2013 approximately 1.7 billion music shipments were 
made to consumers from all music companies (although each shipment—a 
CD, record, cassette, or mp3 file—is not a separate, unique recording).15 Fur-
ther, in 2013, nearly 2.6 billion books (again, each book sold was not unique) 
were sold in the United States.16

This function of intermediaries—providing information—involves keep-
ing track of producers and goods in a way that consumers, who have limited 
time and energy, cannot. A good has value in a market only if it is visible to 
potential consumers, but it is impossible for the lay consumer to stay abreast 
of the staggeringly high number of cultural goods. This inability among con-

T A B L E  4 . 1 .  Functions of intermediaries.

Intermediaries that 
include

(share judgment)

Include E/A*: Awards; Oprah’s 
book list
U**: People’s Choice 
Awards; best-seller 
lists

Intermediaries that
instruct

(share knowledge)

Instruct E/A: Award citations; 
film festivals

E/A: Books and publications/
magazines/reviews
U: How-to videos; blogs

Intermediaries that 
introduce

(share information)

Introduce E/A: Man Booker 
Prize; Pritzker Prize

E/A: Museums, educational 
institutions (general and 
trade)

E/A: MTV; fashion 
week, Variety
U: Event listings; 
community boards

* Generated by experts and authorities.
** Generated by users (lay consumers).
Note: The functions are not separated perfectly owing to their very nature and form. For instance, 
it is to be expected that a film review that instructs also introduces that particular film to at least 
some readers, even though it is not a comprehensive list of all films available to consumers at 
that time.
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sumers necessitates the existence of specialized intermediaries that introduce
goods to the consumer by providing information and generating awareness 
of the entire set of cultural goods that exist and are available for consumption 
in the market. Examples of intermediaries that perform this function include 
trade associations that organize events such as book fairs, art fairs, the twice-
yearly fashion weeks held in various metropolises, and video game and comic 
book conventions. Simple listings, such as those published under titles such as 
“What’s On [Broadway]” or the TV Guide, also perform this function, as did 
MTV in its early days.

The first function of intermediaries—providing information—corre-
sponds to the value-construction task of categorization. Thus, in the apparel 
or fashion industry, individuals or firms who show their collections on the 
runways during fashion weeks are categorized as “high-end,” or even simply 
“designers,” whereas other apparel stores are not considered “designer” cloth-
ing stores. This distinction explains the attention and media coverage that 
mass-market apparel brands receive on the rare occasions they are included 
in formal fashion weeks, as occurred in the case of J. Crew, which presented 
a fashion show on the runway during New York fashion week in 2012 and 
has done so every year since.17 In the eyes of consumers and other audiences, 
being part of New York fashion week elevated the retailer’s status to the level 
of high-end fashion designers because the fashion week event was understood 
as catering to that category of firms.

In many ways, the function of providing information is straightforward 
because the only relevant criterion for doing the task well is comprehensive-
ness. Nonetheless, fulfilling this function is not a simple matter, for it is im-
portant that an intermediary introduce, or render visible, every cultural good 
in a category that is produced within certain geographical and/or temporal 
boundaries (such as every book published and available in the United States 
in a year). This goal implies, essentially, that there should be no filter applied 
in the performance of this function: an intermediary that introduces should 
merely inform—not analyze or restrict according to any specific criteria (such 
as quality, size, value) other than categorical alignment. For instance, a list-
ing that is categorically and specifically intended to be for fiction books will, 
of course, exclude nonfiction books but should not exclude fiction books that 
are, say, shorter than 500 pages or are considered poor quality by the compiler 
of the list. Given that an intermediary that introduces goods must necessar-
ily restrict its output to factual information and steer clear of any evaluation, 
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rarely, if ever, does such an intermediary do more than provide information, 
that is, it rarely provides knowledge and/or judgment (see Table 4.1). 

The process of providing information about the very large number of 
cultural goods in the market entails a trade-off between breadth and com-
prehensiveness. First, broad categorical listings tend not to be reliably com-
prehensive. Second, those listings that are in fact comprehensive tend to 
engage exclusively with narrow/niche categories (for example, short stories, or 
even short stories written by women); this trade-off (narrowing a category to 
achieve comprehensiveness) can lead to a proliferation of intermediaries that 
mirrors the proliferation of cultural goods. The existence of multiple listings, 
each of a narrow, manageable category—such as poetry, short stories, and 
novels (as opposed to simply fiction and nonfiction)—is quite common and 
such listings are naturally more likely to be comprehensive. The prevalence of 
narrow categorizations does beg the question regarding their utility: How are 
consumers to be expected to keep track of cultural goods if the intermediar-
ies that are meant to do so are themselves prolific, each covering a narrow 
category? However, this is not particularly problematic because consumers 
have usually developed preferences for specific categories of cultural goods (as 
a result of the activities of nonmarket intermediaries) and tend to follow the 
developments only in those categories; for example, a consumer may attend 
to the actions of intermediaries focused on hip-hop but not those focused on 
opera or jazz. 

A common form of intermediary that performs the function of introduc-
tion is the trade intermediary. Often manifested as industry directories or 
trade events, the discourse of trade intermediaries is meant primarily, as the 
name indicates, for “the trade” (that is, producers rather than consumers in 
the industry). Producers rely on trade intermediaries for information about 
creators, cultural products, and other producers, as well as industry knowl-
edge. For instance, the trade paper Variety’s “Ten to Watch” feature, which 
showcases promising new actors and directors, is rumored to have a direct 
positive effect on the compensation negotiated for the listed actors by their 
agents.18 Although the discourse of trade intermediaries is primarily aimed at 
providing information to industry insiders, trade discourse plays a role (albeit 
an indirect one) in constructing the value perceived by consumers because 
trade events are attended by other intermediaries, especially those that pro-
vide knowledge and share judgment, and these intermediaries directly influ-
ence consumers’ preferences and consumption decisions. 
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For example, fashion week is a trade event, and end consumers rarely, if 
ever, attend these events, but fashion journalists from magazines and news-
papers are present in abundance. The discourse of these writers and photog-
raphers, in turn, has a strong influence on consumers’ understanding of style 
and trends, which then informs their preferences and therefore their buying 
decisions. This example highlights the porosity of the boundaries delineating 
the three functions/tasks of intermediaries. Although the runway shows at 
fashion weeks (the discourse of trade intermediaries) are the means by which 
styles and their designers become visible, they are effectively introduced to 
the consumer by a different set of intermediaries—fashion magazines such 
as Vogue or W—through articles and photo spreads that not only provide in-
formation but also provide knowledge and share judgment. Thus, for the con-
sumer of fashion apparel, the articles in Vogue do introduce certain designers 
or, at the very least, certain new styles or fashions. However, this is a second-
ary function of Vogue, an unintended consequence of the complexity of the 
value construction process (see Table 4.1). The primary function of Vogue’s 
discourse is to describe and explicate the intangible and symbolic attributes 
and value of that designer and/or style, as described in the next section. 

PROVIDING KNOWLEDGE: INSTRUCTION 

The provision of knowledge is likely the function of intermediaries that 
is most familiar and useful to consumers, even though they may not con-
sciously note the process. Cultural goods need the work of intermediaries 
that instruct consumers, that is, explain the meaning of the goods and de-
code their symbolism so that they can be understood and valued. Although 
the discourse of such intermediaries frequently includes a final evaluation 
of quality (“[ . . . ] is an excellent book/film/song” or “not worth your time”), 
these pronouncements are not necessarily the chief point of the discourse. 
This is because there is a significant element of education and explication 
that has come to be expected in the instructive discourse of intermediar-
ies, so that it is not sufficient to tell consumers about the quality of the good 
without also providing not only a justification of that assessment but also 
contextual background and information. In some ways, then, discourse that 
fulfills this function of instruction also clarifies, disseminates, and estab-
lishes evaluative schema and quality criteria that consumers are able to apply 
when attempting to make sense of and evaluating goods in the future. Such 
embedded instruction through explication and contextualization enables 
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intermediaries that instruct to play an influential role in defining tastes of 
consumers and in shaping broadly accepted norms and beliefs about what 
is appropriate and valuable. Intermediaries that perform this function are, 
not surprisingly, more common in the so-called high-culture sectors, where 
works are typically imbued with complex symbolism. Rarely, for instance, 
does one come across deep instructive critiques of Harlequin romances, pop 
ballads, or landscapes. 

Instruction is a necessary function of intermediaries because of the social 
meaning and signals embedded in cultural consumption, which make con-
sumers insecure and uncertain about their tastes and preferences—no one 
wants to appear misinformed or to be seen as lacking “good taste” within her 
or his social circle.19 Instruction is also needed to create intersubjective agree-
ment in the valuation process. By generating (especially in the case of schools 
and other educational institutions), disseminating, and reinforcing a common 
basis for understanding cultural goods, instruction by intermediaries ensures 
that a buyer’s social circle is, figuratively speaking, “on the same page,” en-
abling a widespread understanding and appreciation of the purchase, which, 
in turn, validates and/or reinforces the buyer’s social position. Thus, instruc-
tion by intermediaries not only decodes the symbolism inherent in cultural 
goods and explains their meaning but also establishes the foundations of cul-
ture in a society.

Given its nature, instruction is often carried out by nonmarket interme-
diaries in addition to market entities. Nonmarket intermediaries, which are 
situated outside the purview of commerce, are more explicitly instructive be-
cause their discourse is not concerned with specific cultural goods produced 
for the market. This category includes institutions—schools and universities, 
for instance, and even museums to a certain extent—that have been anointed 
by society to establish and reinforce a “canon” of literature, music, art, and 
other works and thus act as keepers of the cultural heritage of a society. These 
institutions, especially schools, influence individuals’ preferences well before 
they enter the commercial realm or encounter a specific cultural good avail-
able for consumption. Being explicitly involved in education and instruction, 
these institutional intermediaries also are responsible for: (1) providing indi-
viduals with frameworks and schemas for evaluation and (2) decoding and 
explaining the symbols and meanings in cultural goods. 

For instance, almost everyone reads some of the works of Shakespeare in 
school because educators usually agree that a core set of authors and books 
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are essential reading, and Shakespeare is one of those authors. These books 
are assigned to all students within a system and are then deconstructed and 
explicated in classrooms, providing students with a general framework for 
understanding literature and assessing its quality. Formal education and in-
struction influences individuals’ preferences and tastes—in a nonlinear man-
ner, often well before they enter the market for cultural goods—at the most 
elemental level (novels over poetry and Victorian novels over modern litera-
ture, for instance) and thus enables individuals to navigate and make sense of 
the thicket of specialized informational listings described in the previous sec-
tion. This early development of tastes via nonmarket intermediaries also in-
fluences consumers’ choice of instructional market intermediaries; critics and 
reviewers who share the evaluative schema of an individual are more likely to 
receive the attention of that consumer. 

Instructional intermediaries such as critics and reviewers are integral 
to the market for cultural goods. Their discourse is limited to the sharing 
of knowledge about specific goods that are proffered in markets. As a result, 
their existence is an inbuilt consideration in producers’ production and dis-
tribution systems, manifest, for instance, in the practice of earmarking a 
certain number of books as “reviewer’s copies.” Critics and reviewers exist 
in the commercial realm, and the “instruction” provided by these interme-
diaries is implicit relative to that of educational institutions; critiques and 
reviews are not meant to educate in the same manner as textbooks and 
classroom discussions.20 Nevertheless, critics and reviewers do explicate 
evaluative criteria and contextualize specific works to help consumers un-
derstand why the work is good or bad, rather than merely stating that it is 
so. Lacking the formal authority of a school or other nonmarket interme-
diary, these instructional intermediaries can influence the preferences and 
consumption of consumers only by painstakingly developing a reputation as 
a knowledgeable expert. These reputations are acquired through proxies (for 
example, education), actual output (for example, quality of the discourse), 
and both idiosyncratic (how often the particular individual agrees with the 
critic’s/reviewer’s assessment) and intersubjective (how often there is broad 
agreement about the critic’s/reviewer’s assessment) characteristics of the in-
termediary’s track record.

Finally, it is worth noting that instruction by market intermediaries as well 
as some nonmarket intermediaries (such as museums) may include introduc-
tion to a category or a particular good (see Table 4.1). For example, individuals 
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with limited arts education may have been made aware of the broad category 
of “modern” art in school, but their first introduction to the nuanced catego-
ries of modern art—abstraction, expressionism, figurative—and specific cre-
ators may occur later in life, at a museum. 

SHARING JUDGMENT: INCLUSION 

Despite the instruction provided by intermediaries, the subjective features of 
cultural goods make it difficult for consumers to accurately and confidently 
judge the quality of a work for themselves. Even when value judgments are 
pronounced (as when reviewers explicitly recommend a particular book), this 
discourse does not specifically define standards of quality or establish hierar-
chies within categories of cultural goods; instead, goods are recommended or 
positively evaluated in isolation (that is, the statement that a particular book 
or film is good reveals little or nothing about its relative quality with respect 
to other books and films that are similar or part of the same category). This 
type of ranking of goods to create a hierarchy in which certain select goods in 
a category are unequivocally included in the upper echelons of quality is the 
task of intermediaries that pronounce judgment. Examples of such intermedi-
aries are formal award-granting bodies as well as both individuals and (rarely) 
firms that have garnered the attention of the consuming public and thus can 
influence consumer’s preferences and decisions by proclaiming that a particu-
lar good meets their high standards. 

Quality judgments enable consumers to consume cultural goods judi-
ciously, overcoming the challenges posed by the infinite variety in creative 
works and the subjective and experiential nature of their consumption. Ex-
plicit judgments provide direction to consumers, who are typically unsure 
of their ability to judge complex symbolic works. Finally, in a world where 
tastes are subjective, and yet the consumption of cultural goods carries social 
meaning and implications, unambiguous indicators of quality provide secu-
rity and comfort by validating individuals’ preferences and decisions. From 
the perspective of creators or producers, these rankings and hierarchies are 
particularly desirable and preferred to instructional discourse because the 
former constitute a definitive positive evaluation—unlike a review, which can 
be positive or negative, a high rank or an award is always a positive signal.21

Such positive ramifications of awards are one of the main reasons for the very 
public nature of the announcements of nominees or short lists and the glam-
orous and often extravagant nature of award ceremonies.
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The boundaries between inclusion and the two functions discussed 
earlier—introduction and instruction—are blurred (see Table 4.1). This is es-
pecially true in the case of books. Because so many books are written and 
published each year, it is exceedingly likely that the announcement of the 
Booker long list not only results in the inclusion of the listed books in the 
upper echelons of quality but also introduces some of the books on the list 
to many lay readers. The overlap with instruction is less obvious and more 
implicit in that consumers often arrive at conclusions regarding quality cri-
teria for the evaluation of cultural goods through post hoc analysis of com-
monalities and patterns among nominees and awardees. However, sometimes 
an inclusion intermediary engages in more explicit instruction by contextu-
alizing the contenders and explaining in the citation for the prize why they 
were chosen. This is an especially salient practice in the citations for the Nobel 
and Pritzker Prizes. In either case, only rarely does discourse that pronounces 
judgment do so exclusively without also providing some explicit or implicit 
interpretation and instruction and introducing some goods to at least a cer-
tain proportion of consumers. 

Quality judgments come in two forms: the more formal imprimatur and 
the less formal endorsement that is accepted by consumers as valid on the 
basis of the identity or ideology of the intermediary. The formal judgment is 
the public acknowledgment and announcement of the superiority of a work 
over the other works in its category, through the granting of awards and 
prizes—that is, an imprimatur—by a group of individuals who are widely 
accepted as having the requisite knowledge and authority to create such hi-
erarchies, pronounce judgments, and grant honors. There are imprimaturs 
aplenty in every creative field: the Academy Awards and the Cannes Palme 
d’Or in film, the Man Booker Prize and the National Book Award in books, 
the Grammy Awards in music, the Council of Fashion Designers of Amer-
ica (CFDA) Awards in fashion, the Turner Prize in art, the Pritzker Prize in 
architecture, and the James Beard Award and the Bocuse d’Or in food are 
just a few examples. Many of these awards are so prestigious that even being 
considered—nominated or short listed—for them is taken as an unequivo-
cal signal of high quality; therefore, the list of nominees (as for the Acad-
emy Awards) or the short list (as in the Booker Prize or the National Book 
Award) is also much awaited and made public. Thus, these short lists function 
as imprimaturs too, helping consumers understand the hierarchy of quality in 
the field. 
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From the point of view of creators and producers, awards and imprima-
turs are particularly valuable because their prestige can be transferred to fu-
ture endeavors and creations; being formal recognitions of quality, awards (or 
nominations) are permanently associated with the specific winner (or nomi-
nee) and thus are also associated with any additional goods they produce. This 
is evident in publicity materials for works created subsequent to the receipt of 
an award or nomination, which unabashedly proclaim the formal credentials 
of the creators or producers: “Featuring Academy Award winner . . .” or “by 
Pulitzer Prize–winning author . . .” or “on the Booker Prize short list . . .” 
In this regard, imprimaturs are similar to educational qualifications or cre-
dentials in that individuals possess them for life. This parallel is perhaps not 
surprising given the formal and systematic way in which most prestigious im-
primaturs operate; the award-granting bodies are perceived as having the req-
uisite authority and expertise to consistently and fairly apply accepted criteria 
of quality to discern differences in quality and identify the entities that meet 
the highest evaluation standards.

In addition to imprimaturs and awards, other formal rankings also convey 
quality and therefore influence consumers’ preferences for certain cultural 
goods. Best-seller and “Top 10” lists are rankings that are less exogenously 
determined but still influence consumers’ preferences considerably, mak-
ing them aware of what everyone else is buying and (presumably) enjoying 
and thus generating a desire to buy and enjoy the same goods.22 However, 
these rankings influence consumers via a different mechanism than industry 
awards and imprimaturs. “Top 10” or best-seller lists increase consumption 
because of the social meaning underlying cultural goods—consumers tend to 
believe that the experience of consuming the same cultural goods as others in 
their community is an essential part of social existence. Such rankings must 
clearly indicate the nature of their criteria, either through their official names 
or in public information. In a way, such rankings, rather than being involved 
in the construction of the value of goods, are post hoc confirmations of their 
market value and are therefore not the same as the other formal imprimaturs. 
However, they do possess similar transitive properties (for creators and pro-
ducers) and convey value and quality (albeit of a specific kind) to potential 
consumers.

The second and less formal means of providing quality judgments is the 
endorsement of goods by an intermediary that consumers trust to provide 
valid judgment because they identify with, or share an ideology with, the in-
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termediary. Notably, these perceptions are not necessarily grounded in the 
intermediary’s direct expertise in the field. An excellent example of such an 
identity-based system of judgment is Oprah Winfrey’s book list, which is pop-
ular among consumers who identify with or aspire to be like her. Although 
Winfrey is not a qualified literature expert, she and many other entities like 
her (the actress Gwyneth Paltrow, or actress, comedienne, and talk-show 
host Ellen DeGeneres,23 for instance), who strike a chord among a particu-
lar group of consumers, influence buying decisions because consumers see in 
these intermediaries sympathetic sensibilities and/or other desirable qualities 
and attributes. Other examples of this type of identity-based judgment are W
magazine’s annual art issue and a list of “Must-Watch Artists” published in 
Vogue. Consumers who view these magazines as fashion authorities and trust 
their judgment in that sector may well trust the magazines’ pronouncements 
on art because of a sense of shared sensibilities and perspectives, even though 
these magazines are not intermediaries in the art world and lack the requisite 
expertise in art (although hired writers and editors may possess this exper-
tise). Subgroups of consumers tend to have specific cornerstone intermediar-
ies, whose identity or ideology they admire and/or align with; this alignment 
grants these intermediaries immense power to establish quality and value 
standards and influence the buying decisions of these segments of consumers.

VALUATION PROCESSES: THE PUZZLE IN THE PYRAMID

Although the nonlinearity of the valuation process precludes overly simplistic 
characterization, the idea of a value pyramid can be used to illustrate the rela-
tionship between the three functions of intermediaries and their outputs (see 
Figure 4.1). The base of the pyramid includes all the eligible goods in a cat-
egory, which must be introduced to consumers. The middle section comprises 
a smaller set of goods that have been evaluated and explicated for consumers. 
The apex of the pyramid contains goods that have been selectively anointed 
as the best in their category based on their excellence with regard to certain 
predetermined evaluation criteria—these goods meet the highest standards of 
quality for the category. The goods at the apex, which have received a formal 
validation or informal endorsement of high quality from an intermediary, are 
generally considered to have the highest artistic/cultural and/or economic 
value in the category. 

As an illustration, consider books, hundreds of thousands of which are 
published every year. Enormous book fairs are the first place where the vast 
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majority of these books are initially encountered by/introduced to trade and 
consumer intermediaries. Some (but not all) of these books are then reviewed 
by critics and reviewers, who explain the book and elucidate why, if at all, it 
is worth reading. This instruction places those books that received a positive 
review into consumers’ consideration set. Many consumers will indeed pur-
chase those books, thus increasing the aggregate amount of revenues (value) 
accrued to those books. However, if one of those books wins an award (for 
example, the Pulitzer, the National Book Award, the Man Booker Prize), it 
gains further widespread recognition as belonging to a select group of works 
of exceptional quality and is now within the consideration set of consumers 
who may have previously ignored it. Thus, once intermediaries’ discourse has 
placed the book at the apex of artistic value in the ecosystem, sales (that is, the 
aggregate economic value) of the award-winning book increase.

For consumers, a frustrating feature of the pyramid is that the correla-
tion between endorsement and value is not always perfect, in the manner de-
scribed in the preceding example. For instance, sometimes, bafflingly, even 
a bad review does not deter audiences;24 as a corollary, high-quality award-
winning goods earn less than goods that won no awards. Such incidents re-
veal the challenges posed by proliferation and the resulting lack of visibility 
for cultural goods and are also a useful example of the interpenetration of 

Include
Imprimatur

Identity/ideology

Instruct

Introduce

For example, the
Dusseldorf Book Fair

For example, The New
York Times Book Review

For example, the Pulitzer
Prize

F I G U R E  4 . 1 .  A Value pyramid.
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the functions of introduction and instruction; in a crowded marketplace with 
countless products, getting noticed, even without being praised, sometimes 
has benefits, even if only in the short term. 

Similarly, some goods that are included in the select group at the apex 
do not accrue as much economic value as other goods that were not consid-
ered worthy of the imprimatur. In the film industry, for instance, the film that 
wins the Academy Award for Best Picture is rarely the highest grosser at the 
box office. Such instances should not be surprising given that all awards dis-
play “equivocality” because they “serve simultaneously as a means of recog-
nizing an ostensibly higher, uniquely aesthetic form of value and as an arena 
in which such value often appears subject to the most businesslike system of 
production and exchange.”25 It is, therefore, to be expected that, in some in-
stances, the balance tips toward either artistic value or exchange value, creat-
ing a discrepancy, so that, in a particular year, goods of artistic merit may 
win awards but not be popular blockbusters, whereas the situation may be 
reversed another year, and in a third year the artistic and economic value 
of awardees may converge. For example, in 2013, 12 Years a Slave won Best 
Picture at the Academy Awards, despite being only the sixty-second highest 
grossing film domestically.26 The highest-grossing film in 2013, The Hunger 
Games: Catching Fire, was not nominated for a single Oscar (although it was 
heavily nominated for and awarded popularity-based awards such as the Teen 
Choice Awards, People’s Choice Awards, and MTV Movie Awards, whereas 
12 Years a Slave was nominated for and awarded very few of these awards).27,28

In the context of this book, particularly this chapter on the functions of 
intermediaries, the most pertinent, and perhaps most worrisome, disparity 
is the scenario in which the most exclusive, highest-quality goods, which are 
located at the apex in their category, may not benefit economically from the 
value construction conducted by intermediaries. There are two ways of un-
derstanding this seeming discrepancy. First, discrepancies are possible, if not 
probable, because to maintain validity, integrity, and prestige, formal awards 
and prizes must maintain a certain distance from purely commercial con-
siderations and must adhere to broadly accepted criteria of quality. As the 
discussion in Chapter 3 of the Pritzker Prize emphasized, awards have mul-
tiple stakeholders and influence several significant aspects of civil society. An 
award that is in essence a popularity contest would quickly be perceived as 
such, and such excessive interpenetration of art and commerce would lead 
to a decline in the prestige and validity of the prize, rendering it relatively 
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ineffective in constructing the value of goods in the future. As a result, such 
discrepancies are to be expected in cultural fields where heavy symbolism and 
complexity, which make goods intellectually taxing (and therefore probably 
not easily or widely liked by consumers), are considered markers of quality. 
Moreover, given that there is a place and need for acknowledging the popular-
ity of certain goods, particular awards and imprimaturs (for example, People’s 
Choice Awards, top 10/40/100 lists, best-seller lists) exist to explicitly recog-
nize that dimension of value. 

The second way of understanding this discrepancy is that, in all likeli-
hood, artistically meritorious goods that join the exclusive group at the apex 
of the pyramid would have accrued even less economic value had they not 
received validation and endorsement. A comparison of the pre- and postwin 
sales of Booker Prize–winning books provides some evidence of this coun-
terfactual: comparing the average weekly sales of the books before the prize 
was announced and the sales in the week the prize was announced (a 1,000 
percent increase, on average) shows that, even when observing similar time 
frames, winning the prize has a significant impact on the fortunes of a book.29

Aside from considering the counterfactual to explain this discrepancy, it 
is useful to think of value construction as well as market participation (of 
creators and producers) as a repeated game and to give due consideration to 
the intangible aspects of perceived value that will persist in later cycles of this 
game. The transitive property of awards means that being at the zenith in 
one cycle brings creators and producers great benefits and value in future cre-
ation and production cycles. Entities that are new to the field reap the great-
est benefits from this transitive property because a win or a nomination can 
bring significant attention and prestige, as well as economic benefits in the 
form of higher remuneration in future projects or the ability to charge higher 
prices in coming years. Thus, although the award may not boost the economic 
value of the awarded good itself, it confers honor and a badge of quality on the 
creators/producers, which contributes to the perceived value of their subse-
quent endeavors. Moreover, being noticed by respected intermediaries leads 
to the “Matthew Effect”:30,31 products from reputed and known creators and 
producers are more likely to be reviewed than products from unknown cre-
ators and producers. This effect creates a self-perpetuating cycle of renown as 
well as significant monetary benefits for a select few.

In summary, intermediaries fulfill three functions—introduction, in-
struction, and inclusion—and in so doing create a value pyramid of cultural 
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goods. However, even though their functioning is crucial to the market in that 
they influence the market value of cultural goods through their discourse, 
intermediaries cannot directly capture that value. The next section exam-
ines how the functions already described factor into the business models of 
intermediaries. 

Business Models and Entrepreneurship in 
the Context of Intermediaries’ Functions

Intermediary entrepreneurs—pioneering or otherwise—must not only have 
knowledge of the functions of intermediaries but must also understand the 
available niches and differentiation strategies in the current ecosystem of the 
particular creative industry. The process is not simple or risk free—the (two-
sided) business model is complex and slow to stabilize, and intermediaries 
must be seen as unequivocally objective and credible sources of information, 
instruction, or judgment. However, being an intermediary can be extremely 
rewarding because the position entails a significant potential to influence 
markets and society; the ability to have such an important impact is a likely 
reason that intermediary positions have proliferated in the value chains of 
various creative industries. 

Intermediaries can be either individuals or firms; this distinction has cer-
tain effects on the way tasks are performed because individuals employed at 
a firm are constrained by the economic and political issues that are typical 
of all organizations,32 and their fortunes are (to a certain extent) tied to the 
fortunes of the firm. At the same time, the corresponding freedom enjoyed by 
individuals operating on their own does have a downside. Because firms tend 
to have greater continuity and longevity than individuals, as intermediaries 
they often have greater impact than individuals, especially with regard to the 
functions of instruction (providing knowledge) and inclusion (sharing judg-
ment). Any well-known and well-established newspaper or publication, such 
as The Wall Street Journal, Washington Post, The New York Times, or The New 
York Review of Books, provides a helpful illustration. The fact that a publica-
tion has existed for several decades and has built a reputation for integrity, 
excellence, and hiring talented professionals increases the potential impact of 
the individuals working at the publication, who can bask in its reflected glory. 
Therefore, although the specific individual reputations of, say, all the film crit-
ics at these papers may vary, each of them has the benefit of being able to 
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influence the valuation process to a greater degree than a film critic working 
at a lesser-known and/or less-respected outlet. Working on their own, indi-
viduals would likely need significantly more time and effort to reach a similar 
level of influence.33

NEW INTERMEDIARY VENTURES

In some instances, an individual founds a firm that operates as an interme-
diary. In the early years, a new venture of this type will likely consist of not 
much more than the founder doing all the work; however, the enterprise 
may eventually become a full-blown firm. Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate is 
a prototypical example of such a venture; from humble origins, the publica-
tion grew to be a reputed intermediary with immense influence in the U.S. 
wine market. In France, the film journal Cahier du Cinéma, started by André 
Bazin, Jacques Doniol-Valcroze, and Joseph-Marie Lo Duca in 1951, is another 
such example. 

The eventual impact and success of these two intermediaries, their modest 
beginnings notwithstanding, indicate that a new venture operating within a 
well-established category (that is, not a pioneer entrepreneur) benefits from 
differentiating itself from extant intermediaries in that market. Unless the 
intermediary has a novel and unique way of collating comprehensive infor-
mation on the universe of goods, the functions of instruction and selection 
offer the greatest opportunity for differentiation. Thus, for instance, a new 
venture could differentiate itself by taking a unique perspective or by provid-
ing a different point of view when critiquing particular cultural goods. In this 
way, the new venture will stand out in a crowded marketplace and gradu-
ally gain a following. Parker employed a new and unique perspective in Wine 
Advocate—he created a new, simpler, more intuitive, and customer-friendly 
way of evaluating and conveying the quality of wines in the market (a point 
system as opposed to the flowery language about terroir and bouquet typically 
used by wine critics). More recently, teenage fashion blogger Tavi Gevinson 
garnered attention for her unique and somewhat iconoclastic voice and take 
on fashion despite her youth and inexperience. The blog developed a loyal au-
dience, which she was able to leverage when she subsequently launched Rookie 
Magazine. A somewhat extreme example of the value and viability of a clear 
and differentiated point of view is Cabinet magazine, which describes itself 
as an art periodical combined with a design magazine, with the features of a 
scholarly journal; Cabinet has won several awards since its founding in 2000.
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Intermediaries can also differentiate themselves by occupying a particular 
niche, usually by covering specific categories or genres within an industry. 
Specialized magazines for rap, rock ‘n’ roll, country music, and other music 
genres are an example of intermediaries using this type of differentiation. 
Intermediaries that provide category-specific discourse are valuable because 
evaluative criteria and standards vary across categories. To describe and/or 
evaluate all existing genres of music under the same rubric is inherently un-
fair and inadequate—rap cannot be judged by the same criteria as country 
music. Similarly, in the theater industry, the Tony Awards focus on Broadway 
productions whereas the Obie Awards focus on off-Broadway productions. 
Such differentiation can be carried too far, however. In the case of entities 
that perform the selection/inclusion function, for instance, the proliferation 
of new awards34 has been much lamented by observers. The existence of too 
many awards can be deleterious because the valuation impact of each award 
is proportionately reduced due to narrow classifications, which imply fewer 
contenders, leading potentially to a “first among three” situation. 

That said, a rap album that wins a specialized rap award but wins noth-
ing at the broad category–spanning industry awards will likely accrue greater 
value than if the specialized award had not existed at all. Further, within-
category comparisons, which are regarded as having greater integrity, often 
lead to higher-quality assessment and evaluation than cross-category com-
parisons. The starker the distinctions between genres and the higher the 
number of genres, the greater the need for within-category rather than cross-
category comparisons; thus, specialized awards make more sense in some in-
dustries (music, for example) than others. For instance, in literature, there 
are two main categories—fiction and nonfiction—and although there are 
some subcategories within nonfiction (memoir, political writing, essay, and 
so on), due to the obvious differences in writing style and format, it is rare to 
find subcategories in fiction awards beyond the simple classification based on 
length (novel and short story) or type of story (science fiction, historical fic-
tion, and the like), with the Man Booker being a notable exception and there-
fore a pioneer intermediary. Starting a new intermediary that performs the 
inclusion function, then, is likely more relevant and valid in the former kind 
of industries. 

Specialization is a viable entrepreneurial strategy for intermediaries also 
because it fulfills a consumer need. Discourse that is specialized by cat-
egory is valuable to consumers because it enables them to streamline their 
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decision-making process by allowing them to focus only on the categories 
that interest them. Especially in the case of intermediaries that instruct, spe-
cialization may also permit premium pricing (on both sides of the platform) 
because ardent fans of the genre make for loyal customers, thus ensuring a 
better stream of revenues. Beyond loyalty, certain categories are attractive in 
and of themselves for various reasons. Consider the case of an intermediary 
focused on opera: it would be able to attract the best individual contributors 
in the specialized field of opera, as well as opera lovers as consumers; thus, in 
turn, this intermediary could attract highly lucrative advertisers or sponsors. 
These advertisers and sponsors, believing that the opera lovers are a high net 
worth segment of the population, would be willing to pay higher advertising 
rates. A virtuous cycle of high revenues could thus ensue if the intermediary 
invests some of its revenues in further improving its content, which would 
bring more readers, due to which advertisers and sponsors may be charged a 
higher rate. 

Specialized discourse and targeting has become increasingly attractive 
and feasible for new intermediary ventures because the Internet provides 
an affordable medium for the dissemination of such discourse (much cheaper, 
for example, than publishing a print magazine for a small niche group of 
readers). Blogs that provide commentary on very specific topics and catego-
ries of goods are perhaps the best example of this proliferation. These blogs 
often adopt a differentiation strategy that combines narrow specialization 
with a unique perspective or novel way of instructing consumers regarding 
the goods (as Tavi Gevinson did). Many of these specialized blogs are writ-
ten by lay consumers rather than professional intermediaries, but this turn 
toward discourse generated by users (commonly known as “user-generated 
content”) is not entirely new (look again at Table 4.1). The Internet, with its 
democratizing platform that allows widespread contribution to the commen-
tary from users with whom mainstream consumers can identify, has allowed 
the emergence of a large number of new intermediaries that reinforce the so-
cial meaning of cultural goods. Aside from facilitating the rise of individual 
blogs, the digital medium also provides a platform for crowd-sourced lists 
and particularly for consumer reviews (as opposed to reviews by professional 
critics/reviewers). Such sites—Yelp.com, Fandango.com, Goodreads.com, and 
others—and the reviews available there appear, on the surface, to fulfill the 
same function as any other traditional intermediary that instructs, but there 
are differences (good and bad) that are addressed in later chapters of the book. 

http://Yelp.com
http://Fandango.com
http://Goodreads.com
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Worth noting here is that consumer reviews and user-generated content, like 
best-seller lists, usually provide post hoc commentary. 

PIONEER-INTERMEDIARIES 

Some intermediaries choose to go down the risky path of engaging in valua-
tion discourse for a novel category of goods to create new markets. By defini-
tion, this process must happen almost concurrently with the production of 
new goods. Intermediaries’ discourse explains the ideas underlying the unfa-
miliar and often initially unattractive products and makes those ideas seem 
less threatening, more acceptable, and more valuable. Pioneer intermediaries 
can be either new ventures or individuals within existing ventures, but, in the 
context of the functions of intermediaries, the two types do not entail very 
different situations or challenges. 

Given the novelty of new categories of goods and consumers’ unfamiliar-
ity with the relevant producers and goods, pioneer intermediaries must often 
engage in more than one of the functions already described (introduction, 
instruction, and inclusion). As the new category matures and a larger number 
of creators and/or producers enter the field, these functions usually become 
more complex and thus are more likely to be performed by separate entities. 
Taken together, these changes are markers of the establishment and legiti-
macy of the new market and pave the way for further entrepreneurial activity 
of the type already described, particularly specialization. Independent cinema 
and rap are two examples of such evolution. Once the independent cinema 
category was well established and understood, due largely to the efforts of the 
Sundance Institute, the number of annual independent film festivals held in 
the United States grew to more than 1,000 by 2015.35 Similarly, the rap genre 
has witnessed a proliferation of intermediaries that perform one of the three 
functions in the years since the first rap single was released.

Although performing multiple functions may be a necessity for pioneer 
intermediaries, the best way for such entities to draw attention to an over-
looked or undervalued category is to adjudicate standards and expose con-
sumers to those category prototypes that in their view represent the best the 
category has to offer. In other words, engaging in the inclusion function by 
creating an award that grants formal imprimatur is an influential first step in 
establishing the worth of the new category. The Threadneedle Prize, initiated 
in Britain in 2009, is a useful example.36 In an attempt to establish the value 
of contemporary representational art in an art world where nontraditional 
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media hold sway, the Threadneedle Prize short list comprises primarily paint-
ings and sculptures. The Obies, spearheaded in 1955 by Jeffrey Tallmer, a the-
ater critic at The Village Voice, were also intended to encourage, support, and 
celebrate an overlooked subfield of a broader sphere of art, in this case the 
off-Broadway theater movement, which was just beginning to take root at the 
time.37 Because awards and prizes capture the public’s imagination,38,39 set 
standards, and generate an understanding of both the category and its evalu-
ation criteria, they offer a useful and efficient way to initiate discourse about 
a new category.40

Instructional discourse is the next best path to market creation because 
understanding the embedded meanings and symbolism of cultural goods is 
crucial to overcoming hostility or resistance toward their consumption; the 
example of The Source as a market creator for rap has already been discussed. 
In another instance, the founders of Performa, a nonprofit arts organization 
that seeks to increase awareness of performance art, employ a multipronged 
instructional approach to achieve this goal; the approach includes a think 
tank, an annual conference, and an online magazine, as well as a biennial 
that straddles the introduction and instruction functions.41 Finally, pioneer 
intermediaries can also introduce novel products or categories; for example, 
the Codex Book Fair and Symposium, which was developed by the Codex 
Foundation to preserve the art of handmade books, introduces consumers 
to goods. The category of goods existed, but, in the absence of a clear cat-
egorical definition of the product and a place where artists and creators could 
gain visibility, fine handmade books had a limited market. However, even in 
this case, when there is broad preexisting knowledge about the category, the 
event includes a symposium featuring lectures by key figures and artists in the 
field—in other words, this intermediary also performs the instruction func-
tion. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine an effective pioneer intermediary that 
only provides information and offers no instruction; merely seeing new goods 
in a de novo category and understanding the boundary definitions of the new 
category are unlikely to be sufficient to overcome the resistance that new cul-
tural goods face. 

Summing Up and Looking Ahead

Intermediaries fulfill three discursive functions: introduction (generating 
and sharing information), instruction (spreading knowledge), and inclusion 
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(sharing judgment regarding cultural goods). These three functions overlap 
to a certain extent and are characterized by a nonlinear relationship. By ful-
filling these functions, intermediaries play a significant role in constructing 
the value of, and creating markets for, both new categories of goods and new 
goods introduced within existing categories. The need for multiple valuation 
functions in the market creates several niches and opportunities where inter-
mediaries operate and where entrepreneurs can venture. The effective perfor-
mance of each of the three functions requires slightly different strategies and 
approaches. Moreover, the functions are differentially conducive to entrepre-
neurial entry and variably important in pioneering market creation. 

The functions of intermediaries affect entrepreneurship and original cre-
ation among producers and creators because producers (and to an extent, 
consumers) rely on intermediaries to “level the playing field” in terms of 
which creators and goods are reviewed, evaluated, and certified for quality 
and value. By discerning between creative works solely on the basis of quality, 
intermediaries ensure that radically novel cultural goods have a fair chance 
of being introduced to a market and that these new unknown works and/or 
creators or producers of excellent quality can compete against well-known 
and established players. If intermediaries were removed from the system, their 
functions would be left to producers, who lack the third-party position and 
prerequisites needed to influence consumers’ decisions. 

Thus, although producers in the market depend on intermediaries for rev-
enues, the market functions as it ought to only when intermediaries occupy 
appropriate independent structural positions, lack a direct economic stake in 
the value of the goods in the market, and perform their functions accordingly. 
The resulting tension among producers’ interests, market dynamics, and the 
role of intermediaries is key to understanding the attributes and features that 
are required of an effective intermediary. The next chapter describes the pre-
requisite properties of intermediaries and examines their implications for en-
trepreneurship among both intermediaries and producers.
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Intermediaries run the gamut in both form and function, from MTV (a TV 
channel), to The New York Times (a newspaper), to the Academy Awards (an 
event/ceremony and a material object). Further, even within a single category 
of cultural goods, there are often multiple intermediaries—manifest in either 
similar or dissimilar forms—performing the same function. Despite this pro-
liferation, rarely do any two intermediaries have an identical (actual or per-
ceived) influence. This variation in format and influence raises the questions: 
What features make an intermediary and maximize its influence? For exam-
ple, the website Yelp.com collates the reviews of restaurants (and other types 
of businesses) written by lay consumers who have visited the establishments. 
Do such websites and user-generated content qualify as (the discourse of) in-
termediaries like the ones listed here? The answer is a qualified “yes,” and, 
to understand both the qualification and the affirmation, this chapter turns 
to the properties that intermediaries must possess to perform their func-
tions adequately and responsibly, thereby maximizing their influence on the 
market for cultural goods. In other words, this chapter addresses why certain 
intermediaries are granted such extensive power to shape consumers’ value 
perceptions and influence the consequent impact of products in the market 
and in society more broadly. 

M A X I M I Z I N G  I N F L U E N C E

The Features of  Intermediar ies

The honest critic must be content to find very little contemporary work 
worth serious attention, but he must be ready to recognize that little . . . 

—Ezra Pound1

http://Yelp.com
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Properties of Intermediaries

Beyond intermediaries’ structural status as a third party in the market, two 
qualities—independence and expertise—are essential for intermediaries to 
perform their functions successfully. Intermediaries with independence and 
expertise can have an impact on the perceived value of a cultural good and in-
fluence the market for that good because consumers place a great deal of im-
portance on the discourse of such intermediaries. For example, film viewers 
tend to trust reviews written by impartial critics who have not been pressured 
by a studio to write a favorable review. Moreover, consumers will trust a re-
view when they believe the critic is knowledgeable about cinema and therefore 
describes and evaluates films according to broadly accepted and established 
criteria rather than personal preferences. In this example, independence and 
expertise offer obvious benefits to consumers but seem to disadvantage pro-
ducers by placing market outcomes outside their strategic control and in the 
hands of independent expert entities who can be neither corrupted nor fooled. 
However, this chapter will show that the independence and expertise of inter-
mediaries are, in fact, also beneficial to producers. Finally, these two proper-
ties have significant implications also for culture and society more broadly, 
especially in the context of pioneer entrepreneurship by intermediaries. 

INDEPENDENCE 

By definition, intermediaries have no direct economic stake in the sale of 
the cultural goods they evaluate and discuss; this absence of vested interests 
is crucial to the ability of intermediaries’ commentary to sway consumers’ 
beliefs about the value of goods. Independence, however, goes beyond the 
mere absence of economic incentives to construct a high value for goods. As 
emphasized in the editorial policy of Variety magazine,2 independence also 
entails that intermediaries are both able and willing to withstand pressure 
from producers and/or creators, and that the discourse of intermediaries is 
unbiased. Independence underpins consumers’ trust in intermediaries’ dis-
course and is thus critical to their successful operation. In the absence of this 
trust, intermediaries’ commentary would trigger coping mechanisms3 and 
discounting among consumers just as the commentary of producers (that is, 
marketing material) does. Therefore, intermediaries expend a great deal of ef-
fort to not only maintain their independence but also ensure that consumers 
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recognize it (that is, intermediaries must not only be independent but also be 
perceived as such).4

Acquiring, Demonstrating, and Maintaining Independence

Intermediaries’ independence comprises structural, economic, and cognitive 
dimensions, which are interdependent and interlinked. Structural indepen-
dence (that is, their position as a third party, neither seller nor buyer, in the 
market) is, as explained earlier, inherent to the intermediary role. Economic 
independence can be maintained through organizational aspects of discourse 
creation, as when intermediary work is conducted by firms and entities (such 
as the publishers of Consumer Reports or Good Housekeeping) that are both 
explicitly distinct from producers and unconnected to them. Further, eco-
nomic independence is also maintained within intermediary organizations 
in two ways, one direct and one indirect. First, intermediaries must never 
receive direct commissions for generating a sale. Second, self-imposed con-
ventions and norms (for example, in the case of magazines and newspapers) 
stipulate strict separation between the editorial and advertising departments;5

at most newspapers and magazines, disclosure rules also apply to all review-
ers and feature writers. In an example directly pertinent to creative indus-
tries, food critics at reputed publications pay for their meals at the restaurants 
they review. To further protect intermediaries from pressure to adjust their 
discourse, the expression of opinions by legitimate reviewers is accorded le-
gal protection in most countries. Finally, independence has a cognitive di-
mension. Although the self-imposed norms, which exist in deference to an 
implicit contract that has evolved over the years between a publication and 
its readers, are internal to an organization and are assumed by consumers to 
exist, independence also has to be observed and recognized by consumers. 
Cognitive indicators that convey independence include disclosures6 as well 
as direct evidence in the form of a track record of, for instance, not shying 
away from negative reviews or criticisms of goods sold by obviously powerful 
producers. 

In general, consumers’ marketplace metacognition7 keeps them mind-
ful of intermediaries’ vulnerability to influence and therefore alert to signs 
that an intermediary has been co-opted by producers. Mere suspicion of co-
optation, let alone proof, will lead consumers to discount the intermediary’s 
commentary, much as they would that of a producer. Repeated or consistent 
infractions of this nature amount to a breach of the social contract between 
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intermediary and consumer, and the reputation of the intermediary will be 
significantly and permanently damaged, likely leading to its failure in the 
long run; therefore, intermediaries’ reputational concerns help maintain their 
independence in situations when legal protections are either not applicable 
or unavailable. Moreover, any breach of the implicit contract between con-
sumers and intermediaries causes a stir and leads to recriminations as well as 
long-term negative effects on revenues (and even viability and survival) that 
usually more than offset any short-term economic gains. In fact, FCC (Federal 
Communications Commission) regulations that cover transgressions of this 
implicit contract were the direct result of such a violation: the “payola” scan-
dal that occurred in the late 1950s in the United States, when it emerged that 
disc jockeys (DJs) on American radio stations were being paid by record labels 
to repeatedly play songs produced by those labels.8 About 200 DJs, includ-
ing well-known radio personalities such as Alan Freed, admitted to taking 
bribes, and Dick Clark of American Bandstand was found to have invested in 
thirty-three record labels, whose songs he played on the show. Although Clark 
was cleared of any malpractice (partly because he divested his shares before 
appearing in court) and went on to have a very successful career, Freed was 
unable to find work anywhere after the hearings. Payola was eventually crimi-
nalized in 1960; accordingly, under current U.S. federal law, nondisclosure 
(on air) of payments received in exchange for broadcasting any material is an 
offense punishable by fines or one year in prison. 

Given the ease of potential corruption, it is valid to ask how consumers 
can be sure that intermediaries do not succumb to tangible and intangible 
pressures from producers. In addition to the existence of voluntary norms and 
codes of conduct that define the ideal situation of independence and integ-
rity, the reputations of certain types of intermediaries also protect them from 
potential advances and corrupting influences of producers. For example, an 
auction house or a collector would most likely be quite reluctant to try to bla-
tantly influence or manipulate a large and highly respected public institution 
such as the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York (the “Met”) to affect 
the value of an artwork. Nevertheless, even in these settings, some specific 
norms exist to prevent manipulation of markets by unscrupulous individuals. 
For instance, because the loan of an artwork to a reputed museum such as the 
Met can significantly increase its value as well as that of the lender’s/donor’s 
collection if the artwork is subsequently sold, reputed museums do not ac-
cept such loans and gifts unless all or a significant portion of the collection is 
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pledged.9 In another example, the value of independence has led to concerns 
in the art world about the recent emergence of private museums—such as 
Alice Walton’s Crystal Bridges—that display personal collections. Art market 
insiders fear that collectors will start private museums to boost the value of 
their personal collections rather than simply to share their artwork with a 
broad audience.10

Intermediaries can also employ tactical means of conveying and main-
taining independence. The foundation that grants the Pritzker Prize, often 
referred to as the Nobel for architecture, conveys its incorruptibility in vari-
ous ways. The jury for the prize not only changes every few years but also 
includes individuals who are not part of the architecture profession to en-
sure that professional rivalries or political considerations play a limited role in 
deliberations.11 Moreover, the Pritzker family, which has real estate interests 
that could be interpreted as causing a conflict of interest, stays out of the jury 
selection process as well as the nominations and discussions of the architects 
being considered. 

Despite being a crucial property of intermediaries, independence is nei-
ther easy to signal (to consumers) nor easy to uphold consistently, as the 
history of Variety demonstrates. Variety’s founding editor, Sime Silverman, 
publicly announced his choice to make “honesty and independence” the cor-
nerstones of his competitive strategy.12 At the time of its founding, Variety’s 
policy was an anomaly in a world of entertainment publications that prohib-
ited writers from writing negatively about shows that spent substantial money 
on advertising or pulled negative reviews when threatened with the loss of 
advertising revenues. Although these previous publications placed greater 
importance on the financial bottom line than on fulfilling their function of 
providing useful information/instruction to the public, consumers at the time 
had not expressed a desire for greater independence among magazines; in-
stead, consumers were resigned to the status quo or perhaps unaware of the 
benefits of independent, unbiased reviews. Silverman nevertheless pledged in 
Variety’s opening issue to always prioritize readers’ interests and to publish 
the honest opinion of the paper, regardless of advertising revenues.13 This pol-
icy meant that producers who spent large sums of money on advertisements 
in Variety were subject to the same stringent criteria and strict evaluation as 
those who spent little money, and wealthy producers could no longer be as-
sured of a good review and its attendant monetary and reputational benefits. 
However, producers did not initially take the policy seriously and persisted in 
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trying to influence reviews in the publication. The task of clearly establishing 
(among readers and producers alike) that its independence was not for sale 
was not a straightforward one for Variety, and sincere announcements regard-
ing their intent were not sufficient; repeated demonstrations of independence 
from powerful interests are far more impactful than even the most emphatic 
proclamations. In more recent times, this practice of conveying their incor-
ruptibility is evident in the set response of Variety editors, when they receive a 
request/invitation to review a work—“Are you sure?” they ask.14 The question 
is meant as a warning that per company policy the paper’s reviewers will be 
honest and objective; anyone can submit his or her work (it is a level playing 
field), but producers and creators should be prepared for the possibility that 
the review may be far from positive.

In addition to being difficult to uphold and signal, independence is also 
expensive to maintain: it took Variety twenty-five years to become profitable.15

Of course, the policy of editorial independence was likely not the sole cause 
of the poor performance of the publication—Silverman was a notoriously bad 
businessman. However, the publication might have become profitable sooner 
had it not repeatedly lost significant amounts of advertising revenues from 
irate producers who had received a negative review; in fact, this situation was 
anticipated in the publication’s prospectus, which, after laying out the edito-
rial policy, asked, “Is honesty the best policy? We shall see.” That said, like 
most assets, once acquired, independence provides sustained benefits in the 
marketplace. Once readers learned that they could implicitly trust Variety to 
provide an honest assessment of a film or play, the publication’s standing in 
the marketplace became such that no producer, however irate, could afford to 
ignore it.

Independence and Functions of Intermediaries

When it comes to understanding the importance of independence for inter-
mediaries, it may seem that the introduction function (the one performed by 
the radio DJs involved in the payola scandal), which merely involves the com-
pilation of information, is the least likely of the three functions to be nega-
tively affected by the absence of independence from vested interests. Further, 
it may seem that, even if corruption does occur, it will have few effects on 
consumers—an intermediary’s intentional removal or addition, under du-
ress, of a cultural good from a listing should not make a significant differ-
ence to consumers. However, if anything, resisting the influencing tactics of 
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powerful producers may be more important to this function than to instruc-
tion or inclusion. Independence in introduction is essential for every creator/
producer—large or small, new or established, famous or unknown—to have 
an equal chance of being noticed and evaluated, which is the whole point of 
the introduction function (ideally, intermediaries should provide compre-
hensive information). Without intermediaries’ independence, powerful and 
resource-rich producers and/or creators would be able to crowd out others 
and maintain an advantage. This ability would result in limited discovery of 
new ideas and goods for consumers. 

The importance of independence to intermediaries that perform the 
other two functions is more straightforward. Unbiased reviews and objective 
endorsements—instruction and inclusion, respectively—have an obvious 
value for consumers. Despite this value, producers still attempt to influence 
intermediaries’ evaluations, as exemplified by two practices, companies gift-
ing “samples” to magazine editors and movie studios’ rampant pre–Academy 
Award campaigning. However, these practices must adhere to the common 
principles applicable to any promotional activities (no bribery or false rep-
resentation, for instance). Yet, the prevalence of such excessive persuasion 
tactics employed by producers is the precise reason for intermediaries to 
maintain their independence and bolster consumers’ perceptions of it; they 
must do so to properly perform their functions and discharge their duties 
to society.

Independence is clearly crucial to the existence and functioning of in-
termediaries. Yet, even when explicit and implicit indicators attest to their 
independence, not all intermediaries have an equal influence on consumers’ 
beliefs. This variation in influence is driven by perceived expertise, the second 
prerequisite of intermediaries.

EXPERTISE 

To maintain credibility among consumers, intermediaries must possess not 
only independence but also expertise—the necessary knowledge to comment 
on cultural goods, which are typically difficult to understand and evaluate. 
Professional intermediaries are individuals who have deep knowledge of the 
history of ideas and the contextual granularities in their field and are charged 
with the responsibility of bringing notice and recognition to ideas and works 
that are novel, critical of prevailing societal norms, or simply incomprehen-
sible (Ulysses and, more recently, Infinite Jest by David Foster Wallace are 
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examples in the publishing industry). Moreover, in line with Ezra Pound’s 
exhortation, it is the duty of critics to illuminate and endorse the new, the 
provocative, and even the subversive, so consumers can come to understand 
these works and accept their underlying ideas, changing their thinking in the 
process. 

Only credible intermediaries can be entrusted with this weighty responsi-
bility of changing minds. The credibility of intermediaries derives from trust-
worthiness, which is a function of both factors: the knowledge the source is 
believed to possess (expertise), and the belief that the communication of this 
knowledge will be done accurately and truthfully (independence).16 Whereas 
independence facilitates the truthful transmission of knowledge or evalua-
tion, expertise ensures the accuracy of the knowledge. The expertise of inter-
mediaries is thus closely and almost recursively related to their independence; 
an entity that is not independent is unlikely to be perceived as an expert or 
authority in evaluation, and vice versa,17 rendering both equally necessary to 
functioning as an intermediary. 

Acquiring, Demonstrating, and Maintaining Expertise

Expertise is usually demonstrated via formal credentials and/or an interme-
diary’s track record; however, individuals who lack formal training or certi-
fications can demonstrate their expertise through related accomplishments. 
Thus, for instance, restaurant inspectors at the Michelin Guide are often for-
mer chefs or writers with a passion for food. Similarly, award juries often com-
prise past awardees and other well-respected individuals in the field. In fact, 
awards granted by industry/trade associations are typically the most reputed 
and coveted by creators and producers because it is easy to accept that judges 
appointed by industry associations are deeply knowledgeable about the indus-
try, its criteria for quality, and the standards to apply while judging a good. 

Intermediaries that do not in this manner inherently possess credibility 
as expert evaluators must develop and demonstrate it instead. The Pritzker 
Prize, given by a private foundation, has, for example, become extremely in-
fluential even though it is not an industry award. The Pritzker Foundation 
appointed well-known and expert jurors who, over time, established a track 
record of choosing laureates who were universally accepted as deserving of 
the prize. The foundation thus borrowed the credibility of the jurors and ben-
efited from early selections of praiseworthy laureates. Too many bad and/or 
controversial awardees, especially in the early years, would have cast doubt 
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on the expertise of the foundation and therefore would have undermined the 
value of the prize itself. 

Expertise and Functions of Intermediaries

Expertise is more important for intermediaries that instruct and/or include
than for those that introduce. That said, in some situations, perceived exper-
tise grants an intermediary acceptance among (and therefore access to) an 
otherwise esoteric field of creators, enabling comprehensive coverage not pos-
sible for others to achieve. For instance, celebrities and/or well-known critics 
may be able to tap into a unique network of creators who send them their 
work, largely in hopes of gaining visibility from their association with such 
intermediaries. In general, however, instruction and inclusion are more closely 
intertwined with expertise, owing to the greater level of engagement with 
the product that is required of the intermediaries that perform these evalua-
tive functions. Given that these functions involve knowledge and judgment, 
rather than simply information, the discourse of intermediaries in these roles 
is more nuanced and has greater impact on value construction. For these two 
types of intermediaries, therefore, credentials have a strong influence on the 
extent of their effect on consumers’ preferences and purchases.

Exceptions to the Rule: Situations when 

Expertise Is Not a Requirement

Intermediaries that facilitate identity- or ideology-driven inclusion (such as 
Oprah Winfrey and her book club) are an exception to the general require-
ment for expertise. Given that one of the defining characteristics of this type 
of intermediary is the absence of credentials that are directly relevant to the 
category of the cultural good, their level of influence is higher than would 
be expected. One of the defining characteristics of this type of intermediary 
is the absence of credentials that are directly relevant to the category of the 
cultural good. However, the indubitable market influence of these nonexpert 
intermediaries is not entirely inconsistent with the importance of expertise 
because there is a third element (in addition to independence and knowledge) 
that contributes to credibility—social value.18 The attractiveness of the per-
sonality of the commentator, his or her perceived social status, and, above 
all, his or her similarity to the audience all contribute to social value, which 
is an important source of credibility. Thus, the perceived social value of inter-
mediaries such as Oprah Winfrey is an important driver of their influence in 
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markets, even in the absence of formal (or even informal) indicators of their 
expertise in the particular area. Producers embrace such nonexpert interme-
diaries. A recent announcement by Mark Zuckerberg, the founder of Face-
book, that he would start listing ten excellent books he thought were worth 
reading, was met with excitement among the publishing industry, which was 
anxious to find a replacement for Winfrey’s book club (which ended with 
her TV show in 2011, although a version still exists on her website, Oprah
.com).19 The hope among those in the book business is that Zuckerberg’s iconic 
status as a young and innovative billionaire entrepreneur will inspire a follow-
ing among admiring youth who aspire to be like him, thus boosting the sales 
of the books on his list, even though Zuckerberg is not known as an expert on 
literary topics.20

In addition to the case of intermediaries with social value, expert opinion 
may not be necessary in certain situations and/or for certain product catego-
ries; consumers may simply want to know what other consumers think about 
the product. The impact of this type of post hoc discourse, such as best-seller 
lists or people’s choice awards, is evidence of the desire to be part of a so-
cial process of consumption. This is especially true in the case of products 
that have less symbolic content and complexity and those that are sought out 
largely for entertainment value and for the pleasure of social or collective 
consumption. Crime procedurals, mystery novels, decorative artworks, mass 
fashion apparel, and pop music are some examples. When looking for a pleas-
ant evening out at the movies with friends or for a book to read on the beach 
during a vacation, consumers are amply served by other consumers’ reactions 
to and opinions about a film or a book. Similarly, knowing that a particular 
TV show is popular and therefore likely to be the topic of discussion at one’s 
workplace or any social gathering is impetus enough to cause an individual to 
watch it rather than risk being a social outsider. However, even when a con-
sumer is seeking guidance on entertaining and less complex works from other 
consumers, it probably is advisable to rely on information from informal in-
termediaries such as one’s personal network, whose preferences and biases are 
known and can be accounted for, rather than complete strangers. 

These exceptions to the need for expert intermediaries do not, however, 
suggest that lay consumers, writing on sites such as Yelp.com that aggregate 
user-generated content, always have the same potential for impact as formal, 
expert intermediaries. In the context of the first exception, it is clear that lay 
reviewers do not possess the celebrity/identity that would grant them social 

http://Oprah.com
http://Oprah.com
http://Yelp.com
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value. As for the second case, more complex cultural sectors such as art, archi-
tecture, and literature virtually always require the discourse of professional 
critics and reviewers with the requisite expert qualifications. Consumption 
of these goods both requires consumers to commit significant amounts of 
time and money and has significant implications for the reputation and social 
standing of the consumer. These consumption decisions are, therefore, best 
not based on the commentary of lay consumers. 

At times, a segment of lay consumers (who have nothing to lose by high-
lighting innovation and/or work that challenges established norms21) may be 
more willing than formal critics (whose status and power may be embedded in 
maintaining status quo) to accept innovative goods and raise their visibility. 
Certainly, in some instances critics and “the establishment” have been slow to 
recognize the value of certain new ideas that were nevertheless embraced by 
laypersons: the rap genre is a fairly recent example of this phenomenon. This 
and other similar instances demonstrate the inherent limitations of experts. 
However, the acceptance of these works by established critics and intermedi-
aries is quite essential to the mainstream adoption of new categories. Thus, al-
though lay consumers may take to innovations quickly, professional expertise 
and formal structure comes with a level of experience and objectivity that is, 
in the long run, an important aspect of intermediary work. 

Just as Weberian bureaucracy and its attendant professional objectiv-
ity created a more democratic and meritocratic organization that was inde-
pendent of social class and status,22 formal training and professional norms 
among critics enable them to transcend social prejudices and preconceived 
notions more fully than laypersons, who are more likely to adopt an idiosyn-
cratic and subjective method of evaluation. Expertise is especially important 
in the case of cultural goods because of their highly symbolic and complex 
content. For example, although a user-generated review of a vacuum cleaner 
is plausibly accurate and valuable (because the functionality of the product is 
the most important aspect of the review), someone who has worn a skirt23 is 
not necessarily qualified to write about that particular skirt or about fashion 
more broadly.24 Further, at least during the transition period after the intro-
duction of novel products, when old and new worlds coexist and both expert 
and user intermediary voices reach the mainstream, a formal critic’s evalua-
tion is likely more influential and widespread than the evaluation of lay crit-
ics. In that sense, then, expert intermediaries are more likely to create a broad 
market for novel products. Meanwhile, user intermediaries often have most 
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clout within their own limited communities of like-minded people, perhaps 
leading to the creation of niche markets.

As with independence, expertise is beneficial not only to consumers but 
also to producers. Expertise likely brings an open-mindedness that benefits 
new and young producers. Domain expertise, long hours of practice and ex-
perience, professional norms, and formal training all enable expert interme-
diaries to steer consumers toward new and original ideas from innovative 
creators and producers that might otherwise languish in anonymity. This ef-
fect becomes clearer in the next section.

THE SOCIETAL IMPORTANCE OF INDEPENDENT 

AND EXPERT INTERMEDIARIES

Independence and expertise also have broader implications—beyond the 
market influence exerted by intermediaries—for culture and society. An indi-
rect but very important effect of the work of intermediaries is to enable the re-
juvenation of culture and society through the introduction and endorsement 
of novel ideas; independence and expertise enhance this effect. Independence 
increases the probability that an intermediary will not shy away from novelty 
or controversy just because such engagement entails risk (reputational and/
or financial), whereas expertise increases the likelihood that an intermediary 
will understand the specifics of the radical innovation and will subsequently 
explicate and frame the innovation in a way that appeals to risk-averse con-
sumers. For instance, at a time when big blockbusters were popular, the Sun-
dance Institute generated discourse that portrayed small-budget humanistic 
films as a desirable and valuable alternative to mainstream films and thus al-
lowed new and diverse stories and narratives to reach a wider audience. Had 
Sundance instead chosen to mirror the prevailing culture and reinforce the 
promotional commentary of Hollywood studios for pecuniary benefit (that 
is, if they were not independent), audiences’ access to a new, eye-opening, and 
mind-broadening cultural good and experience would have been delayed, 
if not denied. In another example of broader repercussions, the Denver Art 
Museum, by being among the first few intermediaries to attribute Native 
American artworks to individuals, rather than tribes, deployed its expertise 
to reframe works that (would) have been consigned to the broad category of 
“tribal” or “folk” art as modern, original, and individualistic.25 In doing so, 
the museum and its curators applied conventions of modern art to change the 
perceived value of the artistic expression of an entire social group, rendering 
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the works more understandable by presenting them in a manner familiar 
to consumers.

Although independence and expertise are crucial to the success—and in-
deed the very survival—of intermediaries, they are built only slowly, produce 
returns on the investment only after an extended period of time, and thus may 
seem to be financial burdens; however, in the context of the right business 
model, these features are assets that facilitate the collection of revenues.

Independence and Expertise as Assets 
in the Business of Intermediaries

Independence and expertise are the chief assets of intermediaries. Being cru-
cial to their operation, these properties must be accounted for and built into 
the design, operation, and management of intermediaries’ work. The business 
models of intermediaries, in turn, must enhance these assets, a process that is 
neither simple nor straightforward, largely owing to the fact that the bulk of 
intermediaries’ revenues come from producers that advertise or provide spon-
sorship, rendering intermediaries vulnerable to pressures from producers. 

To understand how intermediaries manage these two requirements, it is 
useful to appreciate how the two-sided business model works. Clearly, adver-
tisers and sponsors subsidize the discourse of intermediaries (for example, 
magazines, festivals) to reach consumers and persuade them to buy (the pro-
ducer’s) products. Advertising revenues would disappear in the absence of 
sufficient and/or sufficiently attractive subscribers. Therefore, an intermediary 
cannot collect significant advertising revenues unless its discourse strongly 
appeals to a large enough group of attractive potential consumers. As a re-
sult, independence and expertise become essential aspects of intermediaries’ 
business models. If their discourse lacks impartiality or does not manifest 
expertise, it will not be appealing to readers, who may flee, causing an exodus 
of advertisers and a decline in revenue. 

Because independence is so important, nonprofit business models are 
common in the intermediary sector in the creative industries. In particular, 
key intermediaries, such as museums, are structured as public institutions 
that operate as nonprofits so as to be (perceived as) above reproach and be-
yond the direct influence of producers. Being untouched by such influence is 
especially relevant when an institution is viewed as having the responsibility 
to safeguard the heritage of a society, as museums often are. Similarly, many 
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award-granting industry associations are nonprofit organizations, although 
there are a substantial number of for-profit award-granting organizations as 
well, such as the Tribeca Film Festival and the SXSW Festival. All else being 
equal, consumers perceive nonprofit intermediaries as having greater integ-
rity because they know that such entities will not take shortcuts or make deci-
sions that compromise their independence to earn a profit.

In the for-profit world, the mutually reinforcing relationship between in-
dependence and expertise helps build reputations such that even established 
and prestigious producers and creators lay great store by positive evaluations 
from prestigious intermediaries (like The New York Times), although, at the 
same time, not attempting to overtly influence it. Expertise—the other main 
asset of intermediaries—is easier to convey and maintain but more difficult 
to strategically incorporate into a business model as an asset that yields re-
turns or direct revenues. It is a cost, a sine qua non, of doing business as an 
intermediary. Consumers’ perceptions of intermediaries’ expertise are typi-
cally influenced by their credentials and reputation, and these can be neither 
manipulated nor built up quickly. Thus, high-quality expert discourse is ex-
pensive to generate and disseminate. Nevertheless, unless the intermediary’s 
expertise is recognized beyond question, the discourse will have limited im-
pact on markets and limited appeal among consumers, owing to suspicion 
and skepticism about the intermediary’s authority to evaluate and pass judg-
ment. Such a lack of interest in the discourse will likely set into motion the 
vicious cycle described earlier, which leads to a decline in revenues. This cycle 
is clearly observed in the case of the Guide Michelin, which is published by the 
French tire manufacturer Michelin. Originally published as an informational 
pamphlet to encourage people to drive long distances in France, the Guide
soon developed a strong cadre of expert food critics, known as inspectors. 
Although the expertise of the inspectors granted the iconic Michelin stars 
legitimacy and status, making them highly coveted by chefs in Europe, the 
United Kingdom, and Asia, consumers in the U.S. market, where the Guide’s 
inspectors were not perceived as having relevant expertise, have been reluc-
tant to pay for the discourse.26

The prerequisite properties of intermediaries thus have significant long-
term implications for a business model because maintaining independence, 
in particular, places constraints on potential streams of revenue as well as on 
growth. Unlike producers, which can grow organically or via acquisitions 
by simply producing greater volumes and/or a wider range of goods or can 
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increase their profitability by reducing costs through vertical integration, 
intermediaries have few available options for growth and expansion. If an in-
termediary takes steps to capture a portion of the market value created by 
its discourse, it forsakes its independence and loses the trust of consumers, 
thus losing future revenues. However, such a move may increase revenues in 
the short term. Therefore, individuals in intermediary organizations must be 
introspective—they must determine whether they wish to achieve sustained 
relevance and cultural impact (which may or may not lead to financial sus-
tainability) or make a large amount of money quickly but be unsustainable 
in the long run because they lose relevance. Although these two goals are not 
completely antithetical, there are trade-offs in maximizing one over the other.

At this crossroads, intermediaries’ nonpecuniary motivations and their 
desire to have a cultural impact become more relevant. Although it is not im-
possible to grow revenues and/or profitability as an intermediary, it takes time 
and care to do so in a manner that does not dilute or destroy one of the chief 
assets (that is, independence). Keeping the potential for cultural impact in 
sight can make the process seem less arduous, more worthwhile, and more 
significant. Thus, when faced with the need to grow revenues, one option for 
intermediaries is to generate discourse for a novel idea or category of goods 
(that is, engage in pioneer entrepreneurship, discussed next) to attract a new 
set of subscribers/members. For instance, the Sundance Institute could po-
tentially broaden its impact by creating a market for humanistic films in and 
from countries without a strong existing film culture. Similarly, Vogue has ex-
panded its operations as well as its cultural impact by publishing an edition in 
India, which focuses on the newly established fashion market in that country. 
This type of expansion is not a straightforward path to growth because estab-
lishing a foothold in a new category entails the time-consuming and difficult 
process of building a reputation for expertise and credibility in this category 
(recall the earlier Michelin example). However, an intermediary driven by the 
desire to possess broader cultural influence will find the process fulfilling and 
mission critical, even if not directly rewarding in the financial sense. More-
over, staying focused on the mission at hand ensures consumers (and produc-
ers) of the intermediary’s relevance in the long run, which, in turn, facilitates 
financial sustainability. 

 The nature of independence and expertise and the complexity of incor-
porating these properties into the business models of intermediaries have 
implications for both types of entrepreneurs, pioneering and otherwise. In 
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particular, new intermediaries are at a significant disadvantage in terms of 
gaining a foothold in the ecosystem of creative industries. Finally, these two 
prerequisites also have significant relevance to the success of new creators and 
entrepreneurial and pioneer producers. These topics are detailed next.

INDEPENDENCE AND EXPERTISE: 

IMPLICATIONS FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Pioneer Intermediaries

As already described, independence and expertise are difficult to acquire, 
demonstrate, and maintain, a fact that puts resource-poor entrepreneurial 
intermediaries at a disadvantage. However, the very same properties are also 
especially relevant to the success of pioneer intermediaries, for their inde-
pendence and expertise ensure the credibility of the discourse that creates a 
market for a new category of cultural goods. The independence of pioneer 
intermediaries grants legitimacy to their value-constructing discourse and 
increases their influence, particularly relative to pioneer producers. Moreover, 
because new categories of goods generally face resistance among consumers, 
intermediaries’ expertise allows them to provide much-needed knowledge to 
consumers and ease consumers’ anxieties about the new goods. Their exper-
tise not only allows intermediaries to authoritatively discuss and explicate 
radical new innovations but also amplifies the market impact of their inde-
pendent discourse. For instance, the Sundance Institute produced nuanced 
discourse, delineating the boundaries and definitions of the category (inde-
pendent cinema in the United States) as well as its attributes. These defini-
tions and attributes then evolved into the criteria used to evaluate the quality 
of independent films. Finally, the institute clarified the standards of quality 
through the highly selective curatorial process at the festival. By relying on 
this discourse, consumers were able to better understand and appreciate the 
new category of independent cinema. Such institutional work by expert inter-
mediaries creates a sustained intersubjective understanding of the category, 
which is beneficial for producers and consumers alike.27

Given the importance of credibility to pioneer intermediaries, and the dif-
ficulty of establishing this credibility, established and already respected and 
trusted entities make for more effective pioneer entrepreneurs in creating a 
market for a new category of goods. When The New York Times writes about 
producers trying to elevate the status of pornographic films from an earlier 
era to art,28 the claim seems far more legitimate and acceptable to consumers 
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than if it had come from a marginal publication or an individual. However, 
extreme novelty sometimes threatens intermediaries embedded in an existing 
system of understanding and evaluation. In such situations, new entities may 
be the only intermediaries that identify the cultural and societal relevance of 
the innovation (that is, pioneer intermediaries); in general, entities that are 
peripheral to the powerful core of society and have nothing to lose by accept-
ing and endorsing a good that deviates from norms are often more hospitable 
toward radical innovations. For example, The Source, which was started out of 
a dorm by two college students, was the provider of discourse that expounded 
rap, a musical form that was almost threatening in its radical unconvention-
ality. Of course, a new venture in a new category would likely face greater 
challenges in establishing and maintaining its independence and expertise, 
further exacerbating the challenges in creating a market for a new good.29

Notwithstanding these problems, the work of a pioneer intermediary has 
the potential to be very satisfying, owing to the immense potential for cul-
tural impact. In fact, much like creators and producers, many intermediar-
ies are often driven by nonpecuniary motivations and a desire to be close to 
new ideas and the products of artistic imagination. These nonpecuniary mo-
tivations are crucial because they enable individuals to continue even when 
faced with economic difficulties, which, as in the case of Variety, are almost 
inevitable.

New Intermediary Ventures

The same nonpecuniary motivations are also salient in the founding of new 
intermediary ventures, even those that are not pioneers. The main question 
facing new intermediaries (and these issues are only sharper and thornier in 
the case of newly founded pioneer intermediaries) concerns how the requisite 
credibility can be acquired. There is no ready answer to this question. Cred-
ibility is a function of expertise and independence, and there are no short-
cuts to acquiring these properties. In particular, expertise is crucial to having 
influence, and even seemingly straightforward to demonstrate (through the 
means of qualifications and erudite discourse), and yet its business benefits 
are quite elusive. Intermediaries must engage in discourse, submit to mar-
ket scrutiny, and wait for the reaction from consumers, gradually building 
traction on the basis of the initial reactions. There are limited, if any, simple 
frameworks, solutions, or prescriptions for success, a situation that puts new 
intermediaries at a significant disadvantage. 
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New Intermediary Ventures in the Online World

In recent decades, the Internet has had a dramatic impact on entrepreneur-
ship in the intermediary sector. The costs of starting a new intermediary have 
decreased significantly due to the ease of publishing online. As a consequence, 
entrepreneurial opportunities have proliferated for individuals wishing to 
perform one or more of the intermediary functions, as is evident from the 
abundance of online event listings, how-to videos, and opinions on and re-
views of every type of cultural product imaginable. The existence and sheer 
number of such online start-ups has threatened the very survival of their older 
and costlier physical counterparts and predecessors. The success of these new 
business models seems to indicate that establishing a new intermediary ven-
ture may gradually become less difficult; nevertheless, the need for indepen-
dence and expertise will still create challenges for such ventures. 

Aside from allowing easy and low-cost dissemination of discourse online, 
the Internet has also altered the very way in which intermediaries fulfill their 
functions. Notably, the roles of consumers and intermediaries have interpen-
etrated online due to the use of user-generated content in value-constructing 
discourse. The high cost of acquiring expertise has led to an increase in new 
online ventures that attempt to harness the wisdom of crowds through “user 
reviews” or by marrying social media platforms with user reviews, which are 
obtained at no cost to the firm. 

Another new form of digital discourse is the algorithmic process of col-
laborative filtering, which generates lists of recommendations to consumers 
based on their own and others’ past purchases (commonly seen as lists with 
the heading “You May Also Like” or “Consumers Who Bought This Also 
Bought”). These, or other algorithmic means of generating interest in goods, 
are inexpensive substitutes for the discourse of professionals and experts. In 
the current social and cultural context, when consumers seem to value infor-
mal discourse and lay opinions as much as, if not more than those of formal 
expert evaluators and endorsers, one seeming advantage of the use of algo-
rithms is that they grant a degree of freedom from both the perceived hege-
mony of experts and the subjective evaluations of bias-prone human beings. 
In addition, these engines serve as a means of discovering new goods, and a 
highly personalized one at that; in the world of online retail, where the almost 
infinite number of goods make discoverability a real challenge, this method of 
introduction can reap major benefits.
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Yet both the user-dependent and the algorithm-dependent models beget 
problems in terms of building and demonstrating the necessary properties 
of intermediaries. Obviously, neither model credibly conveys any domain ex-
pertise on the part of the intermediary itself. Further, both models are more 
vulnerable (than the discourse of traditional intermediaries) to manipula-
tion that weakens their independence. For instance, user-generated discourse 
is often copresent at the point of sale (such as on Amazon.com), a situation 
that destroys the structural and economic independence of instructional dis-
course. Even when user reviews are collated on a separate site, as on Yelp.com, 
it is difficult if not impossible for consumers to know with confidence that the 
user reviews were truly independent and objective—whereas the existence of 
negative reviews may seem to signal objectivity, consumers cannot be sure 
that the negative comments were not posted by a competitor. Similarly, auto-
mation and algorithms render the process vulnerable because small changes 
can have big repercussions; a single tweak to the way an algorithm takes cer-
tain attributes into account or to the hierarchy of attributes considered can 
change the output of the algorithm significantly, leading to very different rec-
ommendations.30,31 With respect to the discovery of novel goods, this vulner-
ability to manipulation and the influence of small changes might be desirable, 
leading consumers to step out of their comfort zone and sample entirely new 
goods. However, consumers have no control over these tweaks and changes 
and therefore have no idea of the basis on which these changes are made; 
changes in algorithms could, for instance, have been made to favor a particu-
lar producer or creator in exchange for payment. Moreover, the ease of tweak-
ing these algorithms raises the possibility of firms’ changing them in response 
to pecuniary or other pressures from producers or competitors. Given that 
“cooperative promotion” payments, for instance, already allow book publish-
ers and other producers to pay Amazon.com (an online producer) in return 
for prominent placement on the online retailer’s home page, it is not difficult 
to imagine an online intermediary changing its algorithms to favor certain 
goods and/or producers in exchange for a payment.

Such vulnerability to manipulation is certainly not unimaginable or im-
possible in the case of traditional individual intermediaries. There are, how-
ever, several potential points of failure in the process of persuading book 
reviewers or film critics to alter the way in which they evaluate and discuss 
goods. Fine-tuning an algorithm is more impersonal and straightforward, 

http://Amazon.com
http://Yelp.com
http://Amazon.com
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making it easier to execute and therefore more likely to occur. Moreover, reg-
ulations require the disclosure of any inducements offered to individual critics 
and reviewers, and even if critics did not disclose the relationship (an unlikely 
scenario), the detailed and nuanced nature of critical discourse means that 
any drastic changes in opinion or style, or departures from the usual, would 
be evident to consumers. Imagine, for instance, how surprising it would be 
if the film critic for The New Yorker, Anthony Lane, were to praise an inane 
movie that contained terrible dialogue and lacked any nuance. In contrast, the 
opaque nature of algorithms—consumers usually have little knowledge about 
the parameters under which they function and how they produce results—as 
well as the nature of their results, which are presented as simple lists without 
much rich detail, render such changes less evident to consumers.

In addition to undermining the perceived expertise of intermediaries 
through user-generated content or algorithmic filtering, the business models 
of online intermediaries are also particularly prone to the blending of third-
party discourse and commerce, which leads to reduced independence. Digital 
publication and the sophistication of online commerce make it possible for 
magazines to benefit from their discourse and reputation by embedding ei-
ther an explicit “Buy Now” link or an implicit invitation to buy in the form 
of a link to the online store, next to or embedded within editorial copy; if the 
reader clicks the link and makes a purchase, the intermediary stands to gain 
revenues in the form of affiliate commissions. This practice is particularly 
common in the fashion industry, where magazines such as Allure and Vogue
have embraced the affiliate revenue model:32 for example, a reader who fancies 
the lipstick or dress favorably reviewed by the magazine is now able to buy the 
product directly from the magazine’s website. Firms often justify this revenue 
model by claiming it is necessary to counter the threat from online publish-
ing and dwindling advertising revenues. In addition, established magazines 
address criticism of the new model by pointing toward their long history of 
independence and expertise to mitigate allegations of favoritism or reciproc-
ity. However, the use of the affiliate revenue model is slippery territory, par-
ticularly in the case of new ventures. 

The seamless way in which hyperlinks can be embedded into digital dis-
course and narrative has enabled more and more new purely digital interme-
diaries to augment advertising revenues with commissions. But, for these new 
ventures (blogs, online magazines, YouTube channels, and others), their lack 
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of a track record may mean that such a business model is far riskier than it 
is for established magazines, which point to their previous record to defend 
their credibility. These digital intermediaries thus face a Catch-22, wherein 
they need revenues to survive and build a reputation, but advertising revenues 
are limited and/or slow to accrue because of their newness, and other revenue 
streams (such as sales commissions) prove to be inimical to the very goal of 
building a reputation.33 For entrepreneurs who choose not to gain revenues 
from commissions, being purely ad supported in the online world is a daunt-
ing task, given the difficulty of being discovered and building a steady base 
of followers that, in turn, attracts advertisers. Therefore, small, new organi-
zations (for example, blogs, review sites) facing economic hardships are less 
likely to have the fortitude to resist the pressures exerted by advertisers than 
are larger well-established magazines and newspapers, which benefit from the 
added security of legal and professional protection. 

Another threat to the independence of blogs is the attractiveness of lu-
crative affiliations and partnerships with large producers, which have an in-
centive to co-opt popular blogs. A recent example of this type of relationship 
(that could be perceived as co-optation) is the collaboration between Estée 
Lauder and Cupcakes & Cashmere, a blog created by Emily Schuman, who, 
since the collaboration was announced in 2012, has been contributing to the 
Estée Lauder blog, acting as a brand ambassador for the firm, featuring Estée 
Lauder products in her blog, and running Estée Lauder ads on the site. Al-
though the collaboration was announced publicly and Schuman gets paid 
separately for her work on behalf of Estée Lauder, this scenario could be per-
ceived as blurring the boundaries of the Cupcakes & Cashmere site and re-
ducing Schuman’s independence. 

Finally, maintaining independence is especially difficult in the virtual 
world because there are no generally accepted sectorwide professional ethics 
and standards—one shortsighted miscreant who does not abide by disclosure 
conventions or receives cash or in-kind gifts such as samples and tickets in 
implicit exchange for a favorable review could bring down the entire sector 
and ruin the credibility of all such ventures. Many bloggers and other online 
entities are aware of such problems, and those in the industry are taking steps 
to create safeguards and develop principles and norms similar to those that 
guide traditional intermediaries. But until such principles and norms become 
widely accepted and adopted, the issue of credibility will persist.
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The Effects of Intermediaries’ 
Properties on Producers

The properties of intermediaries have significant impacts on producers, chief 
among which is that producers have limited, if any, influence over the dis-
course of intermediaries. Scandals such as payola or other forms of corruption 
negatively affect the offending producers as well as the intermediary, result-
ing in lasting damage to their reputation in the marketplace and potentially 
tainting the public’s perception of their products, even if the product is, in 
fact, of high quality. Therefore, producers should and, for the most part, do re-
frain from direct and blatant attempts to influence intermediaries’ discourse, 
tempting though it may be to try and ensure a positive review or endorsement 
from an intermediary. As a result, producers and creators have no option but 
to submit their goods to scrutiny in the market and hope they meet the crite-
ria and standards of quality applied by intermediaries and thus garner a men-
tion or, even better, a favorable review.

Intermediaries’ independence is crucial even to producers’ long-term suc-
cess, particularly for new and/or innovative creators and producers, who, in 
the absence of a level playing field maintained by impartial intermediaries, 
would be crowded out of listings and vanish into oblivion. For instance, in 
1983 when soul and funk Super Freak artist Rick James charged MTV with 
intentionally shutting out black artists, he said, “I figure if they [MTV] played 
my video I could probably sell hundreds of thousands more records than I do 
now.”34 By this time, MTV, which had begun broadcasting two years earlier, 
had established its role in the music industry as the mainstream population’s 
point of first contact with musicians, and the channel’s significant impact on 
album sales was widely acknowledged. 

When intermediaries that introduce succumb to economic pressures 
from incumbents (by either engaging in payola or purposefully excluding 
certain producers from their lists), it has a negative impact on the fortunes 
of small, new, or innovative creators. Similarly, because of the Matthew Ef-
fect (described in Chapter 4), new producers or creators who are able to pay 
for placement on an introductory list gain longer-term benefits that are not 
always deserved. Owing to uncertainty and a lack of control over the out-
come, coupled with the significant positive effect of favorable commentary, 
new creators and producers are often tempted and advised to seek guaranteed 
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endorsements or favorable reviews from influential entities in exchange for 
payment (even though being paid for their endorsement of a product by defi-
nition precludes such endorsers from being considered “pure” intermediar-
ies). Most new ventures, however, are strapped for resources and must spend 
wisely the resources they do have; therefore, paying for endorsements may 
not be the most efficient or even the most effective way of gaining visibility 
and revenues. 

All producers benefit significantly from the presence of strong indepen-
dent intermediaries in all three functions, although such intermediaries are 
especially beneficial for new creators and producers. For these new producers 
and creators, the existence of independent intermediaries provides an equal 
chance of being seen, evaluated, and (if they are of high quality) praised and 
endorsed. In the absence of independence among intermediaries, producers/
creators with novel, unfamiliar, provocative, or subversive creations and 
products would face considerable challenges in trying to find a market. More 
specifically, if the discourse of intermediaries praised only the highest bidder, 
the most prestigious producers, or the least controversial producers, new ven-
tures would be unable to obtain favorable coverage and would be considered 
unworthy of mention.

Receiving a mention—particularly a favorable evaluation—in the dis-
course of an intermediary known for independence and expertise has a strong 
positive impact on a producer or creator. Thus, the existence of independent 
intermediaries that take their functions seriously and are committed to grant-
ing visibility to high-quality goods is an advantage for entrepreneurs; in terms 
of long-term sustainability, dedicating resources to improving the quality of 
their good so that intermediaries are impelled to take notice of it is likely a 
more viable strategy (than influencing an intermediary with a financial in-
centive). For new producers, another advantage is that intermediaries’ inde-
pendence also ensures their imperviousness to incumbents’ status, reputation, 
and prestige, or economic pressures, which, in turn, levels the playing field for 
new producers, which typically lack these assets. Finally, but not trivially, the 
expertise of intermediaries also has advantages for new producers, especially 
those in novel categories. Expertise and the attendant critical abilities of in-
termediaries, although intimidating for a new producer, may, in fact, be cru-
cial in identifying, understanding, and promoting novel ideas and originality, 
if accompanied by open-mindedness of the type exhorted by Pound (whose 
commentary in support of Joyce’s Ulysses exemplifies the positive impact on 
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market creation of expert intermediaries) in the quotation at the opening of 
this chapter. 

Summing Up and Looking Ahead

Intermediaries confront unique challenges to business success. These chal-
lenges are the result of their structural position, as well as the difficulty in-
herent in developing the prerequisite assets of independence and expertise. 
Therefore, intermediaries must be zealously committed to their work and 
fully able to grasp its unique importance: the potential to influence the cre-
ation of markets for new cultural goods, provoking cultural change in the 
process. This promise of a future impact is, without question, a strong motiva-
tor for pioneer intermediaries and is primarily responsible for driving indi-
viduals toward this role, despite its myriad challenges. 

Because intermediaries’ discourse wields such influence over consumers’ 
purchasing decisions, producers’ fortunes are shaped, and to some extent even 
controlled by, intermediaries. Yet, producers must not be seen attempting to 
influence the reactions of intermediaries. This complex interdependence be-
tween these two types of entities affects the operations of producers, which 
are the central topic of Part III of this book. Producers (and creators, to a 
degree) in creative industries straddle the twin (and contradictory) realms of 
culture and commerce and are therefore subject to the often conflicting and 
contradictory principles and conventions of the two worlds. Producers must 
address the inherent tension between the cultural and financial imperatives 
they face. The next section describes the specifics of producers’ existence, the 
challenges they face due to the structure of creative industries and the nature 
of cultural goods, and the various ways in which producers attempt to achieve 
the delicate balance between cultural value and financial viability.
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At the turn of the twentieth century in Britain, books and literature were 
serious matters; the format in which they came—formidable, leather-bound 
tomes—duly conveyed the gravitas and importance of the object.2 Created as 
means of edification and instruction of the elite, these expensive and erudite 
books were materially (financially) as well as symbolically inaccessible to the 
masses. With the rise of the middle class and the expansion of literacy, how-
ever, publishers began to produce inexpensive, entertaining novels, which the 
elites promptly derided as not worthy of inclusion in the ranks of literature.3

In 1935, when London-based publisher Penguin Books released its first series 
of ten literary classics in paperback versions, available for sixpence each, the 
publishing industry democratized reading for good.4 No longer did one have 
to be wealthy to enjoy the works of literature that were previously available 
to only a small section of society. Penguin, under the guidance of its founder 
Allen Lane, published, distributed, and sold the works and ideas of authors to 
a larger audience than had any previous publisher. 

Literature is no longer inaccessible to the majority of the literate popula-
tion, and Penguin and other publishers are the primary entities responsible 
for providing and maintaining consumers’ access to books (both good and 
bad ones). Publishers—along with gallery owners, film studios, record com-
panies, restaurants, retailers and department stores, and other counterparts 
in the various creative industries—are producers; these entities bring cultural 
goods such as books to consumers/audiences through a process governed by 
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Making Art ,  Making Markets

Once private citizens began to be seriously engaged in the cultural 
market, works of art became, more than ever, a commodity. . . . 
Businessmen of culture offered and sold artistic products, whether 
dramas, drawings, or volumes of poetry, [and] with the same 
gesture, advanced the aesthetic cultivation of the buying public.

—Peter Gay1
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the market mechanism. Producers comprise all the entities involved in the 
production, distribution, and/or sale of art, music, fashion, film, books, and 
food (or any other cultural good) to consumers. In contrast to intermediaries, 
producers have a direct economic stake in the value of cultural goods; success-
fully increasing the perceived value, and consequently the market price, of a 
good through discourse and other methods produces financial gains for the 
entity. Producers, therefore, have a vested interest in facilitating maximum 
consumer access to cultural goods and in ensuring that these goods are val-
ued and purchased by consumers. 

In their role as firms that produce, distribute, and sell cultural goods, pro-
ducers have arguably been the greatest democratizing force in the history of 
society’s interactions with art and artists; even when groups of individuals 
came together to create music or stage plays, before the emergence of produc-
ers and the creative industries, the creations were accessible to only a limited 
number of people in the vicinity of the creative groups. Before the modern 
era, easy and reliable access to artworks was limited to royalty, nobility, and 
the wealthy through a deeply complicated system of patronage,5 which not 
only shaped the nature and content of the art created but also determined 
the dissemination of artworks and the audiences for artists. Laypersons had 
virtually no contact with artists or exposure to artworks unless munificent 
patrons sponsored the installation of sculptures or other works in public 
spaces, such as churches, or funded concerts or performances that were open 
to the public. Over the course of history, various individuals and families 
had gained a reputation for providing strong financial and other support to 
artists and certain forms of artistic creation, and during the reigns of such 
families, the arts thrived, albeit only among rarefied groups belonging to the 
patrons’ social class. With the decline, if not the outright disappearance, of 
large-scale formal patronage arrangements, however, the market mechanism 
and market-oriented firms have stepped in as de facto patrons of artists and 
creative works, a change that has had wide-ranging effects on the arts as well 
as the broader society. Driven to increase revenues, either by selling goods at 
higher prices or by selling a higher volume of goods, producers are motivated 
to disseminate works at high prices to a limited number of consumers or at 
a price that makes the works attractive to many to reach the largest possible 
audience. As a result, lay consumers’ access to all manner and forms of artis-
tic creation has reached unprecedented levels, and the general population’s 
awareness of and knowledge about cultural goods—especially once-esoteric 
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forms of cultural production such as classical music, high fashion, dance, or 
architecture—has undergone a sea change.6

The existence of today’s producers and their role in the cultural ecosys-
tem, however, is not always viewed as an unqualified success for society or 
artists. Markets are perceived as venues of rational economic exchange, in 
which objective evaluation and commensurability of goods are the keys to 
seamless transactions and smooth functioning.7 In contrast, artistic endeav-
ors have been characterized as a means of transforming measurable and cal-
culable material items into cultural goods of subjective and symbolic worth 
that, many believe, cannot be measured in economic terms alone.8 Several 
cultural commentators, therefore, have lamented the direct interpenetration 
of art and commerce that is common today among producers in creative in-
dustries, rather than hailing it as a victory for modern society and its citi-
zens. The current state of affairs, these critics warn, entails grave risks, and 
society should either actively try to prevent such interpenetration or, at the 
very least, minimize its debilitating effect on artistic integrity and quality. 
Given that creators’ work and creations must be funded in some way, how-
ever, a certain degree of interdependence between business and art seems 
inevitable, as does the accompanying tension—which is unique to the cre-
ative industries—between the world of creators and the world of producers. 
This section of the book deals with producers, who substantially embody this 
tension and without whom the creative industries would, in fact, not exist in 
their current form. Chapters 6, 7, and 8 examine the features of producers and 
then explore whether these features are indeed cause for concern and how, if 
at all, such concerns may be minimized.

Producers: Bridging Two Worlds

Given the differences between the art and market realms, producers occupy a 
precarious position at the cusp of culture and commerce. Producing firms are 
therefore subject to the institutional logics (the set of material and symbolic 
practices that define any institution by establishing sources of legitimacy and 
authority, defining identities, and otherwise clarifying norms within the in-
stitutional order)9 of both realms. All organizations operate under an institu-
tional logic, and most operate under several logics simultaneously,10 which can 
result in tensions of identity, legitimacy, and alignment as the organization 
struggles to meet the requirements of logics that are sometimes contradictory. 
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In creative industries, the two chief logics that generate this tension are those 
of the market/commercial institution and the cultural/artistic institution. 
These two fields11—art with its aesthetic paradigm and business entailing the 
market paradigm—are typically represented as different and often contradic-
tory institutions that are inhabited by radically different organizations and 
individuals, with different orders of worth,12 different means of measuring 
value, and, subsequently, different economies13—in other words, they possess 
distinctly different logics.14 However different the two fields may be, they co-
exist and intersect in the creative industries, where producers, which have an 
economic stake in the sales of creative works, are (unsurprisingly) particularly 
vulnerable to the conflicts and contradictions between the two logics. 

One of the chief reasons for the unique tension between art and com-
merce is the fact that creators can create works on their own, without neces-
sarily requiring the infrastructure and support of a firm (this is especially 
true of book writing, painting and sculpture, and music composition). As a 
result, most cultural goods embody the personal drive of creators to express 
themselves and create art that aligns with their own intellectual and aesthetic 
preferences;15 therefore, these creative works are often far removed from the 
market and the needs and desires of consumers. In such cases, because the 
strong creative urge among artists is actualized by the mere creation of the 
work rather than its sale, artists almost always create works far outside the 
realm of the marketplace long before firms and consumers come to know 
of them. These artistic creations are therefore rarely, if ever, the product of 
studied market research or consumer knowledge.16 It is not clear, at the time 
of creation, whether the work will appeal to anyone other than the artist, let 
alone find a sizeable or profitable market. This is not to say that artists and 
creators do not wish to ever sell their works or make a living via their art but 
only that the market and consumers’ tastes and preferences are not the driv-
ing force behind their works. Moreover, most artists who intend to sell their 
works are wary of the pressures that the market entails and the corresponding 
potential for negative impact on their artistic expression. This scenario has 
problematic implications for producers because work that is not intended or 
designed to conform to society’s known desires and preferences is unlikely to 
find a market easily. 

Although there are, of course, some creators who generate works that are 
meant to amuse, entertain, and please and could be said to create with an 
audience in mind, the art–business tension still comes into play in their case, 
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albeit indirectly. Writers of genre fiction, pop musicians, and makers of star-
studded action films or romantic comedies are all aware that their creations 
provide an escape from the humdrum of everyday life and are not meant to 
be complex or laden with abstruse symbolism that would require consumers 
to “work” to enjoy them; nevertheless, they do not create formulaic works, 
reverse engineered to fit consumers’ tastes. Creators who repeatedly engage in 
the “paint-by-numbers” approach that reverse engineering entails would lose 
the respect of intermediaries and consumers at some point17 and ironically 
would not inevitably achieve commercial success because consumers’ tastes 
and reactions to cultural goods and their attributes are highly subjective and 
highly uncertain and therefore difficult if not impossible to predict.18,19 Fi-
nally, creators cannot create solely to please an audience or a market, despite 
the financial security of such a path, if they want their fellow creators and/or 
reputed critics, reviewers, and other intermediaries to take them seriously. 
Even in the case of creators who choose to create populist works, admitting 
to reverse engineering a formula or following a set recipe for success is tan-
tamount to admitting failure as an artist, and such creators are characterized 
as sellouts.20

The distinction between creators and producers and their disparate moti-
vations has two main practical implications: first, managers of firms that pro-
duce cultural goods often have to actively create a market for creative works 
because they are not necessarily created with a consumer or a market in mind; 
second, these managers must be aware of the creator–producer duality and 
the conflict between the two worlds and manage firms in ways that balance 
both artistic and financial success.

TYPES OF PRODUCERS

Producer Firms and Creator Firms

There are two models of producers, the producer firm and the creator firm. In 
most creative industries, creators do not take their creations directly to mar-
ket through their own ventures; instead, firms—referred to as producer firms 
in this book—are responsible for collating the creations of many creators and 
presenting them to consumers. For example, in the music and publishing in-
dustries, record labels and publishing firms are both producer firms that ag-
gregate the works of a large number of individual creators. Producer firms, 
being removed from the creator and having to navigate the market terrain, are 
likely more objective evaluators of the creators’ works than are the creators 
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themselves—because producer firms seek to increase revenues, they acquire 
only (what they perceive are) high-quality works from the best creators. Ac-
cordingly, there is a general belief that producer firms serve to vet the quality 
of creators and creative works.21 An association with a reputed producer firm, 
therefore, is often seen by intermediaries, and consequently consumers, as a 
signal of the quality and value of a creator and the creative work. By the same 
logic, the generally negative connotation of the term self-published author, for 
instance, stems from the belief that the absence of an association with a repu-
table producer firm is an indicator of the limited ability, talent, and appeal of 
the writer.22

The structure of other industries, such as fashion and food, allows cre-
ators themselves to found firms (referred to as creator firms in this book) to 
bring their creations to market. It is not entirely clear why some industries 
favor producer firms and others allow for creator firms. Why, for example, is 
it virtually unheard of for a writer to found a publishing firm (with at least 
a few employees) to publish her books exclusively, whereas it’s not uncom-
mon for a chef to start a restaurant in which only her recipes are prepared 
and served?23

One possible explanation for this phenomenon is that the creative pro-
cesses in these separate artistic realms, as well as the career paths of young 
creators in these industries, are quite different. For instance, both designers 
and chefs typically start work in other design firms and restaurants, respec-
tively, as members of a team of apprentices to the chief designer or head chef, 
moving up in the organization as they hone their skills. Being immersed in a 
team within an organizational setting helps these creators better understand 
the process of running a firm. At the same time, the advantages of being the 
head designer or chef in a firm—the space and freedom to work on one’s own 
ideas—are visible to all subordinate creators in the firm. Not surprisingly, 
then, talented assistant designers and sous-chefs aspire to start firms to real-
ize their own ideas, rather than play second fiddle to another creator. Writing 
a book, painting, sculpting, and making music—in contrast to working as a 
chef or designer—are all relatively solitary endeavors that do not require as-
sistants engaged in the actual creation process. Therefore, a young aspiring 
creator in one of these fields does not need to start a firm to have full creative 
freedom. Further, individuals in this latter group are never socialized in an 
organizational setting because being part of an organizational infrastructure 
on a daily basis does not provide them any significant benefits or aid their 
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creative process in any way. The benefits of starting a firm and managing it, 
therefore, are minimal. 

Filmmakers are unique in that they occupy the middle of the spectrum 
of producer firms and creator firms. Filmmakers must necessarily work 
with (often large) teams of individuals, including assistants or apprentices, 
much as chefs and designers do. And yet, not all large film studios are cre-
ator firms. The explanation for this discrepancy likely has something to do 
with the high cost of producing and distributing films, relative to the initial 
investment required to start a restaurant or fashion firm. Moreover, both res-
taurants and fashion designers can directly reach and serve their customers 
at the venue where creation occurs, which is not true of films. Some creator 
firms do exist in the industry, for example Dreamworks24 (founded by director 
Steven Spielberg) and Section Eight25 (founded by director Steven Soderbergh 
but shut down in 2006), but creator-founded studios are typically started late 
in a director’s career and only by extremely well-known and financially suc-
cessful directors. Further, similar to publishing firms and other film studios, 
director-founded studios produce the works of many directors, not only the 
founding creator’s (director’s) works (unlike a restaurant founded by a promi-
nent chef). 

Given that business (firms) and art (creators) reside in two separate worlds 
with distinct governing logics, a creator firm seems to be a contradiction in 
terms. Further, there is a widespread assumption that artists do not make 
good businesspeople. Whether or not artists make good business managers, 
most have limited, if any, interest in disrupting their creative work to worry 
about the market, sales, and running a firm. Although creators enjoy hav-
ing complete creative freedom—a very attractive situation—within their own 
firms, the business implications of availing oneself of this freedom are unap-
pealing to creators, and business is not their area of expertise. This scenario 
often leads to the need for a codependent partnership in creator firms; most 
firms founded or run by creators are cofounded and/or comanaged by busi-
ness managers.26 Although consumers are often only aware of the creator in 
creator firms—for example, almost everybody is familiar with Yves St. Lau-
rent, the founding designer of the eponymous firm, but few, if any, individuals 
outside the industry have heard of Pierre Bergé, his founding partner—the 
business manager is, and should be, considered the creator’s equal partner for 
all practical purposes related to the firm. Due to the complementary skills of 
the two individuals and the purpose of the firm—bringing cultural goods to 
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the market—each partner is necessary but not sufficient. Without the creator, 
there would be no product to sell or distribute; without the business manager, 
the creator would have to expend too much time and effort engaged in ac-
tivities that are not related to creation of goods. Neither of these scenarios is 
favorable to the firm. 

Supply-Chain Firms

The creative industries are also home to a third type of firm, supply-chain 
firms. These firms—distributors and retailers, for instance—earn revenues in 
a variety of ways, but each involves payment in exchange for physically mov-
ing the product along to the consumer. Distributors and/or wholesalers collect 
fees for managing the logistical aspects of the exchange process, whereas re-
tailers receive a portion of the price (the retailer’s margin or markup) charged 
to the customer. The number of stages in the supply chain differs across the 
various creative industries. For instance, an artwork passes through at most 
two other producers before arriving at a gallery (the art market equivalent of 
retailers in the fashion industry), whereas an item of clothing typically passes 
through many more steps between the fashion designer and the retail store. 
Additionally, garments are likely to have originated at a creator firm, whereas 
most artworks originate from an individual creator. As a result of these differ-
ences, the fashion industry is more formally structured and seemingly more 
organized than the art market. In the art market, the success and impact of 
galleries depend on the ability of gallery owners to establish and maintain 
personal relationships with artists and to discover new, original, and talented 
artists. In contrast, the more formally structured industries such as fashion 
(and to some extent film) comprise a group of entities whose number and 
transactional relationships considerably reduce, if not preclude, the need for 
deep personal relationships. 

Agents and Talent Scouts

The art market is somewhat of an anomaly with respect to its continued need 
for direct personal relationships between producer firms (especially galler-
ies, which interact directly with consumers) and creators. In other industries 
dominated by producer firms (for example, publishing, film, and music) enti-
ties that mediate the relationship between creators and producers have arisen 
to make the process smoother. These actors—agents and talent scouts—are 
sometimes single individuals operating on their own but are often firms, 
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ranging from small literary agencies to extremely large organizations such as 
Creative Artists Agency (CAA), a talent agency with global reach. Although 
many of these agents and agencies work on the creator’s behalf, they also have 
a financial stake in the value of the creative work in the market and therefore 
a vested interest in the creator’s artistic and financial success, which brings 
them revenues through commissions (a percentage of the payment made by 
the producer to the creator).27

Like gallery owners, agents and talent scouts must both maintain relation-
ships with individual creators (current clients) and be on the lookout for new 
talent to add to their client list. Like all other producers, agents and scouts en-
gage in discourse that conveys the value of their clients and the clients’ work. 
Further, they also face the same challenge as other producers: their vested 
(financial) interest in growing their clients’ stature and economic value lowers 
the credibility of their valuation and endorsement.28 That said, the relation-
ship between literary agents and editors at publishing houses is rather similar 
to the relationship between galleries and art collectors; because the pair are 
engaged in a repeated game relationship, it is in the best interests of the agent 
to build a strong foundation of trust and to avoid advocating for creators with 
limited talent, despite the potential for short-term financial gain from such 
misrepresentation. Given the subjectivity of assessment and the high degree 
of uncertainty inherent in cultural goods, therefore, personal relationships 
matter because they mitigate the lack of credibility in producers’ discourse. 

As shown in the previous chapters, the discourse of intermediaries, espe-
cially trade intermediaries, provides an additional set of checks and balances 
to ensure the trust in these relationships is not misplaced or misused. Not only 
do industry-specific intermediaries play a role in introducing new creators to 
relevant agents and/or producers, but their discourse also serves as a credible 
independent source of verification of, for instance, an agent’s claims about the 
quality and talent of a creator. Variety, the trade paper for the entertainment 
industry (primarily TV, film, and music), for instance, is practically required 
reading for employees at the CAA, as well as employees of TV networks or 
film studios. A positive mention of a creative artist in the trade paper can 
bring both the agent and producers to the negotiating table, creating greater 
interest on the part of the producers and allowing the agent to boost the mar-
ket value of the client.29 In both spheres, Variety serves almost as a monitor, 
ensuring that both parties in a producer–agent relationship behave in a way 
that maximizes trust, and therefore economic value, in the long run. In fact, 
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Variety itself portrays its mission as achieving a “balance of terror” in the en-
tertainment industry.30

The Business Implications of 
Bridging Two Worlds

Fundamentally, all producers must straddle the cultural world and the 
commercial world, trying to achieve success in both by producing cultural 
goods of high quality and making money in the market, respectively. Al-
though the business model of producers is straightforward (relative to that 
of intermediaries)—revenues are made (grown) by engaging in (increasing) 
economic transactions that bring cultural goods to consumers—there are 
nevertheless challenges inherent to being a producer.

THE CHALLENGE OF MARKET-MAKING

First and foremost, although an artist can create without regard to consum-
ers and markets, producers do not have that luxury. As a result, producers in 
creative industries, more than in any other context, are required to engage 
in market making, rather than merely marketing.31 To understand what that 
means for actual operations, recall that markets are not just about providing 
a supply of goods to fulfill the demand for them but also about understand-
ing how customers’ preferences can be influenced so that they appreciate the 
value of goods in the market. In the case of cultural goods in particular, the 
process of influencing consumer preferences is crucial because creators are 
not creating works with consumers’ existing preferences in mind. Thus, as 
mentioned in Chapter 2, markets must be created anew for nearly every new 
cultural good, even if it is not a radical innovation. The works of known and 
reputed creators will naturally be fraught with less uncertainty and possess 
an advantage over those of new and unknown creators. However, even these 
works require fresh market making; for example, publishers send well-known 
best-selling authors such as Margaret Atwood on book tours, and studios 
spend a lot of money on generating publicity for, and promoting the genera-
tion of, commentary by intermediaries on even films made by directors who 
have previously delivered hits. 

Producers are right to expend such extensive efforts to create markets for 
every new iteration of a cultural good. The uncertainty regarding the recep-
tion of cultural goods is evident in the lukewarm and sometimes downright 
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cold reviews that works by creators previously acknowledged as high quality 
sometimes receive. Reviewers widely criticized A Long Way Down, the fourth 
novel by well-known writer Nick Hornby, with one reviewer describing it as 
a “cringe-making excuse for a novel” with a premise that “feels like a formu-
laic idea for a cheesy made-for-television movie,” even though, as the reviewer 
admitted earlier in the review, Hornby’s first book had been full of “wonder-
fully acute observations of pop culture” that made it a “rollicking delight to 
read.”32 Critical and consumer success in one instance may establish a creator 
as someone worthy of consideration and appraisal, but it certainly does not 
guarantee a positive evaluation of every subsequent work. Producers in the 
creative industries, therefore, take on the risk of a work not finding a market 
each time they engage in the production, distribution, or selling of a good. 
This situation differs from the production of other kinds of goods such as ap-
pliances, which, being different only in surface attributes (color, size, and so 
on), if not entirely identical, do not require the same extent of market-cre-
ation activity for every new product. Of course, this risk is not entirely due to 
creators’ lack of regard for consumers’ preferences. The subjectivity inherent 
in individuals’ assessment of cultural goods exacerbates the situation.33 The 
uncertainty faced by producers, therefore, is two sided. First, creators often 
create a work that is far removed from consumers’ tastes; second, even a work 
that is not offensive or strange may not easily or immediately appeal to suffi-
cient numbers of consumers. Because of this dual uncertainty, intermediaries 
and their value-constructing discourse are essential to producers in creative 
industries.34 Within the firm, too, this market uncertainty and the tensions 
between norms of the market and the art world lead to a delicate but mutually 
dependent relationship between managers and creators in producer as well as 
creator firms.

THE CHALLENGE OF BUILDING TRUST BETWEEN 

MANAGERS AND CREATORS 

The relationship between art and business is less strained in creator firms be-
cause creators who choose to work in a creator firm cannot afford to ignore 
the norms of the market, whatever their artistic orientation. For example, 
although Karl Lagerfeld, creative director at the iconic fashion firm Chanel, 
brooks no interference from management when it comes to the design pro-
cess, he is not oblivious to the reality that he is a designer—not a conceptual 
artist—and is therefore fully cognizant of the fact that his creations are meant 
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to be worn by women and not exhibited in museums (that is, they must sell).35

Chanel management is also aware of this consciousness in Lagerfeld, which 
provides a strong enough sense of security for the firm to give him free rein in 
the design of clothes; management does not feel the need to impose directives 
intended to restrict Lagerfeld to creating goods that will sell more easily.36

Such strong mutual trust between a creator and a business manager is essen-
tial to the success of creator firms. This trust allows managers to shield the 
creator from market pressures, while simultaneously being reasonably sure 
that the protection and freedom will not cost the firm needed revenues. 

The need to build and maintain this type of mutual trust is crucial to 
managers, even in producer firms where they interact with multiple indi-
vidual creators. Managers must shield creators to allow them to create their 
best work and, further, must understand and support the idiosyncratic and 
unpredictable process of creation. Thus, managers (founders or nonfounder 
principals) who understand the psychology of creators and value their work 
for its artistic integrity regardless of market dynamics have an advantage in 
the cultural marketplace. Such understanding also affords managers another, 
more strategic, advantage: a level of credibility among creators, which mo-
tivates the most talented ones to work with the firm. The close relationship 
that emerges when an author feels that her editor “understands” her, for in-
stance, is considered a key competitive advantage of the editor because, when 
such a relationship exists, the author will often remain with the editor even as 
the editor changes employers or transitions to a new position. Good manag-
ers know this and treat these relationships accordingly, as assets that need to 
be protected against short-term business interests. For instance, speaking of 
publisher Sherry Arden on her death, a senior editor said, “One of her greatest 
gifts was knowing how to interpret acquisition editors and their creative writ-
ers to the conservative, bottom-line business types who control the money.”37

Notably, there is a difference in the degree to which creators in various 
industries need to acknowledge market norms; in some cases, like the art 
market, creators can afford to ignore market norms more so than in other 
cases—fashion, some sectors of publishing, music, and films. In the art mar-
ket, for instance, both collectors and society as a whole attach a somewhat 
romantic sheen to the concept of the solitary artistic genius creating mas-
terpieces without regard to the market; as a result, producers (such as gallery 
owners) place less importance on market awareness among artists. Similarly, 
for reasons explained later in the book, producer firms, which are affiliated 
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with several creators, do not depend as much on the market awareness of each 
individual creator with whom they work.

The preceding discussion notwithstanding, the distinction between cre-
ators and managers in firms, although very real and pertinent within the 
context of producers, may be somewhat artificial and exaggerated in this 
type of academic examination. Managers are indeed primarily tasked with 
and focused on protecting the firm’s business interests and ensuring that the 
firm remains financially viable. This assignment and the resulting motivation 
suggest to critics of the system that managers are only interested in artistic 
creation that is likely to be commercially successful. To this end, popular and 
well-accepted conceptions of the functioning of markets for creative goods 
are grounded in the belief that poor-quality works are produced only because 
managers restrict production to the type of work they believe will appeal to 
the mass market (sometimes referred to as the “lowest common denomina-
tor”), thus making the most money for the firm. To a certain extent, this is 
an accurate characterization of the determinants of which cultural goods 
are brought to market. However, these works are created by creators, which 
implies that, for at least some creators, popularity and mass appeal may be 
a desired outcome of undertaking the process of creation. Entire categories 
of modern-day cultural goods (vampire novels, romantic comedies, and real-
ity TV shows, for instance) are constituted of populist, entertaining, exciting 
content, which, despite most critics’ and even some consumers’ abhorrence, 
exists and is consumed. It is unlikely that these categories are populated solely 
by creators who have been forced to succumb to market pressures by their 
managers at production firms; a more likely scenario is that many of these 
creators actively seek to appeal to the masses via their creations. The most suc-
cessful managers are those who understand that creators have varying talents, 
abilities, and proclivities and that artistic talent is not a general-purpose tool 
or skill that can be applied to a variety of tasks; in other words, a talented 
writer of literary fiction cannot be asked to write a spy thriller simply because 
the latter category of books sells better, nor can or should a pop singer be 
asked to perform an aria.38

THE CHALLENGE OF BUILDING AND 

MAINTAINING A REPUTATION

Another consequence of producers’ need to bridge two worlds is that repu-
tation matters considerably to the operations of producers. Producers’ 
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reputations are important for two main reasons. First, especially in the case 
of producer firms, reputation is the primary intangible marker of the value of 
the product they bring to market because consumers believe that good pro-
ducer firms vet the talent and quality of creators and their works. Second, for 
both creator firms and producer firms, a good reputation allows their valua-
tion discourse to have a greater impact because consumers are less likely to 
discount the discourse. Although this mitigating effect is most evident in the 
case of direct, personal interactions and relationships between consumers and 
producers (as in the earlier example of galleries), the importance of produc-
ers’ reputations is also apparent in the case of more impersonal transactions 
(for example, purchases made at a fashion retailer or department store). Un-
like galleries, which often deal with a small number of collectors out of both 
necessity and choice,39 department stores must appeal and sell to thousands 
of customers at dozens or even hundreds of locations. Despite this large con-
sumer base, the reputation of a department store still affects consumers’ per-
ceptions of the value of a designer and/or the actual designs; this process is 
somewhat similar to the way that being signed by a reputed publisher has a 
positive effect on a writer’s value. A Bergdorf Goodman (department store) 
or a Farrar, Strauss and Giroux (publishing firm)—a consumer reasons—is 
unlikely to squander its hard-earned reputation for taste and discernment on 
a designer or writer, respectively, who does not possess a certain level of tal-
ent. In other words, both creators and consumers view such producer firms as 
vetting agents or quality filters and interpret an association with these reputed 
producers as a signal of quality and value. 

In addition to judging producers based on their reputations, consumers 
view producers that operate on a not-for-profit basis as more credible evalu-
ators of quality and value than those that seek to make a profit (as discussed 
in Chapter 5). Because their mission is to serve artists or society (or both) 
rather than shareholders, such producers are perceived as bringing only high-
quality creative and cultural goods to the market. As a result, creators who are 
affiliated with not-for-profit producers benefit disproportionately from these 
relationships. Of course, these creators may not enjoy economic success as a 
direct result of these affiliations, but the recognition and validation they re-
ceive can be parlayed in the future into market success and wealth. 

The particular uncertainties about markets, creators, and reputation faced 
by producers make entrepreneurship as a producer in creative industries es-
pecially challenging, given that entrepreneurship in any industry is a context 
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of uncertainty. However, entrepreneurs—pioneering and others—do not seem 
to be deterred from the producer role in creative industries, with several pos-
sible versions of entrepreneurship as a producer existing due to the differences 
between creator firms and producer firms, and the kinds of innovations they 
can pursue. 

Entrepreneurship in the Producer Role

The preceding section indicates that because producers face a dual uncer-
tainty (the work of creators is often far afield from consumer’s tastes, and even 
work that is not so unusual may not appeal to a sufficient numbers of consum-
ers), the business of producers is generally quite challenging, and the business 
of entrepreneurship as a producer is particularly so. Being an entrepreneur in 
the producer role is more challenging than either being an entrepreneur in 
another context or being an established producer in the creative industries. 
The uncertainty inherent in being a new venture or a pioneer venture exacer-
bates, and is exacerbated by, the tensions and trade-offs caused by the creator 
producer duality and the differences in the artistic and commercial logics. 

NEW VENTURES IN ESTABLISHED CATEGORIES

New Creator Firms

In the case of new creator firms, because creators are so important but of-
ten lack interest in business issues, firms founded by a team of creative and 
business partners are more likely to survive and grow than those founded 
by only creative or only business individuals.40 Almost all successful creator 
firms have relied on the leadership and talent of both a creative executive 
and a business-minded one; in the preceding section, the example of Yves 
Saint-Laurent and Pierre Bergé illustrates the benefits of such a partnership. 
A more recent example is the partnership of innovative Danish chef René 
Redzepi and restaurateur Claus Meyer at Noma, a trailblazing haute cuisine 
restaurant in Copenhagen that created and established the category of New 
Nordic cuisine in the culinary world. Given the nature of the product, which 
is a physical manifestation of the creator’s talent, the creator is more central 
to the success of the firm. Thus, the departure of the founding creator has a 
stronger negative effect on the firm’s likelihood of survival than does the de-
parture of the founding business manager.41 However, the role of the business 
manager—“shielding” the creator from market issues, leaving that person free 
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to pursue excellence in her or his creative work—is also extremely important. 
Further, a creator who is completely oblivious to consumers and lost in artis-
tic reverie does not make a good founder. Just as Karl Lagerfeld is cognizant of 
current business issues at the House of Chanel, Coco Chanel, too, was acutely 
aware of the market and her customers. In Chanel’s mind, her customers were 
women like herself—she explained, “I design clothes that I want to wear.” She 
did not believe that selling her creations tarnished her status as a creator in 
any way. 

New Producer Firms

Although not being creators themselves, founders of producer firms nev-
ertheless possess an empathetic spirit that allows them to engage with and 
champion creators and creative works. For instance, Penguin founder Allen 
Lane was a book lover who firmly believed in the power of the written word 
and the importance of making it accessible to all strata of society,42 and Evan 
Ratliff, the founder of digital publishing firm Atavist, is a former journalist 
and thus is sympathetic toward the writers whose work he publishes.43 Simi-
larly, actress Meryl Streep has said of producer Harvey Weinstein (who has 
professed to be in love with movies), “He can be really hard on people . . . 
But it’s always, always, in the service of what he sees as the best interests 
of the film, commercially or artistically.”44 Such artistic empathy and pas-
sion for the art itself is a particularly essential characteristic for managers 
employed in, or founders of, pioneer producers, as will become clear in the 
following discussion.

PIONEER ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN THE PRODUCER ROLE

The difficulties in finding a market for creative works are further intensified 
in the case of radically innovative products. Given that radically new cul-
tural goods are often received with wariness or hostility by a large segment 
of consumers,45 pioneer producers, whose continued existence depends on 
consumers’ acceptance and purchase of the goods they produce, place the 
entire firm at risk of failure when they engage in bringing such goods to mar-
ket. Although maverick creators may create—without regard to consumers’ 
tastes—goods that are not easily understood or accepted by consumers, pro-
ducers do not have this luxury. By definition, producers must engage with the 
rational-economic norms of the market and therefore must, in general, be 
more pragmatic when it comes to selecting and offering progressive or avant-
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garde content. Thus, creators who create goods that depart radically from 
prevailing norms may not find producers willing to take a risk on their work. 
These creators may then found their own firms, but if so they face the chal-
lenges described earlier in this chapter: their success depends on finding a 
business partner who is as energized as they are by the work and whose part-
nership will leave the creator free to focus on creation. Such a partner may be 
only slightly less rare than a manager at an existing producer firm willing to 
take a risk on the new category. Moreover, managers in extant producer firms 
that do take on the risk of pioneering a category (by producing and selling 
a product that is unlikely to easily find a large market) must possess a sense 
of purpose that goes beyond profit and other economic objectives. In this 
way, such managers are not unlike artists, who are driven by more than pe-
cuniary motives. 

Pioneer producers, therefore, undertake the challenging task of market 
creation because they appreciate the art and believe in their ability to make 
others see the value of the new work. Managers in firms in the creative indus-
tries must possess some of the same characteristics that mark great creators—
vision, confidence, and drive. Further, they must appreciate and understand 
creators and promote their work with authenticity to overcome resistance to 
and questions about the value of innovative works and, subsequently, create 
a market. These efforts are not always successful given the significant degree 
of uncertainty regarding the appeal of radically novel works that subvert the 
status quo, which is exacerbated by the fact that producers have limited influ-
ence on consumers’ evaluation of the goods and, moreover, cannot influence 
the independent evaluations and discourse of intermediaries. 

Despite this considerable risk, cultural innovations in the market occur 
repeatedly, if not frequently. The nature of the individuals attracted to the cre-
ative industries underlies this paradox. Much like the creators whose works 
they bring to market, the managers at firms in creative industries are also 
often driven by more than pecuniary motivations and, moreover, have often 
entered the field out of love and appreciation for the art. It is rare, for instance, 
to see a music company executive who dislikes music or a manager in a film 
studio who cannot appreciate a good film. These managers may not have the 
same tastes as creators or critics, but they have a sense of being involved in 
something more important than monetary considerations. Thus, for instance, 
when managers in creative industries are criticized for not being supportive 
of creators, a deeper look at their actions more often than not reveals that they 
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are simply focused on a long-term strategy: balancing financial considerations 
against artistic motivations so that the more avant-garde creative works can 
be sustainably supported.46,47

Kinds of Radical Innovations That Need Pioneer Entrepreneurship

The disregard for audience reaction and marketability among artists leads cre-
ators and creator firms to pursue different innovations than producer firms. 
By their very nature, creators are more likely than producers to generate novel 
content, that is, an expression of a new idea, such as rap music (Sugar Hill 
Gang), cubism (Pablo Picasso), or modern literature (James Joyce). The cre-
ative and expressive drive that goads artists to “make it new,”48 regardless of 
the potential for alienating audiences and consumers, means that creators are 
more likely to be at the frontier of generating novel but risky (from a business 
point of view) ideas. That said, some producers are willing to take a risk on 
such content, as Sugar Hill Records did with the first rap single, “Rapper’s De-
light,”49 or as Picasso’s dealers did and publishers have done with books such 
as Ulysses. Each of these innovations was first viewed as unseemly, strange, or 
even seditious and/or profane by consumers but was later embraced by audi-
ences and revisited and claimed as a classic by progressive contemporaries 
and future generations. Thus, although producers may not themselves gen-
erate expressive or content innovations, they are nevertheless necessary for 
bringing these innovations to the market.

Producers that are interested in reaching the widest possible market and 
the largest number of consumers often create new ways of providing consum-
ers access to creative works. Such innovations include the paperback book, 
Penguin’s inexpensive vehicle for delivering books to a wider swath of soci-
ety,50 Saffronart’s use of the Internet to sell twentieth-century art from India 
to potential collectors across the globe,51 and, more recently, the innovative at-
tempt to broadcast performances from the Metropolitan Opera or Broadway 
musicals from New York City to multiplexes across the United States.52 The 
advent of the Internet has generated new opportunities for such distribution 
innovations and, therefore, for producer entrepreneurship. By lowering the 
cost of doing business, especially in the case of retail operations, the Internet 
has allowed producers to create, distribute, scale quickly, and, in some cases, 
to disrupt traditional industry structure. The large numbers of online fashion 
stores and the multiple online startups in the art space indicate that entrepre-
neurs are taking advantage of these opportunities. 
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As a medium for disseminating content, electronic formats and the Inter-
net have generated entrepreneurial opportunities but have also posed great 
challenges to producers, especially in the spheres of music, film, and books. 
Producers have had to figure out everything from copyright protection to the 
intricacies of producing and distributing goods in a new format. Here, too, 
entrepreneurial initiatives have focused on distribution (for example, Netflix, 
e-book readers, Pandora) rather than content (startups such as Atavist are ex-
ceptions to this pattern, and Netflix has recently entered the arena of origi-
nal programming). The main issue posed by the ubiquity and low cost of the 
digital medium is the potential for creators to reach audiences directly with-
out needing the assistance of producers such as book publishers. However, as 
discussed previously, that path entails its own problems for creators, and it 
remains to be seen how far it will take those artists willing to undertake the 
commercial and marketing responsibilities that necessarily accompany this 
option. In rare cases, producers offer dual innovations—novel content deliv-
ered via a new vehicle. The recent example of Atavist—a publisher of digitally 
enhanced narrative long-form nonfiction—is a notable instance (the content 
is new, although some would argue it is not a new category of expression but 
rather falls within the category of narrative long-form nonfiction).53

These various innovations are accompanied by different risks. Given 
consumers’ resistance to new ideas that challenge prevailing conceptions of 
appropriateness and/or value, content innovations (the expressions of new 
concepts or ideas) are the most difficult to sell and therefore the riskiest. In 
most situations, an innovative distribution mechanism merely requires be-
havioral change rather than ideological change and thus is easier to “sell” 
than a content innovation. Introducing a dual innovation—novel content via 
a novel delivery system—involves facing both ideological and behavioral chal-
lenges and therefore is extremely risky for a producer.

The process of entrepreneurship, especially pioneer entrepreneurship, as a 
producer is challenging due to the features of the process of creating cultural 
goods—individualistic, idiosyncratic, and not requiring the infrastructure 
of a firm. However, in this weakness lies the strength of the creative indus-
tries. The situation that creators can exist and create without producers, and 
that producers are separate from creators, offers some clear advantages for 
society. If creative industries did not allow artists to remain removed from 
the market, society would risk never being exposed to anything new because 
most consumers are perfectly satisfied to consume goods that meet their 
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predetermined preferences and criteria of appropriateness, desirability, and 
value. Were it not for producers that devise strategies to balance the artistic 
and business realms in the process of creating markets for the artistic works 
created by artists, consumers would not be exposed to new ideas and expres-
sions, and innovative artists would likely not be able to earn a living. Further, 
if creators and producers were not distinct entities with different means and 
goals, consumers might be exposed only to crowd-pleasing works that are 
perfectly adequate but do not in any way challenge the status quo. 

Summing Up and Looking Ahead

The world of producers in creative industries is rife with contradictions. Al-
though not essential to the creation of artistic works, they are, nevertheless, 
crucial to the process of bringing those works to appropriate audiences and 
consumers. They are sometimes reviled for (“crass”) commercialism and 
populist pandering and other times acknowledged by both artists and society 
as saviors of the arts and culture. Caught in a complex web of meaning and 
value, they place their fortunes at the whims of subjective tastes but cannot 
overtly or excessively attempt to predict and/or manipulate these tastes, nor, 
definitively, the tastemakers. Business as usual in the case of producers in the 
creative industries involves managing these contradictions to maintain a re-
markably tenuous balance. However, the existence of producers who attempt 
to overcome the challenges of market creation is very important to society, 
for these producers have essentially democratized access to artistic creations, 
which were once reserved for the enjoyment and edification of a privileged 
few. Moreover, in their willingness to take on the risk of bringing radical new 
categories of cultural goods to the market, producers have played an impor-
tant role in pushing the boundaries of thought and expression at the societal 
level. The next two chapters in this section delve into the practical implica-
tions of these contradictions between culture and commerce, the pressures 
and the challenges they pose for producers, and the strategies that producers 
implement to address and overcome these challenges.
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Gabrielle “Coco” Chanel, the iconic founder of the House of Chanel, created 
what are now considered the classic fixtures of a modern woman’s wardrobe—
the little black dress, Chanel No. 5 perfume, and the cardigan jacket—all of 
which were dramatic departures from the norms of women’s fashion during 
the first half of the twentieth century when these designs were first intro-
duced.2 Despite the revolutionary nature of her designs, Chanel’s work pre-
vailed to such an extent that, when she passed away in 1971, her firm had been 
successful and well known for more than fifty years. Her aesthetic—modern, 
simple but stylish, and minimalist—changed the way women dressed in the 
twentieth century. Both customers and fashion writers heaped lavish admira-
tion on her designs, which spawned many imitations. 

Although the firm was in a reasonably healthy financial state at the time of 
Chanel’s death, ten years later in 1981 the House of Chanel was struggling to 
regain its cultural dominance and financial strength. Certainly, it is natural 
for a fashion firm to lose its direction to a certain extent after the founding 
designer leaves, especially when the founder is someone of Coco Chanel’s stat-
ure. However, it is notable that even a firm with a very strong reputation and 
good designers at its helm struggled after losing its original iconic designer. 
Despite the firm’s long-term success and cultural impact, after Chanel’s death 
it received little to no benefit of the doubt from stakeholders—including con-
sumers and fashion journalists/reviewers—on account of its association with 
the acclaimed Coco Chanel. Its brand and reputation may have kept the firm 
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Key Chal lenges Facing Producers

A new star—or new stars—may emerge. That’s not only unpredictable; it’s 
somewhat out of [their] hands. All they can do is put the best people in 
position and let them do their jobs. Good things are very likely to follow.

—Margaret Sullivan1
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alive, but they were insufficient to support the thriving success to which the 
firm was accustomed.

The case of Coco Chanel and her firm exemplifies the challenges that are 
common to all producers in creative industries. Due to the nature of creative 
industries and creators, the characteristics of (markets for) cultural goods, and 
consumers’ resistance to novel cultural goods, producers operate in environ-
ments of extreme uncertainty and must typically forego substantial control 
over their destinies. Of course, firms in other industries also face constrained 
agency and limited influence over how they are perceived and evaluated by 
audiences and stakeholders, including customers. In the creative industries, 
however, the constraints are particularly severe because (among other factors) 
consumer tastes are inherently volatile and subjective,3 intermediaries have 
a strong effect on markets for cultural goods but are beyond the influence 
of producers,4 and cultural products have high symbolic value.5 Fundamen-
tally (as described in Chapter 6), producers in creative industries are subject 
to challenges that result from their position at the cusp of the cultural and 
commercial worlds, which are in tension with each other.6

Because the realms of culture and commerce have distinct conventions 
of worth and therefore different criteria for quality and success, actions that 
are appropriate in one realm are not necessarily acceptable in the other. Cre-
ators and producers in creative industries, as a result, inhabit an institutional 
system in which cultural capital and economic capital are seemingly at odds 
with each other, if not in full and direct opposition.7 For example, writers (cre-
ators) and publishers (producers) of “popular” books that sell well in the mass 
market are frequently and rather disdainfully perceived as “sellouts” by their 
counterparts who produce literary or avant-garde works and receive critical 
acclaim and awards but generally do not make large amounts of money from 
their “highbrow” works, which are not widely popular. This phenomenon ex-
tends beyond books and the publishing industry; consider the disparity be-
tween the social status and financial wealth of opera singers and pop icons, 
or movie stars and stage thespians. As clarified in Chapter 6, producers, espe-
cially, cannot afford to lose sight of the fact that their very existence involves 
dealing with creators and their artistic works in juxtaposition with the va-
garies of the marketplace. Operating at the edge of two worlds—culture and 
commerce—that are driven by contradictory institutional logics, producers 
must try to satisfy the requirements of both realms to maintain their stand-
ing as firms in the market for cultural goods. Producers, therefore, face con-
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stant dilemmas regarding which demands they should attempt to meet, what 
trade-offs their decisions will entail, and whether those trade-offs can be miti-
gated in any way. For reasons described next, the locus of these tensions is the 
product—the cultural good at the core of producers’ existence, the selling of 
which is producers’ raison d’être. 

Managing the demands of both the cultural and commercial worlds en-
tails paying close attention to broader societal norms of value, appropriate-
ness, and desirability and how these play out in markets, both of which are 
significantly shaped and defined by intermediaries. Thus, intermediaries have 
significant control over producers’ access to both cultural and financial re-
sources, and this power imbalance is at the core of the tensions and challenges 
that producers face. Because the reactions and assessments of intermediaries 
are unpredictable, producers have a lot at stake every time they bring a prod-
uct to market. Accordingly, producers must offer products of only the highest 
quality, created by the most talented creators. Thus, producers (and their prof-
its) are perennially subject to the unpredictability generated by the power of 
three external forces—norms, intermediaries, and creators—that lead to the 
operational challenges that are outlined in this chapter. 

Producers: Constrained by the Power of 
Norms, Intermediaries, and Creators

THE POWER OF NORMS 

To understand the power of norms, it is necessary to revisit the elements of 
market creation (discussed in Chapter 1)—commerce, commentary, culture,
and consumption. The framework emphasizes that prevailing cultural norms, 
which define the appropriateness and desirability of cultural goods, play a 
large role in shaping consumer preferences and, therefore, their purchase deci-
sions. However, cultural goods are expressions of spontaneous, novel ideas or 
concepts that may or may not fit well within the current norms of society—the 
creativity and vision of artists sometimes leads them to express thoughts and 
ideas that may not be fully accepted or even understood by society. For exam-
ple, imagine producers in the 1950s screening a (hypothetical) film depicting 
same-sex relationships in a positive light. Because such a film would not mesh 
with the social norms regarding appropriateness at the time, producers would 
likely find it difficult to gain a sizeable audience; that is, the film would not 
perform well in the market, earning limited, if any, revenues. Executives at a 
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film studio could adopt one of two approaches to such a project: they could 
pass on the film, recognizing that it would face hostility and resistance and 
perform poorly in the market, or they could produce the film, knowingly sac-
rificing the prospect of making a profit but hoping to shape people’s thinking 
about homosexuality and marriage.8 As illustrated by this example, because 
innovative creative works often contradict prevailing norms, they are unlikely 
to fulfill the financial goals of firms, and thus they pit the cultural imperative 
against the business imperative. This opposition creates a dilemma for pro-
ducers: always choosing to produce crowd-pleasing works makes sound busi-
ness sense but will likely lower producers’ prestige and status in the cultural 
world; at the same time, persistently producing cutting-edge artistic works 
could well put the firm out of business if consumers are not ready to favorably 
receive such works.9

At the core of a producer’s dilemma is the reality that artists hold a mir-
ror (or prism) up to society to respectively produce either works that reflect 
prevailing cultural norms or works that redirect these norms toward a new 
perspective.10 In response, producers must decide whether to pursue a product 
strategy determined by the pull of markets (based on consumers’ prevailing 
tastes and societal norms) or one determined by the push of the singular vi-
sion of the creator. A producer that chooses to do the former and reflect pre-
vailing norms is safe from a business perspective because this strategy ensures 
that the work produced by the firm will be easily accepted by the market and 
society. The producer can, therefore, expect to earn revenues from sales. In 
contrast, producers that choose to redirect norms assume the risk of minimal 
consumer acceptance of the firm’s creative works. This choice may lead to rec-
ognition, prestige, and/or awards but does not ensure revenues.11

This trade-off is best demonstrated by examples from the film industry. 
Mainstream movies seemingly hew to a known formula for popularity and 
audience acceptance, incorporating elements that are predictable crowd pleas-
ers. In contrast, so-called independent films made by individuals with a sin-
gular vision and voice and little regard for audience tastes may shift societal 
beliefs and norms in new directions but usually make far less money. Reflec-
tion and redirection of norms are not binary extremes, however, but rather 
exist on a continuum, and the two can sometimes overlap (as described in the 
following paragraph). Firms should never produce goods that neither reflect 
nor redirect societal norms, because such goods would bring neither cultural 
prestige nor financial viability. 
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Products that both reflect and redirect cultural norms sound paradoxical, 
but firms can balance reflection and redirection within the same product by 
redirecting norms in a more palatable and less aggressive manner. In other 
words, a firm can present unconventional ideas in a conventional manner in 
the hopes of lowering audiences’ resistance to the new ideas. This strategy 
is particularly visible in network TV shows in the United States; hits such 
as Will & Grace and Friends, although often criticized for their reliance on 
unimaginative sitcom tropes, have been acknowledged, in some circles, as 
particularly impactful vehicles that, precisely because of these nonthreaten-
ing tropes, managed to normalize socially marginal and taboo issues such as 
homosexuality, out-of-wedlock childbearing, and fertility treatments.12

This dual approach is similar to the framing strategy of pioneer entre-
preneurs described in Chapter 2 (portraying a product as novel enough to 
stimulate consumers’ interest but familiar enough to quell their anxiety).13 Of 
course, as with optimal framing, the use of this approach raises the issue of 
managers potentially interfering with the creator’s creative process. However, 
such manipulations are often performed by creators themselves, as in the ex-
ample of Indian fashion designers (described in Chapter 2). Filmmakers, too, 
like creators of television shows, may adopt such balancing tactics, aware that 
audiences are not particularly keen on watching movies or TV series that are 
raw and disturbing but are more willing to accept radical ideas presented in 
small, possibly sugarcoated doses. Importantly, there is a fine line between 
explicitly reverse engineering or manipulating a creative work to meet imag-
ined consumer preferences and empowering a creator to optimally balance 
conventional and unconventional elements of the work. Although stories 
abound of studio executives clashing with directors over the treatment of a 
particular film idea or story element, and it is true that some give-and-take is 
possible and necessary, there are also heroic examples of creators having stood 
their ground and managers having had the wisdom to let them present their 
ideas in the way they want to.14 The latter approach allows a creator to produce 
high-quality work that both pushes artistic boundaries and has a substantial 
cultural and financial impact.

Another way producers can balance the reflection and redirection of 
norms is to focus on a conventional idea but with an unconventional treat-
ment (for example, a traditional love story that features a homosexual couple 
rather than a heterosexual couple or a mainstream film with a strong female 
heroine). Such products may make some profits, but their audience will likely 
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be small. Finally, sometimes creators focus only on redirecting norms—they 
present an unconventional idea in an unconventional manner. This type of 
cultural good entails the most financial risk because potential consumers may 
not be able to overcome their anxieties about a product that challenges their 
worldview. However, even though creators of such works may struggle to gain 
economic capital, they often have a strong influence on other creators (for ex-
ample, such creators are often described in terms such as “a directors’ direc-
tor” or “a writers’ writer”).

THE POWER OF INTERMEDIARIES

The norms that exert power over producers are defined and intersubjectively 
disseminated chiefly via the discourse of market and nonmarket intermedi-
aries. As a result, intermediaries exert considerable influence over produc-
ers’ strategies and fortunes. Without the value-constructing discourse of 
intermediaries, producers would most likely be unable to effectively reach the 
consumer market and achieve financial viability. Although producers’ adver-
tisements, brochures, catalogs, press releases, and other publicity-seeking ac-
tivities can and do emphasize the quality and value of the goods producers are 
selling, their transparent economic interest in amplifying the monetary value 
of their goods reduces the impact of their discourse.15 For instance, many 
filmgoers have learned that “no movie is as good as its trailer,” and therefore, 
when consumers make a decision about whether to watch a film, the trailer 
is less influential than a positive review by an independent and trusted film 
critic. As mentioned in Chapter 6, producers are aware of the importance of 
intermediaries’ discourse, as shown by their frequent use of excerpts from 
reviews in film posters and trailers. Problematically, however, producers can 
neither accurately predict the reactions of intermediaries nor influence inter-
mediaries to say positive things about the product. At most, producers can use 
intermediaries’ discourse creatively within their promotional materials, for 
example, by quoting laudatory words or phrases from reviews out of context. 
In the end, producers have no option but to accept intermediaries’ evaluations 
of their products. 

The power of intermediaries is most visible and most extensive in the so-
called highbrow sectors of the creative industries such as modern art, literary 
fiction, and opera. The reasons for this are twofold. First, creative works in 
these categories are more complex and are imbued with greater symbolism 
than works that are typically considered entertaining and simple—“popular” 
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novels, mainstream “genre” films with crowd-pleasing formulas, “pop” music, 
and so forth. Thus, consumers rely more heavily on critical discourse to in-
terpret complex cultural goods than to understand “popular” goods.16 These 
putative lowbrow works are easily understood and appreciated by individu-
als because the works meet consumers’ need for entertainment and/or escape 
from quotidian troubles and concerns. These works do not need to be decoded 
or explicated by market intermediaries; instead, the consumption of these cul-
tural goods is guided by individuals’ tastes and dispositions, which are based 
on the discourse of nonmarket intermediaries such as teachers and informal 
influencers like friends.17

The second reason intermediaries have such extensive power in the so-
called highbrow sectors is that creators themselves usually crave cultural 
recognition from reputed critics, and they are aware that such recognition 
is typically not forthcoming for crowd-pleasing populist works. The case of 
Jennifer Weiner demonstrates as much. A writer of light-hearted romances, 
Weiner has enjoyed much commercial success as well as the adulation of fe-
male readers but has not been taken very seriously by the literary commu-
nity or critics. This lack of consideration has led her to publicly allege that 
female writers are not given commensurate respect because the topics they 
write about, although important to their readers, are not considered weighty 
enough for consideration by serious intellectuals.18 Thus, both consumers and 
creators grant intermediaries a significant degree of power, and producers 
bear the brunt of it.

In this situation, producers face certain trade-offs as they decide how to 
appeal to potential consumers. To circumvent intermediaries and maintain 
an advantageous business position, producers can appeal directly to con-
sumers by producing popular goods that provide consumers with amusing 
diversions and do not require the instruction provided by expert intermediar-
ies. By choosing this approach, however, producers may lose their credibility 
and status in the cultural realm, even as they may maintain a highly favor-
able financial position. Society’s contrasting impressions of independent and 
mainstream filmmakers reflect this duality: the former are generally consid-
ered “artists” or “auteurs” (with these labels carrying positive connotations) 
whereas the latter are viewed as “entertainers.” Producers, therefore, deter-
mine their priorities and goals based on the motivations of the firms’ founders 
and/or managers and act accordingly. 
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Even if creators and/or producers of less complex cultural goods do not 
care about artistic prestige or the approval of reputed critics and award-
granting organizations (that is, intermediaries that instruct and include), 
they are still likely to need intermediaries that provide information (that 
is, intermediaries that introduce) to introduce their products to consum-
ers. The offerings of these producers might, however, be subject to fewer 
evaluations, especially if the works are brought to market as part of a series 
(such as the Twilight novels or James Patterson’s crime procedurals featur-
ing Alex Cross) that has an established following. Similarly, adaptations of 
already beloved works for another medium—film adaptations of books, for 
instance, or theatrical adaptations of films—have ready-made audiences; 
even though the adaptation may be unfavorably compared to the original, it 
is likely to attain reasonable commercial success without needing much help 
from intermediaries.19

Fundamentally, the powerful position of intermediaries means that pro-
ducers in creative industries can neither harbor nor create illusions about the 
quality of their products. If producers wish to ensure the approval of interme-
diaries, they must strive to produce goods of excellent quality and hope that 
these goods secure the attention and approval of intermediaries while avoid-
ing any blatant attempts to curry favor with influential intermediaries. The 
only way to secure intermediaries’ approval is by offering goods that merit 
it—it is difficult to game a properly functioning system. Further, producers 
cannot anticipate the reactions of intermediaries or produce only goods that 
align with intermediaries’ past revealed preferences, both because those pref-
erences may change and because skillful and principled creators will not cre-
ate works that meet specific requirements, that is, create “to specs.”20 High 
quality, then, is the only recourse for producers hoping to generate cultural 
approval (which, in turn, could lead to higher revenues); as a result, good taste 
(as defined by the prevailing cultural discourse) is a critical qualification for 
individuals who make decisions regarding the goods to be produced.21

THE POWER OF CREATORS

The quality of the product, which is the direct manifestation of the creator’s 
creativity and talent, is as important (or more important) to a creative firm’s 
success as branding, marketing, and advertising—hence the adage about be-
ing only as good as one’s last (created or produced) work of art.22 To produce 
goods of excellent quality that will earn intermediaries’ approval, producers 
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must have access to highly talented creators. Thus, creators possess a certain 
degree of power in their interactions with producers. 

The few creators with a known track record of skill and a good reputation 
among intermediaries are extremely valuable to producers, which contributes 
to the “winner takes all” nature23 of creative fields. These creators are in a 
much better position than the average creator (or new unknown creators) with 
respect to negotiating with producer firms; consider, for example, the travails 
of new writers, whose completed manuscripts land in the slush piles of editors 
at major publishing houses, in contrast to the multimillion dollar advances 
offered to established writers for their as-yet-unwritten books. The majority of 
creators, in contrast, have little to no power in the creator producer relation-
ship (if the winner takes all, the losers have nothing), first because they almost 
always need producer firms to bring their works to an audience24 and second 
because creators are numerous, which lowers their bargaining power. 

Creators within Creator Firms

In creator firms, creators bring their own creations to market by founding a 
firm with a business partner. The case of the House of Chanel’s dependence 
on Coco Chanel, the creator and founder of the firm, demonstrates a problem 
common to all creator firms: although a founder’s departure often leaves firms 
somewhat adrift, the situation is exacerbated in the case of creator firms in 
creative industries.25 Despite Chanel’s excellent reputation and the wide reach 
of the firm’s promotional materials, the designs from the House of Chanel—
and therefore its revenues—suffered in the absence of the firm’s founder. Cre-
ator firms such as fashion houses typically face the challenge of associating 
with high-quality creators only on the occasion of succession, that is, when 
either the founding creator or her or his successor must be replaced by an-
other individual.26 Although the infrequency of succession may suggest that 
the need to associate with high-quality creators is less challenging for creator 
firms, these firms’ near-complete dependence on a single individual can make 
succession events potentially fatal. The difficulty of such a transition is exac-
erbated by two somewhat contradictory needs: the firm must remain true to 
both the quality of the work and the image of the firm established and nur-
tured by the departing founder/creator but must avoid installing a “clone” of 
the previous creative director. The need to balance these opposing objectives 
is another consequence of the importance of intermediaries, who typically do 
not hesitate to critique firms for either producing stale noninnovative works 
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that rehash the tried-and-tested ideas of the previous creator or for departing 
(too) far from the ideas and work that made the previous creator successful—
especially if the firm’s innovations are hollow ideas with only shock value. 

The following passage provides a clear example of these points; the ex-
cerpt is from an article about the two designers—Maria Grazia Chiuri and 
Pierpaolo Piccioli—at the helm of the design firm Valentino, named after its 
founding designer, Valentino Garavani:27

When they first took over the collection, Ms. Chiuri and Mr. Piccioli were 
described as “very Valentino,” which was meant as a compliment, at least in 
the eyes of Mr. Garavani’s loyalists, if not critics who wanted to see something 
new. There was red, there was lace, there were cocktail dresses. Having de-
signed accessories for Valentino for a decade, they understood, perhaps better 
than anyone, the codes of his house. Alesandra Facchinetti, a former Gucci 
designer, had immediately succeeded Mr. Garavani, but she was fired after two 
seasons of going too far in her own direction. (Ms. Facchinetti has recently 
joined Tod’s as creative director.) Replacing any designer is like walking a 
tightrope; replacing Mr. Garavani is like walking on a thread. Ms. Chiuri and 
Mr. Piccioli have managed to do that better than anyone might have imag-
ined, and they are now coming into their own. Their most recent collections 
have included designs that are often regal and conservative in appearance, like 
church dresses, with high collars, but with lively filigree or floral lace patterns. 
It looks nothing like Valentino of old, and no one has complained. 

The excerpt also shows that when firms search for a replacement for the 
chief creator, they tend to interpret certain traits or characteristics of a creator/
creative product as indicators of talent or quality. Some of these indicators 
include the reputation of the creator, past sales performance of the creator’s 
works as well as the works of similar others, and the creator’s alignment with 
prevailing tastes and norms (or in the case of truly innovative work, the “ap-
petite” among intermediaries and consumers and the potential for market 
creation). As a consequence, creators with a track record of critical acclaim 
and/or consumer appeal are highly sought after by producers and can often 
be the subject of feuds among rival producers. Such fighting over creators oc-
curs in both creator firms, as when fashion designers move between firms, 
and (as described next) producer firms, as when publishers or agents engage 
in a bidding war in pursuit of a sought-after author. For instance, when the 
phenomenally successful writer J. K. Rowling, author of the famed Harry Pot-
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ter series, announced her intent to switch agents in 2011, there was extensive 
speculation as to who would be the new agent,28 with many vying to occupy 
the spot.29

Creators in Producer Firms

Although creator firms usually need to establish a partnership with a high-
quality creator only on succession, producer firms face the challenge of associ-
ating with and acquiring the works of talented creators on an almost constant 
basis. Further, unlike creator firms, which sell only the products of the found-
ing creator, producer firms sell the products of creators of their choice. Al-
though this scenario may seem more advantageous than that of creator firms, 
producer firms must also take on content risk—the risk that a work that the 
firm acquires (at some not insignificant cost) will not sell. Because the de-
mand for creative works is uncertain, it is difficult for producers to assess this 
risk ex ante, and thus it is important for them to have access to as many cre-
ators as possible in order to mitigate such content risk. 

Producers must avoid both false positive and false negative assessments of 
potential in their quest for talented creators. In the former case, producers are 
liable to lose the money spent on discovering and supporting the creator and 
marketing the creative work if the creator’s work is not respected or appreci-
ated by intermediaries and/or consumers. Further, they may lose a certain 
degree of credibility as identifiers of (popular or critical) winners. However, 
as long as their reputation as a discerning producer is not permanently dam-
aged, most producers are willing to incur this risk and chalk up any losses as 
the cost of doing business. The latter mistake is more serious; it occurs when 
a producer assesses the potential of a creator’s work as negligible when it is 
actually substantial, thus losing the revenues that the creator’s work would 
have produced. A well-known example of a false negative assessment is the 
case of J. K. Rowling, who was reportedly turned down by twelve publishing 
houses before Bloomsbury (UK) decided to take a chance on her book Harry 
Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone, which eventually became the foundation of 
the Harry Potter series, the biggest publishing success in history.30 Although 
Rowling’s case is an extreme example, a quick comparison of the costs of pub-
lishing a book to the total revenues from the sales of a typical New York Times
best seller (not counting additional potential revenue streams such as licens-
ing for films or merchandise) demonstrates why producers are far more wor-
ried about false negative assessments than false positives. Producers often use 
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structural means, such as having a strategically diverse portfolio of creators 
and/or works (Chapter 8 explores this strategy in detail), to mitigate their de-
pendence on talented creators and lower the cost of mistakes.

The Process of Finding High-Quality Creators

As a consequence of their extreme reliance on creators, producers strive to 
identify indicators of quality. However, absent a clear track record or objec-
tive measures of quality, such indicators are difficult to detect or even de-
fine. To successfully identify high-quality creators, managers in the creative 
industries—particularly those that form the interface between the market/
firm and the creator, such as editors (at publishing houses), A&R (artists and 
repertoire) managers (at music firms), and creative executives (at film or TV 
studios)—must have superb discernment and taste. These individuals must 
also be able to nurture, support, and communicate seamlessly with creators. 
Because these skills are difficult to teach, skillful managers are critical assets 
of the firm who, much like creators, must be nurtured and supported. When 
their tenure at the firm ends, replacing such managers is almost as challeng-
ing as replacing the creative head of a firm.

In creative industries, the replacement of key creative individuals is often 
accomplished via different means than in other industries—creator firms tend 
to prefer hiring a replacement from within the firm, choosing someone who 
was trained and mentored by the departing creator. However, although a suc-
cessful editor or manager is just as important as a successful creator, replace-
ments for these positions are often hired from outside the firm. This outside 
hiring strategy is the result of hiring practices in the creative industries and 
the inherent competitive pressures. A typical career path in the creative in-
dustries involves a long “apprenticeship,” during which, ostensibly, a young 
employee is mentored and hones the intangible skills needed for the job. Be-
cause there are no clear markers of the required abilities, firms employ a bru-
tal elimination process; firms tend to hire more people than necessary at the 
lowest levels with the intention of culling those who do not demonstrate the 
required abilities over time. Given this lengthy and expensive process of skill 
development and assessment, someone trained at a reputed firm, under the 
supervision of a respected editor or manager, is extremely valuable to firms 
that are striving to catch up with the industry leader. Such well-trained indi-
viduals, therefore, have an advantage over others if and when they decide to 
look for another job; this eventual advantage is a major reason young employ-
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ees are willing to suffer ignominy and uncertainty in the early years of their 
career. Moreover, the lengthy process these apprentices endure and the pau-
city of the monetary compensation or nonmonetary appreciation they receive 
make it easy for other firms to lure them away with the promise of a promo-
tion. When that happens, the apprentice’s original firm may look outside the 
firm for a replacement, thus setting in motion a chain of events that ripples 
through the entire industry.31

The resulting cross-fertilization across firms may have certain benefits: 
best practices are transferred, ideas are pressure-tested in new environments 
and subsequently refined, and fresh perspectives are introduced, with a re-
sulting net positive outcome for firms, creators, and society. Naturally, these 
benefits are much more significant for creator firms, where the movement of 
the main creative talent across firms leads to more direct cross-fertilization as 
the creative abilities of a new creator are juxtaposed against the “house style.” 
The movement of creators across producer firms, often denigrated as “talent 
poaching,” is more likely to generate unnecessary switching costs, both tan-
gible and intangible, for all parties involved. 

Each of these challenges created by the power imbalance between pro-
ducers and the forces that shape their fortunes—norms, intermediaries, and 
creators—is exacerbated in the case of entrepreneurial ventures, whether pio-
neering a new category or not, especially new producers because they are typi-
cally quite powerless at the time of founding. At the same time, as described 
next, the situation may be reversed in the context of entrepreneurship in one 
instance: the power that intermediaries possess in market making can, in fact, 
turn out to be beneficial to entrepreneurs in the producer role, especially in 
the case of pioneer producers. 

Entrepreneurship in an Environment 
of Power Imbalances

NEW PRODUCER FIRMS: THE CHALLENGE OF GAINING 

ACCESS TO CREATORS

All new ventures are at a considerable disadvantage relative to existing firms, 
especially in terms of the tangible and intangible resources that are necessary 
for success. In the case of new producer firms in creative industries, the most 
pressing concern is gaining access to creators. Newly founded producer firms 
operating in existing categories of cultural goods (a new publisher of romance 
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novels, for example) must compete with larger, more powerful incumbents 
that have plentiful resources, most important being a reputation that attracts 
the best creators and the most visibility in the marketplace. Most new pro-
ducer firms, therefore, much like new ventures in other industries, can hope 
only to dance between elephants’ feet, which is to say that they can and should 
attempt to occupy niches in the marketplace where consumers, creators, or 
both are underserved. For instance, despite significant concentration in the 
publishing industry, which consists of five very large firms (“The Big Five,” 
previously “The Big Six” before the merger of Random House and Penguin), 
there are scores of independent publishers.32,33

For society, a diverse set of organizations that bring a similarly diverse 
range of ideas to the marketplace is a central cause (and effect) of a vibrant 
and open culture that allows dialogue and debate (even if the new producers 
are not pioneering a new category). This is true across creative industries; con-
sider, for example, the importance of independent film studios or small avant-
garde galleries or theater companies, which take risks on ideas and works that 
have uncertain and unproven demand. Large producers with much more to 
lose might be unwilling or unlikely to take such chances, leaving the door 
open for new adventurous firms (that thusly “dance between elephants’ feet”). 
Many of these risky ventures eventually contribute to mainstream culture, as 
in the case of the American Repertory Theater (A.R.T.) in Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts, whose innovative productions have found their way to Broadway 
and the Tony Awards.34 Independent producers that are new and/or small, 
therefore, often serve as research laboratories for larger, more risk-averse pro-
ducers, precisely because these firms, in their quest to start up and survive, 
occupy the interstices in the ecosystem. 

The difficulty of gaining access to talented creators puts new producer 
firms at an extreme disadvantage, relative even to new ventures in other 
industries, which, at the very least, have some control over the anticipated 
quality and production of the goods they sell. In noncreative industries, this 
modicum of control helps new ventures develop an overall strategy to avoid 
a head-on confrontation with incumbent firms in the marketplace. New 
producer firms in creative industries, in contrast, can do little in the way of 
strategic planning, other than to be different and hope to discover talented 
creators that have gone unnoticed for reasons other than the quality of their 
work. Small boutiques, independent music and book publishers, film studios, 
and new galleries all base their business plans on their founders’ confidence 
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in their discernment and ability to spot and groom talent. These firms start 
by signing agreements or contracts with a few creators whose work they ad-
mire and believe consumers will admire and appreciate too. Problematically, 
however, the reputation of producer firms matters considerably, not only to 
consumers but also to creators, who stand to benefit from an affiliation with a 
reputed producer firm. Further, well-known and/or high-quality creators are 
unlikely to choose to work with a new and relatively unknown producer firm. 
New ventures are therefore frequently left with no choice but to work with 
new and lesser-known artists, whose works are of uncertain quality and value, 
leading to the need for market-creating efforts. 

Although gaining access to creators is a significant operational challenge 
for new producers, the power of intermediaries can prove to be a boon to these 
firms. Because both the creator and the producer firm are relatively unknown, 
the products brought to market by new ventures would have a low chance of 
being noticed and/or evaluated were it not for the independence of interme-
diaries. Independent intermediaries pay attention to producers and products 
without regard to status, reputation, market power, or resources and therefore 
help to level the playing field and consequently promote innovation and en-
trepreneurship in creative industries. Further, expert intermediaries remain 
open minded about new creations, evaluate and explicate their quality, and 
sometimes offer an endorsement. Thus, the existence of such intermediar-
ies, although sometimes a source of uncertainty and fear, is simultaneously a 
benefaction for new producer firms. That said, new ventures do not get a free 
pass—being reviewed does not necessarily mean getting a good review. There-
fore, the talent of a new firm’s partner creators and the quality of the produced 
work are extremely important to the longevity and success of new producers.

THE UNIQUE SITUATION OF NEW CREATOR FIRMS

New creator firms inhabit a somewhat different situation than new producer 
firms. The problem of gaining access to quality creators is less pronounced. 
In addition, such firms do not choose which goods to offer by identifying an 
overlooked niche but rather are founded largely because individual creators 
with a particular vision wish to bring their products to market while retain-
ing the freedom to create without intervention. To be sure, business partners 
of creators often frame the firm’s products in language that implies strate-
gic thinking and design on the part of the creator, making assertions such 
as (hypothetically), “We noticed there was a gap in the market; there are no 
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stylish, unique, but affordable professional clothes for women aged twenty-
five to forty,” or, “What we saw was a need for a fresh Continental take on 
Southern cuisine, in which the chef specializes.” This type of commentary, 
which is often a post hoc rationalization of the product the creator wanted to 
create anyway, is an instance of market making, in which creators’ business 
partners must engage.

Although creator firms do not face the problem of finding creators as a 
new venture, growth can be difficult for creator firms for a couple of reasons. 
A single individual (the creator founder) can produce only a certain volume 
of goods (whereas a producer firm can grow by working with more creators). 
In addition, the creator’s vision is so central to the product’s desirability in 
the eyes of consumers that scaling output by hiring other individuals must 
be undertaken with great caution, if at all. Further, the creator’s imagination 
and creativity may act as a bottleneck—the firm may be unable to produce ad-
ditional new goods until the creator is further inspired. Even if the ideas come 
rapidly and plentifully, the process of manifesting these ideas in a painting, 
poem, novel, film, song, or other product cannot be forcibly accelerated.35

PIONEER PRODUCERS

Pioneer producers (whether new or existing firms), face a somewhat differ-
ent set of obstacles than new producers in established categories. Because the 
works they bring to market neither fit into existing categories of goods nor 
align with prevailing cultural norms, pioneer producers experience norms as 
all-important, controlling, and constraining. In contrast, the power of cre-
ators is a nonissue for pioneer producers; whether they are creator firms or 
producer firms, for pioneers the creator is a known entity and the product is a 
foregone conclusion. However, the quality of the product is still important—
novelty, even radical novelty, if unaccompanied by superior quality is not suf-
ficient to gain the respect and favor of intermediaries. 

Because norms are so important for pioneer producers, intermediaries—
who have the power to change norms—play a central role in shaping the 
success of pioneer producers. Pioneer producers must engage in more value-
constructing discourse than other producers while also engaging in strategic 
actions (detailed in the first two chapters of the book) to generate an optimal 
understanding of the product among consumers. However, even if pioneer 
producers successfully generate an optimal understanding of the new cultural 
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good, they still need intermediaries to create the market; therefore, interme-
diaries are very useful to pioneer producers and very powerful. Creating a 
market for a new category of goods requires independent intermediaries, es-
pecially expert ones; only intermediaries with both the expertise necessary 
to contextualize an innovation that is unlike anything seen before and the 
independence necessary to avoid any vested interests and withstand any pres-
sure can adequately convey the meaning and value of new cultural goods to 
consumers and other stakeholders in the ecosystem. 

Paradoxically, however, there may not be any appropriate intermediaries. 
Intermediaries that have expertise in the new category might not exist yet, 
and existing intermediaries may be unwilling, for a variety of reasons, to gen-
erate any valuation discourse for the new good. Thus, as in the case of hip-hop 
as a category, pioneer producers often need corresponding pioneer interme-
diaries to succeed in creating a market, which only strengthens the power 
imbalance between intermediaries and pioneer producers. 

For pioneer producers that do not target lay consumers (for example. liter-
ary agents), trade intermediaries play a more influential role than consumer 
intermediaries. These pioneers typically have greater agency and control, 
largely due to the interpersonal nature of their transactions. Instead of chang-
ing the minds of scores of dispersed consumers, literary agents, for instance, 
need only to convince an editor at a publishing house to give the (potentially 
strange and/or incomprehensible) new manuscript a fair read. The agent’s 
track record or the strength of the relationship between the editor and the 
agent can ease the interaction and thus the innovative novel or other work 
may face less resistance. Although the editor may still turn the book down, 
the job of the agent is less fraught and more manageable than that facing the 
publisher (should the editor accept the book).36 Importantly, the success of 
these pioneers (agents and brokers) is still governed to a certain extent by the 
discourse of nonmarket intermediaries even if this influence is not directly 
visible in their specific market transactions. Because schools and other ven-
ues of instruction that reside outside the market provide individuals with a 
general understanding of various kinds of cultural goods and establish a set 
of foundational criteria for quality, editors and literary agents often agree on 
whether a new style of writing or a new idea, although seemingly strange, is 
nevertheless of high quality. Intermediaries, both within and beyond the mar-
ket, therefore, have a very real and important influence on pioneer producers. 
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Summing Up and Looking Ahead

Being a producer in the creative industries is not easy. Although the busi-
ness model of producers is straightforward (relative to that of intermediar-
ies), and examples abound of strong and financially successful producers in 
all of the creative industries, producers may not feel all that powerful on a 
day-to-day basis. Producers are constrained in their operations by the power 
wielded over them and their fortunes by cultural norms, intermediaries, and 
creators. The primary operational challenges faced by producers in creative 
industries are the result of the fundamental tension between the cultural and 
commercial worlds. Society has always placed artistic expression on a pedestal 
of social impact, believing art to be the stimulus for and/or consequence of 
new ideas or viewpoints, the engine driving social and cultural change, and 
the conscience of society (ensuring that society is not completely controlled 
by the self-interested participants in markets, and politics). And, yet, today 
most production and consumption of art and creative works occur within the 
confines and rules of the market and are governed by firms that engage in 
economic transactions. The main question facing managers in firms, there-
fore, is how to meet the opposing demands placed on them by stakeholders 
who expect them to uphold both their fiduciary and artistic duties. Chapter 8 
examines the specific strategies producers adopt to balance the cultural and 
financial imperatives they face. 



8

In 2001, a controversy erupted when author Jonathan Franzen publicly de-
clared, “She has picked enough schmaltzy, one-dimensional [books] that I 
cringe,” and further asserted, “. . . [my] novel is a hard book for that audi-
ence.” Franzen was referring to Oprah Winfrey’s 2001 selection of his novel 
The Corrections for her book list, an annual compilation of books she had 
enjoyed and was recommending to her millions of viewers. Franzen’s public 
displeasure and refusal to acknowledge his selection as an honor led Win-
frey to retract an invitation to appear on her television show.2 Winfrey was, at 
the time, an eminent intermediary, her influence on the market the result of 
many consumers aspiring to be like her or identifying with her persona (see 
Chapter 4 for a full description of this type of identity-based inclusion). The 
inclusion of a book on her book list had been known to result in a significant 
increase in the sales figures for that book.3 Oprah’s book list was, as a conse-
quence, closely watched by publishers, and a spot on the list was highly cov-
eted. Franzen reacted dismissively to being selected, despite these advantages, 
largely because most individuals working within the creative industries be-
lieve there is a dramatic dissonance (and almost no overlap) between artistic 
success and commercial success. His remarks suggest that Franzen worried 
that being on the list, which was known for featuring crowd-pleasing novels, 
would adversely affect his standing as a serious writer among the critics and 
peers he respected. This conflict between art and commerce affects all of the 
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Strategies for  Balancing Cultural 

and Financia l  Imperat ives

The artist who hopes to market work that is the realization of his 
gifts cannot begin with the market. . . . First, the artist . . . make[s] 
some peace with the market . . . once the work is made he allows 
himself some contact with the market. . . . if he is successful in the 
marketplace, he . . . contributes his earnings to the support of his art.

—Lewis Hyde1
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actors—creators, producers, and intermediaries—that constitute the creative 
industries and is at the core of the issues covered in this chapter. 

The creative industries bridge the seemingly antipodal worlds of art and 
business and the entities within these industries are therefore regularly pulled 
in opposite directions. Nowhere is this tension felt more strongly than within 
firms engaged in bringing creative works to the market. These firms—the pro-
ducers (both creator firms and producer firms)—have a direct economic inter-
est in ensuring that the works sell well and therefore must play by the rules 
of the commercial world of business and the market. At the same time, pro-
ducers must understand and align with the world of artists and their values 
to gain access to works for the market. Although intermediaries also endure 
these countervailing forces, they do not have a direct financial imperative to 
sell creative works themselves, and thus this tension is less salient to them and 
its economic implications less harmful than in the case of producers. 

Given that producers’ stated goal and the primary focus of their role in the 
creative industries is to sell creative works, it seems surprising that high sales 
and commercial success can be a source of concern and conflict for this group. 
However, a firm that resides and succeeds purely in the commercial world, 
with no locus standi in the cultural world, risks losing its status as a cultural 
producer; therefore producers must maintain a fine balance between the de-
mands of both worlds. The primary cause of the artistic–commercial tension 
is the differences in institutional logics—the rules and norms of behavior that 
govern entities operating in any self-contained world—of art and business. 
These two institutional logics are based on different understandings of the 
market economy and the cultural world and thus embrace different, almost 
oppositional metrics of worth. (See Chapter 6 for a detailed discussion of in-
stitutional logics.) Being a producer in the creative industries entails dealing 
with the logics of both worlds and following the creeds of both by acquiring 
cultural and artistic value as well as financial viability. 

Although producers are the entities most challenged by the contradictions 
between the art and market worlds, creators also experience these oppos-
ing forces, though in a slightly different way. In his controversial statement, 
Franzen verbalized precisely these contradictions—he rejected the promise of 
economic capital to retain cultural capital. As discussed previously, the cur-
rency of creators is not only, and not even predominantly, monetary;4 rather, 
artists trade (and revel) in self-expression and self-actualization in the form of 
works that receive praise from expert critics.5 Both scholars and consumers, 
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therefore, understand the cultural world and the economic world as pursuing 
opposing goals;6 further, the esoteric, penurious artist who creates deep, mul-
tifaceted, intricate works is granted much higher status than a significantly 
wealthier artist who creates light, entertaining fare that is liked, consumed, 
and paid for by many consumers. Hence, Franzen’s dismissal of a book list 
that, by association, placed him in the latter category of artists (because 
Oprah Winfrey’s influence was based not on literary expertise or the ability 
to validate literary innovation and quality but rather her social value among 
a large portion of the population) despite the economic benefits of such in-
clusion. In their day-to-day activities, creators constantly make this type of 
trade-off between the desire to create and the necessity of earning a living, 
and successful artists use a specific set of strategies to achieve this balance. 

Creators’ Strategies for Practicing 
Art in a Market-Oriented World

Creators use three strategies—selling artwork, working in an adjacent creative 
realm, and working in an unrelated field—to navigate the tricky terrain at the 
intersection of art and business.7 These strategies can be explained in terms 
of the degree to which the cultural and financial worlds of a creator overlap.

THE IDEAL: SELLING ARTWORK

First, some artists make a living directly from creating art (that is, by selling 
art); in this strategy, there is no separation between the artistic and market 
spheres. Whether the artist sets up a storefront or a website to sell the works 
or approaches a producer firm to do the same, adopting this strategy means 
the artwork must sell and sell at prices sufficient to meet the artist’s financial 
needs. This strategy is not without risk because it is unclear what will appeal 
to consumers. Further, as Hyde admonishes (in the epigraph at the beginning 
of this chapter), an artist cannot and should not “start with the market”8 be-
cause doing so will result not in art but rather in anodyne crowd-pleasers. The 
financial risk is still present, albeit somewhat alleviated, when a producer is 
involved in creating a market for the work. The artist must still (as described 
in Chapter 6) “sell” the work to the producer, if not to the final consumer. 
Despite the inherent financial risk, most creative individuals’ first choice is to 
earn a living via sales of their work.9 Adopting this strategy has always been 
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the prerogative of only the very best and most talented creators; moreover, by 
all accounts, this has become more difficult to implement over time.

A COMPROMISE: WORKING IN AN ADJACENT 

CREATIVE REALM

A second strategy available to individual creators is working in an adjacent 
creative realm that is more commercial, and thus more financially viable, 
than the putative “pure/fine arts.” Examples of such arrangements abound: 
the abstract artist who works in an advertising agency, the novelist who writes 
tourism brochures or blurbs in catalogs, the modern dancer who auditions for 
commercials, the composer who writes film scores or advertising jingles, and 
so on. In these examples, individuals attempt to minimize the financial risk 
inherent to the first tactic while still utilizing their painstakingly honed artis-
tic abilities. Many artists who choose this path continue to practice their own 
art in their free time. Their “pure” art and its commercial counterpart can 
even benefit from each other, so that the separation between the two facets of 
their lives—their day job and their art making—is not complete.

ONLY IF NECESSARY: WORKING IN AN UNRELATED FIELD

In the final strategy—typically adopted out of necessity rather than choice—
artists work in an entirely unrelated field. For example, nineteenth-century 
British novelist Anthony Trollope worked as a postal employee for much of 
his early life but still dedicated three hours each day to his writing.10 Cer-
tainly, some artists may intentionally decide to work in an unrelated field to 
maximize either tangible or intangible benefits and will select the field ac-
cordingly. For instance, a painter may opt to become an investment banker to 
make enough money to retire early and pursue painting as a full-time profes-
sion. Similarly, a writer may become a security guard or a chauffeur/cab driver 
to maximize both flexibility and the amount of free time available for writing. 

For artists who pursue this strategy, the separation between their creative 
life and their financial life is temporal (“I’ll paint after I retire”), cognitive 
(“I’ll write the great American novel in between ferrying passengers in my 
cab”), or sometimes both. Artists often take on unrelated jobs while they wait 
to break into the creative field of their choice. Large urban centers for creative 
industries—New York, London, Paris, Los Angeles, Hong Kong—are typically 
teeming with, for example, baristas who want to be writers, and bartenders 
and wait staff who audition for roles in plays or films during their free time. 
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This method of managing both worlds can be overwhelming and is both emo-
tionally and physically difficult, as any artist who has experienced this life 
can testify. Artists should therefore take this path only if the two strategies 
described previously are not viable options for them for various reasons. 

Parallel Strategies for Producers

The strategies that creators adopt at the individual level can be executed by 
producers at the organizational level. The three primary producer strategies 
are blending the cultural and commercial worlds, loose coupling/building 
a portfolio, and decoupling (the two worlds). These strategies can be under-
stood as falling along a continuum of the extent of the overlap of the cultural 
and commercial spheres.11

BLENDING THE CULTURAL AND COMMERCIAL WORLDS

As the term suggests, the blending strategy (which parallels creators’ strat-
egy of selling their artwork) entails focusing on a single product/category to 
simultaneously tap into the orders of worth of both the cultural and com-
mercial worlds (see Table 8.1). Firms that use the blending strategy fulfill both 
institutional logics via the production and distribution of a single product or 
product line. Such firms earn revenues from selling avant-garde, exclusive, 
and innovative goods to connoisseurs, who are willing to pay for the privi-
lege of experiencing the artistry. Haute cuisine restaurants, auction houses 
and galleries, high-end design firms (for example, product and fashion design, 

T A B L E  8 . 1 .  Producers’ strategies for balancing cultural and financial imperatives.

Strategy

Distance 
between 

logics
Product/

product lines
Economic 

capital
Cultural 
capital

Convertibility 
of capital 

(both types)

Blending Small or 
none

A (only one 
product line) Primary Primary High

Loose 
coupling Moderate

A Primary Secondary
Medium

B Secondary Primary

Portfolio Moderate
A Primary Secondary

Low or none
B Secondary Primary

Decoupling Large
A Primary N/A

N/A
B N/A Primary
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architecture), and other producers that sell unique and inventive cultural 
goods to niche markets employ this strategy. With the exception of galler-
ies and auction houses, most firms that use the blending strategy are creator 
firms. 

The ability to adopt the blending strategy is, in many ways, a sweet spot 
for producers (as making a living by selling artwork is for creators); however, 
the strategy requires extensive market-creation to ensure sufficient sales of 
artistic, sometimes esoteric, products. Further, very few products fall into the 
category of goods that can have both a large financial impact and a significant 
cultural impact, and the markets for such products tend to be small, consist-
ing of niche groups of consumers. An example of a firm that uses the blending 
strategy is Noma, the Copenhagen restaurant that serves “New Nordic” haute 
cuisine. Creative almost to a fault, Chef Redzepi’s menu at Noma comprises 
dishes that are innovative interpretations of the locavore and sustainability 
movements; these dishes incorporate Nordic ingredients and are presented in 
unexpected ways. Although Noma now consistently sits at the top of global 
quality rankings for restaurants, consumers were initially slow to overcome 
their negative preconceptions of Nordic cuisine and their instinctive resis-
tance to the radical inventiveness of certain dishes (for example. live shrimp, 
miso made from ground grasshoppers, and dishes containing ants).12 Al-
though creating a market for these high-concept artistic dishes was not easy, 
once the market had been developed, the restaurant offered Redzepi, as well 
as the many interns and trainee chefs who come to Noma to work and learn, a 
creatively fulfilling and self-actualizing experience. At the same time, the res-
taurant is profitable (albeit marginally) and thus is able to provide a livelihood 
for Redzepi and his fellow chefs. 

The chief disadvantage of blending is that blended firms, although they 
may be profitable, can rarely scale beyond a certain point or grow profits rap-
idly. For example, Noma’s elaborate meals cannot be prepared for more than 
seventy-five people a day, and establishing other locations is difficult, if not 
impossible, given that Redzepi’s culinary creativity is integral to every dish. 
So although these firms can meet the imperatives of both the cultural world 
and the commercial world, they may sacrifice their ability to scale. Many firms 
that adopt blending, therefore, (must) measure success primarily in the met-
rics of cultural value and place somewhat less emphasis on continually grow-
ing or rapidly increasing economic returns. This requirement is much easier 
for privately owned and privately funded firms to meet.13 Private businesses 
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do not have to answer to market-oriented growth-driven shareholders and/or 
analysts and thus can avoid short-term pressure to produce earnings. As a re-
sult, they have the luxury of pursuing markets for products that are currently 
underappreciated and undervalued but may become valuable to consumers 
once a market has been created. As a corollary, many family-owned Italian 
design firms that follow the blending strategy, for example, attribute their cul-
tural influence and iconic status to the fact that they are privately owned busi-
nesses that are run with patience and passion and seek to serve as a legacy for 
future generations of the family.14

The blending strategy is therefore suitable to firms with managers that are 
patient, have either artistic ability or credibility with artists, and are willing 
to measure worth in intangible terms, in addition to financial success. For 
instance, galleries and restaurants are notoriously slow to become profitable—
they often run at a loss for several years, and yet their owners persist even at 
great financial cost because they derive satisfaction from engaging with art-
ists and artworks and/or from sharing their work with a broader audience. 
For this same reason (a passion for working in the art world), the blending 
strategy is particularly applicable to and common among creator-firms such 
as design houses or restaurants,15 where creators have strong nonpecuniary 
motivations and are often willing to collect a relatively low salary if they can 
create works without compromising their vision. 

A MIDDLE GROUND: LOOSE COUPLING 

AND BUILDING A PORTFOLIO

Just as blending is the organizational equivalent of creators making a living by 
selling their art, the next strategy parallels creators’ strategy of working in an 
adjacent creative realm, thus neutralizing the risk inherent in depending on a 
single source of income from a product with a low likelihood of market suc-
cess. The portfolio and loose coupling approaches are two similar but distinct 
versions of a strategy that falls between blending and segregation (described 
in the following section)—like artists working in an adjacent rather than en-
tirely unrelated field, both approaches entail some degree of, but not total, 
separation between the artistic and business worlds (see Table 8.1). 

Firms that adopt either the loose coupling or portfolio approaches pro-
duce a range of products; some, which have higher sales (though possibly at 
lower prices) are meant to meet the demands of the market logic, whereas 
others, which are usually responsible for lower total sales (though likely at 
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higher prices) and less predictable revenue streams, are more artistic and in-
novative and therefore more relevant to the cultural standing of the firm. This 
assortment balances the artistic and financial risks undertaken by the firm, 
while also helping it build and maintain worth in both worlds. Although both 
approaches maintain some distance (but not a complete separation) between 
the market-oriented and culture-oriented sides of the business, the two ap-
proaches entail different relationships between these sides. In loose coupling, 
the (mass) market-oriented product(s) are rendered more desirable to con-
sumers because of their association with the avant-garde products produced 
by the same firm; in the portfolio approach, there is no such effect of one side 
on the other. 

Loose Coupling

Loose coupling is exemplified by the (weak) connections between design-
ers’ high-fashion collections, which are shown during fashion week, and the 
corresponding styles available to consumers in stores. The runway collec-
tions contain the avant-garde products; intermediaries generate a valuation 
discourse about these products and evaluate them based on the designer’s 
innovativeness and vision. For producers that adopt loose coupling (in this 
example, fashion firms), the avant-garde products and the related discourse 
maintain the firm’s artistic standing and prestige while also conveying 
the value of the firm and its products to consumers.16 However, the avant-
garde products appeal to and are accessible to only a small niche consumer 
segment—individuals who are both wealthy and fashion forward. The firm’s 
other products—the ready-to-wear lines available in department stores, which 
are usually toned-down adaptations of the flamboyant runway collections—
are targeted toward a much larger consumer base. 

The discourse about the runway collections (which appears primarily in 
fashion magazines) grants the firm visibility and prestige and thus benefits the 
firm’s market-oriented products, which acquire prestige from their associa-
tion with the high-concept runway styles that have significant artistic value. 
This association converts some of the symbolic value from one side of the firm 
into financial value, because the connection between the two sides of the busi-
ness induces consumers to pay more for the mass-market products and thus 
increases the firm’s revenues. Because these styles are consumed by a larger 
portion of the population, they sustain the financial viability of the firm. In 
this strategy, the art-oriented products and the market-oriented products are 
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presented under the same label and created by (or at least portrayed as being 
created by) the same designer.17 The sales of the ready-to-wear garments fund 
the production of the avant-garde runway products, and the visibility of the 
avant-garde products increases the symbolic and commercial value of the 
ready-to-wear line. 

Other than blending, loose coupling is the only strategy that is executable 
for creator firms. One of the chief problems associated with this approach, 
however, is the need for the firm to continue activities that may not be produc-
ing profits (such as presenting exorbitantly expensive fashion shows, which 
are considered the cost of entry into the high-culture world for high-end fash-
ion firms). These activities are usually rationalized as “marketing” expenses, 
and, although they do serve that purpose in a sense, there is not necessarily a 
clear causal link between financial viability and these expenditures.

Building a Portfolio

The portfolio approach differs from loose coupling in two ways: first, there is 
less spillover between the firm’s product lines; second, the portfolio strategy 
is suitable only for producer firms, whereas loose coupling is equally suitable 
for both.18 In this approach—one of the most widely used strategies among 
firms in many of the creative industries—firms produce a portfolio of prod-
ucts comprising a judicious combination of works to balance financial and 
cultural imperatives. Producers using this strategy offer multiple lines of 
products from many creators, ranging from goods with a high level of market 
risk as well as a high level of cultural capital to goods that have a predictable 
and steady market demand but are unlikely to garner much, if any, cultural 
prestige. Producer firms often employ the portfolio strategy because they can 
engage with and acquire multiple creators who forge works with varying ar-
tistic and symbolic content; in contrast, creator firms are precluded from this 
strategy because, by definition, they sell works by a single creator.

The portfolio strategy typically entails the existence of several brands/
labels/imprints, all of which are business units within a single umbrella firm. 
Each label or imprint is associated with the production of a certain type of 
creative work that falls somewhere on a continuum from high artistry to high 
popularity/market demand. Publishers are excellent examples of this strategic 
approach, as evidenced by the numerous imprints within any large publishing 
firm; the erstwhile Penguin Group, for instance, comprised fifty-two sepa-
rate imprints ranging from the venerable Penguin Classics and Viking Press 
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to the lucrative New American Library (which published historical romances 
and other genre fiction).19 Both the so-called highbrow goods (for example, 
literary fiction) and the so-called lowbrow goods (such as genre fiction) bring 
a certain degree of either cultural or commercial capital to the firm (and, 
in exceedingly rare cases, both) without disrupting the firm’s status in the 
other world. Similarly, music companies typically comprise a range of labels, 
ensuring that the balance between the cultural and business imperatives is 
maintained. 

The portfolio strategy has both tangible and intangible costs. In tangible 
terms, it is expensive to maintain two or more segments of business because 
neither segment benefits from economies of scale or scope. Further, adopt-
ing this strategy entails the creation of loss-making business units/labels/
imprints. Another major challenge of the portfolio strategy is achieving an 
ideal balance between risky/artistic and populist products: given that each it-
eration of a creative work is novel and has uncertain demand, it is difficult to 
derive a “formula” for determining how much of each type of work the firm 
should produce. However, firms can find one indicator of the optimal mix 
of products in a comparison of the number of awards/extent of critical ac-
claim received and the sales revenues (assuming that the two are somewhat 
orthogonal, which is not always true); moving too far in either direction may 
create an imbalance, at which point the firm and its management must decide 
to revise the strategy. 

The Conversion of Cultural Capital to Economic Capital

Although the strategy of maintaining some separation between the cultural 
and commercial arenas within a firm may appear to be one form of the strat-
egy of a firm offering “loss leaders” in their product portfolio (having the 
production of some products be subsidized by the sales of other products), 
this is not the case.20 The main difference lies in the imperfect convertibility 
between the currencies of the worlds of culture and commerce. For instance, 
in the classic loss-leader pricing strategy, where some items are underpriced 
to stimulate sales of other higher- or full-price items, the resource that is the 
subject of the trade-off is financial capital; in other words, the economic re-
sources that could have been obtained from the sales of one category of goods 
are obtained from the sales of another category of goods.21 Because money is 
fungible, there is no loss due to the transmission of economic resources when 
these “subsidies” are applied. In contrast, the conversion of economic capital 
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to cultural capital is neither frictionless nor perfectly equivalent. When a firm 
acquires cultural prestige, that cultural capital does not always convert into 
economic capital; even when it does produce economic capital, it does not do 
so in a perfect one-to-one correspondence. For example, although awards for 
literary novels or alternative films do indeed translate into greater sales and 
therefore revenues (as discussed in Chapter 4), the increase is relative to the 
sales for goods in the same category that did not win awards, not relative to 
populist goods that achieve best-seller or blockbuster status. In other words, 
although an award-winning literary novel would certainly make more money 
than it would have without the awards, it is rare for such a book, no matter 
how many awards it wins, to make the same amount of money as the Alex 
Cross series (or even one novel from the series) written by James Patterson. 

In addition, although revenues from sales of best sellers and blockbusters 
allow the firm to take a chance on goods that are less commercially viable, the 
difficulty of predicting what products will garner the respect of intermediar-
ies means that firms cannot be always sure that they are betting on the right 
product. Therefore, the loose coupling and portfolio strategies are less predict-
able in economic terms than most firms would like. Yet the final strategy—
segregation or decoupling, which is described in the following section—is 
even more unpredictable and difficult to execute.

SEGREGATING THE CULTURAL AND COMMERCIAL WORLDS: 

DECOUPLING STRATEGIES 

The decoupling strategy involves establishing and maintaining a strong (cog-
nitive and/or structural) segregation between the culturally inventive and 
commercially predictable sides of a firm. There are two primary approaches 
to the decoupling strategy, offering completely independent product lines and 
becoming a nonprofit firm.

Offering Independent Product Lines

In this approach, there is a clear divide between the products that enhance 
the cultural standing of the producer and the products that benefit the firm’s 
financial bottom line, and therefore consumers and other stakeholders do not 
perceive the dissonance between the two sides. Stakeholders never or rarely 
become aware of the connection between the two product lines, allowing the 
firm to reap benefits in both worlds without experiencing the adverse effects 
of being associated with products from opposite ends of the institutional 
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spectrum. In turn, there is little or no need for the translation of capital be-
tween the two arenas. Just as creators who work in an entirely unrelated field 
are not associated with the creative industries while at work—for example, 
people do not usually assume their cab driver is the next great novelist—
consumers and intermediaries perceive each product line of a firm using the 
decoupling strategy separately and individually (see Table 8.1). 

One firm that utilizes the decoupling approach is Atavist, a digital pub-
lisher. Atavist produces both digitally enhanced literary singles (a cultural 
product) and the software used to create these singles (a technical product). 
The production of the cultural good is made possible by the funds from sales 
of the technical product; however, readers of Atavist singles may never know 
that the two lines are produced by the same firm. The firm’s technical prod-
uct is culturally irrelevant but commercially competitive, and thus this side 
of the business focuses solely on fulfilling the directives of the market. The 
firm’s cultural products, in contrast, are literary and innovative and therefore 
commercially risky; thus, this side of the business focuses almost entirely on 
fulfilling the directives of the cultural world. Each product succeeds in its re-
spective world, garnering value without disrupting or being disrupted by the 
firm’s worth in the other realm. This arrangement allows the firm to maintain 
its status in both worlds and, by extension, its position as a successful cultural 
producer. 

The decoupling strategy differs from the loose coupling and portfolio 
approaches with respect to the products’ relationships with market and cul-
tural institutions. In the loose coupling and portfolio approaches, the artistic 
and market-oriented works are produced separately and do not affect each 
other’s symbolic status or commercial viability; however, both types of works 
are subject to both the cultural and commercial imperatives. For example, 
in a firm using the loose coupling or portfolio strategy, even a commercial 
product (a ready-to-wear line or a romance novel, for example) created for 
mass-market consumption has some symbolic/cultural capital. In contrast, 
the technical product produced by a firm using the decoupling strategy has 
no cultural capital. In this segregation, one side of a firm is exclusively in the 
market world, and the other side is exclusively in the artistic world. 

Becoming a Nonprofit Firm

Offering two completely independent product lines, as Atavist does, is not 
possible for all firms. Atavist has the rare fortune of its two product lines be-
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ing synergistic—Atavist’s software both allows for the creation of and funds 
the publishing of digitally enhanced singles. However, it is rare for a firm to 
produce two similarly symbiotic products. In the absence of such synergy, a 
firm risks being spread too thin across the gulf between the market world and 
the cultural world, which can have the undesired effect of lowering a firm’s 
financial viability. In this case, the segregation of the art and market worlds 
may be manifest by the firm adopting a nonprofit status and thus limiting 
commitment to the financial imperative to staying financially viable and cov-
ering costs. This limited commitment to the financial imperative allows the 
firm to produce riskier works that appeal to niche markets as well as phil-
anthropic supporters. Firms that choose to attain nonprofit status produce 
culturally significant goods but do not support this production by producing 
a different, tangible, unrelated product; rather, these firms use fund-raising 
efforts to fill the shortfall between sales revenues and operating costs and in 
this way segregate their standing in the cultural world from their involvement 
in the financial world. 

The strategies producers use to overcome the challenges inherent in oper-
ating in the creative industries are varied, although they are related. Although 
a producer could, in theory, pursue more than one strategy simultaneously, 
this is quite uncommon, largely because of the cost—both tangible and in-
tangible (such as coordination and attention)—of doing so, given that each 
strategy alone comes with costs. The implications for entrepreneurship of 
the particular costs and challenges of these strategies are described in the 
next section.

The Management of Distinct Logics 
in Entrepreneurial Ventures

The role of producers in creative industries is, without question, challenging. 
However, their work is also exciting and energizing, as evidenced by the large 
numbers of small independent publishers, studios, design firms, and other 
firms that, against all odds, pursue entrepreneurial opportunities, both pio-
neering and not. The motivation behind these entrepreneurial ventures is easy 
to understand—being involved in the production of creative works offers the 
chance to interact with artists and ideas; when undertaken in a pioneering 
position, such involvement also offers the opportunity to influence cultural 
norms. Exciting as these prospects are, the difficulty of balancing the cultural 
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and financial aspects of being a producer are especially acute in entrepreneur-
ial ventures. 

BALANCING STRATEGIES IN NEW VENTURES

When a new creative venture is founded, the opposition between the cultural 
and financial imperatives is manifest primarily in the difficulty the founder 
faces in raising money for the new firm, even though most start-ups in cre-
ative industries do not require a very large initial capital investment.22 Pro-
ducers in creative industries are not typically attractive targets for equity 
investment because revenues in these industries are uncertain and volatile, 
and economic returns are slow to emerge (if they emerge at all). Specifically, 
investors are reluctant in large part because they are aware that the vagaries 
of the world of art, artists, and intermediaries make it exceedingly difficult 
to predict strong financial performance and returns. This difficulty is further 
exacerbated by the limited ability to predict consumer demand for the work as 
well as a new venture’s lack of a track record and reputation.23 These factors, 
as well as an opposition between the need for creative independence and the 
requirements associated with outside funding (which may pull the firm in a 
direction that the creator/founder does not want to pursue), are the reasons 
that creative ventures are typically bootstrapped in their early days, and many 
continue to be self-funded as they grow.

New producer firms in creative industries must decide the relative im-
portance they will assign to the cultural and financial imperatives because 
their relative significance will influence the type of creators with whom the 
firm should engage, which is already a fraught decision. In comparison, in 
creator firms, which are at the mercy of their founding creators’ motivations 
and goals, the balance between the two imperatives is, to some extent, a 
foregone conclusion, and there may be little room to maneuver regardless 
of the market reaction (unless the founding creator decides to adapt to the 
market).

As made clear in the preceding descriptions of the strategies producers use 
to balance the cultural and financial imperatives in creative industries, these 
strategies are challenging to execute and require significant resources. There-
fore, these strategies are onerous for well-established stable firms, let alone 
new, small, and inherently fragile start-ups. 
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Blending the Cultural and Commercial Worlds

Relative to the decoupling, loose coupling, and portfolio strategies, blending 
does not pose as many cognitive or financial challenges for new producers. 
However, the blending strategy is limited because it is more feasible for creator 
firms than for producer firms. The main obstacle for new firms that employ 
blending is convincing consumers to value the creative work enough to pay a 
significant price to acquire it. Because new ventures lack a track record, criti-
cal recognition, and critical acclaim, consumers are unlikely to discover and/
or appreciate the highly artistic (and therefore symbolically complex) and ex-
pensive cultural goods produced by these firms. Producer firms do sometimes 
employ a blending strategy—as explained earlier, galleries and auction houses 
implement this strategy. However, for most producer firms, blending is a sub-
optimal use of their particular position because their business model entails 
access to multiple creators, and thus the portfolio strategy is a much more 
efficient and effective way of maximizing their artistic and commercial worth. 

Loose Coupling and Building a Portfolio

Although less cumbersome than decoupling, the loose coupling and portfolio 
strategies are still not easy for new producers to implement. Offering a portfo-
lio of cultural products may allow for some economies of scope and may also 
provide some benefits because the prestige garnered by the culturally complex 
product line may translate into higher prices for the market-oriented prod-
uct line. However, these strategies still require the firm to invest significant 
tangible and intangible resources into building and sustaining multiple op-
erations that are only loosely related. As with decoupling, this task is neither 
cognitively nor financially simple, especially for a new firm with limited re-
serves of both energy and funds. Further, adopting a portfolio approach very 
early in the lifecycle of a venture could have the deleterious effect of confusing 
the firm’s stakeholders and muddying its position in the field, especially if the 
firm does not maintain a good balance between cultural prestige and com-
mercial viability. 

Although a large firm such as Penguin can afford to manage multiple im-
prints to balance both worlds, this dual (or multiple) focus is less feasible for 
newer, smaller ventures. Notably, Penguin built a strong reputation on the 
basis of its line of classics and its curated collections of paperbacks. This repu-
tation allowed the firm to acquire and nurture various imprints in different 
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niches; as a result, the corporation is able to maintain its reputation and con-
tinue to garner cultural capital while also owning imprints that accrue finan-
cial capital. A new venture attempting to follow a similar portfolio strategy at 
its inception does not have the advantage of a strong and clear reputation for 
either artistic discernment or commercial savvy, and its attempts to develop 
both reputations simultaneously may end in outcomes closer to those of the 
decoupling strategy (such as cognitive overload, high coordination costs) be-
cause the resources are not replicable in both sides of the firm at the same 
time. Thus, the portfolio strategy, in particular, entails a temporal aspect and 
will prove most successful for new ventures when they are cognizant of the 
strategy’s possibilities and plan in advance to execute the strategy when the 
optimal time and conditions arise. 

Loose coupling differs from the portfolio strategy in its implications for 
new ventures in that it is not only feasible but in many ways also advisable 
for new ventures, especially creator firms such as fashion firms. For example, 
although it is very expensive to do, showing an innovative runway collection 
in one of the four prestigious fashion weeks (London, Milan, Paris, or New 
York) is the surest way for a new designer to gain visibility and prestige (if 
intermediaries approve of the products) and therefore traction in the market-
place. In the early days of a new producer, therefore, loose coupling provides 
an optimal way to fulfill the imperatives of both art and market worlds with-
out taking the toll that decoupling or portfolio strategies do.

Decoupling

The decoupling strategy requires firms to effectively run two entirely sepa-
rate organizations and thus entails a complex and resource-intensive task in 
the best of circumstances; a firm that employs the decoupling strategy gains 
almost no economy of scope from its two disparate operations and therefore 
nearly doubles its costs. A new venture that adopts this strategy will, therefore, 
add significant coordination costs to its preexisting liabilities of newness.24

Nevertheless, the strategy is viable for ventures that incorporate an element 
of technological innovation in the production process, such as Atavist (dis-
cussed earlier) because the technological platform provides a path to financial 
viability for the firm, which the cultural production side alone cannot neces-
sarily provide. The decision to adopt this strategy requires careful thought, 
and the firm must take measures to avoid complications that could emanate 
from the principal’s attention being divided between the two sides of the firm. 
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Most new producers that adopt the decoupling strategy seek to have a 
modicum of synergy between the two sides of the firm. Typically, the cultural 
product serves to establish the distinctive voice or raison d’être of the new 
venture and differentiate it from the richer, larger, and more powerful incum-
bents in the field; once the venture has carved out its own niche, it is able to 
present a strong case to its stakeholders, riding on the name recognition it has 
garnered. The hypothetical example of an independent film studio that also 
holds a patent for searching videos and images on the Internet illustrates this 
process. Although it might be difficult to attract attention from lay consumers 
for the latter activity, an interesting, intelligent, and innovative film is much 
more likely to build a reputation for the firm, which can then be parlayed into 
greater recognition among funders. A new producer that can take advantage 
of a scalable business model (like a way to conduct image search), despite (or 
because of) being decoupled from cultural production (like film production), 
is more likely to find willing funders who see in the former operations the 
potential for returns on their investment. 

Although synergy across the two sets of products is the most important 
prerequisite for implementing the decoupling strategy, there are other organi-
zational factors to consider. Running two entirely different businesses is not 
a straightforward operation and can be debilitating for a newly founded firm. 
Further, founders of firms in creative industries are unlikely to be interested 
in running the technical side of the business, and finding a cofounder to take 
on the task can lead to other problems. Finally, it is critical for firms using this 
strategy to manage the threat of cannibalization or bolstering competitors 
(for example, in the case of Atavist, which was described earlier, its software 
business arguably creates competitors for its publishing business). Given these 
potential pitfalls, firms must adopt the decoupling strategy with care.

Balancing Strategies: Implications for Growth of New Ventures

With respect to growing and scaling operations, producers seemingly ben-
efit from having relatively straightforward business models in which revenues 
are derived directly from the sale of the work being produced: selling more 
will lead to growth. However, the paradox faced by new producer ventures 
is that although they may adopt a particular structural strategy to balance 
the cultural and financial imperatives, each of these strategies entails inbuilt 
constraints on growth (the most important imperative in the market world). 
Moreover, none of these strategies can fully overcome the limitation on 
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growth imposed by the nature of the creative process, which poses the chief 
challenge to growth for a new producer in the creative industries—the dif-
ficulty of producing works on an industrial scale without an accompanying 
loss in (real or perceived) quality. Scaling is difficult in the creative indus-
tries for two reasons. First, individual creators cannot ramp up the quantity 
and velocity of creation. Second (and relevant to the issue of the cultural and 
market logics), it is difficult to pinpoint what makes an idea original, innova-
tive, and high quality, even though this originality is essential to the artistic 
success of the work. Creating more works (for example, producing a book per 
year or a song per day), therefore, does not guarantee that intermediaries and 
consumers will affirm the quality of these works. Creators simply cannot be 
induced to create in accordance to specifications or volume goals. This is why 
a producer firm, with access to the works of multiple creators and the resul-
tant availability of several structural strategies to balance the financial and 
cultural imperatives, has an advantage over a creator firm when it comes to 
growing both its cultural and commercial impact. 

BALANCING STRATEGIES IN PIONEER ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Pioneer-producers (that create markets for radically innovative cultural 
goods) can be either creator firms or producer firms and either incumbents or 
new ventures. Although the propensity to produce works that require the re-
vision of prevailing norms does not necessarily differ across creator firms and 
producer firms, it may be reasonable to expect the former to be more likely to 
produce such works because they provide creators with greater financial and 
creative independence and control. In addition, whereas being a pioneer pro-
ducer is a difficult and risky proposition for both established firms and new 
ventures, incumbents may possess more resources (both tangible and intan-
gible) that can be used to support a novel product category until a new market 
is established. 

Because pioneer entrepreneurs, by definition, introduce a new category of 
cultural goods to the market, the question of how to balance the logics of the 
art and business worlds may seem moot in the case of a pioneer producer. Spe-
cifically, it may seem that a pioneer has already made the decision to prioritize 
the cultural imperative, given that establishing a market for a new category 
is difficult, slow, and often unrewarding. However, this is not necessarily the 
case, for two reasons. First, not all new categories of creative works meet the 
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value criteria, standards, and specific conventions of the art world. Consider, 
for instance, the romance and erotica genre in publishing; although the first 
publisher to introduce this type of book was most certainly a pioneer pro-
ducer for that category, there was never the possibility that either the pub-
lisher or the works would be considered part of the literary canon, even if 
societal prudishness were not a factor. Thus, the pioneer publisher for this 
genre was likely either using this category to bolster the financially oriented 
lines in the firm’s portfolio or was never aiming to be considered culturally 
significant at all. Second, being a pioneer entrepreneur—(one of) the first to 
introduce a category—can, if the role is strategized and executed well, lead to 
financial gains from the so-called first mover advantage. However, because 
the process of building a market for a new category is slow, any financial bene-
fits are part of a long and uncertain game. Given these two conditions, despite 
pioneer entrepreneurs’ notable impact on culture, they too must balance the 
directives of both the cultural and the market worlds.

In terms of the structural strategies available to pioneer producers, in-
cumbent producer firms are at an advantage relative to both new firms and 
established creator firms. Existing large producer firms, which have already 
adopted a portfolio or decoupling strategy, are better able (than new firms) to 
absorb the cultural or financial (and sometimes both) losses that result from 
introducing a new category with uncertain prospects to the market.25 Nei-
ther, as already described, can incumbent creator firms take advantage of such 
separation and its accompanying benefits, because it is difficult for creator 
firms to produce more than one category of goods. Loose coupling between a 
radically innovative avant-garde product and its commercial derivative is also 
difficult for new pioneer producers because, in loose coupling, avant-garde 
works serve as the foundation for market-oriented works—a position that is 
difficult to attain when no market exists for the avant-garde goods due to their 
radical novelty.

Although new ventures have much more difficulty acting as pioneer pro-
ducers than incumbent firms, paradoxically, new ventures are far more likely 
than existing firms to be pioneers, betting everything on a single new product 
or category without regard to the market creation challenges they will face. 
Because these new pioneer entrepreneurs—producing a novel category of 
cultural goods—are extremely unlikely to possess the resources to produce 
more than one product line or to work with several creators, the only truly 
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viable strategy for them is blending, which, in this situation, can be employed 
by both producer firms and creator firms. Certainly pioneer producers that 
initially adopt the blending strategy may later adopt the portfolio strategy as 
they grow and succeed. The record label Def Jam, for instance, followed this 
path. Although the label was not the first to produce a rap album/single (that 
honor belonged to Sugar Hill Records), Def Jam is credited with playing an 
instrumental role in popularizing the genre via their optimal framing of the 
rap single. The company originally employed the blending strategy but today 
has grown into a multibillion-dollar conglomerate that deploys both the de-
coupling (music and footwear) and portfolio strategies (within the music in-
dustry) to great effect, maintaining its status as a cultural innovator while 
also achieving vast financial success. In contrast, pioneer creator firms almost 
always employ a blending strategy in the beginning and maintain it, even as 
they grow, due to the nature of production in a creator firm. 

Summing Up and Looking Ahead

Those who operate in the creative and artistic realms often deride the mar-
ketplace and its rules for being too calculating and rational and for valuing 
only things that can be objectively measured. Advocates of market rationality 
reciprocate by depicting artists as too unwilling to acknowledge the existence 
of the “real” world in which they reside, where income from sales is essen-
tial to everyday life. Producers in creative industries must be willing to enter 
this zone of mutual antipathy and tension, and they face a series of related 
obstacles as they seek to achieve financial and/or artistic returns. Although 
producers have a set of strategies to balance the opposing logics of culture and 
commerce at their disposal, the balancing act is difficult, especially for new 
ventures. Yet, individuals are driven to become entrepreneurs in the creative 
industries, and many succeed in meeting both financial and cultural impera-
tives. Indeed, producers have played a key role in nearly all major cultural and 
artistic breakthroughs in U.S. society in the past century. 

Creators, producers, and intermediaries have long coexisted in a some-
times uneasy balance in the creative industries, influencing culture and social 
values via innovations championed by entrepreneurs in the market. However, 
the world has changed substantially in the last century, particularly in the past 
two decades—the dual forces of globalization and digitalization have become 
extremely prominent in the cultural world during this time. The next chapter 
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examines whether and how these two forces have changed the creative indus-
tries. The chapter reveals the opportunities this new world offers and the chal-
lenges it presents to creators, producers, and intermediaries, with a particular 
focus on which aspects of these roles have changed in the new context and 
how the market and entrepreneurs—pioneering and not—in either producer 
or intermediary positions must adapt to these changes while also highlighting 
what aspects must remain the same, regardless of the new context.
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Today, individuals who want to purchase artwork can find an artist or de-
signer to create it on “Unique Board”; they can learn more about art by brows-
ing the vast collections of the venerable Metropolitan Museum of Art (in New 
York City) from anywhere in the world, either on the museum’s own website 
or on the website for Google’s Art Project; and they can buy twentieth-century 
Indian art from Saffronart.com. Unquestionably, the world is becoming more 
connected and accessible by the day; economic and technological develop-
ments, particularly globalization and digitalization, jointly bridge physical 
and psychological distances. Digitalization refers to the rapid uptake of the 
Internet and other digital media for creation, commerce, and communication. 
Globalization is the opening of previously closed economies, which has led to 
widespread economic development and increased interest in these countries 
from Western firms. Together, these upheavals have significantly changed 
the way business is conducted and have had a particularly significant (and 
mostly positive) impact on entrepreneurs. This shift is evidenced by the nu-
merous IPOs (initial public offerings) of digital-native firms, including the 
Chinese firm Alibaba.com, which had the largest IPO in history.3 Firms in 
creative industries have viewed these developments with substantially more 
caution than firms in other industries. Digitalization and globalization have 
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Creat ive Industr ies in the Age of  Digi ta l izat ion 

and Global izat ion

When a platform is self-service, even the improbable ideas can get tried, 
because there’s no expert gatekeeper ready to say, “That will never work!” 

—Jeffrey Bezos, CEO of Amazon.com1

The star-making system of the future, it turns out, needs the star-making 
system of the past . . . The middle men and women have arrived, eroding 
YouTube’s status as the quintessential do-it-yourself enterprise.

—Brooks Barnes and Hunter Atkins2

http://Amazon.com
http://Saffronart.com
http://Alibaba.com
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led to disorder in the creative industries and have challenging consequences 
for the functioning of established entities. As in other industries, however, 
in the creative industries the rise of the digital medium and the increasing 
economic parity among the world’s economies have, relative to their impact 
on incumbents, had positive consequences for entrepreneurs, pioneering and 
otherwise. 

The challenges that digitalization and globalization present for incum-
bents in the creative industries raise questions about both the viability and 
relevance of traditional forms of creative works and the validity of old par-
adigms and practices. In the midst of such large-scale changes, are the es-
tablished rules and structures still relevant? Or will the disruptions render 
obsolete old ways of doing things in the creative industries? If so, what new 
approaches will emerge? This final chapter revisits and critically examines 
the topics addressed in the previous chapters to understand their relevance, 
validity, and entrepreneurial implications in the current digitalized and glo-
balized context. 

The Implications of Digitalization 
and Globalization for Creators, 

Producers, Intermediaries

Digitalization has had both problematic and beneficial consequences for 
creators. The digital medium is a tremendous hurdle to creators getting 
paid for their work, as conflicts over online music distribution and shar-
ing have demonstrated.4 This trouble extends to writers and filmmakers as 
well.5 Creators of goods that can be disseminated over the Internet are right 
to be worried, because electronic versions of books, songs, films, and other 
works can be easily duplicated, shared, and streamed, although the creators 
of these works are not necessarily paid for each duplicate that is shared or 
distributed. This particular concern is less acute among creators of physi-
cal goods (for example, fashion designers, visual artists, chefs) that cannot 
be digitalized. Although a firm may use the Internet to sell high-fashion 
clothing, the actual garment must still be shipped to the consumer in physi-
cal form, and thus designers face a lower risk of unauthorized distribution 
or duplication reducing their incomes than do musicians and writers and 
the like.6
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Although uncompensated duplication can be problematic, the rise of the 
digital medium has also presented creators with a major benefit: the unprec-
edented opportunity to reach consumers directly, a development that many 
creators have embraced and celebrated.7 This shift has increased the number 
of self-actualized individuals with nonpecuniary motivations who can re-
capture the artistic ideal of creating for the sake of creation and expression 
rather than for the market (see, for instance, the many inventive and inter-
esting works on Instagram). Globalization has also had mixed consequences 
for creators because markets for creators’ works are no longer hyperlocal-
ized. Thus, creators can now reach a myriad of consumers across the globe 
but conversely must contend with both a multitude of other creators who 
can do the same and enter their own markets and the local creators in those 
distant markets. 

Digitalization has put producers in a situation similar to that of creators. 
The development of electronic formats of creative works and the digital me-
dium for disseminating content have posed significant challenges, especially 
in fields such as music, film, and publishing. Producers must worry about 
everything from copyright protection to the need to produce works in a new 
format. The main issue for producers, however, is that creators can now reach 
audiences directly without going through a producer firm (for example, a 
book publisher or record label), as illustrated by the recent successes of self-
published authors such as Amanda Hocking and E. L. James8 and the popu-
larity of short films made and posted on YouTube by independent creators.9

As a result, producer firms, especially in the music and publishing sectors, are 
rightly worried about becoming irrelevant. Yet even as producers worry about 
impending irrelevance, they also benefit from the opportunities generated by 
digitalization, which has enabled delivery innovations (such as e-books) and 
provided a new channel through which producers can bring cultural prod-
ucts to consumers. The reduced cost of doing business, especially in the case 
of retail operations, has allowed producers to produce, distribute, and scale 
quickly. In some cases, producer firms have even been able to disrupt tradi-
tional industry structure; for example, a large number of online fashion stores 
and multiple online start-ups in the art space have emerged, casting doubt on 
the belief that art and high fashion had to be bought and sold in a particular 
ambience and with a personal touch provided by the seller to the buyer. The 
impact of globalization on producers also has parallels with the experience of 
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creators. Although the growing economic parity among nations has opened 
new markets, the ease of cross-border trade and business has increased the 
level of competition that producers face.

Finally, the growth of the Internet as a medium has had a mixed impact on 
the nature and work of intermediaries. The chief implication of digitalization 
has been that consumers have come to expect discursive content on the Inter-
net to be available gratis,10 which has weakened the financial viability of mag-
azines, newspapers, and other similar intermediaries. It’s not all bad news for 
intermediaries, however; digitalization has also had positive consequences. 
For example, the Internet offers a new medium for conveying their discourse 
and has significantly lowered the cost of starting a new intermediary, be-
cause publishing text or posting video online is easy and virtually free. As 
a consequence, new online intermediary ventures have proliferated, and the 
very existence of their older, costlier physical counterparts is now threatened. 
These various new digital organizations/sites that provide consumer and/or 
expert reviews of cultural goods (for example Yelp.com, Goodreads.com,11

Rottentomatoes.com) are examples of the entrepreneurial vitality in this part 
of the value chain (see Chapter 1 for a discussion of the value chain). Global-
ization, too, has created opportunities for intermediaries because the intro-
duction of categories that are new to a particular geography/market/culture 
requires intermediaries that can provide evaluative and explicatory commen-
tary to encourage the consumption of goods in this category (recall the case of 
modern Indian art, which is a good example of a new market category made 
feasible in large part by globalizing forces).

In sum, digitalization has presented significant challenges to incumbents 
that have presumably not been agile enough to deal with the new digitally 
mediated context that has disrupted their well-worn ways of doing busi-
ness. Similarly, globalization has not been a universally positive experience 
for incumbents—it has enabled firms from previously less developed coun-
tries to enter large, developed Western markets while dangling potentially 
lucrative, but simultaneously extremely challenging, new markets in front of 
Western firms. However, even as these dual forces have generated challenges 
for incumbent creators, producers, and intermediaries, they have generated 
extensive opportunities for pioneer and other entrepreneurs, as previously 
described. The remainder of this chapter examines the implications of these 
developments, both opportunities and obstacles, for entrepreneurs. 

http://Yelp.com
http://Goodreads.com
http://Rottentomatoes.com
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Entrepreneurial Opportunities Related 
to Digitalization and Globalization

These two great upheavals—digitalization and globalization—have generated 
somewhat different types of opportunities in the creative industries. Digitali-
zation has had a wide-ranging impact across entities (creators, producers, and 
intermediaries) and has generated market opportunities that can be but are 
not always pioneering roles, whereas globalization has resulted primarily in 
opportunities for pioneer entrepreneurs (both pioneer producers and pioneer 
intermediaries). Specifically, globalization has engendered two types of pio-
neer entrepreneurship. First, it has allowed cultural products specific to a cer-
tain country to be consumed in other countries—goods can be shipped and 
ideas (and their manifestations) can travel across boundaries to find new mar-
kets. Second, globalization has led to the emergence of new markets for cer-
tain products within their home country—conventions of value from outside 
can be adopted in countries to render local cultural products newly valuable. 
For example, the increased popularity of K-pop from South Korea in both the 
United States and other Asian countries is a case of the former type of pio-
neer entrepreneurship (that is, ideas and goods crossing boundaries to reach 
a new market).12 Similarly, the entry of Hollywood films into China required 
pioneer entrepreneurs to create a new market.13 In an example of the latter 
type of pioneer entrepreneurship, designers and fashion magazines have ap-
plied the modern concept of high-end fashion systems (which entails a market 
for individualistic, choice-oriented clothing) in African and Latin American 
countries and India (all regions where clothing had traditionally reflected 
socioeconomic class rather than fashion trends or individual tastes).14 New 
goods from both of these categories are brought to market by pioneer produc-
ers and pioneer intermediaries.

Most striking is that the interaction of globalization and digitalization 
has yielded a particularly fertile ground for entrepreneurial opportunities be-
cause the digital medium reaches across geographical barriers and enables 
both commerce and an increased volume of commentary. The opportunities 
generated by rapid globalization are strengthened by the concurrent trend 
of digitalization and vice versa. If the Internet did not make cross-national 
transactions so easy, it would be far more difficult for cultural goods to be sold 
in geographically and culturally distant markets; conversely, if consumers 
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were not increasingly interested in countries such as India and China (as a 
result of their recent rapid economic development), there would be no mar-
kets for goods from these countries in the Western world. Only as a result 
of both trends occurring simultaneously could an Indian auction house—
Saffronart.com—create a market for modern Indian art by providing con-
sumers in various countries access to art from a previously untapped part of 
the world through online auctions.15

In the case of cultural goods, however, cultural distance is more difficult 
to bridge than physical distance. Because of the influence of nonmarket in-
termediaries, tastes in goods such as music, food, literature, and art are cir-
cumscribed by consumers’ social and cultural contexts, which in turn are 
often geographically determined and differentiated. As a result, there is no 
guarantee that mere access (enabled by the Internet) to works from different 
cultures will create a market for these goods—commerce needs commentary 
to stimulate consumption of cultural goods, especially those that originate 
in other cultures. (Recall the description of the four elements of a market in 
Chapter 1). Pioneer producers, therefore, are hampered in their pursuit of a 
market if there is not sufficient intermediary-driven discourse, and interme-
diaries must develop expertise and knowledge in the new category before they 
can effectively create a market for it. Pioneer entrepreneurship is therefore 
risky for both producers and intermediaries in a globalizing world. However, 
the concurrent digitalization has increased consumers’ willingness and ability 
to engage in ecommerce transactions and lowered costs of operating online, 
which mitigates at least the economic aspect of this risk. Pioneer produc-
ers, especially those in the sales/retail field, are not required to invest a large 
amount of money in stores, whereas pioneer intermediaries can take advan-
tage of the vast space available to them for disseminating discourse in a va-
riety of formats (text, audio, visual, video, and so on), which may make their 
discourse more resonant and therefore more credible and effective. It is not 
a coincidence that consumers have become increasingly exposed to cultural 
goods from other countries at the same time that economic conditions have 
improved among previously less economically developed countries, and the 
prevalence of and familiarity with the Internet has grown. As a result of these 
simultaneous trends, a large number of entrepreneurial ventures have recently 
emerged in the creative industries.

However, with incumbents in the creative industries apparently be-
leaguered as they endure disruptions in the efficacy of their traditional ap-

http://Saffronart.com
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proaches, it seems that not only the existing firms but also the existing rules 
of engagement (described as the baseline case in previous chapters) are being 
or will be rendered obsolete by entrepreneurs and their novel practices in the 
new environment. Nevertheless, it may be premature to sound the death knell 
for all things traditional. Although only continued experimentation will fully 
reveal the best practices for creators, producers, and intermediaries in the 
new context, many of the challenges and trade-offs described in this book will 
nonetheless remain relevant and significant, despite these new developments 
and their repercussions. Therefore, it behooves entrepreneurs to pay heed to 
the underlying reasons for the structure and functioning of the creative in-
dustries; the following descriptions of what has changed and what has not 
changed for creators, producers, and intermediaries and the entrepreneur-
ial implications of these changes illustrate why such attention is warranted 
among entrepreneurs.

New Opportunities, New 
Challenges, Old Rules?

CREATORS

Given that the joint trend of digitalization/globalization is largely a conflu-
ence of transformations in the economic, technological, and organizational 
spheres—which are only remotely germane to the typically solitary pursuit of 
creating art—it may seem that these forces would have a minimal effect on the 
creative works produced by individual creators. Indeed, with the exception a 
few fundamentally digital-only types of works—the “cell-phone novel,”16 en-
hanced electronic books,17 digital art, and possibly electronic dance music—
digitalization has not changed the process of creation or the nature of the 
works created per se. Artworks must still be conceived, developed, and re-
fined, regardless of the medium in which creation occurs. However, the com-
bined influence of digitalization and globalization has had some impact on 
the works created. In the world of traditional crafts and artisans, for instance, 
some product designers have attempted to provide a certain degree of guid-
ance to artisans to increase the appeal of their products in the global mar-
ket.18 At the same time, given that the interest in these works is the result of 
their uniqueness, prudent designers will not alter ideas or works of art too 
significantly in response to market demand. Overall, then, digitalization and 
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globalization have had some (but limited) influence on the nature of the artis-
tic works that are created and brought to market.

In contrast, technological advances, as well as rapid developments in the 
Internet’s ability to enable transactions and interactions of various kinds, have 
significantly changed who can be an artist and aspire to make a living from 
being a creator of artistic works. Today’s aspiring filmmakers can use digital 
cameras to make films relatively easily; designers, musicians, and singers can 
use a variety of online platforms to post their work and build an audience; and 
writers can self-publish online to reach readers.19 In addition, the creators of 
works that require a significant sum of money to create and/or distribute—for 
example, a film, a line of fashion apparel, or a large-scale sculpture—can con-
nect with willing customers/funders/patrons via several Internet platforms. 
These so-called crowd-funding platforms such as Kickstarter and IndieGogo 
have made it possible for creators to simultaneously raise money and gauge 
consumer interest in a product. Finally, once they have created their works, 
creators can harness the services of online marketplaces such as Etsy.com, 
which allow them to create a virtual shop and reach customers, regardless of 
where they are located; by some accounts, Etsy hosts 900,000 creators, who 
are able to reach 60 million registered buyers from around the world.20 Thus, 
the twin forces of digitalization and globalization have jointly changed the 
everyday lives of artists. 

The Possibility of Reverse-Engineering Creative Goods

Although globalization has brought to the fore categories of artworks that 
were previously unheralded and unseen by consumers in other countries, dig-
italization’s impact on the creation of new market categories has been limited 
to the few digital-native ones mentioned previously. Further, digitalization 
has not led to a large shift in the types of works created within existing cat-
egories, despite earlier predictions of dramatic changes in the creative process 
itself due to the availability of “big data” (large amounts of knowledge gleaned 
from monitoring consumers’ habits and actions online). Primary among the 
promises of big data was the notion that all available information could be 
analyzed to reveal consumers’ preferences and tastes. For example, companies 
such as Pandora have tried to parse the “music genome” (that is, objective at-
tributes of songs), which could be used to suggest certain music to listeners.21

More important, such data could be used to make funding decisions and push 
the creation of works that consumers [would] desire and like, developments 

http://Etsy.com
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that might change the types of works created within existing genres. However, 
there is no concrete evidence that this has occurred in a meaningful way, even 
in areas where digitalization has taken hold completely, such as the music 
industry. Nevertheless, the availability of consumer data has wrought some 
changes in how creators and their works are assessed and/or commissioned 
by producer-firms (see the example of Amazon, described in the follow-
ing pages).22

Notably, although the amount of data and the level of detail about cus-
tomer behavior is a new development, the use of consumer research or buying 
patterns to reverse engineer products is not new. Moreover, this strategy does 
not necessarily bring about products that are successful in the artistic or the 
commercial sense. There is not yet any credible evidence of stable commercial 
success due to such reverse engineering of creative works. Although some ob-
servers have claimed that Netflix and the success of its original series House 
of Cards provides such evidence, it is rumored that Netflix granted the direc-
tor full creative freedom. Thus, the approach Netflix took was not so differ-
ent from the “traditional” approach of making programming decisions based 
on track records and past successes, which the ensemble of creators certainly 
possessed.23 Similarly, although Amazon relied on consumer preferences in its 
initial foray into original programming in 2013—the firm produced only the 
five series for which its customers voted—the shows debuted to little critical 
or consumer attention, and a little over a year later only one of the five series 
had been renewed.24 Further, in a 2014 article, The New York Times reported 
that Amazon was “conscientiously adding more artistic nuance to its science 
of programming” and luring creators who “were going with their creative 
gut . . . despite their employer’s algorithm-driven image.”25 Indeed, in the 
same article, the creators of the firm’s new shows emphasized (on record) that 
they did not engage with comments posted online or use data gleaned by the 
company and rather focused on being true to their “job” of “being a good 
storyteller.”

The Possibility of Democratizing Artistic Creation

Another prediction that gained considerable traction is related to technology’s 
facilitation of creation and distribution. Some commentators believed that in 
the new world of creative work, anybody who wanted to would be able to be-
come a writer/artist/singer/musician/filmmaker and reach an audience, and 
therefore “old world” producers would no longer be needed to take creative 
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works to market. This democratization, which Jeffrey Bezos alluded to in a let-
ter to Amazon’s shareholders, was hailed as a way of breaking through the old 
guard. Bezos opened his letter with eight enthusiastic endorsements, five of 
which were from individuals who had used Kindle Direct Publishing (KDP), 
Amazon’s self-publishing platform, to become “best-selling” authors. Bezos 
touted the platform’s “radical and transformational innovations that create 
value for thousands of authors, entrepreneurs, and developers.”26

That assertion, although marginally true, has not changed the situation 
of artists in any truly significant way. It has never been easy to make a living 
as an artist, but, with more artists entering the market and gaining access to 
customers directly through the Internet, that endeavor is now more difficult 
than ever because there is a bottleneck of creative goods in the market. In 
this context, it is extremely difficult for creators’ self-distributed works to be 
discovered among the cacophony of stimuli available to consumers.27 Authors 
have lamented the difficulty of being self-published and the struggle to be no-
ticed among the many self-published authors.28 YouTube has acknowledged 
that, of the million or so user-produced channels that earn revenues from ad-
vertising, only some thousands bring in an annual income topping six figures. 
The “stars” of these channels have expressed a worry that overcrowding on the 
platform will mean fewer viewers for each star/channel, which, in turn, will 
mean diminishing advertising rates and therefore lower revenues.29

Although it may seem like the ideal situation, self-publishing, or more gen-
erally self-generated connection with a target audience, is not always optimal 
for artists. Eliminating publishers (or producers more generally) would likely 
result in the market being flooded by self-published books of variable qual-
ity; in this scenario, consumers would have difficulty keeping up and figuring 
out what to read, whereas individual authors would almost certainly struggle 
to market their books. Further, contrary to popular belief, such a situation 
would have the most negative effects on new authors because, although well-
known authors such as James Patterson or Stephen King have keen fans who 
will find the author’s next book even if it is not promoted by a large publisher, 
newcomers do not have such followings, and their works are likely to get lost 
among the many others. 

Although the digital medium has empowered artists, especially writers, 
those creators who do not enjoy the process of marketing and selling their 
works (a considerable majority) do not garner stable, long-term gains and/
or satisfaction from being self-published. As a result, new authors who did 
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eventually find and build an online fan base would likely sign a formal con-
tract with a publishing firm, which would take over the work of production 
and promotion, leaving the author free to write. For example, after signing a 
contract with one of the “Big Five” publishers, the enormously popular, self-
published fanfiction writer Amanda Hocking said, “I always knew that if I 
could get the right deal, I would take it.”30 At this point, many self-published 
artists seem to have a goal of being discovered and acquired by “old world” 
producers, thus defying predictions that a totally different and democratic 
artistic movement is afoot. Thus, the old order lives on, and the role of the 
producer as risk taker is still necessary. Producers, however, have not been im-
mune to the dramatic changes caused by digitalization and globalization. The 
following section examines what has changed and what remains unchanged 
in the role and functions of a producer in creative industries, with particular 
focus on entrepreneurs.

PRODUCERS

Although Amanda Hocking and E. L. James opted to sign contracts with 
established publishers, the next self-publishing sensation may forge ahead 
alone, thus realizing Jeff Bezos’s vision of a world without gatekeepers, where 
the relevance of producers has declined. Yet even in the music industry, where 
digitalization has had the longest tenure, there are still A&R (artists and rep-
ertoire) executives and major labels. Justin Bieber was discovered via the In-
ternet but nevertheless has an agent.31 Similarly, old-world style producers are 
emerging in the world of YouTube—multichannel networks and agents have 
begun to engage with individuals who already have viewers and revenues and 
therefore would seem not to need help reaching consumers.32 Even as artists 
have many more avenues for realizing their work and reaching consumers as 
a result of the Internet, producers have realized that these digital platforms 
are venues where they can scout for talented creators who already have an au-
dience.33 Thus, in the current technology-enabled context, producers remain 
necessary and relevant in the creative industries, although certain aspects of 
their duties have changed.

Adjusting to a Digitalized, Globalized Market

The chief impact of digitalization in the context of producers has been the 
provision of a new distribution method, a platform for both the production 
of cultural goods and the management of economic transactions. First, the 
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digital medium has allowed the development of innovative cultural goods 
such as enhanced e-books or short YouTube videos as a format of entertain-
ment; more broadly, advanced technologies have facilitated the emergence 
of new categories of creative products such as electronic dance music. With 
regard to these types of goods (film, music, television, and books), which can 
themselves be digitized, the fear among producers at the start of the digital 
age focused on two main issues—digital rights management and the diffi-
culty of collecting revenues from online customers. However, the first prob-
lem (a technical difficulty) has been addressed, and over time consumers 
have become more willing to either pay subscription fees to providers such 
as Netflix or sit through commercials in exchange for free access to the work 
(as they do for TV). Although incumbent producer firms may still be feel-
ing threatened by the success of Netflix and Hulu, the fundamental order of 
things has not changed, although the actors are new—recent patterns mir-
ror earlier developments. Like HBO (also originally a subscription service 
for movies), Netflix has begun to produce original programming to induce 
customers to return to the platform; other firms, such as Hulu and Amazon, 
have followed suit. In sum, this process has played out before, and, although 
it may be occurring on a much larger scale now and thus be more disrup-
tive and frightening for entities vested in the status quo, understanding the 
fundamental structure of these industries and knowing the underlying rea-
sons for these structures will help entrepreneurs and incumbents survive 
and thrive. 

Examples from the Fashion Industry and the Art Market

One of the best demonstrations of the importance of possessing knowledge of 
the structure of creative industries is the case of online retail, a sector in which 
opportunities have flourished due to the new digital medium, which provides 
a platform for transactions/sales of physical goods. Whereas online retail was 
accepted (albeit with some reluctance) in the case of books (Amazon.com), 
there was significant resistance to the idea of online retail among producers 
in the art and fashion sectors. Industry veterans declared that the online ex-
perience would not be able to replicate the real-life experience of shopping 
for these goods and that the Internet would never deliver the ambience that 
prized customers desired. Fashion entrepreneurs were the first to challenge 
the verity of this industry maxim. For example, the website Net-a-Porter.com, 
which provides an online retail platform for luxury fashion goods and acces-

http://Amazon.com
http://Net-a-Porter.com
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sories, became very successful despite initial skepticism regarding its viability. 
The potential of the Internet was again confirmed when so-called born-digital 
companies such as Warby Parker34 (eyeglasses), Bonobos35 (custom trousers 
for men), Rent the Runway36 (garment rentals), and Gilt Group37 (flash sales) 
received significant press coverage as a result of their seemingly iconoclas-
tic business models and achieved financial success. In addition, online re-
tail has facilitated globalization in fashion—sites such as Farfetch.com and 
Shoptiques.com (platforms that offer virtual storefronts for boutiques located 
in cities across the world) and Jaypore.com (a website for fashion clothing and 
accessories from India) can be accessed by customers all over the world. In 
sum, the digital medium affords efficiency and convenience to both producers 
and consumers by serving as a trading platform for all types of goods from 
any location. 

And yet, Warby Parker, Bonobos, and Rent the Runway have each recently 
constructed brick-and-mortar stores,38 and Net-a-Porter has begun to publish 
Porter, a print magazine.39 These developments raise some doubts about the 
proclaimed victory of virtual sales channels over traditional ones and em-
phasize the importance of creating a tangible shopping experience with tac-
tile interactions with real products, which, it seems, customers still desire. 
Producers imbue products with tangible and intangible markers of value 
(as described in Chapter 8); in the case of high-fashion apparel, the shop-
ping experience and store ambience are very important markers of value. 
These markers, which are missing in the online shopping experience, play a 
significant role in creating a market for goods with symbolic value, making 
the physical stores worth the considerable expense and effort they require. 
Therefore, online stores must re-create, to at least a certain extent, the same 
pleasurable shopping experience that consumers have in physical stores. Net-
a-Porter, for example, achieves this via the ostentatiously luxurious beauti-
ful packaging that arrives at customers’ doorsteps. These accoutrements are 
expensive for firms to implement and therefore erode some of the cost ben-
efits of not having a physical store. Finally, especially for a new firm/brand 
(less so for Ralphlauren.com or Bloomingdales.com), it is extremely difficult 
to be noticed among the crowd of online competitors, and revenues lost from 
being overlooked (or the marketing expenses required to be noticed) may 
well counterbalance the savings accrued from being online. As a result, even 
in the world of online retail, there is a need for flagship physical stores and 
showrooms. Knowledge of the way consumers perceive value in high-fashion 
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apparel is, therefore, critical to the success of producers, especially entrepre-
neurs, in the world of online fashion retail.40

The notoriously social art market, where seeing and being seen are cru-
cial elements of the experience, has been more resistant to change than the 
fashion industry. The combined influence of globalization and digitalization 
resulted in the generation of numerous entrepreneurial opportunities in the 
art market and a high level of optimism among entrepreneurs, who viewed 
the success of entrepreneurs in fashion as an indicator of changing consumer 
behavior and industry dynamics. The Internet’s potential to bridge physical 
distances motivated entrepreneurs to found online galleries that promised to 
bring art to potential collectors who lived far from the main centers of the art 
world such as New York, London, Paris, and Berlin.41 Industry insiders also 
believed that websites that facilitated retail sales had the potential to bring 
new artists and their work to the forefront of the market, regardless of where 
they were located, so that American and European (including those in the 
United Kingdom) collectors could gain access to art markets in faraway newly 
modernizing cultures such as China and India and various countries in Af-
rica and Latin America. However, entrepreneurs underestimated both the dif-
ficulty of overcoming consumers’ need for artworks to be explicated (which is 
especially acute in the case of new collectors) and the need for trust between 
the transacting parties. The need for trust and education was a substantial 
hurdle, especially in the primary market, which testifies to the importance of 
understanding the structure and functioning of art markets. In the secondary 
market (sales of artworks that have already undergone the value construction 
process), the online selling of artworks is easier. 

The example of Paddle8.com, a New York–based art venture, provides an 
illustration.42 Originally founded as a virtual storefront and platform for art 
galleries located anywhere in the world to reach distal collectors, the venture 
underwent two pivots during its first year before finally settling on an on-
line auction model, operating in the secondary market; this model produced 
financial success for the firm. The case of Paddle8 shows that although the 
online sales model is not well suited to the primary market due to the complex 
nature of the art market and the process of value construction in art, it is not 
a fundamentally untenable proposition in the art market. In fact, for new ven-
tures, and particularly for pioneers of new global art genres, possessing online 
sales capabilities is especially beneficial because the local universe of collec-

http://Paddle8.com
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tors may not be sufficiently large to support the venture, and a digital platform 
provides access to customers based in a wider range of geographical locations. 

These examples make it clear that producers in creative industries, espe-
cially entrepreneurial ventures, should be wary of excessive optimism about 
the online business model. The ecosystem remains important because in-
termediaries and norms have power over producers’ fortunes, thus making 
online retail more difficult in creative industries than in other industries. 
However, if the entire value chain (comprising distinct producers, intermedi-
aries, and consumers) is transplanted to the online world, with clear bound-
aries between the discourse of producers and that of intermediaries, then the 
idea of selling art or high fashion (purely) online is, quite possibly, feasible and 
sustainable.43,44

Producers’ Interactions with Intermediaries

This importance of trust and education revives earlier discussions (see Chap-
ters 3 and 4) of the interplay between producers and intermediaries—the 
entities that are responsible for maintaining trust and providing education 
in the creative industries’ value chain. Digitalization and globalization have 
influenced the interactions between these two entities. One of the main hopes 
observers had for the Internet was that it would allow producers to connect 
directly with consumers, ending the need for traditional middlepersons such 
as wholesalers, brokers, and agents and thereby providing significant savings 
to consumers. Although this has occurred in other industries, extending this 
approach to intermediaries in creative industries entails certain problems. 
Many entrepreneurial producers have made the mistake of assuming that 
intermediaries in the creative industries, which are crucial to constructing 
the value of many cultural goods, can be eliminated in the same way that 
traditional middlepersons in the supply chains of other industries can and 
have been eliminated. With Kindle Direct Publishing (KDP), Amazon and 
Jeff Bezos hoped to obviate the need for one of the producer firms that had 
traditionally vetted the quality of manuscripts and taken on market risks. Al-
though the disruption of the gatekeepers in producer firms in fact warrants an 
even greater need (see the next subsection) for the other so-called gatekeepers 
of culture—independent intermediaries—observers have repeatedly predicted 
their disappearance, too. The seeming inevitability of this outcome, however, 
must be questioned and critically examined.
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INTERMEDIARIES

Proponents of both digitalization and globalization (particularly digitali-
zation) have heralded these dual developments as disruptions that will per-
manently change how consumers understand, value, and consume cultural 
goods. Much of this discussion casts these developments in a rosy hue. No-
tably, these proponents believe that the digital medium’s direct conduit to 
consumers will help eliminate market “inefficiencies,” such as the need for 
expert reviews,45 and will democratize access to cultural goods. It is, there-
fore, worthwhile to address the questions: Are intermediaries still relevant, 
especially in the forms and functional roles they have traditionally occupied, 
and if so, why?

The Need for Intermediaries in the Age of Digitalization 

and Globalization

An examination of the traditional entities that have long served as the pre-
dominant intermediaries for valuation discourse—namely magazines and 
newspapers—would expose struggles and difficulties, suggesting that inter-
mediaries’ relevance and raison d’être are steadily diminishing. Nonetheless, 
that conclusion would be premature and arises from conflating medium and 
message; magazines and newspapers were indeed the chief loci for intermedi-
ary discourse (especially discourse fulfilling the introduction and instruction 
functions; see Chapter 4 for a detailed discussion of the functions of interme-
diaries), and the print versions of these entities are indeed suffering. However, 
the demise of these printed publications does not preclude the possibility that 
the magazine or newspaper format cannot enjoy a second incarnation online. 
The specific magazines and newspapers may be different, and new digital-only 
start-ups may become the norm, but these developments would signal only 
the demise of the print medium, not the death of the entire form. In fact, the 
emergence of a digital medium has made it easier and less expensive to start a 
new venture that performs intermediary functions.46

Intermediaries are just as necessary, if not more necessary, than before 
the advent of digitalization and globalization for three reasons—the proper-
ties of cultural goods, the increasing number of creators and producers in the 
market, and the need for explication of new global cultural goods. As seen 
in Chapter 3, the need for intermediaries in the creative industries is driven 
by the properties of cultural goods—the vast numbers and variety of goods 
produced, their experiential nature, and their inherent symbolism—and none 
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of these properties has been fundamentally or even marginally transformed 
in a way that would mitigate the challenge of consuming creative works. If 
anything, because digital platforms such as YouTube, Pinterest, and Vimeo, 
as well as online publishing sites, have increased the number of individuals 
creating a large number of works that can be presented to consumers with rel-
ative ease, digitalization has exacerbated the need for intermediaries. More-
over, not all of these goods are less complex or require less explication and/
or evaluation merely because they are virtual or because they are created by 
a larger portion of the population.47 Far from being obsolete, therefore, inter-
mediaries are now even more necessary; consumers need intermediaries to 
sift through the goods available in the market and interpret and evaluate these 
goods so they can make informed choices. Globalization has further intensi-
fied this need. As creators from all countries and corresponding cultural con-
texts gain the ability to access digital platforms and reach far-flung consumers 
who live in different cultural contexts, and thus are unfamiliar with the codes 
and symbolism in these works, entities on both sides of the transaction need 
the interpretive and evaluative commentary of intermediaries more acutely 
than ever before.

In 2011, the Sundance Institute became the first “curatorial partner” of 
the crowd-funding website Kickstarter; this partnership and other similar 
arrangements indicate that the Internet has created a greater need for an 
objective intermediary’s endorsement.48 In addition to its joint work with 
Sundance, Kickstarter has several other “curated pages” that allow inter-
ested funders to view only projects that have received some sort of endorse-
ment from a traditional intermediary and thus feel more comfortable when 
they decide to fund the creative projects of unknown individuals. Somewhat 
similarly, Rottentomatoes.com, an aggregator of user reviews of films, also 
presents professional reviews, further tagging some of those as the reviews 
of so-called top critics. The more artists consumers can access, the more they 
need the guidance of an entity that can help them navigate the selection of 
creative goods, apply relevant metrics for evaluation (for example, should 
a YouTube artist be evaluated differently than a TV or movie actor?), learn 
about these goods, and identify the best products. In short, consumers still 
need traditional intermediaries. 

Not only has the pool of creators expanded, producers have proliferated, 
too; for instance, there is an abundance of online retailers in the fashion sec-
tor. These retail firms still face the problem of reaching consumers, and the 

http://Rottentomatoes.com
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emergence of the digital medium has not changed the fact that consumers 
discount producers’ discourse because producers have a profit motive. Thus, 
the work of intermediaries cannot be eliminated by producers placing their 
own commentary and discourse on their websites, and online producers con-
tinue to need the independent value-constructing discourse of intermediaries 
to spur consumption. The Internet has therefore not yet lived up to its pro-
claimed potential to render intermediaries obsolete. 

Neither have any of the specific functions of intermediaries—introduc-
tion, instruction, or inclusion—been eliminated. Indeed, as discussed earlier, 
the need for introduction to enable discovery of goods has increased, as has 
the need for the interpretation and the explication of the meaning of esoteric 
works that now traverse cultural and geographical borders. In the world of 
art, for instance, collectors who want to discover promising new artists in 
locales such as Africa or Latin America (because, in the art market, as in the 
financial market or real estate, it pays to spot a diamond in the rough) must 
first understand the entire context, including the history and trajectory of ar-
tistic movements in these areas and the meanings and subtexts embedded in 
the locale’s artistic works. The inclusion function, which identifies works and 
creators with significant promise and value, is also important in the global-
ized market because it allows consumers to identify the best and most valu-
able items in a category. Although particularly applicable to works with a high 
level of symbolic complexity, intermediary functions remain important (to 
varying degrees) in all creative industries.

In the case of pioneer intermediaries, the changes wrought by globaliza-
tion have increased the need for such intermediaries, whereas digitalization 
has provided nearly endless space for the discourse of these intermediaries. 
Further, just as they were before the advent of digitalization and globaliza-
tion, independence and expertise are absolutely crucial in the case of pioneer 
intermediaries, regardless of the category. 

Who Can Act as an Intermediary in the New World?

The issue of prerequisites is particularly significant for online intermediaries, 
whose number is high and growing. Many of these entities take advantage of 
the fact that the Internet makes it very easy for any and all individuals to con-
tribute to the valuation discourse, mainly via user-generated discourse and 
reviews from lay consumers. This development, in turn, has been portrayed 
as a benefit for consumers, who can now, finally, take matters into their own 
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hands rather than being subjected to the dictates of elite critics. Especially in 
the case of user reviews, there is growing support for giving power back to 
consumers and not permitting elite experts, who are far removed from the 
lay consumer, to determine the quality and therefore the fortunes of creators 
and their works.49 At its core, this is a postmodern worldview that asserts that 
everyone is an expert, and therefore everyone’s opinion and evaluation mat-
ters and thus brings the ideas of democracy and self-governance into the pro-
fessional arena.

Although this move toward democratization may sound appealing, it is 
not clear that it is the best path for civil society. Because customers lack the 
training and/or experience of professional critics/reviewers, their reviews are 
not always informed and objective. Just as the expansion of opportunities to 
create artwork does not make every individual an artist, the consumption of 
creative works does not make an individual a critic. This is clear, for example, 
in reviews of books on Amazon.com; readers often limit their reviews to their 
final judgment (“Awesome!!!” “Amazing read. Must-buy!!”), without explain-
ing why they believe the book is good. Such reviews do not help consumers 
cultivate their taste in or knowledge about writing, or, for that matter, help 
them reach a decision, because it is not clear why the book is being praised. 
Similarly, consumers who post negative reviews of books often do not provide 
in-depth reasons and analysis to explain why the book does not meet quality 
standards. These shallow reviews undermine the efforts of the writers by not 
giving their work due consideration, thought, and analysis.

The erroneous notion that the Internet takes power away from hegemonic 
elite intermediaries and places it in the hands of consumers arises from the 
conflation of high standards and expertise with elitism. Although consumers 
may or may not agree with critics’ criteria and their picks and most certainly 
are not required to abide by these judgments, they cannot and should not ig-
nore intermediaries simply because they have high standards. Replacing the 
reviews of professional critics (formal intermediaries) with user reviews or al-
gorithmic filters and suggestions will create a world in which, potentially, the 
lowest common denominator will carry the day. A civil society needs profes-
sional, independent (that is, having no vested interest in the sale of the work), 
and knowledgeable critics who can push the boundaries of thinking and thus 
make members of society see beyond their limited worldview and understand 
and accept great works of art that challenge prevailing norms. 

http://Amazon.com
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“Content Should Be Free”: 

A Problematic Expectation for Intermediaries

A major stumbling block to maintaining the independence of online inter-
mediaries is the general perception among consumers that “content should 
be free” on the Internet. Because of this perception, intermediaries are often 
forced to generate revenues in ways (for example, collecting affiliate [sales] 
commissions via hyperlinks) that result in the seamless interpenetration of 
reviews and sales. Such practices undermine the independence and objec-
tivity of the review and thus the credibility and influence of intermediaries. 
For example, observers allege that these revenue collection methods are at 
the root of Buzzfeed’s questionable decision to not publish negative reviews.50

Compounding this problem is the fact that new intermediaries that operate 
solely online have yet to formally establish industry-wide professional ethics 
and standards (such as the separation of copy and advertisements in maga-
zines and newspapers). Thus, although formal intermediaries remain central 
to the existence of markets for cultural goods, entrepreneurs in the field must 
remember that long-run success as an intermediary still depends on perform-
ing the fundamental functions with independence and expertise. 

However much it may appear that consumers are not particularly con-
cerned about apparent conflicts of interest and that they welcome the opin-
ions of other consumers, some recent incidents suggest that consumers are 
not so blinded by the easy and free access to reviews and critiques that they 
become oblivious to the prerequisites of intermediaries. For instance, an up-
roar ensued when consumers noticed that revenues from advertising (from 
restaurants) had influenced the reviews and information available on Yelp
.com.51 In another case, consumers became upset when they found out that a 
sharply negative review of (the rather unflattering book) The Everything Store: 
Jeff Bezos and the Age of Amazon was written by MacKenzie Bezos, Jeff’s wife. 

Consumers are right to be suspicious of user reviews. The possibility of 
gaming the system is so insidious and so high—especially since the advent 
of “mechanical turks,”52,53 which can write multiple (positive or negative) re-
views on demand in exchange for a fee—that ventures founded purely on the 
basis of social engagement and reviews contributed by lay users are in dan-
ger of becoming obsolete as consumers become disillusioned by their lack of 
objectivity. A New York Times report on Penske Media’s purchase of Variety
emphasized the pertinence and significance of credibility and reputation in its 
assertion that the magazine’s old-fashioned principles continue to be of value 

http://Yelp.com
http://Yelp.com
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to new world intermediaries and its conclusion that “despite its ailing state, 
Variety lends credibility to Penske Media.”54

Restoring Faith in Formal Intermediaries

Because the twin properties of independence and expertise are so essential, 
intermediaries will survive, albeit in a modified format. However, entrepre-
neurs must restore consumers’ faith in formal intermediaries, regardless of 
where (that is, through which medium) the discourse is presented. To that 
end, the FCC has made attempts to regulate conflict-of-interest issues in blogs 
and other individual-driven websites that evaluate and endorse goods. In ad-
dition, entrepreneurs have begun to self-impose disclosure and disclaimer 
requirements. Many bloggers and other online entities are aware of such prob-
lems and are taking steps to develop the same safeguards and abide by the 
same principles and norms that exist in the world of physical media, although 
the issue of credibility will persist until those norms are widely accepted and 
adopted. One example of an online intermediary who has emphasized in-
dependence is brainpickings.org, founded and run by writer/commentator 
Maria Popova, who reviews thematically grouped books (in the style of The 
New York Review of Books). The site contains no advertisements and is run 
as a nonprofit, with revenues solicited from readers in the form of donations/
subscriptions. Rather than drawing an income from affiliate revenues (from 
publishers), Popova links to the public library page of the book and thus 
maintains separation between her discourse and sales.55,56

THE ROLE OF CONSUMERS 

Finally, any discussion of the changes in the ecosystem of the creative indus-
tries would be incomplete without a close examination of the role of consum-
ers in the process of creating a market for cultural goods. As mentioned at 
several points earlier, some of the problems faced by the entities in creative 
industries emerged because consumers lost sight of the economic realities 
that constrain all members of society: artists need to earn a living, and shar-
ing and duplicating works without proper payment defies both the law and 
ethical norms. Similarly, the expectation that discourse should be free forces 
entrepreneurial intermediaries to compromise their integrity to generate rev-
enues sufficient to provide an income. This situation is neither economically 
sustainable nor beneficial for the future of civic society. As consumers, indi-
viduals must understand and accept that, although the Internet has made it 

http://brainpickings.org
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possible for anyone to create and contribute, not everything posted on the 
Internet is of equivalent quality. Society must recognize high-quality contri-
butions and foster economic and social conditions that enable the continued 
creation of both high-quality artistic works and expert independent discourse 
that identifies such works and establishes their economic and cultural value. 
Heeding this clarion call is the only way to ensure the promulgation of new 
ideas and innovative creative goods that can rejuvenate and transform society.

Conclusion

Although the advent of digitalization and globalization has engendered sig-
nificant changes in the markets for cultural goods, the traditional structure 
and functioning of the value chain in creative industries remains relevant and 
important. Thus, old rules prevail in the new world, albeit with some modifi-
cations. The goal of the moment, then, is to judiciously blend the advantages 
of the new world with the foundational elements of the old world to generate 
broader and deeper access to new cultural goods in a sustained manner. 

Contemporary society stands at a juncture where the possibilities for cul-
tural change are numerous and significant—indeed, these possibilities are a 
business imperative for pioneer entrepreneurs seeking to avail themselves of 
the market-creation opportunities generated by globalization and/or digitali-
zation. This is an exciting but delicate moment, as established practices in the 
creative industries are reexamined, challenged, and sometimes adjusted as a 
result of the upheavals caused by the intensively interconnected nature of to-
day’s digitalized and globalized world. Willfully ignoring rules and practices 
that serve primarily to protect and elevate consumers, in pursuit of a gold 
rush of entrepreneurial opportunities, will result in a race to the bottom from 
a civil society perspective. One of the objectives of this book is to illuminate 
the hazards of such behavior while also offering a way to prevent this potential 
downfall. Despite the misgivings expressed in certain parts of the book, it is 
intended to serve as an optimistic portrait of the creative industries that high-
lights both the pitfalls and plaudits awaiting those pioneer entrepreneurs who 
successfully create markets for radically innovative cultural goods, chang-
ing culture in the process. These are interesting times, and the onus is on all 
members of society to understand and establish the foundations of a world in 
which artists and artworks, and above all the novel ideas and unique visions 
embedded in these works, enjoy unfettered access to minds ready for change.
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